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Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the 18th International Symposium on Logic-Based Program Synthesis and Transformation (LOPSTR 2008)
held on July 17-18, 2008 in Valencia, Spain. Information about the conference
can be found at http://www.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~mh/lopstr08. Previous LOPSTR symposia were held in Lyngby (2007), Venice (2006 and 1999),
London (2005 and 2000), Verona (2004), Uppsala (2003), Madrid (2002), Paphos
(2001), Manchester (1998, 1992, and 1991), Leuven (1997), Stockholm (1996),
Arnhem (1995), Pisa (1994), and Louvain-la-Neuve (1993).
The aim of the LOPSTR series is to stimulate and promote international
research and collaboration on logic-based program development. LOPSTR traditionally solicits papers in the areas of specification, synthesis, verification,
transformation, analysis, optimisation, composition, security, reuse, applications
and tools, component-based software development, software architectures, agentbased software development, and program refinement. LOPSTR has a reputation
for being a lively, friendly forum for presenting and discussing work in progress.
Formal proceedings are produced only after the symposium so that authors can
incorporate this feedback in the published papers.
I would like to thank all those who submitted contributions to LOPSTR
in the categories of full papers and extended abstracts. Each submission was
reviewed by at least three program committee members. The committee decided
to accept eleven full papers and five extended abstracts. One accepted full paper
has been withdrawn by the authors. In addition to the accepted presentation, the
program also included an invited talk by Peter O’Hearn (University of London).
I am grateful to the program committee members who worked hard to produce high-quality reviews for the submitted papers in a tight schedule, as well
as all the external reviewers involved in the paper selection. I also would like
to thank Andrei Voronkov for his excellent EasyChair system that automates
many of the tasks involved in chairing a conference.
LOPSTR 2008 was co-located with SAS 2008, PPDP 2008, and PLID 2008.
Many thanks to the local organizers of these events, in particular, to Josep Silva,
the LOPSTR 2008 local organization chair. Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the
institutions that sponsored this event: Departamento de Sistemas Informáticos y
Computación, EAPLS, ERCIM, Generalitat Valenciana, MEC (Feder) TIN200730509-E, and Universidad Politécnica de Valencia.
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Space Invading Systems Code
Cristiano Calcagno2 , Dino Distefano1 , Peter O’Hearn1 , and Hongseok Yang1
1

1

Queen Mary, Univ. of London

2

Imperial College

Introduction

Space Invader is a static analysis tool that aims to perform accurate, automatic
verification of the way that programs use pointers. It uses separation logic assertions [1, 2] to describe states, and works by performing a proof search, using abstract interpretation to enable convergence. As well as having roots in separation
logic, Invader draws on the fundamental work of Sagiv et. al. on shape analysis
[3]. It is complementary to other tools – e.g., SLAM [4], Blast [5], ASTRÉE [6]
– that use abstract interpretation for verification, but that use coarse or limited
models of the heap.
Space Invader began life as a theoretical prototype working on a toy language
[7], which was itself an outgrowth of a previous toy-language tool [8]. Then, in
May of 2006, spurred by discussions with Byron Cook, we decided to attempt
to test our ideas against real-world systems code, starting with a Windows device driver, and then moving on to various open-source programs. (A related
tool, SLAyer, has been in development by Josh Berdine and Cook at Microsoft
Cambridge, and some of our work has been done jointly with them.)
As of the summer of 2008, Space Invader has proven pointer safety (no null or
dangling pointer dereferences, or leaks) in industrial programs of up to 10K LOC,
and partial properties of larger codes. The talk will describe the hurdles we have
had to overcome and ideas we have developed in applying shape analysis and
separation logic to systems code [9–12]. It will also pinpoint some of the things we
cannot currently do, and where some future difficulties lie in automatic program
verification.
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From Monomorphic to Polymorphic
Well-Typings and Beyond
*Extended Abstract*

Tom Schrijvers1? , John Gallagher2 , and Maurice Bruynooghe1
1

2

Dept. of Computer Science, K.U.Leuven, Belgium
Dept. of Computer Science, Roskilde University, Denmark

Abstract. Type information has many applications, it can be used for
optimized compilation, termination analysis, error detection, . . . . However logic programs are typically untyped. A well-typed program has the
property that it behaves identically with or without type checking. Hence
the automatic inference of a well-typing is worthwhile.
Existing inferences are either cheap and inaccurate, or accurate and expensive. By giving up the concept that all calls to a predicate have types
that are instances of a unique polymorphic type but instead allowing
multiple polymorphic typings for the same predicate, we obtain a novel
strongly-connected-component-based analysis that provides a good compromise between accuracy and computational cost.

1

Introduction

While type information has many useful applications, e.g., in optimized compilation, termination analysis, documentation, debugging, . . . , as a matter of fact,
most logic programming languages are untyped. In [3], Mycroft and O’Keefe
propose a polymorphic type schema for Prolog which makes static type checking
possible and has the guarantee that well-typed programs behave identically with
or without type checking, i.e., the types do not affect the execution. While there
is plenty of work on automatic type inference for logic programs, it was, to the
best of our knowledge, not until [1] that a method was introduced to automatically infer a well-typing for logic programs. The paper describes how to infer
a so-called monomorphic well-typing which derives a type signature for every
predicate. The well-typing has the property that the type signature of each call
is identical to that of the predicate signature. Below is a code fragment, followed
by the results of the inference.
p(R) :- app([a],[b],M), app([M],[M],R).
app([],L,L).
app([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :- app(Xs,Ys,Zs).
% type definition:
?
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:- type list ---> [] ; a ; b ; [list | list].
% predicate signatures:
:- app(list,list,list).
:- p(list).
Note that the list type is not the standard one. The reason is that app/3 is
called once with lists of a’s and b’s and once with lists whose elements are the
former lists. The well-typing constraint, stating that both calls must have the
same signature as the predicate app/3 enforces the above unnatural solution.
Hence, the monomorphic type inference is not so interesting for large programs
as they likely use many different type instances of base predicates.
In a language with polymorphic types such as Mercury, [6], one typically
declares app/3 as having type app(list(T),list(T),list(T)). The first call
instantiates the type parameter T with the a type elem defined as elem ---> a
; b while the second call instantiates T with list(elem).
The sets of terms denoted by these polymorphic types list(elem) and
list(list(elem)) are proper subsets of the monomorphic type list. For instance, the term [a|b] is of type list, but not of type list(elem). Hence,
polymorphic types allow for a more accurate characterization of program terms.
The work in [1] also sketches the inference of a polymorphic well-typing.
However, the rules presented there are incomplete. We refer to [4] for a comprehensive set. In this paper, we revisit the problem of inferring a polymorphic
typing. However, we impose the restriction that calls to a predicate that occur
inside the strongly connected component (SCC) that defines the predicate (for
simplicity we refer to them as recursive calls) have the same type signature as the
predicate. Other calls, appearing higher in the call graph of the program have
a type signature that is a polymorphic instance of the definition’s type. The
motivation of the restriction is that it can be computationally very demanding
when a recursive call is allowed to have a type that is a true instance of the
definition’s type. Henglein [2] showed that type checking in such a setting is undecidable, and Schrijvers and Bruynooghe [4] have strong indications of similar
undecidability for type inference. Applied on the above program fragment, one
obtains the following well-typing:
:::::::-

type elem ---> a ; b.
type list1(T) ---> [] ; [T | list1(T)].
type list2(T) ---> [] ; [T | list2(T)].
app(list1(T),list2(T),list2(T)).
p(list2(list2(elem)).
call app1(list1(elem), list2(elem), list2(elem)).
call app2(list1(list2(elem)),
list2(list2(elem)), list2(list2(elem))).

Both list1 and list2 are renamings of the standard list type, hence this welltyping is equivalent to what one would declare in a language such as Mercury.
As for the type signatures of the calls, call appi refers to that of the ith call. In
4

the first call, the polymorphic parameter is instantiated by elem, in the second
by list2(elem).
However, applying the analysis on a fragment where the second argument of
the first call to app/3 is not a list but a constant, one obtains:
q(R) :- app([a],b,M), app([M],[M],R).
% type definition
:- type elem ---> a.
% <<<
:- type list1(T) ---> [] ; [T|list1(T)] .
:- type list2(T) ---> [] ; [T|list2(T1)] ; b.
% <<<
% signatures
:- app(list1(T),list2(T),list2(T)).
:- q(list2(list2(elem))).
:- call app1(list1(elem), list2(elem), list2(elem)).
:- call app2(list1(list2(elem)),
list2(list2(elem)), list2(list2(elem))).
Note that the erroneous call spoils the type of app/3. Indeed, the type list2(T)
has an extra case with the functor b. Moreover, it is not clear from the type
information which call is at the origin of the spoiled type. This, together with
the complexity of the polymorphic analysis motivated us to consider yet another
setting where we derive types SCC by SCC. For the lowest SCC, defining app/3,
we obtain:
:- type list(T)
---> [] ; [T | list(T)].
:- type stream(T) ---> [T | stream(T)].
% signatures
:- app(list(T),stream(T),stream(T)).
Note the stream(T) type for the second and third argument. This is a welltyping. Nothing in the definition enforces that the list structure is terminated
by an empty list, hence this case is absent in the type for second and third
argument. Note that none of the two types is an instance of the other one.
For the SCC defining p/1 one obtains:
:- type elem ---> a ; b.
:- type elist1 ---> [elem|elist1] ; [].
:- type elist2 ---> [elem|elist2] ; [].
:- type elistlist1 ---> [elist2|elistlist1] ; [].
:- type elistlist2 ---> [elist2|elistlist2] ; [].
% signatures
:- p(elistlist2).
:- call app1(elist1, elist2, elist2).
:- call app2(elistlist1, elistlist2, elistlist2).
This reveals that in the SCC of p/1, app/3 is called with types that are instances
of lists. These instances are represented as monomorphic types; with a small extra computational effort, one could separate them in the underlying polymorphic
type and the parameter instances.
5

Finally, for the SCC defining q/1 one obtains:
:- type elem ---> a.
% <<<
:- type elist1 ---> [elem|elist1] ; [].
:- type eblist2 ---> [elem|eblist2] ; b.
% <<<
:- type elistlist1 ---> [eblist2|elistlist1] ; [].
:- type elistlist2 ---> [eblist2|elistlist2] ; [].
% signatures
:- q(elistlist2).
:- call app1(elist1, eblist2, eblist2).
:- call app2(elistlist1, elistlist2, elistlist2).
This reveals that eblist2 is not a standard list and that it is the first call to
app/3 that employs this type.
This example shows that the SCC based polymorphic analysis provides more
useful information than the true polymorphic one. It is interesting in another aspect. It gives up the usual concept underlying polymorphic typing that each predicate should have a unique principal typing and that all calls should have a type
that is an instance of it. Indeed, the types of the first and second call are equivalent to instances of the type signatures app(list1(T),blist2(T),blist2(T))
and app(list1(T),list2(T),list2(T)) respectively, where the types list1(T)
and list2(T) are the standard polymorphic list types but blist2(T) is defined
as blist2(T) ---> [T|eblist2(T)] ; b.
Our contributions are the following:
– We propose a new and efficient polymorphic type analysis based on an SCC
by SCC traversal of the program.
– We compare our approach with two other analyses, a cheap but inaccurate
monomorphic analysis and an accurate but expensive polymorphic analysis.
– Our small evaluation shows the respective merits of the different analyses.
In the rest of this abstract, we describe the different well-typings and their
inference in more detail and we end with a small evaluation of their merits.

2

Problem Statement and Background Knowledge

Logic Programs Our syntax of logic programs is defined as follows:
Program
Clause
Goal
Atom
Term

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

{Clause};
Atom ’:-’ Goal;
Atom | ’(’ Goal , Goal ’)’ | Term ’=’ Term | ’true’ ;
Pred ’(’ Term ’,’ ... ’,’ Term ’)’ ;
Var | Functor ’(’ Term ’,’ ... ’,’ Term ’)’ ;

Pred, Functor and Var refer to sets of predicate symbols, function symbols and
variables respectively. Elements of the first two sets are denoted with strings
starting with a lower case, whereas elements of Var start with an upper case.
6

Types We adopt the terminology of Mercury [6] for our types. They are built
from a number of type constructors t0 , t1 , . . . and type variables φ0 , φ1 , . . .:
τ := φ | t(τ̄ )
where τ̄ stands for τ1 , . . . , τn and the type constructors t are defined by a type
definition, which is a finite set of type rules of the form:
t(φ̄) −→ f1 (τ¯1 ); . . . ; fn (τ¯n )
where fi are distinct function symbols and all type variables in τ¯i also appear in
φ̄. No two type rules have the same type constructor in the left-hand side.

(Var) Γ, X : τ ` X : τ
(:- type τ −→ . . . ; f (τ1 , . . . , τn ) ; . . .) ∈ Γ
(Term)
Γ ` f (t1 , . . . , tn ) : τ θ
(True) Γ ` true : 
Γ ` t1 : τ
Γ ` t2 : τ
(Unif)
Γ ` t1 =t2 : 
Γ ` g1 : 
Γ ` g2 : 
(Conj)
Γ ` (g1 ,g2 ) : 
p(τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ Γ
Γ ` ti : τi
Γ `g:
(Clause)
Γ ` p(t1 , . . . , tn ) :- g : 
Γ ` ai :- gi : 
(Prog)
Γ ` {ai :- gi } : 

Γ ` ti : τi0

τi0 = τi θ

Fig. 1. The Common Type Judgement Rules

Typing Judgements A predicate signature is of the form p(τ̄ ) and declares a type
τi for every argument of predicate p.
A type environment E for a program P is a set of typings X : τ , one for
every variable X in P, and of predicate signatures p(τ̄ ), one for every predicate
p in P, and a type definition.
A typing judgement E ` e : τ asserts that e has type τ for the type environment E and E ` e :  asserts that e is well-typed.
A typing judgement is valid if it respects the typing rules of the type system.
We will consider three different type systems, but they differ only in one place,
namely in the typing of predicate calls in rule bodies. Figure 1 shows the typing
rules for all the other language constructs, common to all type systems. The
Var rule states that a variable is typed as given in the type environment. The
Term rule constructs the type of a compound term; the other rules state the
well-typing of atoms and that a program is well-typed when all its parts are.
7

(MonoCall)
(RecCall)
(PolyCall)

(SCCCall)

p(τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ Γ

Γ ` ti : τi

Γ ` p(t1 , . . . , tn ) : 
p(τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ Γ
Γ ` ti : τi
Γ ` p(t1 , . . . , tn ) : 
p(τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∈ Γ
Γ ` ti : τi0

τi0 = τi θ

Γ ` p(t1 , . . . , tn ) : 
Γ ` ti : τi0
(:- type τi0 −→ . . .) ∈ Γ
0
0
Γ ∪ {:- type τi −→ . . .} ∪ {p(τ10 , . . . , τn0 )} ` subprog(p/n) : 
Γ ` p(t1 , . . . , tn ) : 
Fig. 2. The Call Rules

The different ways of well-typing a call are given in Figure 2. For the monomorphic analysis, the well-typing of a call is identical to that of the predicate in the
environment (MonoCall rule). For the other two analyses, this only holds for
the recursive calls (RecCall rule). The polymorphic analysis requires that the
type of a non-recursive call is an instance (under type substitution θ) of the type
of the predicate (PolyCall rule), while the SCC based analysis (SCCCall
rule) requires that the well-typing of the call in Γ —which is p(τ10 , . . . , τn0 )— is
such that there exists a typing environment (that can be different from Γ ) with
the following properties: the subprogram defining the predicate (subprog(p/n))
is well-typed in Γ 0 and the predicate signature of p/n is p(τ10 , . . . , τn0 ) itself. Note
that this implies that there exists a polymorphic type signature for p/n such
that p(τ10 , . . . , τn0 ) is an instance of it; however, that polymorphic type can be
different for different calls.
In all three analyses, we are interested in minimal solutions. Informally: fewer
cases in a type rule is better and one type is better than another, when the latter
is equivalent to an instance of the former.

3

The Monomorphic Type Analysis

The monomorphic type system is simple. It requires that all calls to a predicate
have exactly the same typing as the signature (rule MonoCall in Figure 2).
The monomorphic type inference (first described in [1]) consists of three
phases: (1) Derive type constraints from the program text. (2) Normalize (or
solve) the type constraints. (3) Extract type definitions and type signatures from
the normalized constraints. A practical implementation may interleave these
phases. In particular, (1) may be interleaved with (2) via incremental constraint
solving. We discuss the three phases in more detail below.
Phase 1: Type Constraint Derivation For the purpose of constraint derivation
we assume that a distinct type τ is associated with every occurrence of a term.
In addition, every defined predicate p has an associated type signature p(τ )
8

and every variable X an associated type τ ; these are respectively denoted as
pred (p(τ )) and var (X) : τ . The associated type information serves as the initial
assumption for the type environment E; initially all types are unconstrained.
Now we impose constraints on these types based on the program text. For
the monomorphic system, we only need two different kinds of type constraint:
τ1 = τ2 : the two types are (syntactically) equal, and τ ⊇ f (τ ): the type definition
of type τ contains a case f (τ ).
Figure 3 shows what constraints are derived from various language constructs.
The unlisted language constructs do not impose any constraints.

(Var)
(Term)

(Call)
(Unif)
(Head)

X : τ0
t1 : τ1

var (X) : τ
τ = τ0
...

t n : τn

f (t1 , . . . , tn ) : τ

τ ⊇ f (τ1 , . . . , τn )
ti : τi0
pred (p(τ1 , . . . , τn ))
(a :- g) ∈ P
p(t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ g
t1 : τ1

τi0 = τi
t2 : τ2
t1 =t2 ∈ P

t1 : τ10

τ1 = τ2
...
tn : τn0

pred (p(τ1 , . . . , τn ))

p(t1 , . . . , tn ):-g ∈ P

τi0 = τi

Fig. 3. Constraint derivation rules

Phase 2: Type Constraint Normalization In the constraint normalization phase
we rewrite the bag of derived constraints (the constraint store) to propagate all
available information. The normalized form is obtained as the fixed point of but
three rewrite steps. The first rewrite step drops trivial equalities.
(Triv) C ∪ {τ = τ } =⇒ C
The second rewrite step unifies equal types.
(Unif) C ∪ {τ1 = τ2 } =⇒ C[τ2 /τ1 ] ∪ {τ1 = τ2 }
where τ1 ∈ C and τ1 6≡ τ2 . The third rewrite step collapses equal function
symbols.
(Coll) C ∪ {τ ⊇ f (τ1 ), τ ⊇ f (τ2 )} =⇒ C ∪ {τ ⊇ f (τ1 ), τ1 = τ2 }
Phase 3: Type Information Extraction Type definitions and type expressions are
derived simultaneously from the normal form of the constraint store.
We infer the type expressions from:
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– A type α that does not appear as the first argument in a ⊇ constraint gets
as its type expression a unique type variable A.
– A type τ that appears on the lhs of a ⊇ constraint is assigned a unique
type name t. This type name has as its arguments the type variables Ai of
corresponding types αi such that τ
αi 1 are the type expressions of the τi .
The type definitions follow from the type expressions in a straightforward
manner. For each type τ with type expression t(A) we get a type definition
t(A) −→ . . .. This definition contains one case f (. . .) for each constraint τ ⊇
f (τ ), where the argument expressions are the type expressions of the types τ .
Properties It is fairly easy to see that by the above approach we get a sound,
complete and terminating algorithm.
Of particular interest is the time complexity of normalization:
Theorem 1 (Time Complexity). The normalization algorithm has a nearlinear time complexity O(n · α(n)), where n is the program size and α is the
inverse Ackermann function.
The α(n) factor follows from the Unif step, if implemented with the optimal
union-find algorithm.

4

The Polymorphic Type Analysis

The polymorphic type system relaxes the monomorphic one. The type signature
of non-recursive predicate calls is an instance of the predicate signature, rather
than being identical to it. In [4], a type inference is described that allows this
also for recursive calls. constraint derivation to the current setting). It has a
complex set of rules because there is propagation of type information between
predicate signature and call signature in both directions. A new case in a type
rule from a type in the signature of a call is propagated to the corresponding type
in the signature of the definition and in turn propagated to the corresponding
types in the signature of all other calls. There, it can potentially interact with
other constraints, leading to yet another case and triggering a new round of
propagation. Experiments indicate a cubic time complexity.

5

The SCC Type Analysis

We summarize briefly the procedure for the SCC-based type inference. The
strongly connected components (SCCs) of a program are sets of predicates,
where each component is either a singleton containing a non-recursive predicate or a maximal set of mutually recursive predicates. There is a partial order
on the SCCs; for components s1 and s2 , s1  s2 iff some predicate in s1 depends
(possibly indirectly) on a predicate in s2 .
1

I.e., αi is reachable from τ using the ⊇ constraints.
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Basic Analysis In the SCC type analysis we first compute the SCCs and topologically sort them in ascending ordering wrt , yielding say s0 , . . . , sm . Type
constraints for the clauses for si are then generated using the same rules as in
Figure 3, except that in the Call rule applied to non-recursive calls we use a
renamed copy of the signature of the called predicate, and extend the solved
type constraints for s0 , . . . , si−1 by a renamed version of the type rules for the
types in the renamed signature. Thus each call to a predicate in a lower SCC has
its own type which does not interfere with calls to the same predicate elsewhere
(interference which is unavoidable in the polymorphic analysis).
The complexity of the SCC type generation and solution is now related to
the number of generated constraints including the renamed copies. This appears
to be roughly quadratic in the size of the program, since the number of copies
is proportional to m ∗ k ∗ (k + 1)/2 where k is the number of SCCs and m is the
number of calls.
The above description requires that all (solved) type constraints of the lower
SCCs s0 , . . . , si−1 are copied for a non-recursive call in SCC si . In practice, it
is not necessary to copy all these constraints, only those constraints relevant for
the predicate definition. In other words, we may project all constraints on the
variables in the predicate signature, before copying. Usually projection yields a
much smaller set of constraints.

6

Evaluation

We evaluated the three algorithms on a suite of small programs (see Appendix A
of [5]), also used in [1]. The monomorphic analysis finishes quickly, in less than 1
ms on a Pentium 4 2.00 GHz. The SCC analysis provides more accurate analysis
in 1 to 3 times the time of the monomorphic analysis. The complex polymorphic
analysis lags far behind; it’s easily 10 to 100 times slower.
A contrived scalable benchmark based on the first example in this paper
shows that the monomorphic and SCC analyses can scale linearly, while the
polymorphic analysis exhibits a cubic behavior. The scalable program, which
varies with n, is constructed as follows:
app([],L,L).
app([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :- app(Xs,Ys,Zs).
r(R) :- app([a],[b],M1),
app([M1],[M1],M2), ..., app([Mn],[Mn],R).
Below are the runtimes for the three inferences2 .
Program
MONO
SCC
POLY
app-1
0.38 ms
0.65 ms
12 ms
app-10
1.20 ms
2.14 ms
206 ms
app-100
9.60 ms
18.10 ms 88,043 ms
app-1000
115.80 ms 238.05 ms
T/O
app-10000 1,402.40 ms 2,955.95 ms
T/O
2

T/O means time-out after 2s.
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Another scalable benchmark (Appendix C of [5]) provokes the worst-case
quadratic behavior of the SCC analysis, which is still much better than the
cubic behavior and constant factors of the polymorphic analysis.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Within the framework of polymorphic well-typings of programs, it is customary
to have a unique principal type signature for predicate definitions and type signatures of calls (from outside the SCC defining the predicate) that are instances
of the principal type. We have presented a novel SCC-based type analysis that
gives up the concept of a unique principal type and instead allows different calls
to have type signatures that are instances of different well-typings of the predicate definition. This offers two advantages. Firstly, it is much more efficient
than a true polymorphic analysis and is only slightly more expensive than a
monomorphic one. In practice, it scales linearly with program size. Secondly,
when an unexpected case appears in a type rule (which may hint at a program
error), it is easy to figure out whether it is due to the predicate definition or
to a particular call. This information cannot be reconstructed from the inferred
types in the polymorphic and the monomorphic analyses.
In future work we plan to investigate the quality of the new analysis by
performing type inference on Mercury programs where all type information has
been removed and comparing the inferred types with the original ones.
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Abstract. Safe is a first-order eager functional language with facilities
for programmer-controlled destruction and copying of data structures. It
provides also regions, i.e. disjoint parts of the heap where the programmer
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pointers arising from the inadequate usage of these facilities. In this paper
we present an inference algorithm, we describe its implementation, and
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1

Introduction

Many imperative languages offer low level mechanisms to allocate and free heap
memory, which the programmer may use in order to dynamically create and
destroy pointer based data structures. These mechanisms give the programmer
complete control over memory usage but are very error prone. Well known problems that may arise are dangling references, undesired sharing between data
structures with complex side effects, and polluting memory with garbage.
On the other hand, functional languages usually consider memory management as a low level issue. Allocation is done implicitly and usually a garbage
collector takes care of the memory exhaustion situation.
A semi-explicit approach to memory control is our functional language Safe
[PSM07] in which programmers may cooperate with the memory management
system by indicating that some particular data structure will not be needed
in the future, and that it may be safely destroyed by the runtime system and
its memory recovered. It also allows programmers to control the sharing degree
between different data structures. The compiler uses inferred regions to locate
data constructions, so that a garbage collector is not needed. We have also defined a type system [MPS08b] guaranteeing that destruction facilities used by
programmers, and region management done by the system, do not create dangling pointers in the heap. This combination of explicit destruction and implicit
regions is novel in the functional programming field. The final code produced by
the compiler is Java bytecode. These characteristics make Safe useful for programming small devices where memory requirements are rather strict and where
garbage collectors are a burden both in space and in service availability.
The contribution of this paper is an inference algorithm for the type system
presented in [MPS08b]. It is well-known that the distance between a type sytem
?
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and a type inference algorithn cannot always be saved. We describe in detail its
implementation, give some examples of use, and also prove its correctness with
respect to the type system. In Section 2 we summarize language Safe. The type
system is presented in Section 3 and the corresponding inference algorithm is
explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows some examples whose types have been
successfully inferred. Finally, Section 6 compares this work with related analyses
in other languages with memory management facilities.

2

Summary of Safe

Safe is a first-order polymorphic functional language similar to (first-order)
Haskell or ML with some facilities to manage memory. The memory model is
based on heap regions where data structures (DS) are built. However, in Full-Safe
in which programs are written, regions are implicit. These are inferred when FullSafe is desugared into Core-Safe. A simple region inference algorithm is described
in [MPS08a]. As all the analyses mentioned in this paper [PSM07,MPS08b] happen at Core-Safe level, later in this section we will describe it in detail.
The allocation and deallocation of regions is bound to function calls: a working region is allocated when entering the call and deallocated when exiting it.
Inside the function, data structures may be built but they can also be destroyed
by using a destructive pattern matching denoted by ! or a case! expression,
which deallocate the cell corresponding to the outermost constructor. Using recursion the recursive spine of the whole data structure may be deallocated. We
say that it is condemned. As an example, we show an append function destroying
the first list’s spine, while keeping its elements in order to build the result:
concatD []!
ys
concatD (x:xs)! ys

= ys
= x : concatD xs ys

As a consequence, the concatenation needs constant additional heap space, while
the usual version needs linear additional heap space. The fact that the first list
is lost is reflected in the type of the function: concatD :: [a]! -> [a] -> [a].
The data structures which are not part of the function’s result are built in
the local working region, which we call self, and they die when the function terminates. As an example we show a destructive version of the treesort algorithm:
treesortD :: [Int]! -> [Int]
treesortD xs = inorder (mkTreeD xs)

First, the original list xs is used to build a search tree by applying function
mkTreeD (defined below). This tree is then traversed in inorder to produce the
sorted list. The tree is not part of the result of the function, so it will be built in
the working region and will die when the treesortD function returns (in CoreSafe this is explicit). The original list is destroyed and the destructive appending
function is used in the traversal so that constant heap space is consumed.
Function mkTreeD inserts each element of the list in the tree by calling function
insertD, which is the destructive version of insertion in a binary search tree:
insertD :: Int -> Tree Int! -> Tree Int
insertD x Empty! = Node Empty x Empty
insertD x (Node lt y rt)! | x == y = Node lt! y rt!
| x > y = Node lt! y (insertD x rt)
| x < y = Node (insertD x lt) y rt!
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n

m

prog → data i ; dec j ; e
n

data → data T αi @ ρj m = Ck tks
dec → f xi n @ rj l = e
e
→ a
| x@r
| x!
| f ai n @ rj l
| let x1 = be in e
n
| case x of alt i
n
| case! x of alt i
alt → C xi n → e
be → C ai n @ r
|e

nk

@ ρm

l

{recursive, polymorphic data type}
{recursive, polymorphic function}
{atom: literal c or variable x}
{copy}
{reuse}
{function application}
{non-recursive, monomorphic}
{read-only case}
{destructive case}
{constructor application}

Fig. 1. Core-Safe language definition

Notice in the first guard, that the cell just destroyed must be built again. When a
data structure is condemned its recursive children may subsequently be destroyed
or they may be reused as part of the result of the function. We denote the latter
with a !, as shown in this function insertD. This is due to safety reasons: a
condemned data structure cannot be returned as the result of a function, as
it potentially may contain dangling pointers. Reusing turns a condemned data
structure into a safe one. The original reference is not accessible any more. So,
in the example lt and rt are condemned and they must be reused in order to
be part of the result.
Data structures may also be copied using @ notation. Only the recursive
spine of the structure is copied, while the elements are shared with the old one.
This allows more general typings regarding regions. For example, if we write
concat []
ys
concat (x:xs) ys

= ys@
= x : concat xs ys

then the resulting list may live in a different heap region than the input lists.
In Fig. 1 we show the syntax of Core-Safe. A program prog is a sequence of
possibly recursive polymorphic data and function definitions followed by a main
expression e, using them, whose value is the program result. The abbreviation
xi n stands for x1 · · · xn . Destructive pattern matching is desugared into case!
expressions. Constructions are only allowed in let bindings, and atoms are used
in function applications, case/case! discriminant, copy and reuse. Regions are
explicit in constructor application and the copy expression. Function definitions
have additional parameters rj l where data structures may be built. In the right
hand side expression only the rj and its working region self may be used.
Polymorphic algebraic data types are defined separately through data declarations. Region inference adds region arguments to constructors forcing the restriction that recursive substructures must live in the same region as its parent.
There may be several region parameters when nested types are used: different
components of the data structure may live in different regions. In that case the
last region variable is the outermost region where the constructed values of this
type are allocated. In the following example
data T a b @ rho1 rho2 = C1 ([a] @ rho1) @ rho2 | C2 b @ rho2
rho2 is where the constructed values of type T are allocated, while rho1 is where
the list of a C1 value is allocated.
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τ → t
|r
|σ
|ρ
t → s
|d
s → T s@ρ
|b
d → T t!@ρ

{external}
r
{in-danger}
b
{polymorphic function}
{region}
tf
{safe}
{condemned}
σ

→ T s#@ρ
→ a
|B
n
→ ti → ρj l → T s@ρk m
| si n → ρ → T s@ρk m
→ ∀a.σ
| ∀ρ.σ
| tf

{variable}
{basic}
{function}
{constructor}

Fig. 2. Type expressions

Function splitD is an example with several output regions. In order to save
space we show here a semi-desugared version with explicit regions. Notice that
the resulting tuple and its components may live in different regions:
splitD :: Int -> [a]!@rh2 -> rh1 -> rh2 -> rh3 -> ([a]@rh1,[a]@rh2)@rh3
splitD 0 zs!
@ r1 r2 r3 = ([]@r1, zs!)@r3
splitD n []!
@ r1 r2 r3 = ([]@r1, []@r2)@r3
splitD n (y:ys)! @ r1 r2 r3 = ((y:ys1)@r1, ys2)@r3
where (ys1, ys2) = splitD (n-1) ys @ r1 r2 r3

3

Safe Type System

In this section we briefly describe a polymorphic type system with algebraic
data types for programming in a safe way when using the destruction facilities
offered by the language (see [MPS08b] for more details). The syntax of type
expressions is shown in Fig. 2. As the language is first-order, we distinguish
between functional, tf , and non-functional types, t, r. Non-functional algebraic
types may be safe types s, condemned types d or in-danger types r. In-danger
and condemned types are respectively distinguished by a # or ! annotation.
In-danger types arise as an intermediate step during typing useful to control
the side-effects of the destructions. But notice that the types of functions only
include either safe or condemned types. The intended semantics of these types
is the following:
• Safe types (s): A DS of this type can be read, copied or used to build
other DSs. They cannot be destroyed or reused by using the symbol !. The
predicate safe? tells us whether a type is safe.
• Condemned types (d): It is a DS directly involved in a case! action. Its
recursive descendants inherit the same condemned type. They cannot be used
to build other DSs, but they can be read or copied before being destroyed.
They can also be reused once. The predicate cdm? is true for them.
• In-danger types (r): This is a DS sharing a recursive desdendant of a
condemned DS, so potentially it can contain dangling pointers. The predicate
danger ? is true for these types. The predicate unsafe? is true for condemned
and in-danger types. Function danger (s) denotes the in-danger version of s.
We will write T @ρm instead of T s@ρm to abbreviate whenever the s are not
relevant. We shall even use T @ρ to highlight only the outermost region. A partial
order between types is defined: τ ≥ τ , T !@ρm ≥ T @ρm , and T #@ρm ≥ T @ρm .
Predicates region?(τ ) and function?(τ ) respectively indicate that τ is a region
type or a functional type.
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Constructor types have one region argument ρ which coincides with the outermost region variable of the resulting algebraic type T s@ρm , and reflect that
recursive sharing can happen only in the same region. As example:
[ ] : ∀a, ρ.ρ → [a]@ρ
(:) : ∀a, ρ.a → [a]@ρ → ρ → [a]@ρ
Empty : ∀a, ρ.ρ → Tree a@ρ
Node : ∀a, ρ.Tree a@ρ → a → Tree a@ρ → ρ → Tree a@ρ

We assume that the types of the constructors are collected in an environment
Σ, easily built from the data type declarations. In functional types there may
be several region arguments ρj l where data structures may be built.
In the type environments, Γ , we can find region type assignments r : ρ, variable type assignments x : t, and polymorphic scheme assignments to functions
f : σ. In the rules we will also use gen(tf , Γ ) and tf  σ to respectively denote
(standard) generalization of a monomorphic type and restricted instantiation of
a polymorphic type with safe types.
Several operators on environments are used in the rules. The usual operator
+ demands disjoint domains. Operators ⊗ and ⊕ are defined only if common
variables have the same type, which must be safe in the case of ⊕. If one of this
operators is not defined in a rule, we assume that the rule cannot be applied.
Operator L is explained below. The predicate utype?(t, t0 ) is true when the
underlying Hindley-Milner types of t and t0 are the same.
In Figure 3, the rules for typing expressions are shown. Function sharerec(x, e)
gives an upper approximation to the set of variables in scope in e which share
a recursive descendant of the DS starting at x. This set is computed by the
abstract interpretation based sharing analysis defined in [PSM07].
An invariant of the type system tells that if a variable appears as condemned
in the typing environment, then those variables sharing a recursive substructure
appear also in the environment with unsafe types. This is necessary in order to
propagate information about the possibly damaged pointers.
There are rules for typing literals ([LIT]), and variables of several kinds
([VAR], [REGION] and [FUNCTION]). Notice that these are given a type under the smallest typing environment. Rules [EXTS] and [EXTD] allow to extend
the typing environments according to the invariant mentioned above. Notation
type(y) represents the Hindley-Milner type inferred for variable y 1 .
Rule [COPY] allows any variable to be copied. This is expressed by extending
the previously defined partial order between types to environments.
Rule [LET] controls the intermediate data structures, that may be safe, condemned or in-danger in the main expression (τ covers the three cases). Operator
L guarantees that: (1) Each variable y condemned or in-danger in e1 may not
be referenced in e2 (i.e. y ∈
/ fv (e2 )), as it could be a dangling reference. (2)
Those variables marked as unsafe either in Γ1 or in Γ2 will keep those types in
the combined environment.
Rule [REUSE] establishes that in order to reuse a variable, it must have
a condemned type in the environment. Those variables sharing its recursive
descendants are given in-danger types in the environment.
Rule [APP] deals with function application. The use of the operator ⊕ avoids
a variable to be used in two or more different positions unless they are all safe
parameters. Otherwise undesired side-effects could happen. The set R collects all
1

Inference implementation first infers H-M types and then destruction annotations
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Γ `e:s x∈
/ dom(Γ )
safe?(τ ) ∨ danger ?(τ ) ∨ region?(τ ) ∨ function?(τ )
Γ + [x : τ ] ` e : s
∅`c:B

[LIT]

[x : s] ` x : s

R = sharerec(x, x!) − {x}
ΓR = {y : danger (type(y))| y ∈ R}
ΓR + [x : T !@ρ] ` x! : T @ρ
Γ1 ≥x@r [x : T @ρ0 , r : ρ]
[COPY]
Γ1 ` x@r : T @ρ
R=

[VAR]

[r : ρ] ` r : ρ

[REUSE]

Σ(C) = σ

[EXTS]

Γ ⊗ ΓR + [x : d] ` e : s

[REGION]

Γ1 ` e1 : s1
si n

Γ `e:s x∈
/ dom(Γ )
R = sharerec(x, e) − {x}
ΓR = {y : danger (type(y))| y ∈ R}

[EXTD]

tf  σ
[FUNCTION]
[f : σ] ` f : tf

Γ2 + [x1 : τ1 ] ` e2 : s

utype?(τ1 , s1 )

Γ1 fv (e2 ) Γ2 ` let x1 = e1 in e2 : s
L
→ ρ → T @ρm  σ Γ = n
i=1 [ai : si ] + [r : ρ]
Γ ` C ai n @r : T @ρm

L
L
n
ti → ρj l → T @ρm E σ
Γ = [f : σ] + lj=1 [rj : ρj ] + n
i=1 [ai : ti ]
n
l
ΓR = {y : danger (type(y))| y ∈ R}
i=1 {sharerec(ai , f ai @rj ) − {ai } | cdm?(ti )}

[LET]

[CONS]

Sn

ΓR + Γ ` f ai n @ rj l : T @ρm
∀i ∈ {1..n}.Σ(Ci ) = σi
Γ ≥case x of Ci xij ni →ei n [x : T @ρ]

[APP]

∀i ∈ {1..n}.si ni → ρ → T @ρ  σi
∀i ∈ {1..n}.∀j ∈ {1..ni }.inh(τij , sij , Γ (x))

∀i ∈ {1..n}.Γ + [xij : τij ]

ni

` ei : s

[CASE]

n

Γ ` case x of Ci xij ni → ei : s

(∀i ∈ {1..n}). Σ(Ci ) = σi
∀i ∈ {1..n}. si ni → ρ → T @ρ  σi
n
R = sharerec(x, case! x of Ci xij ni → ei ) − {x} ∀i ∈ {1..n}. ∀j ∈ {1..ni }.inh!(tij , sij , T !@ρ)
ni
∀z ∈ R ∪ {x}, i ∈ {1..n}.z ∈
/ fv (ei )
∀i ∈ {1..n}. Γ + [x : T #@ρ] + [xij : tij ] ` ei : s
ΓR = {y : danger (type(y)) | y ∈ R}
n

ΓR ⊗ Γ + [x : T !@ρ] ` case! x of Ci xij ni → ei : s

[CASE!]

Fig. 3. Type rules for expressions

the variables sharing a recursive substructure of a condemned parameter, which
are marked as in-danger in environment ΓR . Rule [CONS] is more restrictive as
only safe variables can be used to construct a DS.
Rule [CASE] allows its discriminant variable to be safe, in-danger, or condemned as it only reads the variable. Relation inh determines which types are
acceptable for pattern variables. Apart from the fact that the underlying types
are correct from the Hindley-Milner point of view: if the discriminant is safe, so
must be all the pattern variables; if it is in-danger, the pattern variables may be
safe or in-danger; if it is condemned, recursive pattern variables are in-danger
while non-recursive ones are safe.
In rule [CASE!] the discriminant is destroyed and consequently the text should
not try to reference it in the alternatives. The same happens to those variables
sharing a recursive substructure of x, as they may be corrupted. All those variables are added to the set R. Relation inh! determines the types inherited by
pattern variables: recursive ones are condemned while non-recursive ones are
safe. As recursive pattern variables inherit condemned types, the type environments for the alternatives contain all the variables sharing their recursive substructures as in-danger. In particular x may appear with an in-danger type. In
order to type the whole expression we must change it to condemned.

4

Inference algorithm

The typing rules presented in Section 3 allow in principle several correct typings
for a program. On the one hand, this is due to polymorphism and, on the other
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hand, to the fact that it may assign more condemned and in-danger types that
those really needed. We are interested in minimal types in the sense of being as
much polymorphic as possible and having as few unsafe types as possible.
As an example, let us consider the following definition: f (x : xs)@r = xs@r.
The type system can give f type [a]@ρ → ρ0 → [a]@ρ0 but also the type [a]!@ρ →
ρ0 → [a]@ρ0 . Our inference algorithm will return the first one.
Also, we are not interested in having mandatory explicit type declarations.
This is what the inference algorithm presented in this section achieves. It is
already implemented as part of Safe compiler’s front-end, which consists of about
5 000 lines of Haskell code.
It has two different phases: a (modified) Hindley-Milner phase and an unsafety propagation phase. The first one is rather straightforward with the added
complication of region inference, which is done at this stage. Its output consists
of decorating each applied occurrence of a variable and each defining occurrence
of a function symbol in the abstract syntax tree (AST) with its Hindley-Milner
type. We will not insist further in this phase here.
The second phase propagates unsafety information from the parts of the text
where condemned and in-danger types arise to the rest of the program text. As
the Hindley-Milner types are already available, the only additional information
needed for each variable is a mark telling whether it is a safe, in-danger or condemned one. Condemned and in-danger marks arise for instance in the [CASE!],
[REUSE], and [APP] typing rules while mandatory safe marks arise for instance
in rules for constructor applications. The algorithm generates minimal sets of
these marks in the program sites where they are mandatory and propagates this
information bottom-up in the AST looking for consistency of the marks. It may
happen that a safe mark is inferred for a variable in a program site and a condemned mark is inferred for the same variable in another site. This sometimes is
allowed by the type system —e.g. it is legal to read a variable in the auxiliary expression of a let and to destroy it in the main expression—, and disallowed some
other times—e.g. in a case, it is not legal to have a safe type for a variable in
one alternative and a condemned or in-danger type for it in another alternative.
So, the algorithm has two working modes. In the bottom-up working mode,
it accumulates sets of marks for variables. In fact, it propagates bottom-up four
sets of variables (D, R, S, N ) respectively meaning condemned, in-danger, safe,
and don’t-know variables in the corresponding expression. The fourth set arises
from the non-deterministic typing rules for [COPY] and [CASE] expressions.
The algorithm checks for consistency the information coming from two or
more different branches of the AST. This happens for instance in let and case
expressions. Even though the information is consistent it may be necessary to
propagate some information down the AST. For instance, x ∈ D1 and x ∈ N2 is
consistent in two different branches 1 and 2 of a case or a case!, but a D mark
for x must be propagated down the branch 2.
So, the algorithm consists of a single bottom-up traversal of the AST, occassionally interrupted by top-down traversals when new information must be
propagated in one or more branches. If the propagation does not raise an error,
then the bottom-up phase is resumed.
In Figure 4 we show the rules that drive the bottom-up working mode. A
judgement of the form e `inf (D, R, S, N ) should be read as: from expression
e the 4-tuple (D, R, S, N ) of marked variables is inferred. A straightforward
invariant of this set of rules is that the four sets inferred for each expression e
are pairwise disjoint and their union is a superset of e’s free variables. The set R
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c `inf (∅, ∅, ∅, ∅)

[LITI ]

x `inf (∅, ∅, {x}, ∅)

[VARI ]

R = sharerec(x, x!) − {x} type(x) = T @ ρ
[REUSEI ]
x! `inf ({x}, R, ∅, ∅)

x@r `inf (∅, ∅, ∅, {x})

[COPYI ]

∀i ∈ {1..n}.ai `inf (∅, ∅, Si , ∅)
Sn
[CONSI ]
i=1 Si , ∅)

C ai n @r `inf (∅, ∅,

´
´ `Sn
`S
S
∀i ∈ {1..n}.Di = {ai | i ∈ ID } `Sn
R ∩ (Sn
i=1 Di ´ ∩ `Si=1 Si ´ = ∅
i=1 Si ) = ∅
n
n
R ∩ (Sn
∀i ∈ {1..n}.Si = {ai | i ∈ IS }
i=1 Di ) = ∅
i=1 Ni = ∅
i=1 Di ∩
n
∀i ∈ {1..n}.Ni = {ai | i ∈ IN } ∀i, j ∈ {1..n}
Dj = ∅ R ∩ ( i=1 Ni )¯= ∅
˘ . i 6= j ⇒ Di ∩
S
n
l
Σ ` f : (ID , ∅, IS , IN )
R= n
i=1 sharerec(ai , f ai @rj ) − {ai } | ai ∈ Di
´´
´ `Sn
`Sn
`Sn
Sn
n
l
f ai @rj `inf
i=1 Si
i=1 Ni −
i=1 Si ,
i=1 Di , R,
e1 `inf (D1 , R1 , S1 , N1 )
(D1 ∪ R1 ) ∩ fv (e2 ) = ∅
e2 `inf (D2 , R2 , S2 , N2 )
N = (N1 − (D2 ∪ R2 ∪ S2 )) ∪ N2
(∅, ∅, N1 ∩ (D2 ∪ R2 ∪ S2 )) `check e1 (∅, ∅, (S1 ∪ {x1 }) ∩ N2 ) `check e2
let x1 = e1 in e2 `inf ((D1 ∪ D2 ) − {x1 }, R1 ∪ (R2 − (D1 ∪ {x1 })),
((S1 − N2 ) ∪ S2 ) − ({x1 } ∪ D2 ∪ R2 ), N − {x1 })

[APPI ]

[LETI ]

∀i ∈ {1..n} . ei `infS(Di , Ri , Si , Ni )
def (tn
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi ))
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Pi = n
∀i ∈ {1..n} . def (inh(type(x), Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
ij }
j=1
Sn{x
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Rec i = j=1 {xij | j ∈ RecPos(Ci )}
8
(D, R, S,N ) = tn
d if x ∈ D
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi )
>
<
N
if x ∈ D ∪ R ∪ S
r if x ∈ R
N0 =
type(x) =
N ∪ {x} if x 6∈ D ∪ R ∪ S
>
: s if x ∈ S
n e. o. c.
0
∀i ∈ {1..n} . ((D ∪ Di0 ) ∩ Ni , R ∪ ((Ri0 ∪ Ri00 ∪ Ri000 ) − Di ),
8(S ∪ Si ) ∩ Ni ) `check ei
P
−
Rec
i
i if type(x) = d
>

<
Rec i if type(x) = d
Pi − Ri00 if type(x) = r
where Di0 = ∅
Ri0 =
Si0 =
∅
otherwise
if type(x) = s
>
: Pi
∅
otherwise
00
0
Ri = {y ∈ Pi ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ (D ∪ Di ) ∩ Ni }
000
0
Ri = {y ∈ D ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ (D ∪ Di ) ∩ Ni } − (D ∩ Ni )
Ri00 ∩ (Si ∪ Si0 ) = ∅
n

case x of Ci xij ni → ei `inf (D, R, S, N 0 )

[CASEI ]

∀i ∈ {1..n} . ei `infS(Di , Ri , Si , Ni )
def (tn
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi ))
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Pi = n
ij }
∀i ∈ {1..n} . def (inh!(Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
j=1
Sn{x
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Rec i = j=1
{xij | j ∈ RecPos(Ci )}
R ∩ L = ∅ ∧ type(x) = T @ρ
n
R =S
sharerec(x, case! x of Ci xij ni → ei )
(D, R0 , S, N ) = tn
L= n
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi )
i=1 fv (ei )
∀i ∈ {1..n} . ((D ∪ Rec i ) ∩ Ni , R ∪ R0 ∪ (Ri0 ∪ Ri00 ) − Di , (S ∪ (Pi − Rec i )) ∩ Ni ) `check ei
where Ri0 = {y ∈ Pi ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ (D ∪ Rec i ) ∩ Ni } − (Rec i ∩ Ni )
Ri00 = {y ∈ D ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ D ∩ Ni } − (D ∩ Ni )
Ri0 ∩ (Pi − Rec i ) = ∅ ∧ {y ∈ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ Rec i } ∩ (Pi − Reci ) = ∅
n

case! x of Ci xij ni → ei `inf (D ∪ {x}, (R ∪ R0 ) − {x}, S, N )

[CASE!I ]

Fig. 4. Bottom-up inference rules

def (inh(n, Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
def (inh(s, Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
def (inh(r, Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
def (inh(d, Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
def (inh!(Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))

≡
≡
≡
≡
≡

true
Pi ∩ (Di ∪ Ri ) = ∅
Pi ∩ Di = ∅
Rec i ∩ (Di ∪ Si ) = ∅ ∧ (Pi − Rec i ) ∩ (Di ∪ Ri ) = ∅
Rec i ∩ (Ri ∪ Si ) = ∅ ∧ (Pi − Rec i ) ∩ (Di ∪ Ri ) = ∅

Fig. 5. Predicates inh and inh!
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def (tn
(Di − Pi ) ∩ (Rj − Pj ) = ∅ ∧
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi )) ≡ ∀i, j ∈ {1..n} . i 6= j ⇒
(Di − Pi ) ∩ (Sj − Pj ) = ∅ ∧ (Ri − Pi ) ∩ (Sj − Pj ) = ∅

Sn
S
D =S n
def
i=1 (Ri − Pi ) ´
i=1 (Di − Pi ) R = `S
tn
n
i=1 (Di , Ri , Si , Ni , Pi ) = (D, R, S, N ) where
(S
−
P
)
N
=
S= n
i
i
i=1
i=1 (Ni − Pi ) − (D ∪ R ∪ S)

Fig. 6. Least upper bound definitions

may contain variables in scope but not free in e. This is due to the use of the set
sharerec consisting of all variables in scope satisfying the sharing property. The
predicates and least upper bound appearing in the rules [CASEI ] and [CASE!I ]
are defined in Figures 5 and 6.
In Figure 7 we show the top-down checking rules. A judgement (D, R, S) `check
e should be understood that the sets of marked variables D, R, S are correctly
propagated down the expression e. One invariant in this case is that the three
sets are pairwise disjoint and that the union of D and S is contained in the fourth
set N inferred from the expression by the `inf rules. It can be seen that the `inf
rules may invoke the `check rules. However, the `check rules do not invoke the
`inf ones. The ocurrences of `inf in the `check rules should be interpreted as a
remembering of the sets that were inferred in the bottom-up mode and that the
algorithm recorded in the AST. So there is no need to infer them again.
The rules [VARI ], [COPYI ] and [REUSEI ] assign to the corresponding variable
a safe, don’t-know and condemned mark respectively. If a variable occurs as a
parameter of a data constructor then it gets a safe mark, as specified by the rule
[CONSI ]. For the case of function application (rule [APPI ]) we obtain from the
signature Σ the positions of the parameters which are known to be condemned
(ID ) and safe (IS ). The remaining ones belong to the set IN of unknown positions. The actual parameters in the function application get the corresponding
mark. The disjointness conditions in the rule [APPI ] prevent a variable from
occurring at two condemned positions, or at a safe and a condemned position
simultaneously. In rules [REUSEI ] and [APPI ] all variables belonging to the set R
are returned as in-danger, in order to preserve the invariant of the type system
mentioned above.
In rule [LETI ], the results of the subexpressions e1 and e2 are checked by
means of the assumption (D1 ∪R1 )∩fv (e2 ) = ∅, corresponding to the L operator
of the type system. Moreover, if a variable gets a condemned, in-danger or safe
mark in e2 then it can’t be used destructively or become in danger in e1 , because
of the operator L . Hence this variable has to be propagated as safe through
e1 by means of a `check . According to the type system, the variables belonging
to R2 could also be propagated through e1 with an unsafe mark. However, the
inference algorithm resolves the non-determinism of the type system by assigning
a maximal number of safe marks.
To infer the four sets for a case/case! expression (rules [CASEI ] and [CASE!I ])
we have to infer the result from each alternative. The function RecPos returns
the recursive parameter positions of a given data constructor. The operator t
ensures the consistency of the marks inferred for a variable: if a variable gets
two different marks in two distinct branches then at least one of them must be
a don’t-know mark. On the other hand, the inherited types of the pattern variables in each branch are checked via the inh and inh! predicates. A mark may
be propagated top-down through the AST (by means of `check rules) in one of
the following cases:
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(∅, R, ∅) `check c

({x}, R, ∅) `check x@r

[LITC ]

[COPY1C ]

(∅, R, ∅) `check C ai n @r

(∅, R, ∅) `check x

[VARC ]

(∅, R, ∅) `check x@r

[CONSC ]

(∅, R, ∅) `check x!

[COPY2C ]

[REUSEC ]

(∅, R, {x}) `check x@r

f ai n @rj l `inf (D, R, S, N )
∀ai ∈ Dp . (#j : 1 ≤ j ≤ n : ai = aj ) = 1
(Dp , Rp , Sp ) `check f ai n @rj l

[COPY3C ]

[APPC ]

e1 `inf (D1 , R1 , S1 , N1 ) Rp ∩ S1 = ∅ ∧ ((Dp ∩ N1 ) ∪ Rp ∪ Rp00 ) ∩ fv (e2 ) = ∅
e2 `inf (D2 , R2 , S2 , N2 ) ∃z ∈ Dp ∩ N2 . x1 ∈ sharerec(z, e2 ) ⇒ x1 ∈ D2
(Dp ∩ N1 , Rp , Sp ∩ N1 ) `check e1
(Dp ∩ N2 , Rp ∪ (Rp0 − D2 ), Sp ∩ N2 ) `check e2
where Rp0 = {y ∈ ((Dp ∩ N1 ) ∪ D1 ) ∩ sharerec(z, e2 ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ N2 } − (N2 ∪ {x1 })
Rp00 = {y ∈ sharerec(z, e1 ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ N1 }
(Dp , Rp , Sp ) `check let x1 = e1 in e2

[LETC ]

8
∀i ∈ {1..n} . ei `infS(Di , Ri , Si , Ni )
d if x ∈ Dp
>
<
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Pi = n
{x
}
r if x ∈ Rp
j=1
Sni ij
type(x) =
∀i ∈ {1..n}
. Rec i = j=1 {xij | j ∈ RecPos(Ci )}
>
: s if x ∈ Sp
Sn
n otherwise
D = i=1 (Di − Pi )
x ∈ Dp ∪ Rp ∪ Sp ⇒ ∀i ∈ {1..n} . def (inh(type(x), Di , Ri , Si , Pi , Rec i ))
∀i ∈ {1..n} . ((Dp ∪ Dpi ) ∩ Ni , (Rp ∪ Rpi ∪ Rp0 i ∪ Rp00i ) − Di8
, (Sp ∪ Spi ) ∩ Ni ) `check ei
P − Rec i if type(x) = d
>

< i
Rec i if type(x) = d
Pi − Rp0 i if type(x) = r
where Dpi = ∅
Rpi =
Spi =
∅ otherwise
if type(x) = s
>
: Pi
∅
otherwise
Rp0 i = {y ∈ Pi ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ Ni }
Rp00i = {y ∈ (Dp ∪ D) ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ Ni } − (Dp ∩ Ni )
Rp0 i ∩ (Si ∪ Spi ) = ∅ ∧ Rp ∩ Si = ∅
(Dp , Rp , Sp ) `check case x of Ci xij ni → ei

n

[CASEC ]

∀i ∈ {1..n} . ei `infS(Di , Ri , Si , Ni )
S
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Pi = n
ij }
D= n
j=1
i=1 (Di − Pi )
S {x
i
∀i ∈ {1..n} . Rec i = n
{x
|
j
∈
RecPos(C
)}
ij
i
j=1
∀i ∈ {1..n} . {y ∈ (Pi − Rec i ) ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ Ni } = ∅
∀i ∈ {1..n} . (Dp ∩ Ni , Rp ∪ (Rp0 i − Di ), Sp ∩ Ni ) `check ei
where Rp0 i = {y ∈ (Dp ∪ D) ∩ sharerec(z, ei ) | z ∈ Dp ∩ Ni } − (Dp ∪ Ni )
(Dp , Rp , Sp ) `check case! x of Ci xij ni → ei

n

[CASE!C ]

Fig. 7. Top-down checking rules

1. A variable gets a don’t-know mark in a branch ej and a different mark in a
branch ek . The mark obtained from ek must be propagated through ej .
2. A pattern variable gets a don’t-know mark in a branch ej . Its inherited type
must be propagated through ej . That is what the sets Di0 , Ri0 and Si0 of the
rule [CASEI ] achieve.
3. A variable belongs to Ri00 or Ri000 . These cases are explained below.
There exists an invariant in the `check rules (see below) which specifies the
following: if a variable x is propagated top-down with a condemned mark, those
variables sharing a recursive substructure with x either have been inferred previously as condemned (via the `inf rules) or have been propagated with an unsafe
(i.e. in-danger or condemned) mark as well. The sets Ri00 and Ri000 occur in the
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e0 ≡ case xs of
[ ] → case! y of . . .
(x : xx) → y@r

e00 ≡ case n of
0 → case! y of
. . . case! x of . . .
1 → . . . x@r . . .

e000 = case n of
0 → case! y of
. . . case! x of . . .
1 → let x1 = y@r
in x@r

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Motivating examples for Ri00 , Ri000 in [CASEI ] and Rp0 in [LETC ].
[CASEI ] and [CASE!I ] rules in order to preserve this invariant. The set Ri00 con-

tains the pattern variables which may share a recursive substructure with some
condemned variable being propagated top-down through the ei . An example of
this situation is shown in Fig. 8 (a). Let us assume that x ∈ sharerec(y, y@r).
The condemned mark of y obtained in the first branch has to be propagated
through the branch guarded by (x : xx). Thus we must propagate an in-danger
mark for the variable x, since it shares a recursive substructure of y.
In order to justify the occurrence of Ri000 , let us consider the e00 expression
shown in Fig. 8 (b). Let e0 and e1 be the expressions corresponding to the case
branches guarded by 0 and 1, respectively. Variables x and y are inferred as
condemned in e0 . On the other hand, x is inferred as don’t-know in e1 . Hence
the condemned mark of x has to be propagated through e1 . We assume that y
doesn’t belong to any of the four sets inferred for e1 . According to the invariant
mentioned above, if y ∈ sharerec(x, e1 ) then y should be propagated through e1
as well. The fact that y ∈ Ri000 guarantees this.
The `check rules capture the same verifications as the `inf rules, but in a
top-down fashion. The occurrence of the Rp0 set in [LETC ] is motivated by the
example shown in Figure 8 (c). We shall assume that y ∈ sharerec(x, x@r).
In the let expression x and y get a don’t-know mark, but because of their
destructive use in the case branch guarded by 0, a condemned mark for x and
y has to be propagated through the let expression. The mark corresponding
to x spreads over the expression x@r, but y should also be included there as
in-danger, in order to preserve the invariant of `check introduced above, since y
shares a recursive structure of x. This is what the set Rp0 ensures.
The algorithm is modular in the sense that each function body is independently inferred. The result is reflected in the function type and this type is
available for typing the remaining functions. For typing a recursive function a
fixpoint computation is needed. In the initial environment a don’t-know mark is
assigned to each formal argument. After each iteration, some don’t-know marks
may have turned into condemned, in-danger or safe marks. This procedure continues until the mark for each argument stabilises. If the fixpoint assigns an
in-danger mark to an argument, this is rejected as a bad typing. Otherwise, if
any don’t-know mark remains, this is forced to be a safe mark by the algorithm
and propagated down the whole function body by using the `check rules once
more. As a consequence, if the algorithm succeeds, every variable inferred as
don’t-know during the bottom-up trasversal will eventually get a d, r or s mark
(see [MPS08c] for a detailed proof).
If n is the size of the AST for a function body and m is the number of
its formal arguments, the algorithm runs in Θ(mn3 ) in the worst case. This
corresponds to m iterations of the fixpoint and a top-down traversal at each
intermediate expression. We conjecture however that the average case is near
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to Θ(n2 ), corresponding to a single bottom-up traversal and a single fixpoint
iteration.
4.1

Correctness of the inference algorithm

Lemma 1. Let us assume that during the inference algorithm we have e `inf
(D, R, S, N ) and (D0 , R0 , S 0 ) `check e for an expression e. Then
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D, R, S and N are pairwise disjoint.
D
S ∪ S ∪ N ⊆ FV (e), R ⊆ scope(e) and D ∪ R ∪ S ∪ N ⊇ FV (e).
z∈D sharerec(z, e) ⊆ D ∪ R.
D0 , R0 and S 0 are pairwise disjoint.
D0 ∪ S 0 ⊆ N , R0 ⊆ scope(e).
S
0
0
z∈D 0 sharerec(z, e) ⊆ D ∪ R ∪ D.
0
0
R ∩ S = ∅, R ∩ D = ∅.

Proof. (see [MPS08c]).

t
u

A single subexpression e may suffer more than one `check during the inference
algorithm but always with different variables. This is due to the fact, not reflected
in the rules, that whenever some variables in the set N inferred for e are forced
to get a mark different from n, the decoration in the AST is changed to the new
marks. More precisely, if e `inf (D, R, S, N ) and (D0 , R0 , S 0 ) `check e, then the
decoration is changed to (D ∪ D0 , R ∪ R0 , S ∪ S 0 , N − (D0 ∪ R0 ∪ S 0 )). So, the next
`check for expression e will get a smaller set N − (D0 ∪ R0 ∪ S 0 ) of don’t-know
variables and, by Lemma 1, only those variables can be forced to change its
mark. As a corollary, the mark for a variable can change during the algorithm
from n to d, r or s, but no other transitions between marks are possible.
Let (D0 , R0 , S 0 ) `∗check e denote the accumulation of all the `check involving
e during the algorithm and let D0 , R0 and S 0 represent the union of respectively
all the marks d, r and s forced in these calls to `check . If e `inf (D, R, S, N )
represent the sets inferred during the bottom-up mode, then D0 ∪ R0 ∪ S 0 ⊇ N
must hold, since every variable eventually gets a mark d, r or s.
The next theorem uses the convention Γ (x) = s (respectively, r or d) to
indicate that x has a safe type (respectively, an in danger or a condemned type)
without worrying about which precise type it has.
Theorem 1. Let us assume that the function declaration f xi n @ rj l = e has
been successfully typed by the inference algorithm and let e0 be any subexpression
of e for which the algorithm has got e0 `inf (D, R, S, N ) and (D0 , R0 , S 0 ) `∗check e0 .
Then there exists a safe type s0 and a well-formed type environment Γ such that
Γ ` e0 : s0 , and ∀x ∈ scope(e0 ):
[x ∈ D ∪ D0 ↔ Γ (x) = d] ∧ [x ∈ S ∪ S 0 ↔ Γ (x) = s] ∧ [x ∈ R ∪ R0 ↔ Γ (x) = r]
Proof. It can be done by structural induction on e0 (see [MPS08c]).

5

t
u

Small examples

In this section we show some examples. Firstly, we review the example of appending two lists (Sec. 2). The Core-Safe code for concatD is as follows:
concatD zs ys @ r = case! zs of
[ ] → ys
(x : xs) → let x1 = concatD xs ys @ r in (x : x1 )@r
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We shall start with the recursive call to concatD. Initially all parameter
positions are marked as don’t-know and hence the actual arguments xs and ys
belong to set N . In addition to this, variables x and x1 get an s mark since they
are used to build a DS. Joining the results of both auxiliary and main expressions
in let we get the following sets: D = ∅, R = ∅, S = {x}, N = {xs, ys}. With
respect to the case! branch guarded by [ ], the variable ys gets a safe mark (rule
[VARI ]). Information of both alternatives in case! is gathered as follows:
([ ] guard)
D 1 = ∅ R1 = ∅
(x : xs guard) D2 = ∅ R2 = ∅

S1 = {ys} N1 = ∅ P1 = ∅ Rec 1 = ∅
S2 = {x} N2 = {xs, ys} P2 = {x, xs}

Rec 2 = {xs}

Since ys has a safe mark in the branch guarded by [ ] and a don’t-know mark
in the branch guarded by (x : xs), the safe mark has to be propagated through
the latter by means of the `check rules. Moreover, the pattern variable xs is also
propagated as condemned. The first bottom-up traversal of the AST terminates
with the following result: D = {zs}, R = ∅, S = {ys} and N = ∅. Consequently
the type signature of concatD is updated: the first position is now condemned and
the second one is safe. Another bottom-up traversal is needed, as the fixpoint
has not been reached yet. Now variables xs and ys belong to sets D and S
respectively in the recursive call to concatD. Variable zs is also marked as indanger, since it shares a recursive structure with xs. However, neither xs nor zs
occur free in the main expression of let and hence the rule [LETI ] may still be
applied. At the end of this iteration a fixpoint has been reached. The final type
signature for concatD is ∀a.[a]!@ρ1 → [a]@ρ2 → ρ2 → [a]@ρ2 .
With respect to the remaining examples shown in Sec. 2, the types inferred
by the algorithm are as follows:
treesortD :: ∀a, ρ1 , ρ2 . [a]!@ρ1 → ρ2 → [a]@ρ2
mkTreeD :: ∀ρ1 , ρ2 . [Int]!@ρ1 → ρ2 → Tree Int@ρ2
insertD :: ∀ρ . Int → Tree Int!@ρ → ρ → Tree Int@ρ
splitD :: ∀a, ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 . Int → [a]!@ρ2 → ρ1 → ρ2 → ρ3 → ([a]@ρ1 , [a]@ρ2 )@ρ3

6

Related Work

The use of regions in functional languages to avoid garbage collection is not new.
Tofte and Talpin [TT97] introduced in ML-Kit —a variant of ML— the use of
nested regions by means of a letregion construct. Their main contribution is a
region inference algorithm which introduces region annotations at the intermediate language level. An extension of their work [BTV96,TBE+ 06] allows to reset
all the data structures in a region whithout deallocating the whole region. The
AFL system [AFL95] inserts (as a result of an analysis) allocation and deallocation commands separated from the letregion construct which now only brings
new regions into scope. In [HMN01] a comparison of these works is done.
Hughes and Pareto [HP99] incorporate explicit regions in Embedded-ML.
This language uses a sized-types system in which the programmer annotates
region and stack sizes and these annotations can be type-checked. So, regions
can be proved to be bounded. A small difference with these approaches is that, in
Safe system, region allocation and deallocation are synchronized with function
calls instead of being introduced by a special language construct. But the relevant
differences are that Safe has region inference and a language mechanism allowing
the programmer to selectively destroy data structures inside a region.
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More recently, Hofmann and Jost [HJ03] have developed a type system to
infer heap consumption. Theirs is also a first-order eager functional language with
a construct match 0 which destroys constructor cells. Its operational behaviour is
similar to that of Safe case!. The main difference is the type inference algorithm
presented here guaranteeing the safe use of this dangerous feature. They miss
such an analysis. A minor difference is that they do not use regions where DSs are
allocated. So, Safe is the only language combining destruction, safety analysis,
and region inference.
Our safety type system has some characteristics of linear types (see [Wad90]
as a basic reference). A number of variants of linear types have been developed
for years for coping with the related problems of achieving safe updates in place
in functional languages [Ode92] or detecting program sites where values could
be safely deallocated [Kob99]. The work closest to Safe’s type system is [AH02],
where the authors present a type system for a language which explicitly reuses
heap cells. They prove that well-typed programs can be safely translated to an
imperative language with an explicit deallocation/reusing mechanism. The main
difference is that they do not provide an inference algorithm. We summarise here
other differences and similitudes with our work.
In the first place, there are non-essential differences such as: (1) They only
admit algorithms running in constant heap space, i.e. for each allocation there
must exist a previous deallocation. (2) They use at the source level an explicit
parameter d representing a pointer to the cell being reused. (3) They distinguish
two different cartesian products depending on whether there is sharing or not
between the tuple components.
Also, there are the following obvious similitudes: (1) They allow several accesses to the same variable, provided that only the last one is destructive. (2)
They express the nature of arguments (destructive, read-only and shared, or
just read-only) in the function type. (3) They need information about sharing
between the variables and the final result of expressions.
But, in our view, the following more essential differences makes our language
and type system more powerful than theirs:
1. Their uses 2 and 3 (read-only and shared, or just read-only) could be roughly
assimilated to our use s (read-only), and their use 1 (destructive), to our use
d (condemned). We add a third use r (in-danger) arising from a sharing
analysis based on abstract interpretation. This use allows us to know more
precisely which variables are in danger when some other is destroyed.
2. Their uses form a total order 1 < 2 < 3. A type assumption can always
be worsened without destroying the well-typedness. Our marks s, r, d do not
form a total order. Only in some expressions (case and COPY) we allow
the partial order s ≤ r and s ≤ d. It is not clear whether that order gives
more power to the system or not. In principle it will allow different uses of
a variable in different branches of a conditional being the use of the whole
conditional the worst one. For the moment our system does not allow this.
3. Their system forbids non-linear applications such as f (x, x). We allow them
for s-type arguments.
4. Our typing rules for let x1 = e1 in e2 allow more combinations than theirs.
Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3} the use assigned to x1 , be j the use of a variable z in e1 and
be k the use of the same variable z in e2 . We allow the following combinations
(i, j, k) that they forbid: (1, 2, 2), (1, 2, 3), (2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 3). The deep reason is
our more precise sharing information and the new in-danger type. Examples
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of Safe programs using respectively the combinations (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 2)
are the following, where x and z get an s-type in our type system:
let x = z : [ ] in case! x of . . . case z of . . .
let x = z : [ ] in case! x of . . . z
Both programs take profit from the fact that variable z is not a recursive
descendant of x.
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Abstract. We present a new approach to termination analysis of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). Unlike current approaches, our approach
has no restrictions on the kind of rules in the CHR program. We propose
a termination condition that verifies conditions imposed on the dynamic
process of adding constraints to the store, instead of a termination argument based on the comparison of sizes of consecutive computation
states. We demonstrate the condition’s applicability on a set of terminating CHR programs, using a prototype analyzer. This analyzer is the
first in-language automated termination analyzer for CHR programs.
Keywords: Constraint Handling Rules, Termination Analysis

1

Introduction

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR), created by Thom Frühwirth [4], is a relatively
young member of the declarative programming languages family. It is a concurrent, committed-choice, logic programming language. CHR is constraint-based
and has guarded rules that rewrite multisets of atomic formulas until they are
solved. CHR defines three kinds of rules: simplification rules remove constraints
and add new ones, propagation rules only add new constraints and simpagation
rules are a combination of both. CHR’s simple syntax and semantics make it
well-suited for implementing custom constraint solvers [4, 11, 12]. Particularly
the latter feature of the language accounts for its success and impact on the
research community.
Due to its multi-headed rules, CHR provides extra declarative expressivity
compared to the single-headed rules of Logic Programming (LP). But at the same
time, the operational behavior of multi-headed rules is more complex and harder
to predict than that of single-headed ones. As a consequence, the importance
of automated analysis tools, that assist a CHR-programmer to predict runtime
properties of his/her programs is high. One of these properties is the termination
of such programs.
?
??
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Although the language is strongly related to LP, termination analysis of CHR
programs has received little attention. Termination of CHR without propagation
has been addressed before in [5] and [10]. The approach of [5] is based on adapting
well-known LP termination techniques directly to CHR. The approach of [10] is
based on a transformation of CHR into Prolog.
Because propagation rules only add constraints, a fire-once policy is used for
these rules. A condition based on this fire-once policy is needed to prove termination for such programs. In this paper we present a condition based on an
interpretation of the constraints, such that propagation rules only add ’smaller’
constraints and for other rules, the number of the ’largest’ constraints decreases.
Because of the fire-once policy, this condition implies termination. We implemented the method in a prototype analyzer and performed an experimental
evaluation. The results were very satisfactory. Since the approach presented in
[5] was not implemented, this analyzer is the first in-language automated termination analyzer for CHR.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the
basic aspects of CHR and adapt some concepts from termination analysis of
LP to the CHR context. In Section 3, we introduce a termination condition
for general CHR programs that is sufficient for proving termination. Next, we
further refine the condition so that it can be automated. In Section 4, we discuss
our implementation and experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Constraint Handling Rules

Syntax. A constraint in CHR is a first-order predicate. We distinguish between
built-in constraints, predefined and solved by the underlying constraint theory,
CT, and CHR constraints, user-defined and solved by a CHR program P . A CHR
program is a finite set of CHR rules. Rules are of the form:
Simplification rule: Propagation rule: Simpagation rule:
true \ H ⇔ [G |] B.
H \ true ⇔ [G |] B.
H1 \ H2 ⇔ [G |] B.
or H ⇔ [G |] B.
or H ⇒ [G |] B.

The head H or H1 \ H2 is a conjunction of CHR constraints. The optional guard
G is a conjunction of built-in constraints. The body B is a conjunction of built-in
and CHR constraints. Empty conjuncts are denoted by the built-in constraint
true. As in Prolog syntax, conjuncts are separated by commas. Note that all
rules can be written as simpagation rules.
Example 1 (Fibonacci). The CHR program below implements a Fibonacci algorithm. Natural numbers are written in the symbolic notation, in which zero is
written as 0 and all other numbers are depicted with the successor function s.
In this program, add/3 is a built-in constraint which defines addition on natural
numbers written in symbolic notation.
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f ib(N, M 1), f ib(N, M 2) ⇔ M 1 = M 2, f ib(N, M 1).
f ib(0, M ) ⇒ M = s(0).
f ib(s(0), M ) ⇒ M = s(0).
f ib(s(s(N )), M ) ⇒ f ib(s(N ), M 1), f ib(N, M 2), add(M 1, M 2, M ).
The first rule is a simplification rule that removes doubles. The other rules
are propagation rules. Base cases are solved by the second and third rule. The
last rule adds CHR constraints representing Fibonacci numbers and a built-in
constraint relating their arguments.

Operational Semantics. A CHR program defines a state transition system,
where a state is defined as a conjunction of CHR and built-in constraints, called
the constraint store. The initial state or query is an arbitrary conjunction of
constraints. Each state where either the built-in constraints are inconsistent
(failed state), or no more transitions are possible, is called a final state.
Definition 1 (Transition relation). The transition relation, 7−→, between
states, given a constraint theory CT and a CHR program P , is defined as:
H10 ∧ H20 ∧ D 7−→ (B ∧ H10 ∧ D)θθ0
if H1 \ H2 ⇔ G | B. in P and θ, θ0 are substitutions such that
CT |= D → (((H1 θ ∧ H2 θ) = (H10 ∧ H20 )) ∧ Gθθ0 )
A CHR rule, H1 \H2 ⇔ G | B, is applicable to a conjunction of CHR constraints,
H 0 = H10 ∧ H20 , if H10 matches head H1 and H20 matches head H2 with matching
substitution θ, such that the guard G evaluates to true, with answer substitution
θ0 , given the built-ins in the store. The body B, is a conjunction of built-in
and CHR constraints, added to the constraint store. Rule application is nondeterministic and committed-choice.

For more information about the operational semantics of CHR, we refer to [4].
A CHR program P with query I terminates, if all computations for P with
query I end in a final state. Because propagation rules do not remove constraints
from the store, a fire-once policy is used to prevent trivial non-termination. This
fire-once policy ensures that no propagation rule fires more as once on the same
set of constraints. The propagation history implements this policy. For a more
detailed description of the propagation history, we refer to [1].
CHR has no fairness guarantees: constraints in the body of a rule might
never be selected in a computation. This means that our technique will not be
able to prove termination if termination depends on the evaluation of built-in
constraints from the body.
In the following example, we discuss a computation for the Fibonacci program
discussed earlier.
Example 2 (Fibonacci continued). With a typical query fib(s(s(s(0 ))), N ), the
last propagation rule adds two new fib/2 constraints to the store with lower
first arguments. However, it does not remove the constraint that has fired the
rule from the store. This propagation rule fires again on the added constraint
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fib(s(s(0 )), N ), adding again two CHR constraints with a lower first argument
to the store. The other two propagation rules resolve base cases, while the simplification rule removes duplicates. The constraint store:
fib(s(s(s(0 ))), s(s(s(0 )))) ∧ fib(s(s(0 )), s(s(0 ))) ∧ fib(s(0 ), s(0 )) ∧ fib(0 , s(0 ))
is the final state. Without the simplification rule the answer would contain an
additional f ib(s(0), s(0)) constraint.

Observe that, given any reasonable way to measure the size of the constraint
store, the size of the store increases for this program. This means that standard
approaches for proving termination of LP, which prove decreases in size between
consecutive computation states, are not applicable to CHR. One would need to
explicitly add an encoding of the propagation history to the representation of the
store to make this work. But, such a representation is far from obvious and our
own attempts to design it quickly became very complicated and technical. This
is why we have chosen for a different type of termination condition for programs
with propagation rules.
2.2

Termination Analysis

Termination analysis of logic programs has received a lot of attention (see for
example [2]). In LP, consecutive computation states are compared using a norm
and level mapping. A norm is a function which maps terms to natural numbers.
A level mapping is a function which maps atoms to natural numbers. In this
subsection we redefine some well-known concepts from LP to the CHR context.
We define T ermP as the set of all terms constructible from a program P and
ConP as the set of all constraints constructible from P, with arguments from
T ermP .
Definition 2 (norm, level mapping). A norm is a mapping ||.|| : T ermP →
N. A level mapping is a mapping |.| : ConP → N.

We refer to |C| as the level value of C. Several examples of norms and level
mappings can be found in the literature on LP termination analysis [2]. Two
well-known norms are list-length and term-size.
Definition 3 (list-length, term-size).
List-length is defined as:
Term-size is defined as: P
|| [t1 |t2 ] ||l = 1 + ||t2 ||l
||f (t1 , t2 , ..., tn ) ||t = 1 + 1≤i≤n ||ti ||t
||t||l = 0 otherwise.
||t||t = 0 otherwise
with t1 , t2 and t any term.
with t1 , . . . , tn and t any term



The most common kind of level mapping is the linear level mapping.
Definition 4 (linear level mapping). A linear level mapping
is any level
P
mapping which can be defined as: |con (t1 , ..., tn ) | = con0 + 1≤i≤n coni .||ti ||,
with coni ∈ N only depending on the constraint symbol con and ||.|| a norm. 
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Example 3 (Linear level mappings). Let A, B, C and M be variables. Typical
examples of linear level mappings are:
|mergesort ([A, B, C]) | = 0 + 1.|| [A, B, C] ||l
=3
|f ib (s (s (0)) , M ) |
= 0 + 1.||s (s (0)) ||t + 0.||M ||t = 2

If substitutions preserve the level value of a CHR constraint, we call this
constraint rigid w.r.t. the level mapping.
Definition 5 (Rigidity). A CHR constraint C is rigid w.r.t. a level mapping
|.| iff ∀ substitutions θ : |C| = |Cθ|.

To prove termination, we need some information about the CHR constraints
which can be added to the store during an execution of a program for a query.
For this purpose, we define the call set.
Definition 6 (Call Set). Given a program P and a query I, the call set for
P with query I, Call(P, I), is the set of all CHR-constraints which are added to
the constraint store during all computations of P for I.

Usually, Call (P , I ) is specified using an abstraction. In what follows we describe
the call set using types.

3

A new termination condition for CHR

In [5], concepts and ideas from LP termination analysis are adapted to CHR
with simplification only. Termination is proved by showing a decrease between
the removed and the added constraints, for each CHR rule in the program.
The extension to programs with propagation rules gives a totally new termination problem. In LP or CHR without propagation, each rule removes one
predicate for LP or at least one constraint for CHR without propagation. Termination is proven by measuring a decrease of the goal or the constraint store for
each rule application. For CHR with propagation, this approach seems infeasible
because new constraints are added and no existing constraints are removed. As
mentioned before, one would need to keep track of information regarding the
propagation history to observe a decrease. Instead of a termination argument
based on a comparison of sizes of consecutive computation states, we formulate
and verify conditions imposed on the dynamic process of adding constraints to
the store. We formulate conditions which guarantee that the entire computation only adds a finite number of constraints to the store. Due to the use of a
propagation history, this implies termination.
First we prove that if only a finite number of CHR constraints are added to
the constraint store, program P with query I terminates. Note that, if the same
constraint is added multiple times to the constraint store, then we consider these
additions as different.
Lemma 1 (Termination of a CHR program). A CHR program P with
query I terminates iff there are a finite number of additions of CHR constraints
to the constraint store during any execution of P for I.
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Proof. =⇒: If P terminates for I, then in all executions of P for I only a finite
number of rules are applied. Therefore, only a finite number of CHR constraints
are added to the store.
⇐=: Suppose there are only a finite number of CHR constraints added to the
store during any execution of program P for I. Each propagation rule can only
be fired a finite number of times because of the propagation history. Each simplification or simpagation rule removes at least one CHR constraint from the
store. Therefore, a simpagation or simplification rule can only be applied a finite
number of times. Since every rule can only be applied a finite number of times,
P terminates for I.

3.1

Ranking Condition (RC) for CHR with substitutions

The next definition gives the first version of our Ranking Condition (RC). It is
applicable to general CHR programs and defines when rules in programs satisfy
the RC. Informally, a program satisfies the RC if each propagation rule only
adds constraints which are smaller than the constraints in the head and each
simplification or simpagation rule reduces the number of largest constraints in
the rule.
Definition 7 (Ranking condition for CHR with substitutions). A program P and a query I satisfy the RC f or CHR, w.r.t. level mapping |.| iff every
CHR constraint in Call (P , I ) is rigid w.r.t. |.| and for each rule in P and for
every matching substitution θ and answer substitution θ0 from Definition 1:
1. For a simplification or simpagation rule H \ H1 , ..., Hn ⇔ G | B1 , ..., Bm ,
with n > 0 and body-CHR constraints Bk , ..., Bm ,
let p = max {|H1 θ|, ..., |Hn θ|, |Bk θθ0 |, ..., |Bm θθ0 |}. Then,
the number of CHR constraints with level value p is
higher in {H1 θ, ..., Hn θ} than in {Bk θθ0 , ..., Bm θθ0 }
2. For a propagation rule: H1 , ..., Hn ⇒ G | B1 , ..., Bm , with body-CHR
constraints Bk , ..., Bm :
for all i = 1, ..., n and j = k, ..., m: |Hi θ| > |Bj θθ0 |.

Our condition on simplification and simpagation rules in Definition 7 is more
strict than the corresponding ranking condition for such rules in [5]. The reason
for this is that in the presence of propagation rules, a multiset order decrease,
as in [5], is insufficient to guarantee termination.
Example 4 (Counterexample multiset order decrease). Consider the program:
a(s(N )), a(N ) ⇔ a(s(N )).

a(s(N )) ⇒ a(N ).

The program does not terminate for any query a(s(n)), with n any term. Our RC
can not be fulfilled for the simplification rule. However, using a level mapping
|a(t)|α = ||t||α
t and a multiset order on conjunctions of constraints, as in [5], there
is a decrease from head to body constraints. So a straightforward extension of
the ranking condition of [5] is incorrect.
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Theorem 1 (Sufficiency of the RC with substitutions). Let program P
with query I satisfy the RC with substitutions w.r.t. |.|, then all computations
for P with query I terminate.

Proof. In order to prove termination of a CHR program P with a query I, Lemma
1 shows that it is sufficient to prove that the total number of CHR constraints,
added during an execution of P for I, is finite. As a base of the induction, we
show that there is a maximal level value for the CHR constraints in the store
and that only a finite number of CHR constraints with that level mapping can
be added to the store. Using induction we prove that for each level value only a
finite number of CHR constraints can enter the store.
Before we present the induction proof, first note that because of the rigidity
of Call (P , I ) under |.|, the level value of a constraint that matches the head of a
rule cannot change anymore due to instantiations caused by answer substitutions
of guards or built-in body constraints. So, level values of constraints in the store
are static: the level values cannot change over time.
Base case. Let max be the maximal level value of the constraints in I. Propagation rules only add constraints with a lower level value than max. Because of the
RC, simplification or simpagation rules only add constraints with a level value
smaller than or equal to the largest level value of the constraints matching the
head of the rule. Every time a CHR constraint of level value max is added by
such a rule, the number of CHR constraints with level value max decreases. So
only a finite number amax of CHR constraints with level value max are added
to the store during any execution of P for I.
Induction step. Let amax , ..., an+1 be upper limits for the number of CHR constraints with level value max, ..., n + 1, w.r.t. |.|, which can be added to the
constraint store during an execution of P with query I.
– I only contains a finite number of constraints with level value n.
– If an instance of a propagation rule adds a CHR constraint with level value
n to the store, the CHR constraints matching the head all have a level value
larger than n. Because of the upper limits amax , ..., an+1 and the propagation history, every propagation rule can only add a finite number of CHR
constraints with level value n.
– For every instance of a simplification or simpagation rule which adds a CHR
constraint with level value n to the store, there exists an i, i : n ≤ i ≤ max,
such that the number of CHR constraints of level value i decreases, and
no constraint with a level value higher than i is added to the store by this
simplification or simpagation rule. This implies that only a finite number
of constraints with level mapping n can enter the store by simpagation or
simplification rules, because after enough rule executions, there are no CHR
constraints with a level value n or higher left.
By induction, this proves that only a finite number of CHR constraints are
added to the store. Therefore, Lemma 1 proves termination.
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Example 5 (Fibonacci continued). We prove termination for the Fibonacci example with the RC with substitutions.
Let fib(n, m) be any query, with n a ground term, representing a natural
number in successor-notation and m a free variable. One can infer that the
call set is the set {fib(n1 , m), fib(n2 , n3 ) | n1 , n2 , n3 ground terms, representing
natural numbers and m a free variable}. As a norm, we use term-size. The level
mapping is defined as |fib(n, m)| = ||n||t . Clearly, the call set is rigid w.r.t. |.|.
For the first rule, we have that for every matching substitution θ, the first
term in every fib/2 constraint is substituted by the same ground term. The
answer substitutions θ0 are the identity substitutions because this rule has no
guard:
|fib(N , M1 )θ| = |fib(N , M2 )θ| = |fib(N , M1 )θθ0 | = ||N θθ0 ||t
All constraints have the same level value. There are two constraints in the head
and one in the body, so this rule satisfies the RC with substitutions.
For the fourth rule we have that for every matching substitution θ, the term
matching s(s(N )) is a ground term. The answer substitutions θ0 are empty,
because the rule has no guard. For all matching and answer substitutions:
|fib(s(s(N )), M )θ| = 2 + ||N θ||t > |fib(s(N ), M1 )θθ0 | = 1 + ||N θθ0 ||t
|fib(s(s(N )), M )θ| = 2 + ||N θ||t > |fib(N , M2 )θθ0 | = ||N θθ0 ||t
The RC with substitutions is therefore satisfied, which implies termination for
the considered queries.

3.2

Ranking Condition for CHR

A disadvantage of the ranking condition of Definition 7, is that one has to consider all matching and answer substitutions. This cannot be done automatically
because in general there can be infinitely many of such substitutions. In this
section, we present a RC which is more suitable for automation. In order to estimate the effects of the matching substitutions, abstract norms and abstract level
mappings are adapted from [3] and [9]. These functions map a variable to itself,
instead of to zero. In order to estimate the effects of the answer substitutions,
interargument relations are used.
Let N [V arP ] denote the set of polynomials over V arP , with natural coefficients.
Definition 8 (abstract norm, abstract level mapping). An abstract norm
is a mapping ||.|| : T ermP → N [V arP ], which is the identity function on V arP .
An abstract level mapping is a mapping |.| : ConP → N [V arP ].

Abstract list-length, abstract term-size and abstract linear level mappings are
the obvious adaptions of Definitions 3 and Definition 4.
Example 6 (Abstract linear level mappings). Let L,List, N and M be variables.
Typical examples of abstract linear level mappings are:
|mergesort ([L|List]) |α = 0 + 1.|| [L|List] ||α
= 1 + List
l
α
|f ib (s (s (N )) , M ) |α = 0 + 1.||s (s (N )) ||α

t + 0.||M ||t = 2 + N
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In general, an abstract level mapping maps constraints to arbitrary polynomials
over N. In order to compare the level values of the constraints w.r.t. an abstract
level mapping, we define an ordering on polynomials over N [9].
Definition 9 (orderings on N [V arP ]). Let p and q be two polynomials with n
variables. The quasi-ordering  is defined as p  q iff p(x1 , . . . , xn ) ≥ q(x1 , . . . , xn )
for all x1 , . . . , xn ∈ N. The strict ordering  is defined as p  q iff if p(x1 , . . . , xn ) >
q(x1 , . . . , xn ) for all x1 , . . . , xn ∈ N. The equality between polynomials is defined
as p ≈ q iff p(x1 , . . . , xn ) = q(x1 , . . . , xn ) for all x1 , . . . , xn ∈ N.

The next example shows the orderings between three polynomials.
Example 7 (polynomial ordering).
Let p(X, Y ) = 1 + XY + 2X, q(X) = 2X and z(X, Y ) = XY + X:
– p(X, Y )  q(X), p(X, Y )  z(X, Y ).
– Neither q(X)  z(X, Y ) nor z(X, Y )  q(X).



As stated, interargument relations are used to estimate the effect of the
answer substitutions from Definition 1.
Definition 10 (Interargument relation). Let P be a program and p/n a
built-in constraint in P. An interargument relation for p/n is a relation Rp ∈
Nn . Rp is a valid interargument relation for p/n w.r.t. a norm ||.||, iff
∀t1 , ..., tn ∈ T ermP : CT |= p(t1 , ..., tn ) =⇒ (||t1 ||, ..., ||tn ||) ∈ Rp .



Of course, the interargument relations are dependent on the chosen host-language.
The following examples are for swi-prolog.
Example 8 (Interargument relations).
built-in constraint norm and interargument
relation

delete(N1,N2,N3)
list-length: (n1 , n2 , n3 ) ∈ N3 | n1 ≥ n3
append(N1,N2,N3) list-length: (n1 , n2 , n3 ) ∈ N3 | n1 + n2 = n3
leq(N1,N2)
term-size: (n1 , n2 ) ∈ N2 | n1 ≤ n2



We define rigidity for abstract level mappings.
Definition 11 (Rigidity). A CHR constraint C is rigid w.r.t. an abstract level
mapping |.|α iff ∀ substitutions θ : |C|α ≈ |Cθ|α .

For an instance of a simplification or simpagation rule, the maximal level
value is used in our RC with substitutions from Definition 7. Because the maximum is not defined for a set of polynomials, we introduce a -maximal subset
of constraints.
Definition 12 (-maximal subset of constraints). Let C be a multiset of
CHR constraints and |.|α an abstract level mapping. D is a -maximal subset
of C w.r.t. |.|α iff D is a non-empty multi-subset of C such that:
– The constraints in D have the same level value:
∀ CHR-constraints C1, C2 ∈ D : |C1|α ≈ |C2|α
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– There are no |.|α -larger constraints in C \ D:
¬(∃C1 ∈ D, ∃C2 ∈ C \ D : |C2|α  |C1|α )



Note that a multiset C may have several -maximal subsets.
We now reformulate our ranking condition from Definition 7, using abstract
level mappings and interargument relations.
Definition 13 (Ranking condition for CHR).
A program P and a query I satisfy the RC f or CHR, w.r.t. an abstract level
mapping |.|α and a set of interargument relations iff every constraint in Call (P , I )
is rigid w.r.t. |.|α and for each rule in P and for each substitution σ such that
the built-in constraints in the guard all satisfy their associated interargument
relations:
1. For a simplification or simpagation rule H \ H1 , ..., Hn ⇔ G | B1 , ..., Bm ,
with n > 0, body-CHR constraints Bk , ..., Bm and D1 , ..., Dc all -maximal
subsets of {H1 , ..., Hn , Bk σ, ..., Bm σ}, then
∀i ∈ {1,
 ..., c} : let Di = Hi1 , ..., Hip , Bi1 σ, ..., Biq σ :
# Hi1 , ..., Hip ># Bi1 σ, ..., Biq σ
2. For a propagation rule: H1 , ..., Hn ⇒ G | B1 , ..., Bm , with body-CHR
constraints Bk , ..., Bm :
∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} , ∀j ∈ {k, ..., m} : |Hi |α  |Bj σ|α .

Observe that we still have substitutions in the formulation of this condition. But,
we can avoid reasoning about them explicitly in an automation. It is enough to
reason about all instances that satisfy the interargument relations.
Theorem 2 (Sufficiency of the RC). Let program P with query I satisfy
the RC for CHR w.r.t. |.|α and some associated interargument relations for all
built-in constraints in the program, then all computations for P with query I
terminate.

To prove this theorem, one observes that the level value of a rigid constraint is
a natural number instead of a polynomial and adapts the proof of Theorem 1.
We refer to [13] for the full proof.
Example 9. We prove termination for the Fibonacci program with this RC.
As in Example 5, the query is f ib(n, m) with n a ground term, representing
a natural number in successor-notation and m a free variable. The call set is
{fib(n1 , m), fib(n2 , n3 ) | n1 , n2 , n3 ground terms, representing natural numbers
and m a free variable}. We use the abstract level mapping: |f ib(n, m)|α = ||n||α
t.
The call set is rigid w.r.t. the chosen abstract level mapping. For the first
rule, {f ib(N, M 1), f ib(N, M 2), f ib(N, M 1)} is a -maximal subset w.r.t. |.|α .
With two of these constraints in the head of the rule and only one in the body,
this rule satisfies the RC for CHR. The second and third rule trivially satisfy the
RC for CHR because they have no CHR constraints in the body. The last rule
is a propagation rule. To satisfy the RC for CHR, every constraint matching the
head of the rule must be larger than every constraint added by the body of the
rule.
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|f ib(s(s(N )), M )|α = 2 + N  |f ib(s(N ), M 1)|α = 1 + N
|f ib(s(s(N )), M )|α = 2 + N  |f ib(N, M 2)|α = N .



Because no interargument relations are needed for the Fibonacci example, another small example is given.
Example 10 (Greatest common divisor - gcd). We prove termination for gcd with
the RC for CHR. This program calculates the greatest common divisor of a set
of positive integer numbers for a query: gcd (n) (n ∈ N).
gcd(0) ⇔ true.
gcd(M ) \ gcd(N ) ⇔ N >= M, M > 0, N N is N − M | gcd(N N ).
The call set is {gcd(n) | n a natural number}. As an abstract norm, we map each
natural number or variable to itself. The associated
interargument relations for

the guard of the second rule are obvious (e.g. (n, m) ∈ N2 | n ≥ m for N >=
M ). For any instance gcd(m) \ gcd(n) ⇔ n >= m, m > 0, nn is n − m | gcd(nn).
satisfying the interargument relations of the guard, we have n > nn.
The abstract level mapping |gcd(n)|α = n, proves termination w.r.t. the
associated interargument relations and the chosen norm.
The call set is rigid w.r.t. the abstract level mapping. Because the first rule
has no CHR constraints in the body, it trivially satisfies the RC with {gcd(0)}
as a -maximal subset. The second rule replaces a constraint gcd (n), mapped to
n, by the constraint gcd (nn), mapped to nn. Since the associated interargument
relations for this rule need to be satisfied: n > nn. Therefore, {gcd(N )} is the
only -maximal subset of the rule. Since both rules satisfy the RC, this program
terminates for the considered queries.


4

Automation and experimental evaluation

We have implemented a prototype analyzer to allow us to experimentally evaluate our approach. The prototype is implemented in CHR, with SWI-Prolog
as host-language. Space restrictions do not allow us to give a full account of
the system. In this section we focus on the most central components only and
illustrate the general strategy with an example.
Example 11 (Employee availability). This program computes a list of all employees who have no appointment on a certain time point.
app(T b, T e, E), empl(L), time(T ) ⇒ member(E, L), T b ≤ T, T ≤ T e | remove(E).
empl(L1 ), remove(E) ⇔ select(E, L1 , L2 ) | empl(L2 ).

Here, select(e, l1 , l2 ) only succeeds if the list l1 contains e and l2 is the list
obtained from l1 by removing one occurrence of e.
The intention is that a query consists of constraints app/3, with a begin
time, end time and employee’s name, representing appointments, a constraint
empl/1, with as only argument the list of all employee’s names and a constraint
time/1, with as its argument the time point on which we want the list of available
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employees. The propagation rule determines which employees need to be removed
from the list. The simplification rule deletes employees from the list. The program
terminates for all considered queries.

To prove termination of a CHR program with the RC for CHR, one has to
find a norm, associated interargument relations and an appropriate abstract level
mapping, such that the RC is satisfied. We use abstract linear level mappings.
In the philosophy of the constraint based approach to termination analysis, as
described in [3], we introduce a symbolic form of the level mapping.
Example 12 (Employee availability continued). For the constraints in employee
availability we have the symbolic forms: |time(t)|α = time0 + time1 .||t||α ,
|app(tb , te , e)|α = app0 + app1 .||tb ||α + app2 .||te ||α + app3 .||e||α ,
|empl(e)|α = empl0 + empl1 .||e||α ,
|remove(e)|α = remove0 + remove1 .||e||α .

Following the constraint based approach, the aim is to translate the conditions imposed by the RC into constraints of the symbolic coefficients (e.g.
app0 , app1 , app2 , app3 ) of the level mapping. This translation must be such that
every solution for the resulting constraints corresponds to one way of satisfying
the RC, and therefore, of obtaining a termination proof.
First, we perform a simple type inference to compute an overestimation of
the call set. It is based on four basic types: ground list, nil-terminated list, ground
term and any term. We initialize the call set with the given query type. Until a
fix point is reached, constraints from the call set are matched with each rule’s
head. For every applicable rule, the effect of the guard is analyzed and the call
types of the CHR body constraints are added to the call set.
Example 13 (Employee availability continued). We initialize the call set as the
set of all typed constraints in the query: Call = {app(t1, t2, e), empl(l), time(t3) |
t1, t2 , t3 , e ground terms and l a ground list}. Only the first rule adds a new typed
constraint, namely remove(e) with e a ground term. The fix point is reached and
the call set is Call ∪ {remove(e) | e a ground term}.

Next, we choose between term-size and list-length as the norm. The call set
can provide us with information on how to select between them. But, the choice
is backtrackable.
Example 14 (Employee availability continued). Due to the groundness of all
terms in the call set, we first select term-size. It turns out that the analyzer
fails for this choice. We then set the norm to list-length.

Now, we impose rigidity of the level mapping on the call set. We also ensure
that the level mapping only measures arguments of the appropriate type.
Example 15 (Employee availability continued). The constraints app/3, time/1
and remove/1 have no list-arguments. Thus, we measure no arguments:
|app(tb , te , e)|α = app0 |time(t)|α = time0 |remove(e)|α = remove0
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The only argument of empl/1 is a ground list, so |empl(l)|α = empl0 +empl1 .||l||α
l
is rigid on the call set.

In a next step, interargument relations are inferred for the guards. Our prototype implementation contains predefined interargument relations under listlength and term-size for built-in predicates. It requires the user to provide interargument relations for other guards. This can easily be further automated in
the future by using interargument relation inference from another analyzer (e.g.
Polytool [9]).
Example 16 (Employee availability continued). For member/2 and =< /2 there
are no ’real’ interargument relations under list-length, so that the relations are
2
N
 . For select/3,3the associated interargument relation is
(n1 , n2 , n3 ) ∈ N | n2 = n3 + 1 .

We then reach the most central part of the system. Here, we set up constraints
on the remaining symbolic coefficients of the level mapping, corresponding to the
conditions expressed in the RC.
For propagation rules, this is fairly easy: provided that interargument relations hold of the guards, the level mapping should decrease from head to body
constraints.
Example 17 (Employee availability continued). For the propagation rule, since
the interargument relations for the guard are trivial, we get:
|app(Tb , Te , E)|α  |remove(E)|α
app0
 remove0
|time(T )|α
 |remove(E)|α or time0
 remove0
|empl(L1 )|α
 |remove(E)|α
empl0 + empl1 .L1  remove0 (1)



For simplification and simpagation rules this step is more difficult. The problem
is that we need to reason about -maximal subsets of constraints but that these
subsets depend on the used level mapping – which, as yet, has not been fixed.
To solve this, we will compute all the possibilities of candidate -maximal
subsets, which are such that the condition in the RC is fulfilled. For each of these
possibilities, we then express what conditions on the level mapping are required
to make these subsets the -maximal ones. If any of these conditions on the
level mapping can be satisfied, the RC holds for the rule.
Example 18 (Employee availability continued). In the first column of Table 1,
we present all the different cases of possible -maximal subsets for the simplification rule, which are such that the RC is fulfilled. The second column of
the table contains the corresponding condition on the level mapping needed for
-maximality of these sets.
Observe that for the four last rows, the resulting equations are inconsistent
with the constraint (1) obtained for the propagation rule. For instance, for the
second row, |remove(E)|α  |empl(L1 )|α is inconsistent with |empl(L1 )|α 
|remove(E)|α .
As a result, the first row is the only remaining candidate constraint. Since
the interargument relation of the guard in the simplification rule is non-trivial,
we obtain the condition:
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possible -maximal subsets
{empl(L)}
{remove(E)}

Resulting set of equations
|empl(L1 )|α  |empl(L2 )|α ∧ |empl(L1 )|α  |remove(E)|α
|remove(E)|α  |empl(L1 )|α ∧ |remove(E)|α  |empl(L2 )|α
(|remove(E)|α  |empl(L2 )|α ∨ |empl(L1 )|α  |empl(L2 )|α )
{empl(L1 )} , {remove(E)}
∧¬(|empl(L1 )|α  |remove(E)|α )
∧¬(|remove(E)|α  |empl(L1 )|α )
{empl(L1 ), remove(E)}
|empl(L1 )|α  |empl(L2 )|α ∧ |empl(L1 )|α ≈ |remove(E)|α
{empl(L1 ), remove(E), empl(L2 )} |empl(L1 )|α ≈ |empl(L2 )|α ∧ |empl(L1 )|α ≈ |remove(E)|α
Table 1. -maximal subsets for employee availability

L1 = L2 + 1 =⇒ |empl(L1 )|α  |empl(L2 )|α ∧ |empl(L1 )|α  |remove(E)|α
or L1 = L2 + 1 =⇒ empl0 + empl1 .L1  empl0 .L2 + empl1 .L2 ∧
empl0 + empl1 .L1  remove0

Finally, all conditions on the symbolic coefficients are collected and transformed
into Diophantine constraints, by using the method described in [9]. These equations are solved using the constraint solver of Aprove ([6]).
Example 19 (Employee availability continued).
Aprove finds the solution app0 = empl0 = time0 = empl1 = 1, remove0 = 0,
corresponding to the level mapping:
|app(T b, T e, E)|α = 1
|empl(L)|α = 1 + ||L||α
l
α
|remove(E)| = 0
|time(T )|α = 1

4.1

Experimental evaluation

There are some benchmarks available in the CHR community. Because they are
aimed at testing performance issues, they are relatively small and not useful for
testing a termination analyzer. Therefore, we collected a number of programs
from various sources to set up a new benchmark. It contains 52 programs: 39
without propagation and 13 with propagation. All programs are terminating.
We compared our prototype analyzer with the transformational analyzer of
[10], which can not deal with propagation. The results are very satisfactory. Our
analyzer proves termination for 31 programs without propagation. The analyzer
of [10] proves termination of 26 of these programs. The transformational analyzer
proves termination of two programs where our approach fails. This is because
these programs need a more complex norm as list-length or term-size. The results
are presented in Tables 2 and 3 in an appendix for the referees.
Our implementation proves 10 programs with propagation from the benchmark terminating. The failing programs increase an arguments size till a certain
bound. Our approach cannot deal with bounded increases. For term rewrite
systems, a technique to prove termination for such programs is discussed in [7].

5

Conclusion

In this paper we discussed a new approach to termination analysis of CHR programs. To date, automated termination analysis was restricted to CHR programs
with simplification only. Our condition allows for termination analysis of general CHR programs, that is, CHR programs with propagation as well. We have
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implemented the technique in an automated system. Experimental results with
this system show that it is successful in proving termination for a majority of
the test set programs.
The condition on simplification rules, as proposed in [5], was strengthened in
our RC in order to be able to extend it with a condition for propagation rules.
Therefore, a small class of CHR programs cannot be proved terminating with
our approach, where the (non-automated) approach of [5] succeeds.
Future work will be directed towards scalability of our approach. We intend
to adapt the dependency pair method, which has proved very successful both
for TRS [6] and for LP [8], to the CHR context.
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Abstract. Safe is a first-order eager functional language with facilities
for programmer-controlled destruction and copying of data structures
and is intended for compile-time analysis of memory consumption. In
Safe, heap and stack memory consumption depends on the length of
recursive calls chains. Ensuring termination of Safe programs (or of particular function calls) is therefore essential to implement these features.
Furthermore, being able to give bounds to the chain length required by
such terminating calls becomes essential in computing space bounds.
In this paper, we investigate how to analyze termination of Safe programs by using standard term rewriting techniques, i.e., by transforming Safe programs into term rewriting systems whose termination can
be automatically analysed by means of existing tools. Furthermore, we
investigate how to use proofs of termination which combine the dependency pairs approach with polynomial interpretations to obtain suitable
bounds to the length of chains of recursive calls in Safe programs.
Keywords: Termination, Term Rewriting Systems, Space complexity.

1

Introduction

Safe [21, 18] is a first-order eager functional language with facilities for programmer controlled destruction and copying of data structures, intended for compile
time analysis of memory consumption. In Safe, the allocation and deallocation
of compiler-defined memory regions for data structures are associated with function application. So, heap memory consumption depends both on the number
of recursive calls and on the length of calls chains. In order to compute space
bounds for the heap it is essential to compute bounds to these figures and, in
turn, to previously ensure termination of such functions.
In this paper we investigate how to use rewriting techniques for proving termination of Safe programs and, at the same time, giving appropriate bounds to
the number of recursive calls as a first step to compute space bounds. In particular, we introduce a transformation for proving termination of Safe programs
by translating them into Term Rewriting Systems (TRS).
?
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Both termination and complexity bounds of programs have been investigated
in the abstract framework of Term Rewriting Systems [3, 20]. A suitable way to
prove termination of programs written in declarative programming languages like
Haskell or Maude is translating them into (variants of) term rewriting systems
and then using techniques and tools for proving termination of rewriting. See
[9, 10] for recent proposals of concrete procedures and tools which apply to the
aforementioned programming languages.
Polynomial interpretations have been extensively investigated as suitable
tools to address different issues in term rewriting [3]. For instance, the limits of
polynomial interpretations regarding their ability to prove termination of rewrite
systems were first investigated in [12] by considering the derivational complexity
of polynomially terminating TRSs, i.e., the upper bound of the lengths of arbitrary (but finite) derivations issued from a given term (of size n) in a terminating
TRS. Hofbauer has shown that the derivational complexity of a terminating TRS
can be better approximated if polynomial interpretations over the reals (instead
of the more traditional polynomial interpretations over the naturals) are used to
prove termination of the TRS [11].
Complexity analysis of first order functional programs (or TRSs) has also
been successfully addressed by using polynomial interpretations [4–6]. The aim
of these papers is to classify TRSs in different (time or space) complexity classes
according to the (least) kind of polynomial interpretation which is (weakly) compatible with the TRS. Recent approaches [5] combine the use of path orderings
[8] to ensure both termination together with suitable polynomial interpretations for giving bounds to the length of the rewrite sequences (which are known
finite due to the termination proof). Polynomials which are used in this setting are weakly monotone, i.e., if x ≥ y then P (. . . , x, . . .) ≥ P (. . . , y, . . .).
This is in contrast with the use of polynomials in proofs of polynomial termination [15], where monotony is required (i.e., whenever x > y, we have
P (. . . , x, . . .) > P (. . . , y, . . .)). However, when using polynomials in proofs of
termination using the dependency pair approach [1], monotony is not longer
necessary and we can use weakly monotone polynomials again [7, 17]. The real
advantage is that, we can now avoid the use of path orderings to ensure termination: with the same polynomial interpretation we can both prove termination
and, as we show in this paper, obtain suitable complexity bounds. Furthermore,
since the limits of using path orderings to prove termination of rewrite systems
are well-known, and they obviously restrict the variety of programs they can
deal with, we are able to improve on the current techniques.

2

Preliminaries

A binary relation R on a set A is terminating (or well-founded) if there is no
infinite sequence a1 R a2 R a3 · · ·. Throughout the paper, X denotes a countable set of variables and F denotes a signature, i.e., a set of function symbols
{f, g, . . .}, each having a fixed arity given by a mapping ar : F → N. The set
of terms built from F and X is T (F, X ). Positions p, q, . . . are represented by
chains of positive natural numbers used to address subterms of t. Positions are
ordered by the standard prefix ordering ≤. The set of positions of a term t is
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Pos(t). The subterm at position p of t is denoted as t|p and t[s]p is the term
t with the subterm at position p replaced by s. A context is a term C[ ] with
a ‘hole’ (formally, a fresh constant symbol). A rewrite rule is an ordered pair
(l, r), written l → r, with l, r ∈ T (F, X ), l 6∈ X and Var (r) ⊆ Var (l). A TRS
is a pair R = (F, R) where R is a set of rewrite rules. Given a TRS R, a term
t ∈ T (F, X ) rewrites to s (at position p ∈ Pos(t)), written t →R s, if there is a
position p ∈ Pos(t), a substitution σ, and a rule l → r in R such that t|p = σ(l)
and s = t[σ(r)]p . The term t|p is called a redex of t. A term t ∈ T (F, X ) inneri

most rewrites to s, written t →R s if t →R s at position p and t|p contains no
i

redex. A TRS R is (innermost) terminating if →R (resp. →R ) is terminating.
A conditional, oriented TRS (CTRS), has rules of the form l → r ⇐ C,
where C = s1 → t1 , . . . , sk → tk is called an oriented condition. Given a CTRS
R, we let Ru be the set of rules Ru = {l → r | l → r ⇐ C ∈ R}. A CTRS
which satisfies Var (r) ⊆ Var (l) ∪ Var (C) for every conditional rule is called a
3-CTRS. It is deterministic if the variables of the right-hand side ti of every
condition si → ti of C are introduced before they are used in the left-hand side
sj of a subsequent condition sj → tj . A deterministic 3-CTRS R is syntactically
deterministic if, for every rule l → r ⇐ s1 → t1 , . . . , sk → tk in R every term ti
is a constructor term or a ground normal form with respect to Ru .

3

The Safe language

Safe was introduced as a research platform to investigate analyses related to
sharing of data structures and to memory consumption. Currently it is equipped
with a type system guaranteeing that, in spite of the memory destruction facilities of the language, all well-typed programs will be free of dangling pointers at
runtime. More information can be found at [21, 18] and [19].
There are two versions of Safe: full-Safe, in which programmers are supposed
to write their programs, and Core-Safe (the compiler transformed version of
full-Safe), in which all program analyses are defined.
Full-Safe syntax is close to Haskell’s. The main differences are that Safe is
eager and first-order. Safe admits two basic types (booleans and integers), algebraic datatypes (introduced by the usual data declarations), and the function
definitions by means of conditional equations with the usual facilitites for pattern matching, use of let and case expressions, and where clauses. No recursion
is possible inside let expressions and where clauses and no local function definition can be given. Additionally, the programmer can specify a destructive
pattern matching operation by using symbol ! after the pattern. The intended
meaning is the destruction of the cell associated with the constructor symbol,
thus allowing its reuse later. A Safe program consists of a sequence of (possibly
recursive) function definitions together with a main expression.
The merge-sort program of Figure 1 uses a constant heap space to implement
the sorting of the list. This is a consequence of the destructive constant-space
versions splitD and mergeD of the funtions which respectively split a list into two
pieces and merge two sorted lists. The types shown in the program are inferred
by the compiler. A symbol ! in a type signature indicates that the corresponding
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splitD :: ∀a, ρ.Int → [a]!@ρ → ρ → ([a]@ρ, [a]@ρ)@ρ
splitD 0 xs!
= ([ ], xs!)
splitD n [ ]!
= ([ ], [ ])
splitD n (x : xs)! = (x : xs 1 , xs 2 )
where (xs 1 , xs 2 ) = splitD (n − 1) xs
mergeD :: ∀a, ρ.[a]!@ρ → [a]!@ρ → ρ → [a]@ρ
mergeD [ ]! ys! = ys!
mergeD xs! [ ]! = xs!
mergeD (x : xs)! (y : ys)!
|x≤y
= x : mergeD xs (y : ys!)
| otherwise = y : mergeD (x : xs!) ys
msortD :: ∀a, ρ.[a]!@ρ → ρ → [a]@ρ
msortD xs
|n≤1
= xs!
| otherwise = mergeD (msortD xs 1 ) (msortD xs 2 )
where (xs 1 , xs 2 ) = splitD (n ‘div ‘ 2) xs
n
= length xs

Fig. 1. Mergesort program in full-Safe, using constant heap space

data structure is destroyed by the function. A symbol ! in a righthand side
variable expresses that a potentially condemned variable is reused. Variables ρ
are polymorphic and indicate the region where the data structure ‘lives’.
3.1

Core-Safe syntax

The Safe compiler first performs a region inference which determines which
region has to be used for each construction. A function has one or more associated
memory regions available for building constructions: a working region which
can be addressed by using the reserved identifier self and a possibly empty
collection of output regions which are passed as arguments. For this reason,
the low-level syntax, called Core-Safe requires additional region arguments both
in some function calls and in expressions such as (C xi n )@r, which denotes
a construction, and x@r, which denotes the copy of the structure with root
labeled x into region r. The compiler also flattens the expressions in such a
way that applications of functions are made only to constants or to variables.
Also, where clauses are translated into let expressions, and boolean conditions
in the guards are translated into case expressions. Bound variables are also
conveniently renamed to avoid name clashes.
The syntax of Core-Safe is shown in Figure 2. We use the notation xi n to
abbreviate the sequence x1 . . . xn .
Note that constructions can only occur on binding expressions (be) inside let
expressions. The normal form of an expression is either a basic constant c, or
a variable pointing to a construction. We assume the existence of a heap and
of a runtime environment, respectively mapping pointers to constructions and
program variables to heap pointers. The complete operational semantics can be
found in [21].
Function splitD defined in the Safe program of Figure 1 is translated into
Core-Safe definition shown in Figure 3.
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prog → dec 1 ; . . . ; dec n ; e
dec → f xi n @ rj l = e
e
→ a
| x@r
| x!
| f ai n @ rj l
| let x1 = be in e
n
| case x of alt i
n
| case! x of alt i
alt → C xi n → e
be → C ai n @ r
|e

{recursive, polymorphic function}
{atom: literal c or variable x}
{copy}
{reuse}
{function application}
{non-recursive, monomorphic}
{read-only case}
{destructive case}
{constructor application}

Fig. 2. Core-Safe language definition
splitD n xs @ r1 r2 r3 = case n of
0 -> let nil1 = []@r1 in let res1 = (nil1,xs!)@r3 in
_ -> case! xs of
[]
-> let nil1 = []@r1 in let nil2 = []@r2
let res2 = (nil1,nil2)@r3 in res2
: x xx -> let z = let n’ = n-1 in splitD n’ xx
let xs1 = case z of (ys1,ys2) -> ys1
let xs2 = case z of (zs1,zs2) -> zs2
let xs1’ = (: x xs1)@r1 in
let res3 = (xs1’, xs2)@r3 in res3

res1
in
@ r1 r2 r3 in
in
in

Fig. 3. Core-Safe version of splitD

4

Transformation from Core-Safe to CTRS

In this section we describe a transformation from Core-Safe programs to conditional term rewriting systems (CTRS). For the purpose of the transformation, we
can even simplify the Core-Safe syntax, because information concerning destructive patterns and regions is not relevant for termination purposes. In this way,
variable, copy, and reuse expressions are collapsed into the variable expression.
Also, the two variants of case are collapsed into one.
We assume that each case expression in a function definition has been labelled with a unique integer k. The transformation will be defined by using the
following auxiliary functions:
1. trP takes a sequence of Core-Safe function definitions and returns a CTRS.
Notice that the main expression is excluded.
2. trF takes a function definition and returns a set of conditional rewrite rules.
3. trR given an expression e (a binding expression be), the set V of its free
variables, and a condition C = s1 → t1 , . . . , sk → tk consisting of atomic
(rewrite) conditions si → ti , returns the right-hand side of a rule together
with its conditional part, and an additional, possibly empty, set of conditional rewrite rules. The condition C is treated as a list. If C = [ ], then the
generated right-hand side has no conditional part.
4. trL which, given an expression e and the set V of its free variables, yields
the left part of a condition, and a sequence of atomic conditions to its left.
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def

n

trP (def i ) =

Sn

i=1

def

trF (def i )

trF (f xi n = e) = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) → trR(e, fv (e), [ ])
def

trR(c, V, C) = c ⇐ C
def

trR(x, V, C) = x ⇐ C
n

def

trR(Cr ai , V, C) = Cr (a1 , . . . , an ) ⇐ C
n

def

trR(f ai , V, C) = f (a1 , . . . , an ) ⇐ C
n

def

trR(k : case x of Ci xij ni → ei , V, C) =
{case k (x, var (V )) ⇐ C} ∪
{case k (Ci (xi1 , . . . , xini ), var (V )) → trR(ei , fv (ei ), [ ]) | i ∈ {1..n}}
def

trR(let x1 = e1 in e2 , V, C) = trR(e2 , fv (e2 ), C ++ [, trL(e1 , fv (e1 )) → x1 ])
def

trL(e, V ) = trR(e, V, [ ]) if e ∈ {c, x, Cr ai n , f ai n , case}
def

trL(let x1 = e1 in e2 , V ) = [trL(e1 , fv (e1 )) → x1 , ] ++ trL(e2 , fv (e2 ))

Fig. 4. Transformation from Core-Safe to CTRS

Let us assume that var (V ) assigns the variables in V to a given term t in a
fixed ordering. The complete transformation is given in Figure 4. Our running
example would be transformed into the following CTRS:
splitD(n,xs) -> case1(n,n,xs)
case1(0,n,xs) -> res1 <= Nil -> nil1, Tup(nil1,xs) -> res1
case1(S(x),n,xs) -> case2(xs,n)
case2(Nil,n) -> res2 <= Nil -> nil1, Nil -> nil2, Tup(nil1,nil2) -> res2
case2(Cons(x,xx),n) -> res3 <= pred(n) -> n’, splitD(n’,xx) -> z,
case3(z) -> xs1, case4(z) -> xs2,
Cons(x,xs1) -> xs1’, Tup(xs1’,xs2) -> res3
case3(Tup(ys1,ys2)) -> ys1
case4(Tup(zs1,zs2)) -> zs2

Proposition 1. Every Core-Safe program P is transformed into an oriented,
left-linear, non-overlapping, syntactically deterministic 3-CTRS trP (P) which
is, therefore, confluent.
Now we apply standard transformations from deterministic 3-CTRS to plain
TRSs [20, Def.7.2.48]. If R is a 3-CTRS, let us call U (R) to the resulting TRS.
For instance, in our running example U (R) would be the following TRS:
splitD(n,xs) -> case1(n,n,xs)
case1(0,n,xs) -> Tup(Nil,xs)
case1(S(x),n,xs) -> case2(xs,n)
case2(Nil,n) -> Tup(Nil,Nil)
case2(Cons(x,xx),n) -> U1(pred(n),x,xx)
U1(n’,x,xx) -> U2(splitD(n’,xx),x)
U2(z,x) -> U3(case3(z),x,z)
U3(xs1,x,z) -> U4(case4(z),x,xs1)
U4(xs2,x,xs1) -> Tup(Cons(x,xs1),xs2)
case3(Tup(ys1,ys2)) -> ys1
case4(Tup(zs1,zs2)) -> zs2
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In the following, let RP denote the system U (trP (P)) resulting from applying
the two aforementioned transformations to the Core-Safe program P.
Proposition 2. For every Core-Safe program P, the TRS RP consists of nonoverlapping rules. Moreover, all the lefthand sides are of the form f (p1 , . . . , pn )
where the pi are flat patterns.
Proof. Straightforward by Proposition 1 and the U transformation.



It is a standard result [20, Prop. 7.2.50] that the termination of U (R) implies
the termination of R. Then, by Proposition 3, proving termination of RP implies
the termination of the Safe program P.

5

Termination of Safe programs

One of the main goals of this paper is providing suitable methods for proving
termination of Safe programs. The following result shows that the transformation introduced in the previous section is appropriate for this goal: it preserves
both termination and nontermination (i.e., characterizes termination) of Safe
programs.
Proposition 3. Given a Core-Safe program P and its transformed 3-CTRS
R = trP (P) the main expression e of P terminates according to Safe semantics
if and only if the term te associated with e terminates in R. Furthermore, in
every term (except the last one, if it exists) of the reduction sequence of te there
is only one innermost redex.
It is well-known that the transformation U which has been used to obtain a
TRS U (R) from a deterministic 3-CTRS R is also nontermination preserving
(see [20, Proposition 7.2.50]). Furthermore, for nonoverlapping, syntactically deterministic 3-CTRSs, termination of R and innermost termination of U (R) are
equivalent [20, Corollary 7.2.62]. According to Proposition 1, trP (P) is a nonoverlapping, syntactically deterministic 3-CTRS for every Core-Safe program P.
Thus, by combining these facts, we can say the following.
Theorem 1. A Core-Safe program P, excluding its main expression, is terminating if and only if the TRS U (trP (P)) is innermost terminating.
Nowadays, several termination tools are able to prove (or disprove) innermost
termination of rewriting automatically (e.g., AProVE, mu-term, TTT, etc.).
Thanks to Theorem 1, they can be used now to prove termination (or nontermination!) of Core-Safe programs by using the transformation trP .

6

Dependency graph and recursive calls

Termination of (innermost) rewriting can be proved by using the dependency
pairs approach [1]. Furthermore, our analysis of complexity bounds in Section
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7 uses concepts coming from the dependency pairs approach. Thus, we briefly
introduce and exemplify it in the following.
Given a TRS R = (C ]D, R) we consider F as the disjoint union F = C ]D of
symbols c ∈ C, called constructors and symbols f ∈ D, called defined functions,
where D = {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} and C = F − D. The set DP(R) of dependency
pairs for R is given as follows: if f (t1 , . . . , tm ) → r ∈ R and r = C[g(s1 , . . . , sn )]
for some defined symbol g ∈ D, and context C[·], and s1 , . . . , sn ∈ T (F, X ), then
f ] (t1 , . . . , tm ) → g ] (s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ DP(R), where f ] and g ] are new fresh symbols
associated with f and g respectively.
Example 1. The dependency pairs which correspond to the TRS RSplitD obtained at the end of Section 4 are the following (as usual, we capitalize –or
duplicate– the first letter of a function name f to indicate its associated symbol
f ] .):
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]

SPLITD(n,xs) -> CASE1(n,n,xs)
CASE1(S(x),n,xs) -> CASE2(xs,n)
CASE2(Cons(x,xx),n) -> UU1(pred(n),x,xx)
CASE2(Cons(x,xx),n) -> PRED(n)
UU1(n’,x,xx) -> UU2(splitD(n’,xx),x)
UU1(n’,x,xx) -> SPLITD(n’,xx)
UU2(z,x) -> UU3(case3(z),x,z)
UU2(z,x) -> CASE3(z)
UU3(xs1,x,z) -> UU4(case4(z),x,xs1)
UU3(xs1,x,z) -> CASE4(z)

Termination of (innermost) rewriting is investigated by inspecting the cycles
of the dependency graph DG(R) associated with the TRS R. The nodes of the
dependency graph are the dependency pairs u → v in DP(R); there is an arc
from a node u → v to another node u0 → v 0 ∈ DP(R) if there are substitutions
θ and θ0 such that θ(v) →∗R θ0 (u0 ).
Remark 1. Proofs of termination of innermost rewriting using dependency pairs
actually use an innermost dependency graph which is a subset of the standard
one. In our context, though, both of them are identical due to the special shape
of the rules in RP . Thus, we will not further insist on that.
In general, the dependency graph of a TRS is not computable and we need to
use some approximation of it (e.g., the estimated dependency graph, see [1]).
Figure 5 shows the estimated dependency graph for RSplitD . Note that there is
only one cycle: C = {1, 2, 3, 6}.
Due to the special structure of the rules in RP (see Proposition 2), it is clear
that for every recursive call issued from f (δ1 , . . . , δn ), where δ1 , . . . , δn ∈ T (C, X )
there is a minimal cycle in the dependency graph of R which contains a left-hand
side f (x1 , . . . , xn ) thus closing a (minimal) cycle in the estimated dependency
graph. Here, by a minimal cycle we mean a cycle which does not contain any
proper subcycle.
Proposition 4. Given a Core-Safe program P, there is a bijection between minimal cycles in the dependency graph of the TRS RP and recursive calls in P.
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Fig. 5. Dependency graph for the transformed RSplitD

For instance, in our running example, the only existing cycle C in the dependency
graph contains the following dependency pairs:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[6]

SPLITD(n,xs) -> CASE1(n,n,xs)
CASE1(S(x),n,xs) -> CASE2(xs,n)
CASE2(Cons(x,xx),n) -> UU1(pred(n),x,xx)
UU1(n’,x,xx) -> SPLITD(n’,xx)

This cycle corresponds to the internal recursive call of splitD.

7

Explicit polynomial complexity bounds for Safe

The second main goal of this paper is developing methods for giving explicit complexity bounds to time/space consumption in Safe computations. Intuitively, a
measure [[ ]] aiming at associating a given complexity value to a particular function call f (δ1 , . . . , δk ) for constructor terms δ1 , . . . , δk has to take into account
the role of the arguments δ1 , . . . , δk in the computation of such value. Roughly
speaking, we must associate a suitable k-ary mapping [[f ]] to symbol f . In this
paper we assume that [[f ]] is a polynomial for all function symbols f .
In particular, [[f ] ]] is the polynomial interpreting the symbol f ] associated to
the Core-Safe function symbol f . Moreover, assume that the dependency graph
of RP contains only one cycle involving f ] . Then, Theorem 2 below shows how
(and when) the polynomial interpretation can be used to give explicit bounds
to the number of calls to f in a given computation. First, we need to introduce
some preliminary notions. Roughly speaking, the usable rules U(R, C) associated
to a cycle C in the dependency graph of R are obtained by first considering the
rules f (l1 , . . . , ln ) → r ∈ R for all (unmarked, defined) symbols f ∈ D occurring
in the right-hand sides v of the dependency pairs u → v ∈ C and then recursively
adding the rules defining symbols in the right-hand sides of r [1, Definition 32]:
Definition 1 (Usable rules). Let R be a TRS. For any symbol f let Rules(R, f )
be the set of rules defining f and such that the left-hand side l has no redex as
proper subterm. For any term t the set of basic usable rules U(R, t) is as follows:
U(R, x)
=∅
U(R, f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = Rules(R, f ) ∪

S
1≤i≤ar(f )
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U(R0 , ti ) ∪

S
l→r∈Rules(R,f )

U(R0 , r)

where R0 = R − Rules(R, f ). If C ⊆ DP(R), then U(R, C) =

S
l→r∈C

U(R, r).

For instance, for cycle C corresponding to our running example, the set of usable rules consists of a single rule: pred(s(n)) -> n. The following proposition
shows why usable rules are interesting in our setting.
Proposition 5. Let R be a TRS, t, s, u ∈ T (F, X ), and σ be a substitution such
i
that s = σ(t) and ∀x ∈ Var (t), σ(x) is a normal form. Then, s −→∗R u if and
i

only if s −→∗U (R,t) u.

The following theorem is the main result of this section. It shows that explicit
polynomial bounds can be given to the number of function calls issued from a
term f (δ1 , . . . , δn ) where δ1 , . . . , δn are normal forms.
Theorem 2 (Explicit polynomial bounds). Let R = (F, R) be a TRS and
f ∈ D be such that DG(R) contains only one cycle C involving f ] . Let [[ ]] be
a polynomial interpretation over the naturals satisfying that (1) [[s]] ≥ [[t]] for
all s → t ∈ U(R, C) ∪ C; and (2) [[u]] > [[v]] for at least one u → v ∈ C. Let
t = f (δ1 , . . . , δn ) where δ1 , . . . , δn are normal forms.Then, the number Nf (t) of
calls to f during the innermost normalization of t is bounded by [[f ] (δ1 , . . . , δn )]]:
Nf (t) ≤ [[f ] (δ1 , . . . , δn )]] + 1.
The polynomials which are necessary in Theorem 2 for obtaining polynomial
bounds can be obtained in practice as part of the innermost termination proof for
the TRS R using the dependency pairs approach which emphasizes the use of the
dependency graph to obtain the proofs (DG-termination [1]). In our setting, we
use the termination tool mu-term [16] to obtain the polynomial interpretations.
For instance, consider the TRS RSplitD obtained in Section 4 for our running
example. The following polynomial intepretation:
[pred](X) = X
[S](X) = X
[splitD](X1,X2) = 0
[case1](X1,X2,X3) = 0
[0] = 0
[Tup](X1,X2) = 0
[Nil] = 0

[case2](X1,X2) = 0
[Cons](X1,X2) = X2 + 1
[U1](X1,X2,X3) = 0
[U2](X1,X2) = X1
[U3](X1,X2,X3) = 0
[case3](X) = 0
[U4](X1,X2,X3) = 0

[case4](X) = 0
[U5](X1,X2) = 0
[SPLITD](X1,X2) = X2 + 1
[UU1](X1,X2,X3) = X3 + 1
[CASE2](X1,X2) = X1
[CASE1](X1,X2,X3) = X3 + 1

which is obtained by mu-term can be used in Theorem 2 to bound calls of the
form splitD(δ1 , δ2 ) for constructor terms δ1 , δ2 .
Remark 2. Although our results concern the use of polynomial interpretations
over the naturals, they could be easily extended to a more general setting like
the one described in [17] for polynomial interpretations over the reals.
The previous result can be further generalized to arbitrary terms as follows
(the main difference with Theorem 2 is that all rules in the TRS R must be
compatible with the ordering ≥ induced by the interpretation).
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Corollary 1 (Explicit polynomial bounds II). Let R = (F, R) be a TRS
and f ∈ D be such that DG(R) contains only one cycle C involving f ] . Let [[ ]]
be a polynomial interpretation over the naturals satisfying that (1) [[s]] ≥ [[t]]
for all s → t ∈ R ∪ C; and (2) [[u]] > [[v]] for at least one u → v ∈ C. Let
t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ T (F, X ).Then, the number Nf (t) of recursive calls to f
during the innermost normalization of t is bounded by [[f ] (t1 , . . . , tn )]]: Nf (t) ≤
[[f ] (t1 , . . . , tn )]] + 1.
7.1

Bounding the number of calls using the size of the arguments

Provided that the polynomial interpretation associated to the constructor symbols c ∈ C has the following shape:
[[c]](x1 , . . . , xn ) = c1 x1 + · · · + cn xn + c0
with 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we obviously have that the size of a
constructor term δ ∈ T (C, X ) is bounded from below by its interpretation, i.e.,
|δ| ≥ [[δ]]. Therefore, since [[f ] ]] has no negative coefficient and hence it is weakly
monotone, we have that
1 + [[f ] ]](|δ1 |, . . . , |δn |) ≥ 1 + [[f ] ]]([[δ1 ]], . . . , [[δn ]]) = 1 + [[f ] (δ1 , . . . , δn )]] ≥ Nf (t)
Furthermore, if constant constructor symbols c are interpreted by [[c]] = 1; and
for any other n-ary constructor symbol f (with n > 0) we have ci = 1 for all i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n and c0 = 0, then |δ| = [[δ]]. Hence,
1 + [[f ] ]](|δ1 |, . . . , |δn |) = 1 + [[f ] (δ1 , . . . , δn )]] ≥ Nf (t)
i.e., we can think of the arguments x1 , . . . , xn of the polynomial [[f ] ]](x1 , . . . , xn )
as representing sizes of constructor terms and still giving appropriate bounds to
the number of calls to f in any derivation from f (δ1 , . . . , δn ) for terms δi of size
xi for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
7.2

Space bounds and polynomial bounds

The relationship of the inferred polynomials with the space bounds we wish to
infer is the following:
• Each function builds constructor cells in different heap regions which the
compiler ‘knows’ because they are explicit in the text (they have been inferred in an early stage).
• The compiler infers an upper bound to the number of cells a single call
to the function will build in each available region. This in general will be
a polynomial because it may depend on calls to other functions. As these
functions have already been inferred, the compiler knows the space costs
charged by these functions to each region.
• Once we have the above, the function heap cost is obtained multiplying the
(bound to the) number of recursive calls by the (bound to the) space cost of
each call.
As the cell size is fixed for a given program, the compiler can compute an
upper bound to the heap memory in terms of words or bytes. For stack consumption, the inference is even easier as the stack is not split into regions.
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Safe function Polynomial inferred Constructor interpretation
splitD(n, x)
x+1
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
mergeD(x, y)
two cycles
length(x)
x
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
append (x, y)
x
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
insert(x, t)
t+1
Node(t, x, t0 ) = t + t0 + 1
listInsert(x, y)
y
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
insSortD(x)
x
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
msortD(x)
No proof obtained
mkTree(x)
x
cons(y, ys) = ys + 1
inorder (t)
t
Node(t, x, t0 ) = t + t0 + 1
Fig. 6. Polynomials obtained for several Core-Safe functions

8

Case studies

We have applied the results in previous section to the TRS’s obtained by transforming the Core-Safe functions presented in Section 3 and some other examples
such as length, append, insert, listInsert, insSort, mkTree, inorder, which
respectively gives the length of a list, appends two lists, inserts an element in a
search tree, inserts an element in a sorted list, sorts a list by insertion, builds a
search tree from a list, and does an inorder traversal of a tree, with the obvious
definitions. We have obtained the polynomials shown in Figure 6.
From the above results, and interpreting the argument variables as characterizing the size of the corresponding data structures, we are glad to see that the
bounds obtained are rather accurate. According to Section 7.1, in order to see
whether interpreting argument variables as sizes is correct or not we must pay
attention to the interpretation given to data constructors. During the execution
of a function f , the formal arguments of f will be replaced by actual ones and
these consist just of ground terms formed by data constructors. By knowing
the polynomial interpretation obtained for these constructors, we can know the
polynomial associated to the whole term representing the actual data structure
passed to f as actual argument. By restricting the coefficients of these interpretations to 0 and 1 as explained in Section 7.1 we have obtained the interpretations
shown in the table above. Then, the polynomial associated to a complete list
is just its length and the one associated to a binary tree will coincides with its
cardinality. This allows us to interpret argument variables as sizes.
The polynomial obtained for length is actually exact, the polynomial obtained
for splitD is very accurate and shows the linear dependency with the size of the
list: in the worst case, when the splitting position n exceeds the length of the
list, splitD will be called as many times as the length of the list. The bound for
insert is also accurate as the binary tree needs not be balanced: in the worst
case, the number of recursive calls grows linearly with the tree size. We could
not apply our results to merge because there are two minimal cycles which
induce different polynomial interpretations for merge ] : [[merge ] ]](x, y) = x and
[[merge ] ]](x, y) = y + 1, respectively. Since it is unclear (by now) how to combine
different polynomial interpretations (in general), we cannot assert that, e.g.,
[[merge ] ]](x, y) = x + y + 1.
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We have not obtained a termination proof for msortD. We must be prepared
for that due to the incompleteness of any termination proving algorithm. Apparently, the current TRS termination proving technology is not able to detect that
the sizes of the lists passed as arguments to msortD in the two recursive calls
are strictly smaller that the list of the external call. Due to cases such as this,
we plan to include in the source language the possibility of manually annotating
the non-inferred functions with a polynomial.

9

Hierarchical composition of Safe programs

When proving termination and complexity bounds of Safe programs, two strategies can be applied:
1. Either the whole program is transformed into a TRS, and then it is submitted
to a termination prover tool such as MU-TERM.
2. Or else, each function is separately analyzed for termination, assuming that
the functions possibly called from the analized one in turn terminate.
Approach (1) is more realistic in the sense that the TRS exactly corresponds
to the original Core-Safe program. In particular, constructor and function symbols are global to the whole program and the polynomials obtained for them, in
case of success, guarantee that every term will be finitely rewritten.
However, programs can be huge and the time needed by the termination tool
will increase more than linearly with program size. So, it is worthwhile to investigate the modularity properties of the TRS obtained from the transformation
of Safe programs. Intuitively, if we get a polynomial bounding the number of
recursive calls of a particular function f , this is a property which depends on
the definition of f (and, of the definition of all the functions used by f ) but not
on its use in enclosing contexts. So, we expect that the polynomial of a function
f , once obtained, will remain stable along the function definitions following that
of f in the Safe text. In this case, f ’s polynomial would not need to be inferred
again when analyzing the functions that follows f .
Data constructors are global to the whole program. We believe that it would
be desirable to force a fixed interpretation for them, automatically derived from
the datatype definitions, conveying the intuitive notion of size for the corresponding data structure. Also, when inferring the polynomial for a particular
function f , we could force the interpretation of the functions defined previously
to f to the polynomials obtained for them. So, the termination tool would infer
only the polynomials for the new defined symbols.
Current TRS termination proving tools are not prepared for this mixed working mode in which some polynomials are forced and the rest are inferred. We
are currently adapting our termination tool to this setting.

10

Related and Future Work

We have already cited in the introduction the works ([4–6]) aiming to classify
TRS’s in time and space complexity classes by using polynomial interpretations.
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We make note that some results by these authors concern the computation of
bounds for the size of the normal form term resulting from a rewriting sequence.
In our context, it would be the size of the data structure returned by a function.
This size is in principle not related to the heap space needed to compute the
result, which is the topic of this paper. Closer to the research in this paper is
the work about derivation heights by Hofbauer and others (see [12] and [11]).
However, these works try to bound the length of rewriting sequences issued for
terms in (polynomially) terminating TRSs. They pay no attention to the steps
that correspond to particular symbols as done in this paper.
In the area of programming languages, there have been some attempts to infer
complexity space bounds by using specialized type systems. The two following
works compute linear space bounds of first order functional programs:
• Hughes and Pareto [14] incorporate in Embedded-ML the concept of region and their sized-types system is able to type-check heap and stack linear
bounds from annotations given by the programmer.
• More recently, in a proof carrying code framework, Hofmann and Jost [13]
have developed a type system to infer linear bounds on heap consumption.
The underlying machinery is a Linear Programming system which solves the
restrictions generated during type inference.
Related to the latter there has been the successful EU funded project Mobile
Resources Guarantees [2] which, in addition to inferring space bounds, produces
formal certificates of this property. These certificates can be verified by a proofchecker. A follow-on project is the Netherlands funded one AHA [22], which tries
to extend the above results to space bounds beyond linear ones. Our approach
seems promising with respect to these works in that any polynomial can be
inferred by current termination proving tools.
The experiments reported in this paper encourages us to continuing the exploration of the approach of using TRS termination tools to infer polynomial
bounds on the number of recursive calls of real programs. However, much work
remains to be done. In particular, bounding the number of recursive calls when
several cycles are associated to the same symbol is an immediate goal. This corresponds either to multiple-recursive Safe functions or to single recursive ones
with mutually exclusive calls. It is important to distinguish both cases when the
goal is bounding the length of recursive calls chains.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a procedure for representing the semantics of linear hybrid automata (LHAs) as constraint logic programs
(CLP); flexible and accurate analysis and verification of LHAs can then
be performed using generic CLP analysis and transformation tools. LHAs
provide an expressive notation for specifying real-time systems. The main
contributions are (i) a technique for capturing the reachable states of the
continuously changing state variables of the LHA as CLP constraints; (ii)
a way of representing events in the LHA as constraints in CLP, along
with a product construction on the CLP representation including synchronisation on shared events; (iii) a framework in which various kinds of
reasoning about an LHA can be flexibly performed by combining standard CLP transformation and analysis techniques. We give experimental
results to support the usefulness of the approach and argue that we contribute to the general field of using static analysis tools for verification.

1

Introduction

In this paper we pursue the general goal of applying program analysis tools to
system verification problems, and in particular to verification of real-time control systems. The core of this approach is the representation of a given system as
a program, so that the semantics of the system is captured by the semantics of
the programming language. Our choice of programming language is constraint
logic programming (CLP) due to its declarative character, its dual logical and
procedural semantics and the directness with which non-deterministic transition
systems can be represented. Generic CLP analysis tools and semantics-preserving
transformation tools are applied to the CLP representation, thus yielding information about the original system. This work continues and extends previous
work in applying CLP to verification of real-time systems, especially [19, 12, 25].
We first present a procedure for representing the semantics of linear hybrid
automata (LHAs) as CLP programs. LHAs provide an expressive notation for
specifying continuously changing real-time systems. The standard logical model
of the CLP program corresponding to an LHA captures (among other things)
the reachable states of the continuously changing state variables of the LHA;
previous related work on CLP models of continuous systems [19, 25] captured
only the transitions of continuous systems but not all states. The translation from
?
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LHAs to CLP is extended to handle events as constraints; following this the CLP
program corresponding to the product of LHAs (with synchronisation on shared
events) is automatically constructed. We show that flexible and accurate analysis
and verification of LHAs can be performed by generic CLP analysis tools coupled
to a polyhedron library [5]. We also show how various integrity conditions on
an LHA can be checked by querying its CLP representation. Finally, a path
automaton is derived along with the analysis; this can be used to query properties
and to generate paths that lead to given states.
In Section 2 the CLP representation of transition systems in general is reviewed. In Section 3 we define LHAs and then give a procedure for translating
an LHA to a CLP program. Section 4 shows how standard CLP analysis tools
based on abstract interpretation can be applied. In Section 5 we report the results of experiments. Section 6 concludes with a discussion of the results and
related research.

2

Transition Systems

State transition systems can be conveniently represented as logic programs. The
requirements of the representation are that the (possibly infinite) set of reachable states can be computed, that the values of state variables can be discrete
or continuous, that transitions can be deterministic or non-deterministic, that
traces or paths can be represented and that we can both reason forward from
initial states or backwards from target states.
Various different CLP programs can be generated, providing a flexible approach to reasoning about a given transition system using a single semantic
framework, namely, minimal models of CLP programs. Given a program P , its
least model is denoted M [[P ]]. In Section 6 we discuss the use of other semantics
such as the greatest fixpoint semantics.
CLP Representation of Transition Systems A transition system is a triple
hS, I, ∆i where S is a set of states, I ⊆ S is a set of initial states and ∆ ⊆ S × S
is a transition relation. The set S is usually of the form V1 × · · · × Vn where
V1 , . . . , Vn are sets of values of state variables. A run of the transition system is
a sequence s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . where hsi , si+1 i ∈ ∆, i ≥ 0. A valid run is a run where
s0 ∈ I. A reachable state is a state that appears in some valid run. A basic CLP
representation is defined by a number of predicates, in particular init(S) and
transition(S1,S2) along with either rstate(S) or trace([Sk,...,S0]). A
program P is formed as the union of a set of clauses defining the transition relation transition(S1,S2) and the initial states init(S) with the set of clauses
in either Figure 1(i) or (ii). Figure 1(i) defines the set of reachable states; that
is, s is reachable iff rstate(s) ∈ M [[P ]] where s is the representation of state s.
Figure 1(ii) captures the set of valid run prefixes. s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . is a valid run of
the transition system iff for every non-empty finite prefix rk of s0 , s1 , s2 , . . . sk ,
trace(rk) ∈ M [[P ]], where rk is the representation of the reverse of prefix rk .
Note that infinite runs are not captured using the least model semantics. The
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rstate(S2) :trace([S2,S1|T]) :transition(S1,S2), rstate(S1).
transition(S1,S2), trace([S1|T]).
rstate(S0) :- init(S0).
trace([S0]) :- init(S0).
(i) Reachable states
(ii) Run prefixes
qstate(S1) :transition(S1,S2), qstate(S2).
qstate(Sk) :- target(Sk).
(iii) Reaching states

dqstate(S1,Sk) :transition(S1,S2), dqstate(S2,Sk).
dqstate(Sk,Sk) :- target(Sk).
(iv) State Dependencies

Fig. 1. Various representations of transition systems

set of reachable states can be obtained directly from the set of valid run prefixes
(since sk is reachable iff s0 , . . . , sk is the finite prefix of some valid run).
Alternatively, reasoning backwards from some state can be modelled. Figure
1(iii) gives the backwards reasoning version of Figure 1(i). Given a program P
constructed according to Figure 1(iii), its least model captures the set of states
s such that there is a run from s to a target (i.e. query) state. The predicate
target(Sk) specifies the states from which backward reasoning starts. This is the
style of representation used in [12], where it is pointed out that relation between
forward and backward reasoning can be viewed as the special case of a queryanswer transformation or so-called “magic-set” transformation [11]. Figure 1(iv)
gives a further variation obtained by recording the dependencies on the target
states; dqstate(S,Sk) ∈ M [[P ]] iff a target state Sk is reachable from S.
We can apply well-known semantics-preserving transformations such as unfolding and folding in order to gain precision and efficiency. For instance, the
transition relation is usually unfolded away.
In Section 3 we show how to construct the transition relation and the init
predicates for Linear Hybrid Automata. These definitions can then be combined
with the clauses given in Figure 1.

3

Linear Hybrid Automata as CLP programs

Embedded systems are predominantly employed in control applications, which
are hybrid in the sense that the system whose behaviour is being controlled
has continuous dynamics changing in dense time while the digital controller has
discrete dynamics. Hence their analysis requires modelling both discrete and continuous variables and the associated behaviours. The theory of hybrid automata
[23] provides an expressive graphical notation and formalism featuring both discrete and continuous variables. We consider only linearly changing behaviour in
this paper, captured by so-called Linear Hybrid Automata [2].
3.1

The language of Linear Hybrid Automata

Following [23], we formally define a linear hybrid automaton (LHA) as a 6-tuple
hLoc, T rans, V ar, Init, Inv, Di, with:
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w := 1

l0

w ≤ 10
w = 10
x=1
x := 0
w=1

l1

x≤2
x=1
w=1

x=2

l2

w≥5
x=1
w = 2

w =5
x := 0

l3

x≤2
x=1
w = 2
x=2

Fig. 2. A Water-level Monitor

– A finite set Loc of locations also called control nodes, corresponding to control modes of a controller/plant.
– A finite set V ar = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } of real valued variables, where n is the
number of variables in the system. The state of the automaton is a tuple
(l, X), where X is the valuation vector in Rn , giving the value of each variable. Associated with variables are two sets:
• V ˙ar = {ẋ1 , . . . , ẋn }, where ẋi represents the first derivative of variable
xi w.r.t time;
• V ar0 = {x01 , . . . , x0n }, where x0i represents xi at the end of a transition.
– Three functions Init, Inv and D that assign to each location l ∈ Loc three
predicates respectively: Init(l), Inv(l) and D(l). The free variables of Init(l)
and Inv(l) range over V ar, while those of D(l) range over V ar ∪ V ˙ar. An
automaton can start in a particular location l only if init(l) holds. So long
as it stays in the location l, the system variables evolve as constrained by
the predicate D(l) not violating the invariant Inv(l). The predicate D(l)
constrains the rate of change of system variables.
– A set of discrete transitions T rans = {τ1 , . . . , τt }; τk = hk, l, γk , αk , l0 i is a
transition (i) uniquely identified by integer k, 0 ≤ k ≤ t; (ii) corresponding to
a discrete jump from location l to location l0 ; and (iii) guarded by a predicate
γk and with actions constrained by αk . The guard predicate γk and action
predicate αk are both conjunctions of linear constraints whose free variables
are from V ar and V ar ∪ V ar0 respectively.
Figure 2 shows the LHA specification of a water-level monitor (taken from [20]).
3.2

LHA Semantics and Translation into CLP

LHA Semantics as a Transition System The semantics of LHAs can be
formally described as consisting of runs of a labelled transition system (LHAt ),
which we sketch here (full details are omitted due to lack of space).
A discrete transition is defined by (l, X) → (l0 , X 0 ), where there exists a
transition τk = hk, l, γk , αk , l0 i ∈ T rans identified by k; the guard predicate
γk (l, l0 ) holds at the valuation X in location l; the associated action predicate
αk holds at valuation X 0 with which the transition ends and the new location
l0 is entered. If there are events in the system, the event associated with the
transition labels the relation. Events are explained later in this section.
δ
A delay transition is defined as: (l, X) → (lδ , X δ ) iff l = lδ , where δ ∈ R≥0 is
the duration of time passed staying in the location l, during which the predicate
Inv(l) continuously holds; X and X δ are the variable valuations in l such that
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D(l) and Inv(l), the predicates on location l, hold. The predicate D(l) constrains
the variable derivatives V ˙ar such that X δ = X + δ ∗ Ẋ.
Hence a delay transition of zero time-duration, during which the location and
valuation remain unchanged is also a valid transition.
A run σ = s0 s1 s2 · · · is an infinite sequence of states (l, X) ∈ Loc×Rn , where
l is the location and X is the valuation. In a run σ, the transition from state si
to state si+1 are related by either a delay transition or a discrete transition. As
the domain of time is dense, the number of states possible via delay transitions
becomes infinite following the infinitely fine granularity of time. Hence the delay
transitions and their derived states are abstracted by the duration of time (δ)
δ

spent in a location. Thus a run σ of an LHAt is defined as σ = (l0 , X0 ) →(γ00,α0 )
δ

(l1 , X1 ) →(γ11,α1 ) (l2 , X2 ) · · · , where δj (j ≥ 0) is the time spent in location lj
from valuation Xj until taking the discrete transition to location lj+1 , when the
guard γj holds. The new state (lj+1 , Xj+1 ) is entered with valuation Xj+1 as
constrained by αj . Further τj = hj, lj , γj , αj , lj+1 i ∈ T rans. Again during this
time duration δj , the defined invariant inv(lj ) on lj continues to hold, and the
invariant inv(lj+1 ) holds at valuation Xj+1 .
LHA semantics in CLP Table 1 shows a scheme for translating an LHA
specification into CLP clauses. The transition predicate defined in the table is
then used in the transition system clauses given in Figure 1. A linear constraint
such as Init(l), Inv(l), etc. is represented as a CLP conjunction via to clp(.).
The translation of LHAs is direct apart from the handling of the constraints
on the derivatives on location l, namely D(l) which is a conjunction of linear
constraints on V ˙ar. We add an explicit “time stamp” to a state, extending
V ar, V ar0 with time variables t, t0 respectively giving V art , V art0 . The constraint
Dt (l) is a conjunction of linear constraints on V art ∪V art0 , obtained by replacing
each occurrence of x˙j in D(l) by (x0j − xj )/(t0 − t) in Dt (l), where t0 , t represent
the time stamps associated with x0j , xj respectively.
Event Semantics in CLP A system can be realized from two or more interacting LHAs. In such compound systems, parallel transitions from the individual
LHAs rendezvous on events. Thus to model such systems the definition of an
LHA is augmented with a finite set of events Σ = {evt1 , . . . , evtne }. The resulting LHA then is a seven-tuple hLoc, T rans, V ar, Init, Inv, D, Σi. Also associated with events is a partial function event : T rans ,→ Σ, which labels (some)
transitions with events.
In our framework we model event notification as constraints. To this end
events are modelled as discrete state variables ranging over values {0,1}; these
variables are initialized to 0; on an event-labelled transition the variable corresponding to the labelled event is set to value 1 to raise that event while the
other event variables are reset to 0; on a transition not labelled with an event
all event variables are reset to 0; the event variables remain constant within
a location and thus at most one event variable can have value 1 at any time.
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LHA
location l
state variables x1 , . . . , xn
state with time t and location l
state time
state location
temporal order on states
Init(l)
Inv(l)
D(l) (using the
derivative relation Dt (l)
explained in the text)
LHA transition hk, l, γk , αk , l0 i
delay transition
discrete transition

CLP
L
X1,. . .,Xn
S = [L,X1,. . .,Xn,T]
timeOf(S,T) :- lastElementOf(S,T).
locOf(S,L) :- S = [L| ].
before(S,S1) :- timeOf(S,T), timeOf(S1,T1),
T<T1.
init(S) :- locOf(S,L) ,to clp(Init(l)).
inv(S) :- locOf(S,L),to clp(Inv(l)).
d(S,S1):- locOf(S,L), timeOf(S,T),
locOf(S1,L), timeOf(S1,T1),
to clp(Dt (l)).
gamma(K,L,S) :- locOf(S,L1), to clp(γk ).
alpha(K,L,S1,S2) :- locOf(S1,L1),
locOf(S2,L1), to clp(αk ).
transition(S0,S1) :- locOf(S0,L0),
before(S0,S1), d(S0,S1),inv(L0,S1).
transition(S0,S2):- locOf(S0,L0),
before(S0,S1), d(S0,S1),
gamma(K,L0,S1),alpha(K,L0,S1,S2).

Table 1. Translation of LHAs to CLP

In the CLP translation the state vector of an LHA with events is given by
S = [Loc, X1 , . . . , Xn , Evt1 , . . . , Evtne , T ], where for j = 1 to ne the variable
Evtj represents
evtj ∈ Σ. The raising of event evtre is modelled as a constraint
Vne
Ere = ( i=1 Evti = ci ) where ci = 0 if i 6= re and ci = 1 otherwise.
Similarly
Vne
the constraint corresponding to no event raised is Enone = ( i=1 Evti = 0).
We modify the previous translation of the derivative constraints D(l) to
incorporate events, yielding the following definition of d/2.
d([l, X10 , . . . , Xn0 , Evt01 , . . . , Evt0n , T0 ], [l, X11 , . . . , Xn1 , Evt11 , . . . , Evt1ne , T1 ]) ←
LCdEvt , LCdl , X11 = X10 + dx1 ∗ (T1 − T0 ), . . . , Xn1 = Xn0 + dxn ∗ (T1 − T0 ),
Evt11 = 0, . . . , Evt1n = 0.
The translation of predicate α to alpha/4 is modified to encode the event
notification as follows.
alpha(T, L0 , [L1 , X1 , . . . , Xn , Evt1 , . . . , Evtne ], [L1 , X10 , . . . , Xn0 , Evt01 , . . . , Evt0ne ]) ←
LAC1 , . . . , LACna , Exe .
where if Evtre is the label on the transition Exe = Ere else Exe = Enone when
there is no event label (where Ere and Enone are as defined above). The translation of the γ and inv constraints is unaffected by the addition of events apart
from the extension of the state vector with the event variables.
3.3

Parallel Composition of Linear Hybrid Automata

The discrete transitions of two automata LHA1 and LHA2 with events Σ1 and
Σ2 respectively, synchronize on an event evt as following:
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– if evt ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2 , then the discrete transitions τi ∈ T rans1 and τj ∈ T rans2
labelled with the event evt must synchronize;
– if evt ∈
/ Σ1 ∩ Σ2 but evt ∈ Σ1 , then the discrete transition τi ∈ T rans1 can
occur simultaneously with a zero duration delay transition of LHA2 , and
similarly if evt ∈ Σ2
Finally, a delay transition of LHA1 with a duration δ must synchronize with a
delay transition of LHA2 of the same duration.
Synchronization is enforced by constructing a product of the associated labelled transitions systems (LHAt ) as explained in [23]. In our framework, the
product of two labelled transition systems is realized as the composition  of
the corresponding CLP programs.  is defined as CLP1  CLP2 = {C1  C2 |
0
0
C1 ∈ CLP1 , C2 ∈ CLP2 } where C1 = p2(X) ← c1 (X, X ), p1(X ) is a clause
0
0
in CLP1 , C2 = q2(Y ) ← c2 (Y , Y ), q1(Y ) is a clause in CLP2 and C1  C2 =
0
0
p2 q2(X ∪ Y ) ← c1 (X, X )∧c2 (Y , Y ), p1 q1(X 0 ∪ Y 0 ). Here p2 q2 and p1 q1 are
new predicates unique to the associated predicate pairs in the original programs.
The notation X above, where X is a set, denotes a tuple of the elements of X
in some fixed order (e.g. alphabetical order).
The operation  is quadratic in that the number of clauses in the resultant
CLP1  CLP2 equals | CLP1 | × | CLP2 |. However with shared events many
of them can be eliminated since their constraints are not consistent due to the
event constraints. If there is a constraint E = 1 on a shared event variable E
in some transition, then it will only form a consistent product clause with other
clauses with E = 1. Following this composition we successfully built product
systems of: (i) a task scheduler (ii) a train gate controller (LHA) (iii) a train
gate controller (TSA/TA), from their constituent automata.
3.4

Integrity Constraints on LHAs

The semantics of LHA given in Section 3 places certain restrictions on runs,
in particular that the relevant invariant is satisfied so long as the automaton
remains in a location. One approach to ensuring that the CLP program generates
only valid runs is to build into the transitions all the necessary constraints. An
alternative is to check statically that certain integrity constraints on the CLP
program are satisfied. This enables us to generate a simpler CLP model than
otherwise, omitting some “runtime” checks. The integrity checks also represent
natural sanity checks on the LHA and checking them can locate specification
errors. The conditions are (i) the invariants are convex (with respect to the given
rates of change of the state variables); (ii) the invariants are satisfied when a
location is entered via a transition from another location or by initial conditions;
(iii) the enabling constraint (γ) on a transition out of location either implies the
invariant on that location, or becomes true as soon as the invariant ceases to be
true (e.g. the invariant might be x < 10 and the transition constraint x = 10,
where x increases with time).
We check these by running queries on predicates representing the negation
of the integrity conditions, which ought to fail if the conditions are met. For
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example nonconvex(L) is defined as nonConvex(L) ← locOf(S0 , L), inv(L, S0 ),
d(S0 , S2 ), inv(L, S2 ), d(S0 , S1 ), before(S1 , S2 ), negInv(L, S1 ). negInv(L, S1 ) is
the negation of the invariant on location L (the constraint language is closed
under negation) and in general consists of several clauses since the negation of
the invariant may be a disjunction.
We have noticed that condition (iii) above is violated in several LHAs in the
literature. Typically, a transition that can fire “at any time” (perhaps triggered
by an interrupt event) has γ = true. Hence this remains “firable” even when
the invariant is false. If a violation occurs we can repair it by simply conjoining
the invariant on the location to the transition constraint γ; this is the implicit
intention (enforced by the LHA semantics) and achieves the required behaviour.

4

Analysis of the CLP representations

The concrete analysis problem is firstly to obtain an extensional, finite representation of the model; by extensional is meant a representation in which we can
query and check model properties using simple constraint operations. In fact,
we use CLP clauses in which the bodies consist only of constraints to represent
the model (or an over-approximation of the model) of a CLP program. Thus
checking of properties reduces in many cases to constraint solving [31].
Computing a Model The usual immediate-consequences operator TP for logic
programs is modified for CLP programs [24]. The sequence TPi (∅), i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
is an increasing (w.r.t. subset ordering) sequence of programs whose clauses
consist of constrained facts, clauses of form p(X̄) ← c(X̄) where c(X̄) is a linear
constraint. If the sequence stabilises with TPi (∅) = TPi+1 (∅) for some i, then TPi (∅)
is the concrete model of P .
If the sequence does not stabilise (within some given resource limits) we
are forced to compute an abstract model. There are various ways of doing this.
Currently we use two abstractions: an abstraction defined in [12] and a classical abstract interpretation based on convex polyhedral hulls with widening
and narrowing operators [10]. More complex and precise abstractions, such as
those based on the powerset domain consisting of finite sets of convex polyhedra
could be used [4]. The resulting abstract model can be represented as a set of
constrained facts, as in the concrete model (since a convex polyhedron can be
represented as a linear constraint).
Checking Properties The concrete or abstract models can be used to check
state safety properties. Suppose the constraint c(X̄) defines some “bad” state.
Then the query ← c(X̄), rstate(X̄) is evaluated on the model. If this query has
no solutions, the safety property is verified. Note that if the query succeeds, with
an answer constraint, this means that the bad state is possibly reachable. The
answer constraints yield a description of the state variables in the unsafe states.
An alternative approach to checking safety properties is to define the unsafe
states as target states and compute the set of reaching states w.r.t. those target
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states, namely those states from which there exists a run to a target state. We
then query this set to see whether any of the initial states are among them.
If not, then the safety property is satisfied. This is the approach used in [12]
for example. As before, we obtain in general an answer constraint. Suppose we
obtain the answer that qstate(X̄), c(X̄) is a reaching state that is also an initial
state. Then we can use this information to strengthen the conditions on the
initial states; by adding extra checks to the initial states to ensure that that the
constraint ¬c(X̄) holds, we can ensure satisfaction of the safety condition.
The CLP program constructed according to the schema summarised in Figure
1(iv) gives additional flexibility. In the backwards version, the model of the
program captures dependencies between the target state and reaching states.
This model can be used to answer queries such as “Is there a run from a given
state s1 to a target state s2 ?” or “Is it possible to reach state s1 before state s2 ?”
The answers to the queries, as before, could yield constraints giving conditional
answers, possibly linking the values of states in the start and end states.
Checking Path Properties There are two approaches to checking properties
of paths in the transition system. One is to use an explicit representation of
the traces in the CLP program, using the scheme from Figure 1(ii) for example.
However this can make the model of the program infinite even when the set of
states is finite. Another approach is to build a path automaton while computing
a model. A path automaton is a set of transitions of a tree grammar of the
form fi (v) → v 0 . This means that the state v 0 can be reached from state v
via the ith transition. During the construction of the model we record which
transitions (CLP clauses) can be applied successfully in a state, where the states
v1 , . . . , vk are identifiers for the constrained facts in the models (see above). With
this automaton we can; (a) generate paths that reach some particular state; (b)
check whether there is some “stuck” state which can be reached but from which
no other state is reachable; (c) check regular path properties using standard
automata operations. Analysis techniques based on tree automata [15, 16] are
applied for such analyses.

5

Experiments

In this section, experiments applying the CLP analysis tools to LHA systems are
parse
prod
PE
described. The tool-chain is as follows: LHAspec −→ CLP −→ CLPtrans −→
Reach

FTA

CLPtrans −→ CLPmodel −→ CLPpath . Here LHAspec represents LHA specifications; CLP represents arbitrary CLP programs; CLPtrans represents a subclass
of CLP whose clauses are of the form pi (X̄) ← c(X̄, X̄ 0 ), pj (X̄ 0 ), where X̄, X̄ 0
are tuples of distinct variables, c(X̄, X̄ 0 ) is a conjunction of constraints over the
variables and pi , pj are non-constraint predicates (and pj is possibly absent);
CLPmodel is a subclass of CLPtrans where the clause bodies consist only of constraints; CLPpath is a CLP program defining a finite tree automaton.
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parse

The −→ step translates LHA specifications given in a simple source language
which is simply a textual representation of the usual graphic specifications, into
PE
CLP according to the procedure defined in Section 3. In step −→ the partial evaluator Logen [26] is applied in order to unfold the definitions of all the predicates
except the state predicate rstate (or variations such as qstate or dqstate).
Furthermore Logen filters are chosen to cause the single state argument to be
replaced by a tuple of arguments for the state variables, with a separate state
predicate for each location. The resulting programs are in the class CLPtrans . In
prod
step −→ the product of LHAs in CLPtrans form can be computed if necessary,
Reach
yielding another CLPtrans program. The step −→ uses an analysis tool to compute (an approximation of) the least model of a CLP program, represented as a
program in the class CLPmodel . This program can be used to check properties
FTA
of the set of reachable states in the original LHA. Finally the step −→ derives
a CLP program in the form of a finite automaton generating the set of possible
paths in the preceding CLPtrans program. This program can be used to check
parse
PE
path properties of the original LHA. Steps −→ and −→ are standard and are
prod
not discussed in detail here. Step −→ is also a straightforward implementation
of the definition of product. We focus on the analysis phases.
CLP Analysis Tools Our analysis tools are developed to analyse arbitrary CLP
programs, in applications such as termination analysis and complexity analysis
[6, 28, 9, 17]. We have not developed any analysis tools specifically for the CLP
programs resulting from LHA translation. This is an important principle since
CLP is a target representation for many different source languages; thus the
same set of CLP analysis tools is applicable regardless of the source language.
We have previously used similar tools to analyse PIC microprocessor code [22,
21]. We use an implementation in Ciao-Prolog that employs the Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) [5] to handle the constraints. Note that this tool-set is a
current snap-shot; one of the key advantages of the approach is that improved
CLP program analyses can be incorporated easily. In particular we expect that
analysis tools based on the powerset of convex polyhedra with widenings [4] will
play an important role.
TP : This computes the model of a program using a least fixpoint iteration.
Well-known optimisations such as the semi-naive technique are incorporated.
If it terminates, the computed model is precise provided the input program
contains only linear constraints; otherwise the analyser makes some safe linear
over-approximation of non-linear constraints and returns an over-approximation.
DP99: This computes an over-approximation of the least model; the technique
was proposed by Delzanno and Podelski in [12] and used in their experiments.
Each predicate with argument x̄ is approximated by a finite set of conjunctions
of linear constraints over x̄. The “widening” (which as they point out does not
in fact guarantee termination) on successive approximations F, F 0 returns each
conjunction that is obtained from some conjunct c1 ∧. . .∧cn ∈ F 0 by removing all
conjuncts ci that are strictly entailed by some conjunct dj of some “compatible”
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constrained atom d1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm ∈ F where “compatible” means that c1 ∧ . . . ∧ dm
is satisfiable. It does terminate in some cases where TP does not.
For cases that do not terminate within some resource bound using one of
the above two tools, we use the CHA tool. This is an abstract interpreter computing an over-approximation of the least model, based on convex polyhedral
approximations. It computes one polyhedron for each predicate. Termination is
guaranteed by one of the known widenings [20, 5]. CHA incorporates state-ofthe-art refinements such as an optional narrowing phase, “widening up-to” [20]
and delayed widening. The tool is available on-line1 .
In Table 2 we summarise the results of computing a model or approximate
model for a number of examples. As discussed earlier, querying this model to
check safety properties or dependencies is computationally straightforward using
a constraint solver. The number of locations in the automaton is Q and number of
discrete transitions is ∆. The number of clauses in the translated CLP programs
includes the clauses for the delay transitions. For the FTA size, the table reports
the size for the most precise analysis that terminated. Timings are given in
seconds and the symbol ∞ indicates failure, which could be due either to nontermination or insufficient computing resources.
Description of the Examples The Fischer Protocol, Water Level and Scheduler
are taken from [20]; version (E) of the Scheduler is constructed using the product
construction synchronised by events while the other one is specified directly as a
single automaton. The Leaking Burner is taken from [1]; the Train Controller is
specified in [2] including a number of state variables such as the distance of the
train and the angle of the gate. [25] provide a simpler form as a timed automaton
(TA) specifying the events but without the continuous state variables. The steam
boiler problem is work in progress. The nine last examples are taken from [12];
these are specified as discrete automata (which can be modelled as special cases
of LHAs)2 . In all of these examples we check the same properties as in the
original references, though for the examples from [12] we cover only the safety
properties. (We discuss analysis of liveness properties in Section 6).
Many of these examples can be analysed with TP , and thus without using
abstraction since the input programs contain only linear constraints. Though
the number of states is infinite due to continuously changing state variables,
the reachable states can often be captured by a finite set of constraints. We
believe that this observation is related to the existence of a finite number of
regions in timed automata, analysed in [3]. We were only forced to use the convex
polyhedral analyser for the Leaking Burner problem and the DP99 abstraction for
a few of the discrete examples. We were able to verify some properties that could
not be verified with convex hull analysis, such as the bound on the k1 variable in
the Scheduler example [20]. Furthermore the time to compute a concrete model
is often less than that needed for a convex polyhedral abstraction. However,
1
2

http://saft.ruc.dk/CHA/
We gratefully acknowledge the use of the examples from [12] which are available for
download and were translated into standard CLP programs for our experiments.
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Name
Q ∆
Fischer Protocol
6 8
Leaking Burner
2 2
Scheduler
3 11
Scheduler (E)
3 11
Steam Boiler
10 23
Switch
2 2
Train Controller
3 8
Train Train
3 3
Train Gate
4 10
Train Controller System
14 20
Train Controller System (TA) 14 20
Water Level
4 4
Bakery 2
3 8
Bakery 3
3 21
Bakery 4
3 52
Bbuffer 1
1 4
Bbuffer 2
1 2
MutAst
7 20
Network
1 16
Ticket 2
3 6
Ubuffer
3 6

|CLP | TP (secs.) DP99 (secs.) CHA (secs.)
53
0.19
0.61
0.23
5
∞
∞
0.02
19
1.02
9.59
0.42
15
0.94
40.16
0.63
166
0.50
0.74
0.88
15
0.03
0.08
0.04
26
0.15
1.44
0.15
18
0.07
0.38
0.09
29
0.06
0.31
0.09
143
4.54
∞
8.00
169
1.01
36.68
2.17
27
0.04
1.26
0.16
9
0.08
0.93
0.04
24
3.02
127.72
0.07
58
143.19
∞
0.34
6
0.01
0.07
0.02
4
0.01
0.01
0.01
21
0.27
0.60
0.09
17
∞
0.12
0.30
7
∞
2.82
0.04
9
∞
0.24
0.05

|FTA|
79
5
101
93
146
33
57
51
43
324
85
56
14
134
1456
4
4
30
13
25
14

Table 2. Experimental Results

even when a system can be analysed without abstraction, state-space explosion
could force abstractions to be introduced; the Bakery series of examples indicates
the rapid increase in the time to compute the model as more processes are
introduced. In our experience the abstraction introduced in [12] (DP99 in Table
2) is of limited usefulness. We could find no examples apart from the ones in
[12] in which a system failed to terminate in TP but terminated with DP99.
Nevertheless the ideas behind DP99 are valid; other approaches based on the
powerset of convex polyhedra with true widenings [4] are likely to replace DP99
in future experiments.

6

Related Work and Conclusions

The idea of modelling transition systems of various kinds as CLP programs goes
back many years. Our work contributes to two areas, CLP modelling and CLP
proof techniques. On the one hand we add to the literature on CLP modelling
techniques in showing that the continuous semantics of LHAs can be captured
in CLP programs. On the other we add to the existing literature showing that
effective reasoning can be carried out on CLP programs.
Though comparing various formalisms is not the aim of our work, it is noteworthy that LHAs are more expressive than other formalisms like TSA or other
finite automata as discussed in [8]. Gupta and Pontelli [19] and Jaffar et al. [25]
describe schemes for modelling timed (safety) automata (TSAs) as CLP programs. Our work has similarities to both of these, but we go beyond them in
following more closely and completely the standard semantics for LHAs, giving
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us confidence that the full semantics has been captured by our CLP programs.
In particular the set of all reachable states, not only those occurring at transitions between locations as in the cited works, is captured. Delzanno and Podelski
[12] develop techniques for modelling discrete transition systems which in our
approach are special cases of hybrid systems.
Another direction we could have taken is to develop a direct translation of
LHA semantics into CLP, without the intermediate representation as a transition system. For example a “forward collecting semantics” for LHAs is given in
[20], in the form of a recursive equation defining the set of reachable states for
each location. It would be fairly straightforward to represent this equation as
a number of CLP clauses, whose least model was equivalent to the solution of
the equation. A technique similar to our method of deriving the d predicate for
the constraints on the derivatives could be used to model the operator S%D in
[20] representing the change of state S with respect to derivative constraints D.
The approach using transition systems is a little more cumbersome but gives the
added flexibility of reasoning forwards or backwards, adding traces, dependencies and so on as described in Section 2. The clauses we obtain for the forward
transition system (after partial evaluating the transition predicate) are essentially what would be obtained from a direct translation of the recursive equation
in [20].
We focus on the application of standard analysis techniques using the bottom
up least fixpoint semantics, but there are other approaches which are compatible with our representations. In [19] the CLP programs are run using the usual
procedural semantics; this has obvious limitations as a proof technique. In [25]
a method called “co-inductive” tabling is used. Path properties are expressed in
[19] using CLP list programs; again this is adequate only for proofs requiring
a finite CLP computation. [12] contains special procedures for proving a class
of safety and liveness properties. Liveness properties require a greatest fixpoint
computation (also used in [25] and [18], which our toolset does not yet support. Our approach focusses on using standard CLP analysis techniques and abstractions based on over-approximations. However, the introduction of greatest
fixpoint analysis engines into our framework is certainly possible and interesting.
A somewhat different but related CLP modelling and proof approach is followed in [7, 27, 29, 13, 14, 30]. This is to encode a proof procedure for a modal
logic such as CTL, µ-calculus or related languages as a logic program, and then
prove formulas in the language by running the interpreter (usually with tabling
to ensure termination). The approach is of great interest but adapting it for
abstraction of infinite state systems seems difficult since the proof procedures
themselves are complex programs. The programs usually contain a predicate encoding the transitions of the system in which properties are to be proved, and
thus could in principle be coupled to our translation. In this approach the full
prover is run for each formula to be proved, whereas in ours an (abstract) model
is computed once and then queried for difference properties. Our approach is
somewhat more low-level as a proof technique but may offer more flexibility and
scalability at least with current tools.
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Abstract. We study negative unfolding for logic programs from a viewpoint of preservation of the answer set semantics. To this end, we consider
negative unfolding in terms of nested expressions by Lifschitz et al., and
regard it as a combination of the replacement of a literal by its deﬁnition
(called “pre-negative unfolding”) and double negation elimination. We
give their suﬃcient conditions for preserving the answer set semantics.
We then consider a framework for unfold/fold transformation of locally
stratiﬁed programs, which, besides negative unfolding, contains replacement rules, allowing a more general form than those proposed by Pettorossi and Proietti. A new folding condition for the correctness proof is
identiﬁed, which is not required either for deﬁnite or stratiﬁed programs,
but becomes necessary only in case of locally stratiﬁed programs.

1

Introduction

Since the seminal paper by Tamaki and Sato [9], various equivalence-preserving
transformation rules in diﬀerent semantics have been proposed so far (see an
excellent survey [7] and references therein). Among them, negative unfolding is
one of such transformation rules, which applies unfolding to a negative literal in
the body of a rule. When used together with usual (positive) unfold/fold rules
and replacement rules, negative unfolding is shown to play an important role in
program transformation, construction (e.g., [4], [3]) and veriﬁcation (e.g., [8]).
One of the motivation of this paper is to better understand the properties of
negative unfolding, especially from a viewpoint of preservation of the semantics
of programs.
The framework for program synthesis by Kanamori-Horiuchi [4] is one of the
earliest works in which negative unfolding is introduced. As a special case, their
framework contains a class of stratiﬁed programs with two strata. Pettorossi
and Proietti have proposed transformation rules for locally stratiﬁed logic programs [8], including negative unfolding (PP-negative unfolding for short). Unlike
positive unfolding, PP-negative unfolding does not preserve the semantics of a
given program in general, when applied to non-locally stratiﬁed programs. The
following example is given in [3].
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Example 1. [3]

P0 : p ← not q
q ← not p

P1 : p ← p
q ← not p

Program P1 is obtained by unfolding the ﬁrst clause of P0 by (i) ﬁrst replacing q by the body not p of the clause deﬁning q (we call this operation
“pre-negative unfolding” here), and then (ii) replacing not not p by p (double
negation elimination). Program P0 has two stable models (answer sets) {p} and
{q}, while program P1 has the unique stable model (perfect model) {q}. Note
that P0 is not a (locally) stratiﬁed program.
u
t
In this paper, we consider negative unfolding as a combination of (i) prenegative unfolding, i.e., the replacement of an atom by its deﬁnition, and (ii)
double negation elimination (DNE for short). It is shown that the properties of
negative unfolding are well understood in terms of nested expressions by Lifschitz
et al. [5]. We study some suﬃcient conditions of pre-negative unfolding and DNE
for the preservation of the answer set semantics, and show that the class of locally
stratiﬁed programs satisﬁes both of the conditions.
In program transformation, construction and veriﬁcation, positive/negative
unfolding are often utilized with the other transformation rules such as folding
and replacement. We thus consider a framework for unfold/fold transformation
of locally stratiﬁed programs. Pettorossi and Proietti [8] have already proposed
program transformation rules for locally stratiﬁed programs, where their rules
are based on the framework by Tamaki-Sato [9] for deﬁnite programs. Our framework given in this paper is based on the generalized one by Tamaki-Sato [10],
and we show that their generalized framework can be also extended to locally
stratiﬁed programs in the almost same way, except an extra condition on folding in order to preserve the answer set semantics (perfect models). To the best
of our knowledge, such a condition is not found in the literature. Besides, the
replacement rules considered here are more general than those by Pettorossi and
Proietti [8], in the sense that non-primitive (or non-basic) predicates are allowed
in the replacement rules.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After summarizing preliminaries, Section 3 gives negative unfolding in nested expressions, and shows some
suﬃcient conditions for the preservation of the answer set semantics. A framework for unfold/fold transformation of locally stratiﬁed programs is described in
Section 4. Finally, a summary of this work is given in Section 5.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
concepts of logic programming, which are found in [6, 1]. Some familiarity with
the answer set semantics would be helpful for understanding Section 3.

2

Preliminaries: Nested Expressions

Nested expressions are proposed by Lifschitz et al. [5], where both the heads and
bodies of the rules in a propositional program are formed from literals1 using
1

Nested expressions by Lifschitz et al. [5] allow atoms possibly preceded by the classical negation sign ¬. In this paper, however, we do not consider classical negation.
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the operators , (conjunction), ; (disjunction), and not (negation as failure) that
can be nested arbitrarily. For our purpose, however, it is suﬃcient to consider
the case where the head of a rule consists of a single atom (positive literal), i.e.,
we do not consider either disjunction or negation as failure in the head.
The terminologies below are largely borrowed from [5, 11], restricted for our
purpose. In this section, the words atom and literal are understood as in propositional logic. For a program with variables, the answer set semantics is given by
grounding, that is, we consider the set of all rules obtained by all possible substitutions of elements of the Herbrand universe of the program for the variables
occurring in the rules.
Elementary formulas are literals and the 0-place connectives ⊥ (“false”) and
> (“true”). Formulas are built from elementary formulas using unary connectives
not and the binary connectives , (conjunction) and ; (disjunction). A rule is an
expression of the form: A ← F , where A is a positive literal and F is a formula,
called the head and the body of the rule, respectively. A rule of the form A ← >
is written as A ← and is identiﬁed with formula A. A program is a set of rules.
Let X be a consistent set2 of literals. We deﬁne recursively when X satisﬁes
a formula F (written as X |= F ), as follows.
–
–
–
–

For elementary F , X |= F iﬀ F ∈ X or F = >.
X |= (F, G) iﬀ X |= F and X |= G.
X |= (F ; G) iﬀ X |= F or X |= G.
X |= not F iﬀ X 6|= F

Furthermore, X satisﬁes a rule A ← F if X |= F implies X |= A, and X satisﬁes
a nested program P if it satisﬁes every rule in P .
The reduct of a formula F relative to X (written F X ) is obtained by replacing
every maximal occurrence 3 in F of a formula of the form not G with ⊥ if X |= G
and > otherwise. The reduct of a nested program P relative to X (written P X )
is obtained by replacing the body of each rule in P by their reducts relative to
X. Finally, X is an answer set for a nested program P if it is minimal among
the sets of literals that satisfy P X .
For example, program {p ← not not p} has two answer sets φ and {p}, while
program {p ← p} has only one answer set φ. Therefore, two negation as failure
operators in a nested expression are not cancelled in general.
Lifschitz et al. have also considered several equivalent transformations in [5],
where the equivalence of formulas are deﬁned in a strong sense, that is, a formula
F is equivalent to a formula G (denoted by F ⇔ G) if, for any consistent sets
X and Y of literals, X |= F Y iﬀ X |= GY . The equivalence of formulas shown
by Lifschitz et al. is, among others:
1. F, (G; H) ⇔ (F, G); (F, H) and F ; (G, H) ⇔ (F ; G), (F ; H).
2
3

In this paper, we do not consider classical negation, thus, X is simply a set of atoms.
A maximal occurrence in F of a formula of the form not G is: a subformula not G
of F such that there is no subformula of F which (i) is of the form not H for some
H, and (ii) has not G as its proper subformula.
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2. not (F, G) ⇔ not F ; not G and not (F ; G) ⇔ not F, not G.
3. not not not F ⇔ not F .
From the above equivalence, it follows that every formula can be converted to
a strongly equivalent “disjunctive” normal form (called SE-disjunctive normal
form), where a conjunct consists of an atom possibly preceded by not or not not .
The equivalence of two program in a strong sense is deﬁned as follows: program P1 and P2 are strongly equivalent if, for any consistent sets X and Y of
literals, X satisﬁes P1Y iﬀ X satisﬁes P2Y . As an example, { F ← G; H} is
strongly equivalent to { F ← G, F ← H}.
In our transformation rules described below, however, the ordinary equivalence of programs is considered, i.e., whether they have the same answer sets
or not, thus much weaker than strong equivalence. We can therefore utilize the
above equivalent transformations in the following.

3

Negative Unfolding in Nested Expressions

We ﬁrst recall negative unfolding rule by Pettorossi and Proietti (PP-negative
unfolding, for short) [8]4 , where transformation rules are deﬁned for locally stratiﬁed programs.
In the following, the head and the body of a clause C are denoted by hd(C)
and bd(C), respectively. Given a clause C, a variable in bd(C) is said to be
existential iﬀ it does not appear in hd(C). The other variables in C are called
free variables. Using the terminology by Tamaki-Sato [10], bd(C) is called a
molecule. Since the notion of molecule plays a very important role in clearly
specifying folding and replacement in Sect 4, we recall its deﬁnition in Appendix.
Deﬁnition 1. PP-Negative Unfolding
Let C be a renamed apart clause in locally stratiﬁed program P of the form:
H ← G1 , not A, G2 , where A is an atom, and G1 and G2 are (possibly empty)
conjunctions of literals. Let D1 , . . . , Dk with k ≥ 0, be all clauses of program P ,
such that A is uniﬁable with hd(D1 ), . . . , hd(Dk ), with mgus θ1 , . . . , θk , respectively. Assume that:
(PP1) A = hd(D1 )θ1 = . . . = hd(Dk )θk , that is, for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), A is an
instance of hd(Di ),
(PP2) for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), Di has no existential variables, and
(PP3) from G1 , not (bd(D1 )θ1 ; . . . ; bd(Dk )θk ), G2 , we get an equivalent disjunction
Q1 ; . . . ; Qr of conjunctions of literals, with r ≥ 0, by ﬁrst pushing not inside
and then pushing ; outside.
By PP-negative unfolding wrt not A, we derive from P the new program P 0
by replacing C by C1 , . . . , Cr , where Ci is the clause H ← Qi , for i = 1, . . . , r.
u
t
We note that, in PP-negative unfolding, the application of DNE is built-in in
the above condition (PP3). It is shown to work for locally stratiﬁed programs [8],
while some care will be necessary for non-stratiﬁed programs (see Example 1).
4

In [8], symbol ¬ (resp., ∨) is used for negation (resp, disjunction).
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3.1

Pre-Negative Unfolding Rule

We ﬁrst deﬁne the following pre-negative unfolding in nested expressions. DNE
is considered in Sect 3.2.
Deﬁnition 2. Pre-Negative Unfolding in Nested Expressions
Let C be a renamed apart clause in program P of the form:
C : H ← G1 , not A, G2

(1)

where A is a positive literal, and G1 and G2 are (possibly empty) conjunctions of
positive literals with possibly preceded by not or nested not. Let D1 , . . . , Dk (k ≥ 0)
be all clauses of program P such that A is uniﬁable with hd(D1 ), . . . , hd(Dk ),
with mgus θ1 , . . . , θk , respectively. Assume that conditions (PP1), (PP2) and
(PP3) in Deﬁnition 1 hold, except that a disjunction Q1 ; . . . ; Qr in Condition
(PP3) is an SE-disjunctive normal form of G1 , not (bd(D1 )θ1 ; . . . ; bd(Dk )θk ), G2 .
Then, by pre-negative unfolding wrt not A (of C in P ), we derive from P the
new program P 0 by replacing C by C1 , . . . , Cr , where Ci is the clause H ← Qi ,
for i = 1, . . . , r.
Similarly, when an unfolded atom is in nested form, that is,
C : H ← G1 , not not A, G2

(2)

then, the derived program P 0 by pre-negative unfolding wrt not A (of C in P ),
we derive from P the new program P 0 by replacing C by C1 , . . . , Cr , where Ci is
the clause H ← Qi , for i = 1, . . . , r, and Q1 ; . . . ; Qr is an SE-disjunctive normal
form of G1 , not not (bd(D1 )θ1 ; . . . ; bd(Dk )θk ), G2 .
2
The following proposition shows that pre-negative unfolding preserves the
answer set of a program under suitable conditions.
Proposition 1. Let P0 be a program and P1 be the derived program by prenegative unfolding from P0 . Then, the answer set AS(P0 ) is equivalent to AS(P1 ),
if the following conditions holds:
1. pre-negative unfolding is not self-unfolding, that is, in rule (1) of Deﬁnition
2, A is not an instance of a renamed apart atom of H, or
2. when self-unfolding is applied, it is nested not, i.e., unfolded rule in Deﬁnition 2 is of the form (2).
u
t
Remark 1. Due to the page limitation, all the proofs are omitted and will appear
in the full version. Instead, we give some comments on the above proposition.
The proof of AS(P0 ) ⊆ AS(P1 ) is done without any condition in the above
proposition, by simply showing that, for X ∈ AS(P0 ), P0X = P1X , i.e., the
reduct of P0 relative to X is equivalent to that of P1 . To show the converse
AS(P0 ) ⊇ AS(P1 ), some conditions are necessary, as the following example
shows:
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Example 2. Let P0 be
C1 : p ← not q
C2 : q ← not p
C3 : p ← not p
Then, by pre-negative unfolding wrt not p of C3 in P0 , we derive new program
P1 = (P0 \ {C3 }) ∪ {p ← not not q, not not p}. P0 has one answer set {p},
while P1 has two answer sets {p} and {q}. Therefore, AS(P0 ) ⊆ AS(P1 ), but
AS(P0 ) 6⊇ AS(P1 ). We note that, pre-negative unfolding of C3 is done using
itself, i.e., it is self-unfolding and not p in C3 is not nested not.
u
t
Example 3. We reconsider Example 1. After pre-negative unfolding is applied to
P0 in Example 1, consider the following “intermediate” program:
P0.5 : p ← not not p
q ← not p
As the pre-negative unfolding applied is not self-unfolding, it holds from Proposition 1 that AS(P0 )=AS(P0.5 ) = {{p},{q}}.
u
t
3.2

Double Negation Elimination in Nested Expressions

Example 3 shows that the failure to preserve the answer set in transformation
from P0 to P1 is due to double negation elimination (DNE) in nested expressions.
In this section, we consider when DNE preserves the answer set semantics in
nested expressions. To do that, we prepare some deﬁnitions and notations.
Let P be a program and p a predicate. The deﬁnition of p in P , denoted by
Def (p, P ), is deﬁned to be the set of all rules of P whose head predicate is p.
Predicate dependency is deﬁned as usual: a predicate p depends on a predicate q
in P iﬀ either (i) there exists in P a rule of the form: p ← B such that predicate
q occurs in B (either positively or negatively) or (ii) there exists a predicate r
such that p depends on r in P and r depends on q in P . The extended deﬁnition
of predicate p in program P , denoted by Def ∗ (p, P ), is the set of rules of the
deﬁnition of p and the deﬁnitions of all the predicates on which p depends in
P .5
DNE rule is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 3. Double Negation Elimination (DNE) in Nested Expressions
Let P be a set of rules and C be a rule in P of the form:
C : H ← not not A, F

(3)

where H and A are positive literal, and F is a (possibly empty) conjunction of
positive literals with possibly preceded by not or nested not.
Then, by applying DNE to not not A (of C in P ), we derive from P the new
program P 0 = (P \ {C}) ∪ {H ← A, F }
u
t
5

This notation is due to [8].
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DNE in Nested Expressions: Propositional Case
We ﬁrst consider propositional case for the ease of understanding.
Proposition 2. Equivalence of DNE: Propositional Case
Let P0 be a propositional program and C = h ← not not a, F be a rule in P0 .
Let P1 be the derived program from P0 by applying DNE to not not a of C, i.e.,
P1 = (P \ {C}) ∪ {h ← a, F }. Then, AS(P0 ) = AS(P1 ), if predicate a does not
depend on predicate h in P0 .
u
t
Remark 2. In Example 3, we note that Def ∗ (p, P0.5 )={p ← not not p} and p
depends on itself, thus the condition of the proposition does not hold obviously.
From Proposition 2, we can apply DNE rule to non-locally stratiﬁed programs, if the condition of the proposition is satisﬁed as follows:
Example 4. DNE Rule Applied to a Non-Locally Stratiﬁed Program
P0 : p ← not q, not r
q←r
r ← not s
s ← not r

P1 : p ← not q, not not s
q←r
r ← not s
s ← not r

P2 : p ← not q, s
q←r
r ← not s
s ← not r

By applying pre-negative unfolding wrt not r of the ﬁrst clause in P0 , followed
by DNE rule to not not s, we have P2 . In P1 , s does not depend on p. The answer
set AS(P0 ) of P0 is { {p, s}, {q, r} }, which is equivalent to AS(P2 ).
u
t
DNE in Nested Expressions with Variables
Next, we consider DNE rule with variables. In the proof of Proposition 2, we
use a set of rules Def ∗ (a, P0 ) as an “invariant” through the transformation of
DNE. For such an approach to work in this case, introducing some well-founded
ordering (wfo) on a rule will be necessary to guarantee the existence of such an
invariant through the transformation. The following example will be of help to
understand the situation.
Example 5. adapted from [7]
P0 : p(X) ← not not p(s(X))

P1 : p(X) ← p(s(X))

We assume that the Herbrand universe has a constant “0”. Then, P0 has two
answer sets φ and {p(0), p(s(0)), . . . , }, while P1 has one answer set φ. We note
that there exists no well-founded ordering Â such that p(t) Â p(s(t)) for each
grounded rule in P0 .
u
t
The above-mentioned considerations lead to the condition in the following
Proposition.
Proposition 3. Equivalence of DNE with Variables
Let P0 be a program and C = H ← not not A, F be a rule in P0 . Let P1 be the
derived program from P0 by applying DNE to not not A of C, i.e., P 0 = (P \
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{C})∪{H ← A, F }. Then, AS(P0 ) = AS(P1 ), provided that there exists a wellfounded ordering Â such that, for every ground instance h ← l1 , . . . , lk (0 ≤ k)
of a rule C 0 = H ← L1 , . . . , Lk in P0 , (i) h º li (1 ≤ i ≤ k), and (ii) when DNE
rule is applied to Li = not not A (1 ≤ i ≤ k) of C 0 , h Â a, where li = not not a.
u
t
Remark 3. We note that the above condition coincides with that of Proposition 2
in propositional case. The above well-founded ordering introduced seems to be
similar to the one in locally-stratiﬁed programs, where a wfo is given for stratiﬁed
negation, while, in this case, it is given for nested not to which DNE is applied,
thus a program is not necessarily locally-stratiﬁed (see Example 4).
u
t
For locally stratiﬁed programs, we can see that the conditions in both Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 are satisﬁed, when applying pre-negative unfolding,
followed by DNE. We thus have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let P be a locally stratiﬁed program. Then, PP-negative unfolding preserves the answer set of P , or its unique perfect model P ERF (P ).
u
t

4

A Framework for Unfold/Fold Transformation of
Locally Stratiﬁed Programs

In this section, we consider a framework for unfold/fold transformation of locally
stratiﬁed programs, where, in addition to negative unfolding, we have the other
transformation rules such as folding and replacement. These rules are indispensable for program transformation, construction and veriﬁcation. Pettorossi and
Proietti [8] have already proposed transformation rules for locally stratiﬁed programs, where their rules are based on the original framework by Tamaki-Sato [9]
for deﬁnite programs. Our framework given here is based on the generalized one
by Tamaki-Sato [10], and we show that their generalized framework for deﬁnite
programs can be also extended to locally stratiﬁed programs in the almost same
way, except an extra condition on folding necessary to preserve the answer set
semantics (perfect models). To the best of our knowledge, such a folding condition ((FC1) in Assumption 3 below) is not found in the literature. It is shown
that the folding condition (FC1) for the correctness proof, which is not required
either for deﬁnite or stratiﬁed programs, becomes necessary only for locally stratiﬁed programs. Besides, the replacement rules deﬁned in the following are more
general than those by Pettorossi and Proietti [8], in the sense that non-primitive
(or non-basic) predicates are allowed in the rules.
Notwithstanding these diﬀerences, as our framework is mostly common with
those by Tamaki-Sato [10], Pettorossi-Proietti [8] and Fioravanti et al. [3], we
only give terminologies necessary to explain the diﬀerences in the below. See
[10], [8] and [3] for further deﬁnitions not given here. Some familiarity with the
correctness proof of unfold/fold transformation by Tamaki-Sato [9, 10] would be
helpful for understanding this section.
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We divide the set of the predicate symbols appearing in a program into two
disjoint sets: primitive predicates and non-primitive predicates. 6 We call an
atom (a literal) with primitive predicate symbol a primitive atom (primitive
literal ), respectively. A clause with primitive (resp., non-primitive) head atom is
called primitive (resp., non-primitive). We assume that every primitive clause
in an initial program remains untransformed at any step in the transformation
sequence deﬁned below (Deﬁnition 9).
We denote by ground(P ) the set of ground instances of the clauses in program
P with respect to the Herbrand universe of P . A ground instance of some clause
C in P is called an inference by P , and C is called a source clause of the inference.
A local stratiﬁcation is a total function σ from the Herbrand base HB(P )
of program P to the set W of countable ordinals. We assume that σ satisﬁes
the following: For every primitive atom A ∈ HB(P ), σ(A) = 0. For a ground
atom A ∈ HB(P ), σ(not A) = σ(A) + 1 if A is non-primitive, and σ(not A) = 0
otherwise. For a conjunction of ground literals G = l1 , · · · , lk (k ≥ 0), σ(G) = 0
if k = 0 and σ(G) = max{σ(li ) : i = 1, · · · , k} otherwise.
4.1

Transformation Rules

We assume that an initial program, from which an unfold/fold transformation
sequence starts, satisﬁes the following conditions.
Assumption 1. Initial Program
An initial program P0 is divided into two disjoint sets of clauses, Ppr and Pnp ,
where Ppr (Pnp ) is the set of primitive (non-primitive) clauses in P0 , respectively,
and non-primitive predicates do not appear in Ppr . Moreover, Ppr and Pnp satisfy
the following conditions:
1. Pnp is a locally stratiﬁed program, with a local stratiﬁcation σ. Moreover,
we assume that σ satisﬁes the following condition: For every ground nonprimitive atom A,
σ(A) = sup({σ(l) | literal l appears in the body of a clause
in ground(Def (A, P0 ))})

(4)

where, for a set S of countable ordinals, sup(S) is the least upper bound of
S w.r.t < (in W ).
2. Each predicate symbol p in P0 is assigned a non-negative integer i (0 ≤ i ≤
I), called the level of the predicate symbol, denoted by level(p) = i. We
deﬁne the level of an atom (or literal) A, denoted by level(A), to be the
level of its predicate symbol, and the level of a clause C to be the level of
its head. For every primitive (resp. non-primitive) predicate symbol p, we
assume that level(p) = 0 (resp., 1 ≤ level(p) ≤ I). Moreover, we assume
that every predicate symbol of a positive literal in the body of a clause in
P0 has a level not greater than the level of the clause.
2
6

In [8], primitive (non-primitive) predicates are called as basic (non-basic), respectively.
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Remark 4. From the above assumption, an initial program consists of I + 1
layers, with the upward reference prohibited, though the recursion within a
layer is allowed.7 Technically, the notion of level is introduced to specify the
condition of folding in [10], while a locally stratiﬁcation is utilized to deﬁne a
well-founded measure for the correctness proof of the transformation.
Since we deﬁne σ(A) = σ(not A) = 0 for every primitive atom A ∈ HB(P0 )
and Ppr is assumed to remain untransformed in a transformation sequence,
our framework for unfold/fold transformation is applicable to an initial program
with a non-locally stratiﬁed Ppr , provided that AS(Ppr ) 6= ∅. See Example 4,
assuming that r and s are primitive, while p and q are non-primitive.
u
t
The transformation rules, positive unfolding and folding are the same as those
in [10], while we use PP-negative unfolding in Deﬁnition 1. We only recall the
deﬁnition of folding in [10], in order to specify the folding conditions given later.
The deﬁnition of a molecule is given in Appendix.
Deﬁnition 4. Folding, Reversible Folding
Let P be a program and A be an atom. A molecule M is said to be a P expansion of A (by a clause D) if there is a clause D : A0 ← M 0 in P and a
substitution θ of free variables of A0 such that A0 θ = A and M 0 θ = M .8
Let C be a clause of the form: B ← ∃X1 · · · Xn (M, N ), where M and N are
molecules, and X1 · · · Xn are some variables in the free variables in M . If M is
a P -expansion of A (by a clause D), the result of folding M of C by P is the
clause: B ← ∃X1 · · · Xn (A, N ). The clause C is called the folded clause and D
the folding clause.
The folding operation is said to be reversible if M is the only P -expansion
of A in the above deﬁnition.
u
t
To state assumptions on replacement, we need the following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 5. Proof (with stratum σ(A))
Let P be a locally stratiﬁed program with a local stratiﬁcation σ, A be a
ground atom true in P ERF (P ). A ﬁnite ground SLS-derivation T with its root
← A is called a proof of A (with stratum σ(A)) by P , if the computation
rule always selects a positive non-primitive ground literal with stratum σ(A), if
any, in a goal, i.e., every node v of T satisﬁes the following conditions: (i) if v
is labeled with a goal G with a selected positive non-primitive literal B whose
stratum is σ(A), then v has its child node whose label is the resolvent of G with
a ground clause in ground(Def (B, P )), and (ii) the leaf of T is labeled with
either 2 (empty clause) or ← l1 , · · · , ln (n ≥ 1), where P ERF (P ) |= l1 , · · · , ln
and li (n ≥ i ≥ 1) is either a negative literal, or primitive, or σ(li ) < σ(A).
7
8

In [9], an initial program has two layers, where each predicate is classiﬁed as either
old or new . Moreover, it has no primitive predicates.
Two molecules M and N are considered to be identical, denoted by M = N , if M
is obtained from N through permutation of conjuncts and renaming of existential
variables. When more than two molecules are involved, they are assumed to have
disjoint sets of variables, unless otherwise stated.
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The deﬁnition of proof is extended from a ground atom to a conjunction of
ground literals, i.e., a ground molecule, in a straightforward way. Let L be a
ground molecule and T be a proof of L by P . Then, we say that L has a proof
T by P . L is also said to be provable if L has some proof by P .
For a closed molecule M , a proof of any ground existential instance of M is
said to be a proof of M by P .
u
t
The following deﬁnition of the well-founded measure µ is a natural extension
of that in [10] for deﬁnite programs, where µ is simply a weight-tuple. On the
other hand, we consider as µ a pair of a stratum and a weight-tuple for locally
stratiﬁed programs.
Deﬁnition 6. Weight-Tuple, Well-founded Measure µ
Let P0 be an initial program with I + 1 layers with a local stratiﬁcation σ,
and A be a ground atom. Let T be a proof of A (with stratum σ(A)) by P0 ,
and let wi (1 ≤ i ≤ I) be the number of selected non-primitive positive literals
of T with level i. Then, the weight-tuple of T (with stratum σ(A)) is an I-tuple
< w1 , · · · , wI >.
We deﬁne the well-founded measure µ(A) as follows:
µ(A) = inf ({< σ(A), w >| w is the weight-tuple of a proof of A
(with stratum σ(A))}),

(5)

where inf (S) is the minimum of set S under the lexicographic ordering9 over
W × N I , where W is the set of countable ordinals and N is the set of natural numbers. For a ground molecule L, µ(L) is deﬁned similarly. For a closed
def

molecule M , µ(M ) = inf ({ < σ(M 0 ) , w >| w is the weight-tuple of a proof
of M 0 , where M 0 is a ground existential instance of M }).
u
t
Note that the above deﬁned measure µ is well-founded over the set of ground
molecules which have proofs by P0 . By deﬁnition, for a ground primitive atom
A true in P ERF (P0 ), µ(A) =< 0, < 0, · · · , 0 >>.
Deﬁnition 7. truncation of weight-tuple and µ
For i (1 ≤ i ≤ I), the i-th truncation of the weight-tuple < w1 , · · · , wI > is
deﬁned to be < w1 , · · · , wi >. For a closed molecule M , the i-th truncation of
the well-founded measure µ(M ), denoted by µi (M ), is deﬁned by replacing w
by < w1 , · · · , wi > in the deﬁnition of µ(M ) in Deﬁnition 6.
u
t
Deﬁnition 8. Replacement Rule
A replacement rule R is a pair M1 ⇒ M2 of molecules, such that V f (M1 ) =
V f (M2 ). Let C be a clause of the form:A ← M . Assume that there is a substitution θ of free variables of M1 such that M is of the form: ∃X1 · · · Xn (M1 θ, N ) for
some molecule N and some variables in X1 · · · Xn (n ≥ 0) in V f (M1 θ). Then,
the result of applying R to M1 θ in C is the clause: A ← ∃X1 · · · Xn (M2 θ, N ).
A replacement rule M1 ⇒ M2 is said to be correct w.r.t. an initial program
P0 , if, for every ground substitution θ of free variables in M1 and M2 , it holds
that M1 θ has a proof by P0 iﬀ M2 θ has a proof by P0 .
u
t
9

We use the inequality signs >, ≤ to represent this lexicographic ordering.
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We are now in a position to state our assumptions on replacement rules.
Assumption 2. Replacement Rules
We assume that every replacement rule R = M1 ⇒ M2 is correct w.r.t. an
initial program P0 , and
(RC0) R is consistent with the well-founded measure µ, that is, for every ground
substitution θ for free variables of M1 and M2 so that M1 θ and M2 θ are
provable by P0 , µ(M1 θ) ≥ µ(M2 θ) holds. Furthermore,
(RC1) R is consistent with a local stratiﬁcation σ, that is, for every ground substitution θ for free variables of M1 , sup(σ(M1 θ)) ≥ sup(σ(M2 θ)), where,
for a closed molecule M , sup(σ(M )) is deﬁned to be sup({σ(M 0 ) | M 0 is a
ground existential instance of M }).
2
Remark 5. The replacement rule by Pettorossi-Proietti [8] is a special case of
ours, where all of the literals appearing in M1 ⇒ M2 are primitive. In this case,
Assumption 2 is trivially satisﬁed, since µ(M1 ) = µ(M2 ) =< 0, < 0, · · · , 0 >>
and σ(M1 ) = σ(M2 ) = 0 by deﬁnition.
u
t
We can now deﬁne a transformation sequence as follows:
Deﬁnition 9. Transformation Sequence
Let P0 be an initial program and R be a set of replacement rules satisfying
Assumption 2. A sequence of programs P0 , · · · , Pn is said to be a transformation
sequence with the input (P0 , R), if each Pn (n ≥ 1) is obtained from Pn−1 by
applying to a non-primitive clause in Pn−1 one of the following transformation
rules: (i) positive unfolding, (ii) PP-negative unfolding, (iii) reversible folding by
P0 and (iv) some replacement rule in R.
2
We note that every primitive clause in P0 remains untransformed at any step
in a transformation sequence.
Proposition 4. Preservation of an Initial Local Stratiﬁcation σ
Let P0 be an initial program with a local stratiﬁcation σ and P0 , · · · , Pn (n ≥ 1)
be a transformation sequence. Then, Pn is locally stratiﬁed w.r.t. σ.
u
t
Remark 6. The proof is basically similar to [3] except when folding and replacement are applied. In case of folding, σ is preserved due to the deﬁnition of stratum
(4) in Assumption 1 and the reversibility of folding, while the preservation of σ
through replacement follows from (RC1) in Assumption 2.
u
t
4.2

The Correctness Proof of Unfold/fold Transformation

We need some assumptions on folding, which are the most “intricate” part in
the correctness proof by Tamaki-Sato [9, 10].
Deﬁnition 10. Descent Level of a Clause
Let C be a clause appearing in a transformation sequence starting from an
initial program P0 with I + 1 layers. The descent level of C is deﬁned inductively
as follows:
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1. If C is in P0 , the descent level of C is the level of C in P0 .
2. If C is ﬁrst introduced as the result of applying positive unfolding to some
clause C 0 at an atom A, then the descent level of C is the smaller of the
descent level of C 0 and the level of A, if A is not primitive. It is the descent
level of C 0 if A is primitive.
3. If C is ﬁrst introduced as the result of applying PP-negative unfolding to
some clause C 0 , then the descent level of C is that of C 0 .
4. If C is ﬁrst introduced as the result of folding, or applying some replacement
rule to, some submolecule of the body of some clause C 0 , then the descent
level of C is that of C 0 .
u
t
Remark 7. In the above deﬁnition, only the condition 3 for PP-negative unfolding is introduced for locally stratiﬁed programs, while the other conditions
remain unchanged from [10]. We note that, from Condition 3 for PP-negative
unfolding together with the following assumption (FC0) below, folding a clause
to which only PP-negative unfolding is applied is prohibited.
u
t
Assumption 3. Folding Condition
In the transformation sequence, we assume that, whenever a clause C is
folded using a clause D as the folding clause,
(FC0) the descent level of C is smaller than the level of D. Moreover,
(FC1) let D = A0 ← M 0 and a substitution θ of free variables of A0 be the
same as those in Deﬁnition 4, thus, Dθ = A ← M . Then, for any ground
substitution τ of free variables of A, the stratum of any ground existential
instance of M τ is assumed to be equivalent to σ(Aτ ).
u
t
The above condition (FC1) is newly introduced for the correctness proof in
case of locally stratiﬁed programs, and its necessity is explained in Remark 8
below. The following µ-completeness is crucial in the correctness proof in [10],
since it is a suﬃcient condition for the correctness.
Deﬁnition 11. µ-inference, µ-complete
Let P0 , · · · , Pn , · · · be a transformation sequence, and µ be the well-founded
measure for P0 . An inference A ← L by Pn is called a µ-inference , if µi (A) >
µi (L) holds, where i is the descent level of the source clause of the inference.
Pn is said to be µ-complete if for every ground atom A true in P ERF (P0 ), there
is a µ-inference A ← L by Pn such that P ERF (P0 ) |= L.
u
t
Proposition 5. Correctness of Transformation
Let P0 , · · · , Pn , · · · (n ≥ 0) be a transformation sequence under Assumption 1,
Assumption 2 and Assumption 3. Then, P ERF (Pn ) = P ERF (P0 ).
u
t
Remark 8. The proof is done in line with [10] by showing that (i) P0 is µcomplete, and (ii) µ-completeness is preserved through the transformation, i.e.,
if Pn is µ-complete, then so is Pn+1 (n ≥ 0). We thus sketch the necessity of
folding condition (FC1) in case of locally stratiﬁed programs. Assume that Pn is
µ-complete and let A be an arbitrary ground atom true in P ERF (P0 ), A ← L
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be a µ-inference by Pn and C be its source clause. Suppose further that C =
A0 ← ∃X1 · · · Xm (M, N ) ∈ Pn is folded into C 0 = A0 ← ∃X1 · · · Xm (B, N ) ∈ Pn+1 ,
where M is a unique P -expansion of B. There is a substitution θ of the variables of A0 and variables X1 · · · Xm such that A0 θ = A and L is an existential
instance of the closed molecule M θ, N θ. Let K be a submolecule of L which is
an existential instance of M θ. 10
Let i be the descent level of C, and j the level of B. We note that i < j
from (FC0). From µ-completeness, it holds that11
µi (A) > µi (L) = µi (K) ⊕ µi (L − K)

(6)

From the deﬁnition of µ for a closed molecule (Deﬁnition 6), we have that
µj−1 (K) ≥ µj−1 (M θ). We can prove that A ← (L − K), Bθ is a µ-inference by
Pn+1 , if the inequality (6) still holds when µi (K) is replaced by µi (Bθ) in it. In
deﬁnite programs or stratiﬁed programs, we have that µj−1 (M θ) = µj−1 (Bθ)
(thus µi (K) ≥ µi (Bθ)) from the deﬁnition of µi and the fact that the stratum
of any ground existential instance of M θ is equivalent, regardless of its ground
instantiation. However, it is not the case for locally stratiﬁed programs, and the
folding condition (FC1) is therefore a suﬃcient condition for reconciling it. u
t

5

Conclusion

We have studied negative unfolding for logic programs, by considering it as a
combination of pre-negative unfolding and double negation elimination (DNE).
We have analyzed both transformation rules in terms of nested expressions,
giving their suﬃcient conditions for the preservation of the answer set semantics.
We then proposed a framework for unfold/fold transformation of locally stratiﬁed programs, which, besides negative unfolding, contains replacement rules,
allowing a more general form than those proposed by Pettorossi and Proietti [8].
A new folding condition necessary for the correctness proof was identiﬁed, which
is required only in case of locally stratiﬁed programs.
Negative unfolding has been studied in other semantics for preservation of
equivalence, such as Clark completion and 3-valued semantics ([7] for survey).
Although our interest in this paper is on negative unfolding w.r.t. the answer set
semantics, it will be interesting to study the diﬀerences of negative unfolding in
various settings, and to see which one is useful in what applications. In Answer
Set Programming, equivalent transformations have been discussed in a sense
stronger than our ordinary equivalence: strong equivalence ([5], [11]) and uniform
equivalence (e.g., [2]), and others. One of the main purposes in PettorossiProietti [8] is the use of unfold/fold transformation for veriﬁcation, i.e., proving
properties of the perfect model of a locally stratiﬁed program. We hope that our
10
11

L is thus of the form: L = K, N for some submolecule N . We denote N by L − K.
For conjunctions L1 , L2 of ground literals, µ(L1 ) ⊕ µ(L2 ) is deﬁned to be < m, w >,
where m = max{σ(L1 ), σ(L2 )}, and w is the weight-tuple of a proof of L1 , L2 with
stratum m. The deﬁnition of its i-th truncation is deﬁned similarly.
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results will be a basis for veriﬁcation in the answer set semantics beyond a class
of locally stratiﬁed programs.
Acknowledgement The author would like to thank anonymous reviewers for
their constructive and useful comments on the previous version of the paper.
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Appendix
Deﬁnition 12. Molecule [10]
An existentially quantiﬁed conjunction M of the form: ∃X1 · · · Xm (A1 , · · · , An )
(m ≥ 0, n ≥ 0) is called a molecule, where X1 · · · Xm are distinct variables called
existential variables and A1 , · · · , An are literals. The set of other variables in M
are called free variables, denoted by V f (M ). A molecule without free variables
is said to be closed . A molecule without free variables nor existential variables is
said to be ground . A molecule M is called an existential instance of a molecule
N , if M is obtained from N by eliminating some existential variables by substituting some terms for them.12
u
t
12

The variables in the substituted terms, if any, becomes free variables of M .
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Abstract. We employ existing partial evaluation (PE) techniques developed
for Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) in order to automatically generate
test-case generators for glass-box testing of bytecode. Our approach consists
of two independent CLP PE phases. (1) First, the bytecode is transformed
into an equivalent (decompiled) CLP program. This is already a well studied
transformation which can be done either by using an ad-hoc decompiler or by
specialising a bytecode interpreter by means of existing PE techniques. (2) A
second PE is performed in order to supervise the generation of test cases by
execution of the CLP decompiled program. Interestingly, we employ control
strategies previously defined in the context of CLP PE in order to capture
coverage criteria for glass-box testing of bytecode. A unique feature of our
approach is that, this second PE phase allows generating not only test-cases
but also test-case generators. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time that (CLP) PE techniques are applied for test-case generation as well
as to generate test-case generators.

1

Introduction

Bytecode (e.g., Java bytecode [19] or .Net) is becoming widely used, especially, in
the context of mobile applications for which the source code is not available and,
hence, there is a need to develop verification and validation tools which work directly
on bytecode programs. Reasoning about complex bytecode programs is rather difficult and time consuming. In addition to object-oriented features such as objects,
virtual method invocation, etc., bytecode has several low-level language features:
it has an unstructured control flow with several sources of branching (e.g., conditional and unconditional jumps) and uses an operand stack to perform intermediate
computations.
Test data generation (TDG) aims at automatically generating test-cases for interesting test coverage criteria. The coverage criteria measure how well the program
is exercised by a test suite. Examples of coverage criteria are: statement coverage
which requires that each line of the code is executed; path coverage which requires
that every possible trace through a given part of the code is executed; etc. There
are a wide variety of approaches to TDG (see [27] for a survey).Our work focuses
on glass-box testing, where test-cases are obtained from the concrete program in
contrast to black-box testing, where they are deduced from a specification of the
program. Also, our focus is on static testing, where we assume no knowledge about
the input data, in contrast to dynamic approaches [9,14] which execute the program
to be tested for concrete input values.
The standard approach to generating test-cases statically is to perform a symbolic execution of the program [7,22,23,17,13], where the contents of variables are
expressions rather than concrete values. The symbolic execution produces a system of constraints consisting of the conditions to execute the different paths. This
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happens, for instance, in branching instructions, like if-then-else, where we might
want to generate test-cases for the two alternative branches and hence accumulate
the conditions for each path as constraints. The symbolic execution approach has
been combined with the use of constraint solvers [23,13] in order to: handle the constraints systems by solving the feasibility of paths and, afterwards, to instantiate the
input variables. For the particular case of Java bytecode, a symbolic JVM machine
(SJVM) which integrates several constraints solvers has been designed in [23]. A
SJVM requires non-trivial extensions w.r.t. a JVM: (1) it needs to execute the bytecode symbolically as explained above, (2) it must be able to backtrack, as without
knowledge about the input data, the execution engine might need to execute more
than one path. The backtracking mechanism used in [23] is essentially the same as
in logic programming.
We propose a novel approach to TDG of bytecode which is based on PE techniques developed for CLP and which, in contrast to previous work, does not require
the devising a dedicated symbolic virtual machine. Our method comprises two CLP
PE phases which are independent. In fact, they rely on different execution and control strategies:
1. The decompilation of bytecode into a CLP program. This has been the subject
of previous work [15,3,12] and can be achieved automatically by relying on the
first Futamura projection by means of partial evaluation for logic programs, or
alternatively by means of an adhoc decompiler [21].
2. The generation of test-cases. This is a novel application of PE which allows
generating test-case generators from CLP decompiled bytecode. In this case, we
rely on a CLP partial evaluator which is able to solve the constraint system, in
much the same way as a symbolic abstract machine would do. The two control
operators of a CLP partial evaluator play an essential role: (1) The local control
applied to the decompiled code will allow capturing interesting coverage criteria
for TDG of the bytecode. (2) The global control will enable the generation of testcase generators. Intuitively, the TDG generators we produce are CLP programs
whose execution in CLP returns further test-cases on demand without the need
to start the TDG process from scratch.
We argue that our CLP PE based approach to TDG of bytecode has several advantages w.r.t. existing approaches based on symbolic execution: (i) It is more generic,
as the same techniques can be applied to other both low and high-level imperative
languages. In particular, once the CLP decompilation is done, the language features
are abstracted away and, the whole part related to TDG generation is totally language independent. This avoids the difficulties of dealing with recursion, procedure
calls, dynamic memory, etc. that symbolic abstract machines typically face. (ii) It is
more flexible, as different coverage criteria can be easily incorporated to our framework just by adding the appropriate local control to the partial evaluator. (iii) It is
more powerful as we can generate test-case generators. (iv) It is simpler to implement compared to the development of a dedicated SJVM, as long as a CLP partial
evaluator is available.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section recalls some preliminary notions. Sec. 3 describes the notion of CLP block-level decompilation which
corresponds to the first phase above. The second phase is explained in the remainder of the paper. Sec. 4 presents a naı̈ve approach to TDG using CLP decompiled
programs. In Sec. 5, we introduce the block count-k coverage criterion and outline
an evaluation strategy for it. In Sec. 6, we present our approach to TDG by partial
evaluation of CLP. Sec. 7 discusses related work and concludes.
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2

Preliminaries and Notation in Constraint Logic Programs

We now introduce some basic notions about Constraint Logic Programming (CLP).
See e.g. [20] for more details. A constraint store, or store for short, is a conjunction of
expressions built from predefined predicates (such as term equations and equalities
or inequalities over the integers) whose arguments are constructed using predefined
functions (such as addition, multiplication, etc.). We let ∃L θ be the constraint store θ
restricted to the variables of the syntactic object L. An atom has the form p(t1 , ..., tn )
where p is a predicate symbol and the ti are terms. A literal L is either an atom or
a constraint. A goal L1 , . . . , Ln is a possibly empty finite conjunction of literals. A
rule is of the form H:-B where H, the head, is an atom and B, the body, is a goal.
A constraint logic program, or program, is a finite set of rules. We use mgu to denote
a most general unifier for two unifiable terms.
The operational semantics of a program P is in terms of its derivations which
are sequences of reductions between states. A state hG θi consists of a goal G and
a constraint store θ. A state hL, G θi where L is a literal can be reduced as follows:
1. If L is a constraint and θ ∧ L is satisfiable, it is reduced to hG θ ∧ Li.
2. If L is an atom, it is reduced to hB, G θ ∧ θ′ i for some renamed apart rule
(L′ :-B) in P such that L and L′ unify with mgu θ′ .
A derivation from state S for program P is a sequence of states S0 →P S1 →P
... →P Sn where S0 is S and there is a reduction from each Si to Si+1 . Given
a non-empty derivation D, we denote by curr state(D) and curr store(D) the last
state in the derivation, and the store in this last state, respectively. E.g., if D is the
derivation S0 →∗P Sn , where →∗ denotes a sequence of steps, with Sn = hG θi then
curr state(D) = Sn and curr store(D) = θ. A query is a pair (L, θ) where L is a
literal and θ a store for which the CLP system starts a computation from hL θi.
The observational behavior of a program is given by its “answers” to queries. A
finite derivation D from a query Q = (L, θ) for program P is finished if curr state(D)
cannot be reduced. A finished derivation D from a query Q = (L, θ) is successful
if curr state(D) = hǫ θ′ i, where ǫ denotes the empty conjunction. The constraint
¯L θ′ is an answer to Q. A finished derivation is failed if the last state is not of the
∃
form hǫ θi. Since evaluation trees may be infinite, we allow unfinished derivations,
where we decide not to further perform reductions. Derivations can be organized in
execution trees: a state S has several children when its leftmost atom unifies with
several program clauses.

3

Decompilation of Bytecode to CLP

Let us first briefly describe the bytecode language we consider. It is a very simple imperative low-level language in the spirit of Java bytecode, without objectoriented features and restricted to manipulate only integer numbers. It uses an
operand stack to perform computations and has an unstructured control flow with
explicit conditional and unconditional goto instructions. A bytecode program is
organized in a set of methods which are the basic (de)compilation units of the
bytecode. The code of a method m consists of a sequence of bytecode instructions
BCm =< pc0 : bc0 , . . . , pcnm : bcnm > with pc0 , . . . , pcnm being consecutive natural
numbers. The instruction set is:
BcInst ::= push(x) | load(v) | store(v) | add | sub | mul | div | rem | neg |
if ⋄ (pc) | if0 ⋄ (pc) | goto(pc) | return | call(mn)
where ⋄ is a comparison operator (eq, le, gt, etc.), v a local variable, x an integer,
pc an instruction index and mn a method name. The instructions push, load and
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int lcm(int x,int y){
int gcd = gcd(x,y);
return abs(x*y/gcd);
}
int gcd(int x,int y){
int res;
while (y != 0){
res = x%y;
x = y; y = res;
}
return abs(x);
}
int abs(int x){
if (x >= 0)
return x;
else return -x;
}

lcm/2

gcd/2

Block1

0:load(0)
1:load(1)
2:call(gcd)
3:store(2)
4:load(0)
5:load(1)
6:mul
7:load(2)
gcd6=0

Block4

Block5

Block2 gcd=0

11:load(0)
12:call(abs)
13:return
exception(remby0)

Block6

Block8

Block10

2:load(0)
3:return
Block9
x<0

x≥0

0:load(0)
1:if0lt(4)

y6=0

4:rem
5:store(2)
6:load(1)
7:store(0)
8:load(2)
9:store(1)
10:goto(0)

exception(divby0)

Block11

y6=0

2:load(0)
3:load(1)

y=0

Block3

8:div
9:call(abs)
10:return
4:load(0)
5:neg
6:return

0:load(1)
1:if0eq(11)

y=0

Block7

gcd=0

abs/1

Fig. 1. Working example. Source code and CFGs for the bytecode
store transfer values or constants from a local variable to the stack (and vice versa);
add, sub, mul, div, rem and neg perform arithmetic operations, rem is the division
remainder and neg the negation; if and if0 are conditional branching instructions
(with the special case of comparisons with 0); goto is an unconditional branching;
return marks the end of methods returning an integer and call invokes a method.
Figure 1 depicts the control flow graphs (CFGs) [1] and, within them, the bytecode instructions associated to the methods lcm (on the left), gcd (on the right)
and abs (at the bottom). A Java-like source code for them is shown to the left of
the figure. It is important to note that we show source code only for clarity, as our
approach works directly on the bytecode. The use of the operand stack can be observed in the example: the bytecode instructions at pc 0 and 1 in lcm load the values
of parameters x and y (resp.) to the stack before invoking the method gcd. Method
parameters and local variables in the program are referenced by consecutive natural
numbers starting from 0 in the bytecode. The result of executing the method gcd
has been stored on the top of the stack. At pc 3, this value is popped and assigned
to variable 2 (called gcd in the Java program). The branching at the end of Block1
is due to the fact that the division bytecode instruction div can throw an exception
if the divisor is zero (control goes to Block3 ). In the bytecode for gcd, we find:
conditional jumps, like if0eq at pc 1, which corresponds to the loop guard, and
unconditional jumps, like goto in pc 10, where the control returns to the loop entry.
Note that the bytecode instruction rem can throw an exception as before.
3.1

Decompilation by PE and Block-Level Decompilation

The decompilation of low-level code to CLP has been the subject of previous research, see [15,3,21] and their references. In principle, it can be done by defining an
adhoc decompiler (like [2,21]) or by relying on the technique of PE (like [15,3]). The
decompilation of low-level code to CLP by means of PE consists in specializing a
bytecode interpreter implemented in CLP together with (a CLP representation of) a
bytecode program. As the first Futamura projection [11] predicts, we obtain a CLP
residual program which can be seen as a decompiled and translated version of the
bytecode into high-level CLP source. The approach to TDG that will be presented in
the remaining of this paper is independent of the technique used to generate the CLP
decompilation. Thus, we will not explain the decompilation process (see [15,3,21])
but rather only state the decompilation requirements our method imposes.
The correctness of decompilation must ensure that there is a one to one correspondence between execution paths in the bytecode and derivations in the CLP
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lcm([X,Y],Z) :- gcd([X,Y],GCD),P #= X*Y,
lcm1c([GCD,P],Z).
lcm1c([GCD,P],Z) :- GCD #\= 0,D #= P/GCD,
abs([D],Z).
lcm1c([0,_],divby0).
abs([X],Z) :- abs9c(X,Z).
abs9c(X,X) :- X #>= 0.
abs9c(X,Z) :- X #< 0, Z #= -X.

gcd4(X,Y,Z) :- gcd4c(X,Y,Z).
gcd4c(X,0,Z) :- abs([X],Z).
gcd4c(X,Y,Z) :- Y #\= 0,
gcd6c(X,Y,Z).
gcd6c(X,Y,Z) :- Y #\= 0,
R #= X mod Y,
gcd4(Y,R,Z).
gcd6c(_,0,remby0).

gcd([X,Y],Z) :- gcd4(X,Y,Z).

Fig. 2. Block-level decompilation to CLP for working example.
decompiled program. In principle, depending on the particular type of decompilation
–and even on the options used within a particular method– we can obtain different
correct decompilations which are valid for the purpose of execution. However, for the
purpose of generating useful test-cases, additional requirements are needed: we must
be able to define coverage criteria on the CLP decompilation which produce testcases which cover the equivalent coverage criteria for the bytecode. The following
notion of block-level decompilation, introduced in [12], provides a sufficient condition
for ensuring that equivalent coverage criteria can be defined.
Definition 1 (block-level decompilation). Given a bytecode program BC and
its CLP-decompilation P , a block-level decompilation ensures that, for each block in
the CFGs of BC, there exists a single corresponding rule in P which contains all
bytecode instructions within the block.
The above notion was introduced in [12] to ensure optimality in decompilation, in
the sense that each program point in the bytecode is traversed, and decompiled code
is generated for it, at most once. According to the above definition there is a one
to one correspondence between blocks in the CFG and rules in P , as the following
example illustrates. The block-level requirement is usually an implicit feature of
adhoc decompilers (e.g., [2,21]) and can be also enforced in decompilation by PE
(e.g., [12]).
Example 1. Figure 2 shows the code of the block-level decompilation to CLP of our
running example which has been obtained using the decompiler in [12] and uses
CLP(FD) built-in operations (in particular those in the clpfd library of Sicstus
Prolog). The input parameters to methods are passed in a list (first argument) and
the second argument is the output value. We can observe that each block in the
CFG of the bytecode of Fig. 1 is represented by a corresponding clause in the above
CLP program. For instance, the rules for lcm and lcm1c correspond to the three
blocks in the CFG for method lcm. The more interesting case is for method gcd,
where the while loop has been converted into a cycle in the decompiled program
formed by the predicates gcd4, gcd4c, and gcd6c. In this case, since gcd4 is the
head of a loop, there is one more rule (gcd) than blocks in the CFG. This additional
rule corresponds to the method entry. Bytecode instructions are decompiled and
translated to their corresponding operations in CLP; conditional statements are
captured by the continuation rules. For instance, in gcd4, the bytecode instruction
at pc 0 is executed to unify a stack position with the local variable y. The conditional
if0eq at pc 1 leads to two continuations, i.e. two rules for predicate gcd4c: one for
the case when y=0 and another one for y6=0. Note that we have explicit rules to
capture the exceptional executions (which will allow generating test-cases which
correspond to exceptional executions). Note also that in the decompiled program
there is no difference between calls to blocks and method calls. E.g., the first rule
for lcm includes in its body a method call to gcd and a block call lcm1c.
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4

Test Data Generation using CLP Decompiled Programs

Up to now, the main motivation for CLP decompilation has been to be able to perform static analysis on a decompiled program in order to infer properties about the
original bytecode. If the decompilation approach produces CLP programs which are
executable, then such decompiled programs can be used not only for static analysis,
but also for dynamic analysis and execution. Note that this is not always the case,
since there are approaches (like [2,21]) which are aimed at producing static analysis
targets only and their decompiled programs cannot be executed.
4.1

Symbolic Execution for Glass-Box Testing

A novel interesting application of CLP decompilation which we propose in this work
is the automatic generation of glass-box test data. We will aim at generating testcases which traverse as many different execution paths as possible. From this perspective, different test data should correspond to different execution paths. With
this aim, rather than executing the program starting from different input values, a
well-known approach consists in performing symbolic execution such that a single
symbolic run captures the behaviour of (infinitely) many input values. The central
idea in symbolic execution is to use constraint variables instead of actual input values
and to capture the effects of computation using constraints (see Sec. 1).
Several symbolic execution engines exist for languages such as Java [4] and Java
bytecode [23,22]. An important advantage of CLP decompiled programs w.r.t. their
bytecode counterparts is that symbolic execution does not require, at least in principle, to build a dedicated symbolic execution mechanism. Instead, we can simply run
the decompiled program by using the standard CLP execution mechanism with all
arguments being distinct free variables. E.g., in our case we can execute the query
lcm([X, Y], Z). By running the program without input values on a block level decompiled program, each successful execution corresponds to a different computation
path in the bytecode. Furthermore, along the execution, a constraint store on the
program’s variables is obtained which can be used for inferring the conditions that
the input values (in our case X and Y) must satisfy for the execution to follow the
corresponding computation path.
4.2

From Constraint Stores to Test Data

An inherent assumption in the symbolic execution approach, regardless of whether
a dedicated symbolic execution engine is built or the default CLP execution is used,
is that all valuations of constraint variables which satisfy the constraints in the store
(if any) result in input data whose computation traverses the same execution path.
Therefore, it is irrelevant, from the point of view of the execution path, which actual
values are chosen as representatives of a given store. In any case, it is often required
to find a valuation which satisfies the store. Note that this is a strict requirement if
we plan to use the bytecode program for testing, though it is not strictly required if
we plan to use the decompiled program for testing, since we could save the final store
and directly use it as input test data. Then, execution for the test data should load
the store first and then proceed with execution. In what follows, we will concentrate
on the first alternative, i.e., we generate actual values as test data.
This postprocessing phase is straightforward to implement if we use CLP(FD)
as the underlying constraint domain, since it is possible to enumerate values for
variables until a solution which is consistent with the set of constraints is found
(i.e., we perform labeling). Note, however, that it may happen that some of the
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computed stores are indeed inconsistent and that we cannot find any valuation of
the constraint variables which simultaneously satisfies all constraints in the store.
This may happen for unfeasible paths, i.e., those which do not correspond to any
actual execution. Given a decompiled method M, an integer subdomain [RMin,RMax],
the predicate generate test data/4 below produces, on backtracking, a (possibly
infinite) set of values for the variables in Args and the result value in Z.
generate test data(M,Args,[RMin,RMax],Z) :domain(Args,RMin,RMax), Goal =..[M,Args,Z],
call(Goal), once(labeling([ff],Args)).
Note that the generator first imposes an integer domain for the program variables
by means of the call to domain/3; then builds the Goal and executes it by means of
call(Goal) to generate the constraints; and finally invokes the enumeration predicate labeling/2 to produce actual values compatible with the constraints3 . The
test data obtained are in principle specific to some integer subdomain; indeed our
bytecode language only handles integers. This is not necessarily a limitation, as the
subdomain can be adjusted to the underlying bytecode machine limitations, e.g.,
[−231 , 231 − 1] in the Java virtual machine. Note that if the variables take floating
point values, then other constraint domains such as CLP(R) or CLP(Q) should be
used and then, other mechanisms for generating actual values should be used.

5

An Evaluation Strategy for Block-Count(k) Coverage

As we have seen in the previous section, an advantage of using CLP decompiled
programs for test data generation is that there is no need to build a symbolic execution engine. However, an important problem with symbolic execution, regardless of
whether it is performed using CLP or a dedicated execution engine, is that the execution tree to be traversed is in most cases infinite, since programs usually contain
iterative constructs such as loops and recursion which induce an infinite number of
execution paths when executed without input values.
Example 2. Consider the evaluation of the call lcm([X,Y],Z), depicted in Fig. 3.
There is an infinite derivation (see the rightmost derivation in the tree) where the
cycle {gcd4,gcd4c,gcd6c} is traversed forever. This happens because the value in
the second argument position of gcd4c is not ground during symbolic computation.
Therefore, it is essential to establish a termination criterion which guarantees that
the number of paths traversed remains finite, while at the same time an interesting
set of test data is generated.
5.1

Block-count(k): A Coverage Criteria for Bytecode

In order to reason about how interesting a set of test data is, a large series of
coverage criteria have been developed over the years which aim at guaranteeing that
the program is exercised on interesting control and/or data flows. In this section we
present a coverage criterion of interest to bytecode programs. Most existing coverage
criteria are defined on high-level, structured programming languages. A widely used
control-flow based coverage criterion is loop-count(k), which dates back to 1977 [16],
and limits the number of times we iterate on loops to a threshold k. However,
bytecode has an unstructured control flow: CFGs can contain multiple different
3

We are using the clpfd library of Sicstus Prolog. See [26] for details on predicates
domain/3, labeling/2, etc.
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Fig. 3. An evaluation tree for lcm([X,Y],Z)
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shapes, some of which do not correspond to any of the loops available in highlevel, structured programming languages. Therefore, we introduce the block-count(k)
coverage criterion which is not explicitly based on limiting the number of times we
iterate on loops, but rather on counting how many times we visit each block in
the CFG within each computation. Note that the execution of each method call is
considered as an independent computation.
Definition 2 (block-count(k)). Given a natural number k, a set of computation
paths satisfies the block-count(k) criterion if the set includes all finished computation
paths which can be built such that the number of times each block is visited within
each computation does not exceed the given k.
Therefore, if we take k = 1, this criterion requires that all non-cyclic paths be
covered. Note that k = 1 will in general not visit all blocks in the CFG, since
traversing the loop body of a while loop requires k ≥ 2 in order to obtain a finished
path. For the case of structured CFGs, block-count(k) is actually equivalent to loopcount(k ′ ), by simply taking k ′ to be k-1. We prefer to formulate things in terms of
block-count(k) since, formulating loop-count(k) on unstructured CFGs is awkward.
5.2 An Intra-Procedural Evaluation Strategy for Block-Count(k)
Fig. 3 depicts (part of) an evaluation tree for lcm([X,Y],Z). Each node in the tree
represents a state, which as introduced in Sec. 2, consists of a goal and a store. In
order not to clutter the figure, for each state we only show the relevant part of the
goal, but not the store. Also, an arc in the tree may involve several reduction steps.
In particular, the constraints which precede the leftmost atom (if any) are always
processed. Likewise, at least one reduction step is performed on the leftmost atom
w.r.t. the program rule whose head unifies with the atom. When more than one step
is performed, the arc is labelled with “∗”. Arcs are annotated with the constraints
processed at each step. Each branch in the tree represents a derivation.
Our aim is to supervise the generation of the evaluation tree so that we generate
sufficiently many derivations so as to satisfy the block-count(k) criterion while, at
the same time, guaranteeing termination.
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Definition 3 (intra-procedural evaluation strategy). The following two conditions provide an evaluation strategy which ensures block-count(k) in intra-procedural
bytecode (i.e., we consider a single CFG for one method):
(i) annotate every state in the evaluation tree with a multiset, which we refer to
as visited, and which contains the predicates which have been already reduced
during the derivation;
(ii) atoms can only be reduced if there are at most k − 1 occurrences of the corresponding predicate in visited.
It is easy to see that this evaluation strategy is guaranteed to always produce a
finite evaluation tree since there is a finite number of rules which can unify with any
given atom and therefore non-termination can only be introduced by cycles which
are traversed an unbounded number of times. This is clearly avoided by limiting the
number of times which resolution can be performed w.r.t. the same predicate.
Example 3. Let us consider the rightmost derivation in Fig. 3, formed by goals R1
to R9. Observe the framed atoms for gcd4, the goals R3, R6 and R9 contain an
atom for gcd4 as the leftmost literal. If we take k = 1 then resolvent R6 cannot be
further reduced since the termination criterion forbids it, as gcd4 is already once in
the multiset of visited predicates. If we take k = 2 then R6 can be reduced and the
termination criterion is fired at R9, which cannot be further reduced.
5.3

An Inter-Procedural Evaluation Strategy based on Ancestors

The strategy of limiting the number of reductions w.r.t. the same predicate guarantees termination. Furthermore, it also guarantees that the block-count(k) criterion is
achieved, but only if the program consists of a single CFG, i.e., at most one method.
If the program contains more than one method, as in our example, this evaluation
strategy may force termination too early, without achieving block-count(k) coverage.
Example 4. Consider the predicate abs. Any successful derivation which does not
correspond to exceptions in the bytecode program has to execute this predicate
twice, once from the body of method lcm and another one from the body of method
gcd. Therefore, if we take k = 1, the leftmost derivation of the tree in Fig. 3 will be
stopped at R12, since the atom to be reduced is considered to be a repeated call to
predicate abs. Thus, the test-case for the successful derivation L1 is not obtained.
As a result, our evaluation strategy would not achieve the block-count(k) criterion.
The underlying problem is that we are in an inter-procedural setting, i.e., bytecode programs contain method calls. In this case –meanwhile decompiled versions of
bytecode programs without method calls always consist of binary rules– decompiled
programs may have rules with several atoms in their body. This is indeed the case
for the rule for lcm in Ex. 1, which contains an atom for predicate gcd and another
one for predicate lcm1c. Since under the standard left-to-right computation rule, the
execution of gcd is finished by the time execution reaches lcm1c there is no need to
take the computation history of gcd into account when supervising the execution of
lcm1c. In our example, the execution of gcd often involves an execution of abs which
is finished by the time the call to abs is performed within the execution of lcm1c.
This phenomenon is well known problem in the context of partial evaluation. There,
the notion of ancestor has been introduced [5] to allow supervising the execution of
conjuncts independently by only considering visited predicates which are actually
ancestors of the current goal. This allows improving accuracy in the specialization.
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Given a reduction step where the leftmost atom A is substituted by B1 , . . . , Bm ,
we say that A is the parent of the instance of Bi for i = 1, . . . , m in the new goal
and in each subsequent goal where the instance originating from Bi appears. The
ancestor relation is the transitive closure of the parent relation. The multiset of
ancestors of the atom for abs in goal R12 in the SLD tree is {lcm1c,lcm}, as lcm1c
is its parent and lcm the parent of its parent. Importantly, abs is not in such multiset.
Therefore, the leftmost computation in Fig. 3 will proceed upon R12 thus producing
the corresponding test-case for every k ≥ 1. The evaluation strategy proposed below
relies on the notion of ancestor sequence.
Definition 4 (inter-procedural evaluation strategy). The following two conditions provide an evaluation strategy which ensures block-count(k) in inter-procedural
bytecode (i.e., we consider several CFGs and methods):
(i) annotate every atom in the evaluation tree with a multiset which contains its
ancestor sequence which we refer to as ancestors;
(ii) atoms can only be reduced if there are at most k − 1 occurrences of the corresponding predicate in its ancestors.
The next section provides practical means to implement this strategy.

6

Test Data Generation by Partial Evaluation

We have seen in Sec. 5 that a central issue when performing symbolic execution
for TDG consists in building a finite (possibly unfinished) evaluation tree by using
a non-standard execution strategy which ensures both a certain coverage criterion
and termination. An important observation is that this is exactly the problem that
unfolding rules, used in partial evaluators of (C)LP, solve. In essence, partial evaluators are non-standard interpreters which receive a set of partially instantiated atoms
and evaluate them as determined by the so-called unfolding rule. Thus, the role of
the unfolding rule is to supervise the process of building finite (possibly unfinished)
SLD trees for the atoms. This view of TDG as a PE problem has important advantages. First, as we show in Sec. 6.1, we can directly apply existing, powerful,
unfolding rules developed in the context of PE. Second, in Sec. 6.2, we show that
it is possible to explore additional abilities of partial evaluators in the context of
TDG. Interestingly, the generation of a residual program from the evaluation tree
returns a program which can be used as a test-case generator for obtaining further
test-cases.
6.1

Using an Unfolding Rule for Implementing Block-Count(k)

Sophisticated unfolding rules exist which incorporate non-trivial mechanisms to stop
the construction of SLD trees. For instance, unfolding rules based on comparable
atoms allow expanding derivations as long as no previous comparable atom (same
predicate symbol) has been already visited. As already discussed, the use of ancestors [5] can reduce the number of atoms for which the comparability test has to be
performed.
In PE terminology, the evaluation strategy outlined in Sec. 5 corresponds to
an unfolding rule which allows k comparable atoms in every ancestor sequence.
Below, we provide an implementation, predicate unfold/3, of such an unfolding
rule. The CLP decompiled program is stored as clause/2 facts. Predicate unfold/3
receives as input parameters an atom as the initial goal to evaluate, and the value
of constant k. The third parameter is used to return the resolvent associated with
the corresponding derivation.
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unfold(A,K,[load_st(St)|Res]) :unf([A],K,[],Res),
collect_vars([A|Res],Vars),
save_st(Vars,St).
unf([],_K,_AS,[]).
unf([A|R],K,AncS,Res) :constraint(A),!, call(A),
unf(R,K,AncS,Res).
unf([’$pop$’|R],K,[_|AncS],Res) :!, unf(R,K,AncS,Res).

unf([A|R],K,AncS,Res) :clause(A,B), functor(A,F,Ar),
(check(AncS,F,Ar,K) ->
append(B,[’$pop$’|R],NewGoal),
unf(NewGoal,K,[F/Ar|AncS],Res)
; Res = [A|R]).
check([],_,_,K) :- K > 0.
check([F/Ar|As],F,Ar,K) :- !, K > 1,
K1 is K - 1, check(As,F,Ar,K1).
check([_|As],F,Ar,K) :- check(As,F,Ar,K).

Predicate unfold/3 first calls unf/4 to perform the actual unfolding and then, after
collecting the variables from the resolvent and the initial atom by means of predicate
collect vars/2, it saves the store of constraints in variable St so that it is included
inside the call load st(St) in the returned resolvent. The reason why we do this
will become clear in Sect. 6.2. Let us now explain intuitively the four rules which
define predicate unf/4. The first one corresponds to having an empty goal, i.e.,
the end of a successful derivation. The second rule corresponds to the first case in
the operational semantics presented in Sec. 2, i.e., when the leftmost literal is a
constraint. Note that in CLP there is no need to add an argument for explicitly
passing around the store, which is implicitly maintained by the execution engine by
simply executing constraints by means of predicate call/1. The second case of the
operational semantics in Sec. 2, i.e., when the leftmost literal is an atom, corresponds
to the fourth rule. Here, on backtracking we look for all rules asserted as clause/2
facts whose head unifies with the leftmost atom. Note that depending on whether
the number of occurrences of comparable atoms in the ancestors sequence is smaller
than the given k or not, the derivation continues or it is stopped. The termination
check is performed by predicate check/4.
In order to keep track of ancestor sequences for every atom, we have adopted the
efficient implementation technique, proposed in [25], based on the use of a global ancestor stack. Essentially, each time an atom A is unfolded using a rule H : −B1 , . . . , Bn ,
the predicate name of A, pred(A), is pushed on the ancestor stack (see third argument in the recursive call). Additionally, a $pop$ mark is added to the new goal after
B1 , . . . , Bn (call to append/3) to delimit the scope of the predecessors of A such that,
once those atoms are evaluated, we find the mark $pop$ and can remove pred(A)
from the ancestor stacks. This way, the ancestor stack, at each stage of the computation, contains the ancestors of the next atom which will be selected for resolution.
If predicate check/4 detects that the number of occurrences of pred(A) is greater
than k, the derivation is stopped and the current goal is returned in Res.The third
rule of unf/4 corresponds to the case where the leftmost atom is a $pop$ literal.
This indicates that the the execution of the atom which is on top of the ancestor
stack has been completed. Hence, this atom is popped from the stack and the $pop$
literal is removed from the goal.
Example 5. The execution of unfold(lcm([X,Y],Z),2,[ ]) builds a finite (and
hence unfinished) version of the evaluation tree in Fig. 3. For k = 2, the infinite
branch is stopped at goal R9, since the ancestor stack at this point is [gcd6c,
gcd4c,gcd4,gcd6c,gcd4c,gcd4,lcm] and hence it already contains gcd4 twice.
This will make the check/4 predicate fail and therefore the derivation is stopped.
More interestingly, we can generate test-cases, if we consider the following call:
findall(([X,Y],Z),unfold([gen test data(lcm,[X,Y],[-1000,1000],Z)],2,[ ]),TCases).
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where generate test data is defined as in Sec. 4. Now, we get on backtracking,
concrete values for variables X, Y and Z associated to each finished derivation of
the tree.4 They correspond to test data for the block-count(2) coverage criteria of
the bytecode. In particular, we get the following set of test-cases: TCases = [([1,0],0),
([0,0],divby0), ([-1000,0],0), ([0,1],0), ([-1000,1],1000), ([-1000,-1000], 1000),([1,-1],1)] which
correspond, respectively, to the leaves labeled as (L1),...,(L7) in the evaluation tree
of Fig. 3. Essentially, they constitute a particular set of concrete values that traverses
all possible paths in the bytecode, including exceptional behaviours, and where the
loop body is executed at most once.
The soundness of our approach to TDG amounts to saying that the above implementation, executed on the CLP decompiled program, ensures termination and
block-count(k) coverage on the original bytecode.
Proposition 1 (soundness). Let m be a method with n arguments and BCm its
bytecode instructions. Let m([X1 , . . . , Xn ], Y) be the corresponding decompiled method
and let the CLP block-level decompilation of BCm be asserted as a set of clause/2
facts. For every positive number k, the set of successful derivations computed by
unf(m([X1 , . . . , Xn ], Y), k, [], [], ) ensures block-count(k) coverage of BCm .
Intuitively, the above result follows from the facts that: (1) the decompilation is
correct and block-level, hence all traces in the bytecode are derivations in the decompiled program as well as loops in bytecode are cycles in CLP; (2) the unfolding
rule computes all feasible paths and traverses cycles at most k times.
6.2 Generating Test Data Generators
The final objective of a partial evaluator is to generate optimized residual code. In
this section, we explore the applications of the code generation phase of partial evaluators in TDG. Let us first intuitively explain how code is generated. Essentially,
the residual code is made up by a set of resultants or residual rules (i.e., a program), associated to the root-to-leaf derivations of the computed evaluation trees.
For instance, consider the rightmost derivation of the tree in Fig. 3, the associated
resultant is a rule whose head is the original atom (applying the mgu’s to it) and
the body is made up by the atoms in the leaf of the derivation. If we ignore the
constraints gathered along the derivation (which are encoded in load st(S) as we
explain below), we obtain the following resultant:
lcm([X, Y], Z) : −load st(S), gcd4(R, R′ , GCD), P # = X∗Y, lcm1c([GCD, P], Z).
The residual program will be (hopefully) executed more efficiently than the original one since those computations that depend only on the static data are performed
once and for all at specialization time. Due to the existence of incomplete derivations
in evaluation trees, the residual program might not be complete (i.e., it can miss
answers w.r.t. the original program). The partial evaluator includes an abstraction
operator which is encharged of ensuring that the atoms in the leaves of incomplete
derivations are “covered” by some previous (partially evaluated) atom and, otherwise, adds the uncovered atoms to the set of atoms to be partially evaluated. For
instance, the atoms gcd4(R,R’,GCD) and lcm1c([GCD,P],Z) above are not covered
by the single previously evaluated atom lcm([X,Y],Z) as they are not instances of
it. Therefore, a new unfolding process must be started for each of the two atoms.
4

We force to consider just finished derivations by providing [ ] as the obtained resultant.
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Hence the process of building evaluation trees by the unfolding operator is iteratively
repeated while new atoms are uncovered. Once the final set of trees is obtained, the
resultants are generated from their derivations as described above.
Now, we want to explore the issues behind the application of a full partial evaluator, with its code generation phase, for the purpose of TDG. Novel interesting
questions arise: (i) what kind of partial evaluator do we need to specialize decompiled
CLP programs?; (ii) what do we get as residual code?; (iii) what are the applications
of such residual code? Below we try to answer these questions.
As regards question (i), we need to extend the mechanisms used in standard PE
of logic programming to support constraints. The problem has been already tackled,
e.g., by [8] to which we refer for more details. Basically, we need to take care of
constraints at three different points: first, during the execution, as already done by
call within our unfolding rule unfold/3; second, during the abstraction process, we
can either define an accurate abstraction operator which handles constraints or, as
we do below, we can take a simpler approach which safely ignores them; third, during
code generation, we aim at generating constrained rules which integrate the store of
constraints associated to their corresponding derivations. To handle the last point,
we enhance our schema with the next two basic operations on constraints which
are used by unfold/3 and were left unexplained in Sec. 6.1. The store is saved and
projected by means of predicate save st/2, which given a set of variables in its
first argument, saves the current store of the CLP execution, projects it to the given
variables and returns the result in its second argument. The store is loaded by means
of load st/1 which given an explicit store in its argument adds the constraints to
the current store. Let us illustrate this process by means of an example.
Example 6. Consider a partial evaluator of CLP which uses as control strategies:
predicate unfold/3 as unfolding rule and a simple abstraction operator based on the
combination of the most specific generalization and a check of comparable terms (as
the unfolding does) to ensure termination. Note that the abstraction operator ignores
the constraint store. Given the entry, gen test data(lcm,[X,Y],[-1000,1000],Z), we
would obtain the following residual code for k = 2:
gen_test_data(lcm,[1,0],[-1000,1000],0).
gen_test_data(lcm,[0,0],[-1000,1000],
divby0).
...
gen_test_data(lcm,[X,Y],[-1000,1000],Z) :load_st(S1), gcd4(R,R’,GCD),
P #= X*Y, lcm1c([GCD,P],Z),
once(labeling([ff],[X,Y])).

gcd4(R,0,R) :- load_st(S2).
gcd4(R,0,GCD) :- load_st(S3).
gcd4(R,R’,GCD) :- load_st(S4),
gcd4(R’,R’’,GCD).
lcm1c([GCD,P],Z) :- load_st(S5).
lcm1c([GCD,P],Z) :- load_st(S6).
lcm1c([0,_P],divby0).

The residual code for gen test data/4 contains eight rules. The first seven ones are
facts corresponding to the seven successful branches (see Fig. 3). Due to space limitations here we only show two of them. Altogether they represent the set of test-cases
for the block-count(2) coverage criteria (those in Ex. 6.1). It can be seen that all rules
(except the facts5 ) are constrained as they include a residual call to load st/1. The
argument of load st/1 contains a syntactic representation of the store at the last
step of the corresponding derivation. Again, due to space limitations we do not show
the stores. As an example, S1 contains the store associated to the rightmost derivation in the tree of Fig. 3, namely {X in -1000..1000, Y in (-1000..-1)∨(1..1000),
5

For the facts, there is no need to consider the store, because a call to labeling has
removed all variables.
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R in (-999.. -1) ∨ (1..999), R’ in -998..998, R = X mod Y, R’ = Y mod R}. This
store acts as a guard which comprises the constraints which avoid the execution of
the paths previously computed to obtain the seven test-cases above.

We can now answer issue (ii): it becomes apparent from the example above that
we have obtained a program which is a generator of test-cases for larger values of
k. The execution of the generator will return by backtracking the (infinite) set of
values exercising all possible execution paths which traverse blocks more than twice.
In essence, our test-cases generators are CLP programs whose execution in CLP
returns further test-cases on demand for the bytecode under test and without the
need of starting the TDG process from scratch.
Here, it comes issue (iii): Are the above generators useful? How should we use
them? In addition to execution (see inherent problems in Sec. 4), we might further
partially evaluate them. For instance, we might partially evaluate the above specialized version of gen test data/4 (with the same entry) in order to incrementally
generate test-cases for larger values of k. It is interesting to observe that by using
k = 1 for all atoms different from the initial one, this further specialization will
just increment the number of gen test data/4 facts (producing more concrete testcases) but the rest of the residual program will not change, in fact, there is no need
to re-evaluate it later.

7

Conclusions and Related Work

We have proposed a methodology for test data generation of imperative, low-level
code by means of existing partial evaluation techniques developed for constraint
logic programs. Our approach consist of two separate phases: (1) the compilation
of the imperative bytecode to a CLP program and (2) the generation of test-cases
from the CLP program. It naturally raises the question whether our approach can be
applied to other imperative languages in addition to bytecode. This is interesting as
existing approaches for Java [23], and for C [13], struggle for dealing with features like
recursion, method calls, dynamic memory, etc. during symbolic execution. We have
shown in the paper that these features can be uniformly handled in our approach
after the transformation to CLP. In particular, all kinds of loops in the bytecode
become uniformly represented by recursive predicates in the CLP program. Also,
we have seen that method calls are treated in the same way as calls to blocks. In
principle, this transformation can be applied to any language, both to high-level
and to low-level bytecode, the latter as we have seen in the paper. In every case, our
second phase can be applied to the transformed CLP program.
Another issue is whether the second phase can be useful for test-case generation
of CLP programs, which are not necessarily obtained from a decompilation of an
imperative code. Let us review existing work for declarative programs. Test data
generation has received comparatively less attention than for imperative languages.
The majority of existing tools for functional programs are based on black-box testing [6,18]. Test cases for logic programs are obtained in [24] by first computing
constraints on the input arguments that correspond to execution paths of logic programs and then solving these constraints to obtain test inputs for the corresponding
paths. This corresponds essentially to the naive approach discussed in Sec. 4, which
is not sufficient for our purposes as we have seen in the paper. However, in the case
of the generation of test data for regular CLP programs, we are interested not only
in successful derivations (execution paths), but also in the failing ones. It should be
noted that the execution of CLP decompiled programs, in contrast to regular CLP
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programs, for any actual input values is guaranteed to produce exactly one solution
because the operational semantics of bytecode is deterministic. For functional logic
languages, specific coverage criteria are defined in [10] which capture the control
flow of these languages as well as new language features are considered, namely laziness. In general, declarative languages pose different problems to testing related to
their own execution models –like laziness in functional languages and failing derivations in (C)LP– which need to be captured by appropriate coverage criteria. Having
said this, we believe our ideas related to the use of PE techniques to generate test
data generators and the use of unfolding rules to supervise the evaluation could be
adapted to declarative programs and remains as future work.
We also plan to carry out an experimental evaluation by transforming Java bytecode programs from existing test suites to CLP programs and then trying to obtain
useful test-cases. When considering realistic programs, we will surely face additional
difficulties. One of the main practical issues is related to the scalability of our approach. An important threaten to scalability in TDG is the so-called infeasibility
problem [27]. It happens in approaches that do not handle constraints along the
construction of execution paths but rather perform two independent phases (1) path
selection and 2) constraint solving). As our approach integrates both parts in a single phase, we do not expect scalability limitations in this regard. Also, a challenging
problem is to obtain a decompilation which achieves a manageable representation of
the heap. This will be necessary to obtain test-cases which involve data for objects
stored in the heap. For the practical assessment, we also plan to extend our technique
to include further coverage criteria. We want to consider other classes of coverage
criteria which, for instance, generate test-cases which cover a certain statement in
the program.
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Abstra t. In this work, we onsider the automati generation of test
inputs for Mer ury programs. We use an abstra t representation of a
program that allows to reason about program exe utions as paths in a
ontrol-ow graph. Next, we dene how su h a path orresponds to a
set of onstraints whose solution denes input values for the predi ate
under test su h that when the predi ate is alled with respe t to these
input values, the exe ution is guaranteed to follow the given path. The
approa h is similar to existing work for imperative languages, but has
been onsiderably adapted to deal with the spe i ities of Mer ury, su h
as symboli data representation, predi ate failure and non-determinism.

1

Introdu tion

It is a well-known fa t that a substantial part of a software development budget
(estimates range from 50% to 75% [5℄) is spent in
a t of

orre tive maintenan e

 the

orre ting errors in the software under development. Arguably the most

ommonly applied strategy for nding errors and thus produ ing (more) reliable
software is testing. Testing refers to the a tivity of running a software omponent
with respe t to a well- hosen set of inputs and

omparing the outputs that are

produ ed with the expe ted results in order to nd errors. While the fa t that
the system under test passes su

essfully a large number of tests does not prove

orre tness of the software, it nevertheless in reases
and reliability [9℄.
In testing terminology, a

test ase

onden e in its

for a software

orre tness

omponent refers to the

ombination of a single test input and the expe ted result whereas a
refers to a

olle tion of individual test

is a pro ess that

an easily be automated by a so- alled test automation frame-

work: it su es to run the software
input,

test suite

ases. Running, or evaluating a test suite
omponent under test on e for ea h test

omparing the obtained result with the expe ted result as re orded in the

test ase, and to report those test

ases that failed during the test. An example

of a well-known test automation framework for Java is JUnit [8℄.
The hard part of the testing pro ess is

onstru ting a test suite, whi

h

om-

bla k-

prises nding a suitable set of test inputs either based on the spe i ation (

box

testing) or on the sour e

whitebox

ode of program (

or

stru tural

In the latter approa h, whi h we follow in this work, the obje tive is to
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testing).
reate a

set of test inputs that

over as mu h sour e

ode as possible a

ording to some

overage riterion; some well-known examples being statement, bran

h and path

overage [21℄.
Although some work exists on automati
tional and logi

generation of test inputs in fun -

programming languages [2, 13, 1℄, most attempts to automate

the generation of test inputs have

on entrated on imperative [19, 6, 7℄ or obje t

oriented programs [20, 14℄. In this work we

onsider the automati

of test inputs for programs written in the logi
[18℄. Although being a logi

generation

programming language Mer ury

programming language, Mer ury is strongly moded

and allows thus to generate a

omplete

ontrol ow graph similar to that of im-

perative programs whi h in turn makes it possible to adapt te hniques for test
input generation originally developed in an imperative setting. Su h a

ontrol-

ow based approa h is appealing for the following reasons: (1) Given a path
in the graph that represents a possible exe ution for a predi ate, one
pute input values su h that when the predi ate is

an

om-

alled with respe t to those

values, its exe ution will follow the derivation represented by the given path.
These input values

an easily be

onverted in a

test ase

by the programmer:

it su es to add the expe ted output for the predi ate under

onsideration. (2)

Given a (set of ) program point(s) within the graph, it is possible to
a path through the graph that ressembles a

omputation

program point(s). By extension, this allows for algorithms to
exe ution paths (and thus test

ases) guided by some

The approa h we present is similar in spirit to the
of [19℄, although
logi

ompute a set of

overage

riterion [21℄.

onstraint based approa h

onsiderably adapted and extended to t the parti ularities of a

programming language. In parti ular, the fa t that our notion of exe ution

path
ti

ompute

overing that (set of )

aptures failures and the sequen e of answers returned by a nondeterminis-

predi ate allows to automati ally generate test inputs that test the implemen-

tation strategy of possibly failing and non-deterministi
sin e

all dataow in a Mer

ury program

predi ates. In addition,

an easily be represented by

on the involved variables implies that our te hnique is, in
limited to numeri al values. The

urrent work is a

onstraints

ontrast to [19℄, not

onsiderably extended and

revised version of the abstra t presented at LOPSTR'06 [15℄.

2

Preliminaries

Mer ury is a stati ally typed logi
tem is based on polymorphi

programming language [18℄. Its type sys-

many-sorted logi

and essentially equivalent to the

My roft-O'Keefe type system [16℄. A type denition denes a possibly polymorphi

type by giving the set of fun tion symbols to whi h variables of that type

may be bound as well as the type of the arguments of those fun tors [18℄. Take
for example the denition of the well known polymorphi

type

list(T ):

:- type list(T) ---> [℄ ; [T|list(T)℄.
A

ording to this denition, if T is a type representing a given set of terms,

values of type
of type

T

and

list(T) are
t2

of type

either the empty list

list(T ).
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[℄

or a term

[t1 |t2 ]

where

t1

is

In addition to these so- alled

algebrai types,

Mer ury denes a number of

primitive types that are builtin in the system. Among these are the

int and float representing, respe

numeri types

tively, a nite set of integers and oating point

numbers. Mer ury programs are stati ally typed: the programmer de lares the
type of every argument of every predi ate and from this information the

ompiler

infers the type of every lo al variable and veries that the program is well-typed.
In addition, the Mer ury
a variable

mode system

lassied as either input  denoted by
and after a

des ribes how the instantiation of

hanges over the exe ution of a goal. Ea h predi ate argument is

in  (the argument is a ground term before
out  (the argument is a free variable

all) or output  denoted by

at the time of the

all that will be instantiated to a ground term). A predi ate

may have more than one mode, ea h mode representing a parti ular usage of the
predi ate. Ea h su h mode is

alled a

pro edure in Mer ury terminology. Ea h
determinism whi h states the number

pro edure has a de lared (or inferred)
of solutions it

an generate and whether it

Mer ury in lude
on e),

det (indi

semidet (a

ating that a

all will either su

an fail. Determinisms supported by

all to the pro edure will su

multi (a
nondet (a all

eed on e or fail),

at least one solution but possibly more), and

eed exa tly

all will generate
an either fail or

generate one or more solutions). There exist other modes and determinisms but
they are outside the s ope of this paper; we refer to [18℄ for details. Let us
onsider for example the denition of the well-known

append/3

and

member/2

predi ates. We provide two mode de larations for ea h predi ate, ree ting their
most

ommon usages:

:- pred append (list(T), list(T), list(T)).
:- mode append(in, in, out) is det.
:- mode append(out, out, in) is multi.
append([℄, Y, Y).
append([E|Es℄, Y ,[E|Zs℄):- append(Es, Y, Zs).
:- pred member(T, list(T)).
:- mode member(in, in) is semidet.
:- mode member(out, in) is nondet.
member(X, [X|_℄).
member(X, [Y|T℄) :- not (X=Y), member(X, T).
For

append/3, either

output in whi h

the rst two arguments are input and the third one is

ase the

all is deterministi

(it will su

eed exa tly on e), or

the third argument is input and the rst two are output in whi h
is non-deterministi

append/3 in either of these modes
are input and the
is input, in whi h

ase the

and may generate multiple solutions. Note that no

all will either su
ase the

all

an fail. For

all

all to

member/2, either both arguments

eed on e or fail, or only the se ond argument

an fail, or generate one or more solutions.
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3

Extra ting exe ution paths

3.1 A ontrol ow graph for Mer ury
For

onvenien e, we

onsider that a Mer ury program

onsists of a set of dis-

tin t pro edures (a multi-moded predi ate should have been transformed into
dierent pro edures). Ea h pro edure should be well-typed and well-moded, and
be in

superhomogeneous form .

of a single
of the

A pro edure in superhomogeneous form

onsists

lause (usually a disjun tion) in whi h the arguments in the head

lause and in pro edure

alls in the body are all distin t variables. Ex-

pli it uni ations are generated for these variables in the body, and

omplex

uni ations are broken down into simple ones. Moreover, using mode information ea h uni ation is

lassied as either a test between two atomi

X ==Y , an assignement Z :=X ,
tion X ⇐ f (Y1 , ..., Yn ). See [18℄

de onstru tion

X ⇒ f (Y1 , ..., Yn )

or

values

onstru -

for further details. We asso iate a distin t

label

to a number of program points of interest. These labels  whi h are written in
subs ripts and atta hed to the left and/or the right of a goal  are intended to
identify the nodes of the program's

ontrol ow graph.

Denition 1. Let Π denote the set of pro edures symbols, Σ the set of fun tion
symbols and V and L respe tively the set of variables and labels in a given program P. The syntax of a program in labelled superhomogenous form is dened
as follows:
LP roc
LConj
LDisj
LGoal
Atom

C
D
G
A

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
|

p(X1 , . . . , Xk ) :- LConj.
l Gl′ | l G,C
C ;C ′′ | D;C
A | D | not(C) | if C then C ′ else C ′′
X ==Y | X ⇒ f (Y1 , ..., Yn ) | X ⇐ f (Y1 , ..., Yn )
Z :=X | p(X1 , ..., Xn )

where X, Y, Z and Xi , Yi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) ∈ V, p/k ∈ Π, f ∈ Σ, l, l′ ∈ L. All labels
within a given program are assumed to be distin t.
Note that a
essive

ording to the denition above, a label is pla ed between two su -

onjun ts, as well as at the beginning and at the end of a

onjun tion

and a disjun tion.

Example 1.

The

append(in,in,out), member(in,in) and member(out,in) pro-

edures in labelled superhomogeneous form look as follows. Note that the only
dieren e between the two pro edures for

an assignment at program point l3 .

member is the

append(X :: in, Y :: in, Z :: out) : −
l1 (l2 X ⇒ [E|Es ],l3 append(Es , Y, W),l4 Z ⇐ [E|W]l5 ;
member(X :: in, Y :: in) : −
l1 Y ⇒ [E|Es ],l2 (l3 X == El4 ;
member(X :: out, Y :: in) : −
l1 Y ⇒ [E|Es ],l2 (l3 X := El4 ;

l5 member(X, Es )l6 )l7 .

l5 member(X, Es )l6 )l7 .
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l6 Z

use of test, respe tively

= Yl7 )l8 .

In [3℄, we have dened how one

an build and use a

ontrol ow graph

for Mer ury. Given a Mer ury program in labelled superhomogeneous form, its
ontrol graph

an easily be

graph are the labels o

su ess label lS

a

onstru ted as follows. The nodes of the dire ted

uring in the program, together with two spe ial labels:

and a

failure label lF ,

representing respe tively su

failure of a (partial) derivation. The graph



Two nodes

l

l′

and

are linked with a

ess and

ontains three types of ar s:

regular ar

if one of the following

onditions holds:
1.
2.

l is the label pre eding and l′ the label su eeding an atom;
l is the label pre eding an atom that an possibly fail (i.e. de onstru

or equality test) and whi h is not part of the
′
onstru tion and l is the failure label lF ;
3.

l

a

ondition of a

tion

if-then-else

is the label pre eding an atom that an possibly fail in the ondition of
′
onstru tion and l is the rst label of the goal in the

if-then-else

part of this
4. (a)

l

else

onstru tion;

is the label pre eding a disjun tion and

l′

is the label pre eding one

of the disjun ts inside this disjun tion; or

5.

(b) l is the label su eeding one of the disjun ts inside a disjun tion
l′ is the label su eeding the disjun tion as a whole;
l is the label pre eding a pro edure all and l′ is the rst label of

and
this

pro edure's body goal;



′
is the last label of the labelled program and l is the su ess label lS .
l and l′ are linked with a
or
′ rs
′ rf
respe tively (l, l ) , if l pre edes a pro edure
ar , denoted (l, l )
′
all and if the exe ution should be resumed at l upon su ess, respe tively

6.

l

return-after-su ess

Two nodes

failure

failure, of the

all.

Moreover, regular ar s are annotated by a natural number
ar

initiating a disjun t is annotated by the

jun tion when

Example 2.

return-after-

position

alled

priority.

Ea h

of the disjun t in the dis-

ounted from right to left. Other ar s are annotated by zero.

Figure 1. depi ts two

member(out,in) pro

ontrol ow graphs. The left one

member(in,in) pro

to a program dening the

orresponds

edure, the right one dening the

edure, as dened in Example 1.

(l1 , l2 ) represents su ess of the atom Y ⇒ [E|Es ]
(l1 , lF ) represents failure of the atom. In the rst ase, the
exe ution ontinues at l2 , in the latter it fails. The only dieren e between both
graphs is the presen e of the ar (l3 , lF ) in the graph for member(in,in); it
represents the fa t that the atom at l3 (the test X ==E ) an fail whereas the
assignement X :=E in member(out,in) annot. In order to avoid overloading
In both graphs, the ar

whereas the ar

the gures, we depi t priorities only when relevant, i.e. when they annotate an
ar

representing the entry into a disjun t. The ar

is annotated by the highest value, the ar

representing the rst disjun t

initiaing the last disjun t by zero. As

su h, a node from whi h leave several ar s bearing dierent priorities represents
ee tively a

hoi epoint.

When walking through the graph in order to
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olle t

l3

l4

l3

1

l1

l4

1

l2

l7

lS

l1

l2

0

l7

rs

l5

l6

l5

rs

rf

l6
rf

lF
Fig. 1.

lF

member(in,in) and member(out,in)

exe ution paths, the highest priority must be
that, operationally, in a disjun tion
and

D2

lS

0

(D1 ; D2 )

is exe uted only if a ba ktra king o

hosen rst. This denotes the fa t
the disjun t

D1

is exe uted rst,

urs.

3.2 Deriving exe ution sequen es
A program's

all possible exe utions
omplete exe ution segment

ontrol ow graph allows to reason about

of a given pro edure. We rst dene the notion of a
that represents a straightforward derivation from a

all to a su

ess (and thus

the produ tion of an answer) or a failure, in whi h an arbitrary disjun t is hosen
at ea h en ountered

hoi epoint. The denition is in two parts:

Denition 2. An exe ution segment for a pro edure p is a sequen e of labels
with the rst label being the label appearing at the very beginning of p's body, the
last label either the su ess label lS or the failure label lF , where for ea h pair of
onse utive labels (li , li+1 ) the following onditions hold:
1. If li 6= lS and li 6= lF then li is onne ted to li+1 in the graph with a regular
ar .
2. If li = lS then there exists lc (c < i) su h that lc and li+1 are onne ted
in the graph with a return-after-su ess ar , and the sequen e hlc+1 , ..., li i is
itself an exe ution segment;
3. If li = lF then there exists lc (c < i) su h that lc and li+1 are onne ted in
the graph with a return-after-su ess ar , the sequen e hlc+1 , ..., li i is itself an
exe ution segment and ea h pair of onse utive labels (lj , lj+1 ) with c + 1 ≤
j ≤ i is onne ted in the graph with a regular ar of whi h priority equals
zero;
Denition 2 basi ally states that an exe ution segment is a path trough the
graph in whi h a label
regular ar

li+1

follows a label

li

if both labels are

onne ted by a

( ondition (1)). If, however, li represents the exit from a pro edure

all  either by su

ess ( ondition (2)) or failure ( ondition (3))  then the next

label should be a valid resume point. Moreover,
ea h return has a

orresponding

onditions 2 and 3 impose that

all, and guarantee that the sequen e of labels

representing the exe ution through the
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allee is a valid exe ution segment as

failure

well. Condition 3 also denotes that the return after the
performed only if the

orresponding

perform ba ktra king to a
latter su

hoi epoint

of a

all

an be

all denitely failed, i.e. it is impossible to
reated after the

all that would make the

eed. In order to be useful, an exe ution segment must be

omplete,

intuitively meaning that there should be no

alls without a

orresponding return,

unless the derivation ends in failure and

ontains unexplored alternatives for

ba ktra king.

Denition 3. An exe ution segment S for a pro edure p is
lowing onditions hold:

omplete

if the fol-

1. If S ends with lS , then no sux of S is an exe ution segment for any pro edure of the program;
2. If S ends with lF then if S has a sux S ′ whi h is an exe ution segment for
a pro edure of the program, then S ′ ontains at least one pair of onse utive
labels (lj , lj+1 ) onne ted in the graph by a regular ar annotated by n ≥ 1.
In the above denition,
a su

ess, every

all has a

ondition 1 guarantees that, in a derivation leading to
orresponding return, while

in a derivation leading to a failure, if there exists a
return, it must be possible to ba ktra k inside this
and 3 only allow for

Example 3.
of labels

Let us

nite (

onsider

ondition 2 imposes that,
all with no

orresponding

all. Note that Denitions 2

omplete) exe ution segments.

member(in,in), dened in Example 1. The sequen

s = hl1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS i

represents a

ontrol ow graph depi ted on the left in Figure 1. Note that it
to the exe ution of a
element and a tail su
su

eeds, the rst disjun t is

eeds, leading to the su

s

represents a

rst position in the list

Example 4.

hosen at the

all

Y.

Let us now

ess of the predi ate. In other words, the exe ution

member(X,Y) in whi

h the element

onsider the nondeterministi

omplete exe ution segment in the

whi h the list

Of parti ular interest are the

hoi es

represents the exe ution leading

ommited at ea h

Y

is not empty.

hoi epoint en ountered

omplete exe ution segment. In the remaining we represent these

hoi es by a sequen e of integers, whi h are the priorities of the ar s
ea h

pro e-

ontrol ow graph depi ted on

to the rst solution of a

along a given

appears at the

s = hl1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS i

s

member(X,Y) in

X

member(out,in)

the right in Figure 1. The exe ution segment
all

hoi epoint l2 , and

all's rst argument also

dure, also dened in Example 1. The sequen e of labels
represents a

orresponds

all in whi h the de onstru tion of the list into a rst

the equality test between the former element and the
segment

e

omplete exe ution segment in the

hosen at

hoi epoint.

Denition 4. Let s = hl1 , ..., ln i be a omplete exe ution segment. The sequen
of hoi es asso iated to s, noted SC(s), is dened as follows:
SC(hl1 i) = hi
SC(hl1 , ..., ln i) = Prior(l1 , l2 ) · SC(hl2 , ..., ln i)
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e

where · denotes sequen e on atenation and Prior(li , li+1 ) = hnbi if li is a hoiepoint and li and li+1 are onne ted in the graph with a regular ar annotated
by a number nb, or hi if li is not a hoi epoint.
Example 5.
for

Let us onsider the

member(in,in),

omplete exe ution segment

s = hl1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS i

dened in Example 3. The sequen e of

hoi es asso iated

to this segment is SC(s) = h1i. On the other hand, for the omplete exe ution
′
segment s = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS , l6 , l7 , lS i, representing an exe ution in
whi h the rst argument of the

all to member o

urs in the se ond position of

omplete exe ution segment for a pro edure

p represents a single derivation

its se ond argument, we have
A
for a

all to

en ountered

p

SC(s′ ) = h0, 1i.

with respe t to some (unknown) input values in whi h for ea h

hoi epoint an arbitrary

hoi e is made. In order to model a real

exe ution of the pro edure, several su h derivations need in general to be
bined, in the right order. The order between two
is determined by the sequen e of

om-

omplete exe ution segments

hoi es that have been made. The sequen e of

hoi es being a sequen e over natural numbers, we dene the following operation:

Denition 5. Let hi1 , ..., im i denote a sequen e over N, we dene


decr(hi1 , ..., im i) =
For a sequen e of

hi1 , ..., (im − 1)i if im > 0
decr(hi1 , ..., im−1 i) otherwise

s = hi1 , . . . , in i, decr(s) represents a new sequen e of
s by deleting the rightmost zeros and de rementing
hoi e by one. Operationally, decr(s) represents the sta k

hoi es

hoi es that is obtained from
the rightmost non-zero

after performing a ba ktra k operation.

Denition 6. An exe ution sequen e for a pro edure p is dened as a sequen e
of omplete exe ution segments hS1 , ..., Sn i for p having the following properties:
1. For all 0 < i < n, decr(SC(Si )) is a prex of SC(Si+1 );
2. It is not possible to derive from the graph a omplete exe ution segment Sk
for the pro edure su h that decr(SC(Sk )) is a prex of SC(S1 ).
Note that an exe ution sequen e
a

all to the predi ate under

hS1 , . . . , Sn i

represents a derivation

tree for

onsideration with respe t to some (unknown) input

values. Indeed, the rst segment
in whi h for ea h en ountered

S1

represents the rst bran h, i.e. the derivation

hoi epoint the rst alternative is

hosen (the one

having the highest priority in the graph). Likewise, an intermediate segment
(i

≥ 1),

represents the same derivation as

Si

ex ept that at the last

having an unexplored alternative, the next alternative is
derivation tree represented by
the last segment
However, by

Sn

might

hS1 , . . . , Sn i

ontain

Si+1

hoi epoint

hosen. Note that the

is not ne essarily

omplete. Indeed,

hoi epoints having unexplored alternatives.

onstru tion, there doesn't exist a

omplete exe ution segment rep-

resenting an unexplored alternative between two

Si+1 .
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onse utive segments

Si

and

While the denition allows in prin iple to
quen es, an exe ution sequen e

annot

onsider innite exe ution se-

ontain an innite segment, nor

ontain a segment representing a derivation in whi h one of the

an it

hoi epoints has

a previous alternative that would have led to an innite derivation. It follows
that an exe ution sequen e represents a nite part of a real exe ution of the Merury pro edure under

onsideration (always with respe t to the parti ular but

unknown input values). The attentive reader will noti e that if
quen e

SC(Sn )

omposed of all zeros, then the exe ution sequen e represents a

exe ution in whi h all answers for the

Example 6.

all have been

omputed.

member(out,in)

Re onsider the nondeterministi

the following

is a se-

omplete

pro edure and

omplete exe ution segments:

S1 = hl1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS i,
S2 = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS , l6 , l7 , lS i,
S3 = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , lF , lF , lF ii
The reader an easily verify that SC(S1 ) = h1i, SC(S2 ) = h0, 1i, and SC(S3 ) =
h0, 0, 1i. Obviously, decr(SC(S1 )) = h0i is a prex of SC(S2 ) and decr(SC(S2 )) =
h0, 0i is a prex of SC(S3 ). Moreover, there does not exist a omplete exe ution
segment s su h that decr(s) is a prex of S1 and hen e hS1 , S2 , S3 i is an exe ution
sequen e for

member(out,in).

The exe ution sequen e from Example 6 orresponds to the exe ution of a all

member(X, Y ) in whi h a rst solution is produ ed by assigning the rst element
of the list Y to X and returning from the all (expressed by the rst segment of
the path, ending in lS ). A se ond solution is produ ed by ba ktra king, hoosing
the disjun t orresponding to l5 , performing a re ursive all, assigning the se ond
element of the list to X , and performing the return (the se ond segment, also
ending in lS ). The exe ution ontinues by ba ktra king and ontinuing at l5
and performing a re ursive

all in whi h the de onstru tion of the list argument

fails. In other words, the exe ution sequen e

e

orresponds to a

in whi h the se ond argument is instantiated to a list

all to member

ontaining exa tly two

elements.
In te remaining, we show how to
sequen e. Our approa h
translated into a set of

ompute input values from an exe ution

onsists of two phases. First, an exe ution sequen e is
onstraints on the pro edure's input (and output) argu-

ments. Next, a solver written in CHR is used to generate arbitrary input values
that satisfy the set of

onstraints. The solver

program under test, but

4

ontains type information from the

an be automati ally generated from the program.

From exe ution sequen es to sets of onstraints

Sin e Mer ury programs deal with both symboli

and numeri

data, we

onsider

symboli onstraints whi h are either of the form x =
f (y1 , . . . , yn ) or x ; f 1 and numeri al onstraints whi h are of the form x = y⊕z
two types of

1

onstraints:

The onstraint x ; f denotes that the variable x annot be de onstru ted into a
term of whi h the fun tor is f . Formally, that means ∀y : x 6= f (y).
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(with
form

⊕ an arithmeti
x = y and x 6= y

notational

operator). Furthermore we
that

onvenien e,

onsider

an be either symboli

onstraint variables are written in lower ase in order to

distinguish them from the

orresponding program variables.

In the remaining we assume that, in the

ontrol ow graph, edges originating

from a label asso iated to an atom are annotated as follows: in
all the edge is annotated by the
by the
su

orresponding

onstraints of the

or numeri . Note that as a

all itself; in

ase of a predi ate

ase of a uni ation it is annotated

onstraint, depending of the kind of atom and whether it

eeds or fails, as follows:

sour e program
l X := Yl′
l X == Yl′
l X <= f (Y1 , . . . , Yn )l′
l X => f (Y1 , . . . , Yn )l′
l X := Y ⊕ Zl′
In order to
basi
the

olle t the

(l, l′ )
x=y
x=y
x = f (y1 , . . . , yn )
x = f (y1 , . . . , yn )
x=y⊕z

onstraints asso iated to an exe ution segment, the

idea is to walk the segment and

olle t the

orresponding edges. However, note that the

(sub)sequen e of labels

(l, l′′ ) with l′ 6= l′′
not appli able
x 6= y
not appli able
x;f
not appli able
onstraints asso iated to

onstraints asso iated to ea h

orresponding to the body of a

ately renamed. Therefore, we keep a

olle tion phase. Initially this sequen e

orresponds to a predi ate

onstru ted and added to the sequen e. It is

removed from the sequen e when the
As su h, this sequen e of renamings
ontaining one renaming for ea h

onstraint

ontains a single renaming (possibly the

identity renaming). Upon en ountering an edge that
all, a fresh variable renaming is

all need to be appropri-

sequen e of renamings during the

orresponding return edge is en ountered.
an be seen as representing the

all in a

hain of (re ursive)

all sta k,

alls.

Denition 7. Let E denote the set of edges in a ontrol ow graph and let
hl1 , . . . , ln i be an exe ution segment for a pro edure p. Given a sequen e of renamings hσ1 , . . . , σk i, we dene U(hl1 , . . . , ln i, hσ1 , . . . , σk i) as the set of onstraints
C dened as follows :
1. if (l1 , l2 ) ∈ E and (l1 , lv )rs 6∈ E then let c be the onstraint asso iated to the
edge (l1 , l2 ). We dene C = {σ1 (c)} ∪ U(hl2 , . . . , ln i, hσ1 , . . . , σk i)
2. if (l1 , l2 ) ∈ E and (l1 , lv )rs ∈ E then let p(X1 , . . . , Xm ) be the all asso iated to the edge (l1 , l2 ). If head(p) = p(F1 , . . . , Fm ) then let γ be a
new renaming mapping fi to xi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m), and mapping every
variable o uring free in body(p) to a fresh variable. Then we dene C =
U(hl2 , . . . , ln i, hγ, σ1 , . . . , σk i).
3. if l1 = lS or l1 = lF , then we dene C = U(hl2 , . . . , ln i, hσ2 , . . . , σk i).
Furthermore, we dene U(hi, hi) = ∅.
Note that the three
rst
the

ase treats a su
orresponding

ases in the denition above are mutually ex lusive. The

ess or failure edge asso iated to a uni ation. It

onstraint, renamed using the

rst one in the sequen e). The se ond
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urrent renaming (whi

ase treats a su

ess ar

olle ts
h is the

orresponding

to a predi ate

all. It

reates a fresh renaming

γ and olle ts the
γ to the sequen e

the remaining part of the segment after adding
As su h, the newly
olle ting the

reated renaming

ase, representing a return from a
removing the
remaining

will be used as the

all,

urrent one when

alled predi ate's body. The third

olle ts the remaining

onstraints after

urrent renaming from the sequen e of renamings su h that the

onstraints are

orresponding

Example 7.

γ

onstraints asso iated to the

onstraints on
of renamings.

olle ted using the same renamings as those before the

all.

Let us re onsider the pro edure

member(in,in) and

the exe ution

s′ = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS , l6 , l7 , lS i given in Example 5. If we assume that id represents the identity renaming and that, when handling the
re ursive all at l5 , the onstraint variables e and es, orresponding to the lo al
′
′
variables of member, are renamed into e and es , we have

segment

U(s′ , hidi) = {y = [e|es], x 6= e, es = [e′ |es′ ], x = e′ }.
As

an be seen from Example 7, the set of

segment

onstraints asso iated to an exe ution

s denes the minimal instantiation of the pro

edure's input variables so

that the exe ution is guaranteed to pro eed as spe ied by
we have

y = [e, x|es] ∧ x 6= e.

tiation we

s.

s. In

x, e and es, as long as
member(x, y) is guaranteed to

A test input

an thus be

solving the asso iated set of

the above

olle t the

olle t the

ondition

follow the exe ution

omputed for a given exe ution segment by

onstraints, further instantiating the free variables

by arbitrary values, as long as the instantiation remains type
To

ase of Example 7

orre t) further instan-

hoose for the variables

is satised, the exe ution of
segment

Indeed, whatever (type

orre t.

onstraints asso iated to an exe ution sequen e, it su es to

onstraints asso iated to ea h individual exe ution segment using an

appropriate initial renaming in order to avoid name lashes.

Denition 8. Let S = hs1 , . . . , sn i denote an exe ution sequen e for a pro edure
set of onstraints asso iated to S , denoted C(S), is dened as

p. The

C(hs1 , . . . , sn i) =

[

U(si , σi )

1≤i≤n

where ea h σi is a renaming mapping ea h non-input variable of p to a fresh
variable name.
Note that the initial renamings do not

hange the name of the pro edure's

input variables. Indeed, sin e ea h segment represents a dierent derivation for
the

same input values, all

onstraints on these values from the dierent segments

must be satised.

Example 8.
for the

Let

S = hS1 , S2 , S3 i be the exe

member(out,in) pro

ution sequen e dened in Example 6

edure dened in Se tion 2, that is

S1 = hl1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS i
S2 = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 , l7 , lS , l6 , l7 , lS i
S3 = hl1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , l2 , l5 , l1 , lF , lF , lF i
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σi simply adds the index i to all on erned
variables, and assuming that when handling the re ursive all variables e and
es are renamed into e′ and es′ , one an easily verify that the set of onstraints
Assuming that an initial renaming

asso iated to

S

is as follows :

C(hS1 , S2 , S3 i) = U(S1 , σ1 ) ∪ U(S2 , σ2) ∪ U(S3 , σ3 )
= {y = [e1 |es1 ], x1 = e1 }
∪ {y = [e2 |es2 ], es2 = [e′2 |es′2 ], x2 = e′2 }
∪ {y = [e3 |es3 ], es3 = [e′3 |es′3 ], es′3 ; [ | ]}
For a given exe ution sequen e

S , C(S)

denes the minimal instantiation of

the pro edure's input variables so that the exe ution is guaranteed to pro eed as
spe ied by

S.

In Example 8 above, the set of

onstraints

C(hS1 , S2 , S3 i) implies

y = [e1 , e′2 |es′3 ] ∧ es′3 ; [ | ] ∧ x1 = e1 ∧ x2 = e′2
and, indeed, whatever type orre t instantiation we hoose for the variables e1
′
′
′
and e2 , we will always have es3 = [] and the exe ution of a all member(_, [E1 , E2 ])
is guaranteed to pro eed along the spe ied path.
Note that the obtained
su

onstraint set denes, for ea h segment ending in

ess, the minimal instantiation of the pro edure's

output

arguments as well.

In Example 8, the sequen e of output arguments is given by
the

omputed results

but into

ould be automati ally

omplete test

ases. Of

hx1 , x2 i.

ourse, before su h a

omputed test

be re orded for further usage, the programmer should verify that the
output

5

orresponds with the

Hen e,

onverted not only into test inputs

expe ted output.

ase

an

omputed

Constraint Solving
onstraints of a path are either

satisable or unsatisable. The latter means

that one or more labels in the path

annot be rea hed along the path (but may

The

be rea hed along other paths). The latter means that solutions (one or more)
exist, and that they will exer ise the exe ution path. In order to establish the
satisability, we take the usual

propagation

and

Propagation

sear h.

onstraint programming approa h of interleaving

We reuse existing (CLP)

onstraints for most of our base

on-

straints.

 x = y and x = f (y) are implemented as uni ation,
6 y is implemented as the standard Herbrand inequality
 x=
as

dif/2 in

 x=y⊕z
For

x;f

onstraint, known

many Prolog systems, and

is implemented as the
we have our

ustom

orresponding CLP(FD)

onstraint.

onstraint propagation rules, implemented in

CHR, based on the domain representation of CLP(FD). However, rather than
maintaining a set of possible values for a variable, the domain of a variable is the
set of possible fun tion symbols. The initial domain are all the fun tion symbols
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of the variable's type. For instan e, the

ontraint

domain(X,{[℄/0,[|℄/2}) exX with type list(T) are

presses that the possible fun tions symbol for variable

[℄/0 and [|℄/2, whi

h is also its initial domain.

The following CHR rules further dene the
pliers) for the

domain/2

onstraint propagators (and sim-

onstraint:

==> fail.
domain(X,∅)
domain(X,{F/A}) <=> fun tor(X,F,A).
domain(X,D)
<=> nonvar(X) | fun tor(X,F,A), F/A ∈ D.
domain(X,D1), domain(X,D2) <=> domain(X,D1 ∩ D2).
<=> domain(X,D \ {F/A}).
domain(X,D), X ; F/A

Sear h Step

During sear h, we enumerate

andidate values for the undetermined

terms. From all undetermined terms, we
the sear h tree for ea h fun tion symbol
the

onstraint

x = fi (y),

where

y

hoose one

fi

x

and

reate a bran h in

in its domain. In bran h

i,

we add

are fresh undetermined terms. Subsquently,

we exhaustively propagate again. Then either an (1) in onsisten y is found, (2)
all terms are determined or (3) some undetermined terms remain. In
must explore other bran hes, and in

ase (1) we

ase (2) we have found a solution. In

ase

(3) we simply repeat with another Sear h Step.
Our sear h algorithm visits the bran hes in depth-rst order. Hen e, we must
make sure not to get

aught in an innitely diverging bran h of the sear h tree,

e.g. one that generates a list of unbounded length. For this purpose, we order a
type's fun tions symbols a

ording to the

type graph. The nodes of a type graph

onsist of types and fun tion symbols. There is an edge in the graph from ea h
type to its fun tion symbols, and from ea h fun tion symbol to its argument
types. We order the fun tion symbols of a type a
they appear in a topologi

Example 9.

ording to the order in whi h

2

ordering of the type graph.

Consider the list type

:- type list(T) -> [℄ ; [T|list(T)℄.

Its type graph is:

list(T )gP

[℄

u
uu
uu
u
u
zu
u

PPP
PPP
PPP
PP'
[T |list(T )℄

h[℄, list(T ), [T |list(T )℄i, whi h yields the fun tion
h[℄/0, [|℄/2i. Indeed, if we rst try [|℄/2, the sear h will

A topologi al order is
symbol ordering
diverge.
To

on lude this se tion, note that our approa h is the opposite of type inferen e,

as we infer terms from types rather than types from terms. Among the vast
amount of work on type inferen e we note [4℄ whi h employs a similar fun tion
symbol domain solver, for resolving ad-ho

2

overloading.

We assume that all types are well-founded, e.g. the type :- type stream(T) ->
ons(T,stream(T)). is not a valid type.
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6

Implementation and Evaluation

The des ribed approa h for generating test inputs was implemented in Mer ury.
Our implementation rst
test, and

onstru ts a

ontrol ow graph for the program under

omputes a set of exe ution sequen es for the pro edures in the pro-

gram. To keep the set of exe ution sequen es nite, we use a simple termination
s heme that

onsists in limiting the

all depth as well as the the number of solu-

tions in ea h exe ution sequen e (in the

ase of non-deterministi

Sin e our implementation is meant to be used as a proof of
of the tool has not been parti ularily stressed.

Table 1 gives the test inputs that are generated for the
and

member(out,in)

pro edures).

on ept, performan e

member(in,in)

pro edures dened in Example 1 when the

all depth is

limited to 2 and the number of solutions in an exe ution sequen e to 3. For

member(in,in) we

indi ate for ea h generated test input whether this test in-

put makes the pro edure su
generated test input the
it is up to the user to
pe ted result when

eed or fail. For

member(out,in) we

give for ea h

3 As des ribed in Se tion 4,

orresponding output values.

he k whether the obtained result

orresponds to the ex-

reating the test suite. The test inputs (and

orresponding

outputs) presented in Table 1 were generated in 20 ms , respe tively 10 ms.

Test inputs
Computed
X::in Y::in
Result
0
[0]
Su ess
0
[1, 0]
Su ess
0
[1, 1, 0] Su ess
1
[0, 0]
Failure
1
[0]
Failure
0
[]
Failure
Table 1.

Test input Computed Result
Y::in
X::out
[0, 1, 2]
0, 1, 2
[0, 1]
0, 1
[0]
0
[]


Test input generation for member(X::in,Y::in) and member(X::out,Y::in)

Computed
Computed
Computed
Test input
Test input
Result
Result
Result
List::in Sorted::out List::in Sorted::out List::in Sorted::out

Test input
[]
[0]
[0, 0]
[1, 0]
[0, 0, 0]
[0, 1, 0]
[1, 1, 0]
[1, 0, 0]

[]
[0]
[0, 0]
[0, 1]
[0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 1]
[0, 1, 1]
[0, 0, 1]
Table 2.

Table 2

[2, 1, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 1, 0]
[0, 1, 1, 0]
[1, 1, 1, 0]
[1, 0, 1, 0]
[0, 1, 0, 0]
[0, 2, 1, 0]

[0, 1, 2]
[0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 1]
[0, 0, 1, 1]
[0, 1, 1, 1]
[0, 0, 1, 1]
[0, 0, 0, 1]
[0, 0, 1, 2]

[1, 2, 1, 0]
[1, 1, 0, 0]
[2, 2, 1, 0]
[1, 0, 0, 0]
[2, 0, 1, 0]
[2, 1, 1, 0]
[2, 1, 0, 0]
[3, 2, 1, 0]

[0, 1, 1, 2]
[0, 0, 1, 1]
[0, 1, 2, 2]
[0, 0, 0, 1]
[0, 0, 1, 2]
[0, 1, 1, 2]
[0, 0, 1, 2]
[0, 1, 2, 3]

Test ases generation for bubblesort(in,out)

ontains the generated test inputs for a pro edure implementing

the bubble-sort algorithm. This well-know algorithm for list sorting uses two

3

in the ase of member(out,in), we added manually the onstraint all_different/1
whi h guarantees all the elements of the list to be dierent.
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re ursive sub-pro edures. Call depth was limited to 5, and for ea h test input we
also give the

omputed output value. The test input generation took 1200 ms.

In Table 3, we present the behaviour of our implementation with dierent
pro edures, most of them have been

hosen from the DPPD library [10℄. For

ea h of them, we indi ate (1) the mode of the predi ate, (2) its determinism, (3)
the maximum

all depth used, (4) the number of solutions requested (only in the

ase of non-deterministi
of test
given in

pro edures), (5) the number

ms.
Deter- Maximum Solutions Number of Exe ution
minism all depth requested test ases time (in ms)

Pro edures
Partition(in,in,out,out)
Append(in,in,out)
Append(out,out,in)
Doubleapp(in,in,in,out)
Doubleapp(out,out,out,in)
Member(in,in)
Member(out,in)
Applast(in,in,out)
Mat h(in,in)
Mat happend(in,in)
MaxLength(in,out,out)
Reva type(in,in,out)
Transpose(in,out)
Table 3.

7

and multi-deterministi

ases generated, and (6) the exe ution time of the test input generation,

det
det
nondet
det
multi
semidet
nondet
det
semidet
semidet
det
det
det

6
6
6
3
6
5
5
3
3
4
5
4
2



10

8

5







126
6
10
6
4
12
6
14
6
20
10
12
9

890
40
70
650
4670
700
1310
40
960
90
600
500
1370

Test ases generation for dierent pro edures.

Con lusion and Future Work

In this work we have developed the ne essary
ontrol-ow based approa h to the automati

on epts and ma hinery for a

generation of test inputs for stru -

tural testing of Mer ury programs. Some parts of our approa h, in parti ular
the generation of exe ution sequen es, have been deliberately left general, as
it permits to develop algorithms for automati

test input generation that are

parametrised with respe t to a given

riterion or even a strategy for

overage

omputing a series of interesting test inputs.
A side-ee t of our approa h is that not only test inputs are
also the

orresponding

in the latter

outputs (the fa

omputed, but

t that the predi ate fails or su

eeds and,

ase, what output values are produ ed). All the programmer has

to do in order to

onstru t a test suite from the generated inputs is to

whether the generated output

he k

orresponds to what is expe ted.

We have evaluated a prototype implementation that

omputes a nite set of

exe ution sequen es and the asso iated test inputs but makes no eort whatsoever to guarantee a

ertain degree of

resear h. Several improvements

overage. This is left as a topi

for further

an be administered to our prototype in order to
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improve its performan e. For example, one

ould integrate the

onstraint solving

phase with the exe ution sequen e generation in order to limit the number of
generated sequen es.
Other topi s for further work in lude the development of a test evaluation
framework, that would provide a me hanism for registering automati ally generated (and possibly edited) test
evaluation of the test suite when

ases in a form that would allow a repeated
hanges in the sour e

ode o

ur (so- alled

Resear h on automated test generation is quite a tive in the

ontext of the

regression testing).
fun tional programming language Haskell. In parti ular, the fo us is on generating

ounter-examples of properties asserted by the programmer. The seminal

work in this area is Qui kChe k [2℄, a tool for
systemati

random

test generation. More

approa hes are those of SmallChe k [17℄ and Lazy SmallChe k [12℄,

whi h evaluate properties for all possible inputs upto a

ertain size. Most

related to our own work is that of Lindblad [11℄, whi h employs a
strategy to sear h more systemati ally for
more general on two a

ounts. Firstly, our

require programmer properties (but

losely

narrowing

ounter-examples. Our approa h is
ontrol-ow graph te hnique does not

an in lude them in the graph). Se ondly,

within the CLP approa h the addition of additional

onstraints and

onstraint

propagators is well-understood. This has allowed us to easily support integers
(with a CLP(FD) solver), whi h is an open problem in [11℄. Moreover, it will
enable us to repla e the general strategy with spe ialized (more powerful) propagators for parti ular pro edures.
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Introduction

Partial evaluation [10] aims at specializing programs w.r.t. part of their input
data (the static data). Partial evaluation may proceed either online or offline.
Online techniques implement a single, monolithic procedure that specializes the
program while dynamically checking that the termination of the process is kept.
Offline techniques, on the other hand, have two clearly separated phases. The
aim of the first phase, the so called binding-time analysis (BTA), is basically the
propagation of the static information provided by the user (and often includes a
termination analysis of the program). The output of this phase is an annotated
program so that the second phase—the proper specialization—only needs to
follow these annotations (and, thus, it runs faster than in the online approach).
Narrowing-driven partial evaluation [2] is a powerful technique for the specialization of functional (logic) programs based on the narrowing principle [16],
a conservative extension of rewriting to deal with logic variables (i.e., unknown
information in our context). An offline approach to narrowing-driven partial
evaluation has been introduced in [12]. In order to improve its accuracy, [5]
adapts a size-change analysis [11] to the setting of narrowing. This analysis is
then used to detect potential sources of non-termination, so that the arguments
that may introduce infinite loops at partial evaluation time are annotated to be
generalized away (i.e., replaced by fresh variables).
Unfortunately, the size-change analysis of [5] and the associated BTA suffer from several limitations. Firstly, the size-change analysis is only defined for
first-order functional programs, thus limiting its applicability. And, secondly,
the associated binding-time analysis is monovariant, i.e., a single sequence of
binding-times3 is associated to the arguments of a given function and, thus, all
calls to the same function are treated in the same way, which implies a considerable loss of accuracy.
?

3

This work has been partially supported by the EU (FEDER) and the Spanish
MEC/MICINN under grants TIN2005-09207-C03-02, TIN2008-06622-C03-02, and
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We consider the usual binding-times: static (definitely known at partial evaluation
time) and dynamic (possibly unknown at partial evaluation time).
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In this work, we present a transformational approach to overcome the above
drawbacks. Basically, we first transform the original higher-order program by
defunctionalization [13]. In particular, we introduce an extension of previous
defunctionalization techniques (like [3, 8]) that is specially tailored to improve
the accuracy of the size-change analysis. Then, we introduce a source-to-source
transformation that aims at improving the accuracy of both the size-change
analysis and the associated BTA by making explicit the binding-times of every
argument of a function. In this way, every function call with different bindingtimes can be treated differently. Thanks to this transformation, one can get the
same accuracy by using a monovariant BTA over the transformed program as
by using a polyvariant BTA (where several binding-times can be associated to a
given function) over the original program.

2

Defunctionalization

In this section, we introduce a stepwise transformation that takes a higherorder program and returns a first-order program (a term rewrite system). Our
transformation extends previous approaches (e.g., [8]) in order to make as much
higher-order information explicit as possible, so that the next steps of the BTA
(size-change analysis and propagation of binding-times) can exploit it.
In the following, we consider constructor-based rewrite systems as (firstorder) programs. Formally, a term rewriting system (TRS for short) is a set
of rewrite rules l → r such that l is a nonvariable term and r is a term whose
variables appear in l; terms l and r are called the left-hand side and the righthand side of the rule, respectively. Given a TRS R over a signature F, the defined
symbols D are the root symbols of the left-hand sides of the rules and the constructors are C = F \ D. We denote the domain of terms and constructor terms
by T (F, V) and T (C, V), respectively, where V is a set of variables with F ∩V = ∅.
The set of variables appearing in a term t is denoted by Var (t). A TRS R is
constructor-based if the left-hand sides of its rules have the form f (s1 , . . . , sn )
where si are constructor terms, i.e., si ∈ T (C, V), for all i = 1, . . . , n.
A position p in a term t is represented by a sequence of natural numbers,
where  denotes the root position. Positions are used to address the nodes of a
term viewed as a tree: t|p denotes the subterm of t at position p and t[s]p denotes
the result of replacing the subterm t|p by the term s.
In the following, we write on for the sequence of objects o1 , . . . , on .
2.1

Making Applications and Partial Calls Explicit

First, we make every application of the higher-order program explicit by using the fresh function apply. Also, we distinguish partial applications from total functions. In particular, partial applications are represented by means of
the fresh constructor symbol partcall. Total calls are denoted in the usual way,
e.g., f (tn ) for some defined function symbol f /n. A partial call is denoted
by partcall(f, k, tm ) where f /n is a defined function symbol, 0 < k ≤ n, and
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m + k = n, i.e., tm are the first m arguments of f /n but there are still k missing
arguments (if k = n, then the partial application has no arguments, i.e., we have
partcall(f, n)).4 For simplicity, we consider that partcall is a variadic function;
nevertheless, one can formalize it using a function with three arguments so that
the third argument is a (possibly empty) list with the already applied arguments.
Once all applications are made explicit with apply and partcall, we apply the
following transformation to the right-hand sides as much as possible:

f (tm+1 )
if k = 1
apply(partcall(f, k, tm ), tm+1 ) =
(∗)
partcall(f, k − 1, tm+1 ) if k > 1
This is useful to avoid unnecessary applications in the defunctionalized program
when enough information is available to reduce them statically.
In the following, we assume that every program contains an entry function,
called main, which is defined by a single rule of the form (main x1 . . . xn = r),
with x1 , . . . , xn ∈ V different variables, and that the program contains no call to
this distinguished function.
Example 1. Consider the following higher-order program R1 (as it is common
practice, we use a curried notation for higher-order programs):
main xs = map inc xs
inc x = Succ x

map f [ ]
=[]
map f (x : xs) = f x : map f xs

where natural numbers are built from Z and Succ and lists are built from [ ] and
“:”. First, we make all applications and partial calls explicit:
main(xs)
= apply(apply(partcall(map, 2), partcall(inc, 1)), xs)
map(f, [ ])
=[]
map(f, x : xs) = apply(f, x) : apply(apply(partcall(map, 2), f ), xs)
inc(x)
= Succ(x)
Then, we reduce all calls to apply with a partial call as a first argument using
the transformation (∗) above so that we get the transformed program R2 :
main(xs) = map(partcall(inc, 1), xs)
inc(x) = Succ(x)
2.2

map(f, [ ])
=[]
map(f, x : xs) = apply(f, x) : map(f, xs)

Instantiation of Functional Variables.

In the following, we say that a variable is a functional variable if it can be bound
(at run time) to a partial call. Now, we replace every functional variable by all
possible partial applications. Let pcallsR be the set of function symbols that
appear in the partcall’s of R, i.e.,
pcallsR = {f /n | partcall(f, k, t1 , . . . , tm ) occurs in R, with k + m = n}
4

A similar representation is used in FlatCurry, the intermediate representation of the
functional logic programming language Curry [7].
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Then, for each function f /n ∈ pcallsR with type5
τ1 7→ . . . 7→ τn 7→ . . . 7→ τk 7→ τk+1

(n ≤ k)

we replace each rule l[x]p = r where x is a functional variable of type
0
τj0 7→ . . . 7→ τk0 7→ τk+1

and 1 ≤ j ≤ n (so that some argument is still missing), by the instances
σ(l[x]p = r)

where σ = {x 7→ partcall(f, n − j − 1, x1 , . . . , xj−1 )}

with x1 , . . . , xj−1 different fresh variables (if j = 1, no argument is added to the
partial call). Clearly, we refer above to the types inferred in the original higherorder program. Nevertheless, if no type information is available, one could just
instantiate the rules with all possible partial calls; this might introduce some
useless rules but would be safe.
The instantiation of rules is applied repeatedly until no rule with a functional
variable appears in the program.6 Then, as in the previous step, we apply the
transformation (∗) above as much as possible to the right-hand sides of the
program. The following example illustrates this instantiation process.
Example 2. Consider again the transformed program R2 of Example 1. We have
pcallsR2 = {inc/1}. There is only one functional variable f (with type τ1 7→ τ2 )
in the rules defining map, hence we produce the following instantiated rules:
map(partcall(inc, 1), [ ])
=[]
map(partcall(inc, 1), x : xs) = apply(partcall(inc, 1), x) : map(partcall(inc, 1), xs)
Now, by reducing all calls to apply with a partcall as a first argument, we get the
transformed program R3 :
main(xs)
= map(partcall(inc, 1), xs)
map(partcall(inc, 1), [ ])
=[]
map(partcall(inc, 1), x : xs) = inc(x) : map(partcall(inc, 1), xs)
inc(x)
= Succ(x)
Observe that no call to apply occurs in the final program and, thus, there is no
need to add a definition for apply (i.e., the next step would not be necessary for
this example).
2.3

Adding an Explicit Definition of apply.

In contrast to standard defunctionalization techniques (like [3, 8]), the transformation process so far may produce a first-order program with no occurrences of
function apply in many common cases (as in the previous example).
5
6

Observe that n < k implies that function f returns a functional value.
Note that a function may have several functional arguments and, thus, we could
apply the instantiation process to the instantiations of a rule previously considered.
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In other cases, however, some occurrences of apply remain in the transformed
program and a proper definition of apply should be added. This is the case, e.g.,
when there is a call to apply with a function call as a first argument. In this case,
the value of the partial call will not be known until run time and, thus, we add
the following sequence of rules:
apply(partcall(f, n), x1 ) = partcall(f, n − 1, x1 )
apply(partcall(f, n − 1, x1 ), x2 ) = partcall(f, n − 2, x1 , x2 )
...
apply(partcall(f, 1, x1 , . . . , xn−1 ), xn ) = f (x1 , . . . , xn )
for each function symbol f /n ∈ pcallsR .
Our defunctionalization process can be effectively applied not only to programs using simple constructs such as (map f . . .) but also to programs that
make essential use of higher-order features, as the following example illustrates.
Example 3. Consider the following higher-order program from [15]:
main x y = f x y
g r a = r (r a)
inc n = Succ n

f Z = inc
f (Succ n) = g (f n)

where natural numbers are built from Z and Succ. The first step of the defunctionalization process returns
main(x, y) = apply(f (x), y)
g(r, a) = apply(r, apply(r, a))
inc(n) = Succ(n)

f (Z) = partcall(inc, 1)
f (Succ(n)) = partcall(g, 1, f (n))

Here, pcallsR = {inc/1, g/2}. We only have a functional variable r in the rule
defining function g (with associated type IN 7→ IN ) and, therefore, the following
instances of the rules defining function g are added:
g(partcall(inc, 1), a) = apply(partcall(inc, 1), apply(partcall(inc, 1), a))
g(partcall(g, 1, x), a) = apply(partcall(g, 1, x), apply(partcall(g, 1, x), a))
By reducing all calls to apply with a partcall as a first argument, we get
main(x, y) = apply(f (x), y)
g(partcall(inc, 1), a) = inc(inc(a))
g(partcall(g, 1, x), a) = g(x, g(x, a))

f (Z) = partcall(inc, 1)
f (Succ(n)) = partcall(g, 1, f (n))
inc(n) = Succ(n)

Finally, since an occurrence of function apply remains in the program, we add
the following rules:
apply(partcall(inc, 1), x) = inc(x)
apply(partcall(g, 2), x) = partcall(g, 1, x)
apply(partcall(g, 1, x), y) = g(x, y)
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The correctness of our defunctionalization transformation is an easy extension
of that in [3, 8] by considering that function apply is strict in its first argument
and, thus, our main extension, the instantiation of functional variables, is safe.
Note also that our approach is also safe at partial evaluation time where
missing information (in the form of logical variables) might appear since the
evaluation of higher-order calls containing free variables as functions is not allowed in current implementations of narrowing (i.e., such calls are suspended to
avoid the use of higher-order unification [9]).
Regarding the code size increase due to our defunctionalization algorithm,
the fact that it makes more higher-order information explicit comes at a cost:
in the worst case, the source program can grow exponentially in the number of
functions (e.g., when the program contains partial calls to all defined functions).
Nevertheless, this case will happen only rarely and thus the code size increase is
generally reasonable.

3

Polyvariant Transformation

In this section, we introduce a source-to-source transformation that, given a
program R, returns a new program R0 that is semantically equivalent to R
but can be more accurately analyzed. Basically, our aim is to get the same
information from a monovariant BTA over the transformed program R0 as from
a polyvariant BTA over the original program R.
Intuitively speaking, we make a copy of each function definition for every
call with different binding-times for its arguments. For simplicity, we only consider the basic binding-times s (static, known value) and d (dynamic, possibly
unknown value). The least upper bound over binding-times is defined as follows:
s t s=s

s t d=d

d t s=d

d t d=d

The least upper bound operation can be extended to sequences of binding-times
in the natural way, e.g.,
sds t ssd = sdd

sds t dsd = ddd

sds t dss = dds

A binding-time environment is a substitution mapping variables to bindingtimes. We will use the following auxiliary function Be (adapted from [10]) for
computing the binding-time of an expression:
= ρ(x)
Be [[x]]ρ
Be [[h(t1 , . . . , tn )]]ρ = Be [[t1 ]]ρ t . . . t Be [[tn ]]ρ

(if x ∈ V)
(if h ∈ C ∪ D)

where ρ denotes a binding-time environment. Roughly speaking, an expression
(Be [[t]]ρ) returns s if t contains no variable which is bound to d in ρ, and d
otherwise.
Given a term f (tn ) (usually the left-hand side of a rule), and a sequence of
binding-times bn for f , the associated binding-time environment, bte(f (tn ), bn ),
is defined as follows:
bte(f (tn ), bn ) = {x 7→ b1 | x ∈ Var(t1 )} ∪ . . . ∪ {x 7→ bn | x ∈ Var(tn )}
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poly trans({ }) = { }
poly trans({R} ∪ R) = poly trans(R)
8
{fbn (tn ) = pt(r, bte(f (tn ), bn )) | bn ∈ BT n }
if R = (f (tn ) = r)
>
>
>
>
>
n
>
>
< {applybn (partcall(fbn−1 , k, xn−1 ), xn ) = partcall(fbn , k − 1, xn ) | bn ∈ BT }
∪
if R = (apply(partcall(f, k, xn−1 ), xn ) = partcall(f, k − 1, xn ))
>
>
>
>
n
>
>
> {applybn (partcall(fbn−1 , k, xn−1 ), xn ) = fbn (xn ) | bn ∈ BT }
:
if R = (apply(partcall(f, k, xn−1 ), xn ) = f (xn ))
8
t
>
>
>
>
< c(pt(tn , ρ))
pt(t, ρ) = fbn (pt(tn , ρ))
>
>
>
>
: partcall(fbn , k, pt(tn , ρ))
applyb2 (pt(t1 , ρ), pt(t2 , ρ))

if
if
if
if
if

t∈V
t = c(tn ), c ∈ C
t = f (tn ), f ∈ D, Be [[ti ]]ρ = bi , i = 1, . . . , n
t = partcall(f, k, tn ), Be [[ti ]]ρ = bi , i = 1, . . . , n
t = apply(t1 , t2 ), Be [[ti ]]ρ = bi , i = 1, 2

Fig. 1. Polyvariant transformation: functions poly trans and pt

Definition 1 (polyvariant transformation). Let R be a program and bn be
a sequence of binding-times for main/n. The polyvariant transformation of R
n
w.r.t. bn , denoted by Rbpoly
, is computed as follows:
n
= { main(tn ) = pt(r, bte(main(tn ), bn )) | main(tn ) = r ∈ R }
Rbpoly
∪ poly trans(R \ {main(tn ) = r})

where the auxiliary functions poly trans and pt are defined in Fig. 1. Here, we
denote by BT n the set of all possible sequences of n binding-times.
Intuitively, the polyvariant transformation proceeds as follows:
– First, the left-hand side of function main is not labeled since there is no call
to main in the program. The right-hand side is transformed as any other
user-defined function using pt.
– Rules defining apply are transformed so that the binding-times of the partial
function and the new argument are made explicit. Observe that we label the
function symbol inside a partial call but not the partial call itself. Also, apply
is just labeled with the binding-time of their second argument; the bindingtime of the first argument is not needed since the binding-times labeling the
function inside the corresponding partial call already contains more accurate
information.
– For the remaining rules, we replace them by a number of copies labeled with
all possible sequences of binding-times,7 whose right-hand sides are then
transformed using function pt.
7

Therefore, we introduce 2m copies of each rule defining a function f /m. As an
alternative, one can perform a pre-processing analysis to determine the call patterns
f (b0m ) that may occur from the initial call to main(bn ). This approach, however, will
involve a similar complexity as constructing the higher-order call graph of [15]. Here,
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– Function pt takes a term and a binding-time environment and proceeds as
follows:
– Variables and constructor symbols are left untouched.
– Function calls are labeled with the binding-times of their arguments
according to the current binding-time environment. Function symbols in
partial calls are also labeled in the same way.
– Applications and partial calls are labeled as in function poly trans.
Example 4. Consider the defunctionalized program R of Example 3:
main(x, y) = apply(f (x), y)
g(partcall(inc, 1), a) = inc(inc(a))
g(partcall(g, 1, x), a) = g(x, g(x, a))
apply(partcall(g, 2), x) = partcall(g, 1, x)
apply(partcall(g, 1, x), y) = g(x, y)

f (Z) = partcall(inc, 1)
f (Succ(n)) = partcall(g, 1, f (n))
inc(n) = Succ(n)
apply(partcall(inc, 1), x) = inc(x)

Given the initial binding-times sd, our polyvariant transformation produces the
8
following program Rsd
poly :
main(x, y) = applyd (fs (x), y)
fs (Z) = partcall(inc, 1)
fs (Succ(n)) = partcall(gs , 1, fs (n))
applyd (partcall(inc, 1), x) = incd (x)
applyd (partcall(gs , 1, x), y) = gsd (x, y)

4

incs (n) = Succ(n)
incd (n) = Succ(n)
gsd (partcall(inc, 1), a) = incd (incd (a))
gsd (partcall(gs , 1, x), a) = gsd (x, gsd (x, a))

The Transformation in Practice

In this section, we present a summary of our progress on the development of a
partial evaluator that follows the ideas presented so far. The undertaken implementation follows these directions:
– The system accepts higher-order programs which are first transformed using the techniques of Sect. 2 (defunctionalization) and Sect. 3 (polyvariant
transformation).
– Then, the standard size-change analysis of [5] (for first-order programs) is
applied to the transformed program.
– Finally, we annotate the program using the output of the size-change analysis
and apply the specialization phase of the existing offline partial evaluator [12,
5]. We note that no propagation of binding-times is required here9 since this
information is already explicit in every function call thanks to the polyvariant
transformation.

8
9

we prefered to trade time complexity for space complexity. Furthermore, many of
these copies are dead code and will be easily removed in the partial evaluation stage.
Actually, the transformation produces some more (useless) rules that we do not show
for clarity.
In the original scheme, the binding-time of every function argument is required to
identify static loops that can be safely unfolded.
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Table 1. Benchmark results
benchmark original
specialized
poly specialized
run time run time speedup run time speedup
ack
1954
490
3.99
483
4.05
buly
689
989
0.7
481
1.43
buly2
691
994
0.7
462
1.5
fib
1964
1846
1.06
1837
1.07
Average
5298
4319
1.20
3263
1.75
(a) first-order programs

benchmark original
online
offline
run time run time speedup run time speedup
453
409
1.11
420
1.08
doublefib
mapHO
1199
508
2.36
1126
1.06
repfirst
2476
2524
0.98
2043
1.21
Average
4128
3441
1.37
3589
1.12
(b) higher-order programs

Table 1 (a) shows the effectiveness of the polyvariant transformation over
some first-order programs (Ackermann’s function, Fibonacci’s function, and a
couple of examples from [6]). Here, we consider the previous offline partial evaluator of [12, 5], the only difference being that in the last two columns the considered program is first transformed with the polyvariant transformation. As it
can be seen, the polyvariant transformation improves the speedups in all examples. Table 1 (b) then considers some programs including higher-order functions.
Since the previous offline partial evaluator did not accept higher-order programs,
we now compare the new offline partial evaluator with an online partial evaluator for Curry that accepts higher-order functions [1]. As expected, the results in
this case are worse compared with the online partial evaluator. Nevertheless, run
times are still reasonable and the offline partial evaluator is much faster than
the online one. Averages are obtained from the geometric mean of the speedups.

5

Related Work and Conclusions

Size-change analysis has been recently extended to higher-order functional programs in [15]. In contrast to our approach, Sereni proposes a direct approach
over higher-order program that requires the construction of a complex call graph
which might produce less efficient binding-time analyses. We have applied our
technique to the example in [15] and we got the same accuracy (despite the use
of defunctionalization). A deeper comparison is the subject of ongoing work.
Regarding the definition of transformational approaches to polyvariant BTA,
we only found the work of [6]. In contrast to our approach, Bulyonkov duplicates
the function arguments so that, for every argument of the original function, there
is another argument with its binding-time. Furthermore, some additional code to
compute the binding-times of the calls in the right-hand sides of the functions is
added. Then, a first stage of partial evaluation is run with some concrete values
for the binding-time arguments of some function. As a result, the specialized
program may include different versions of the same function (for different combinations of binding-times). Then, partial evaluation is applied again using the
actual values of the static arguments. Our approach replaces the first stage of
transformation and partial evaluation by a simpler transformation based on duplicating code and labeling function symbols. No experimental comparison can
be made since we are not aware of any implementation of Bulyonkov’s approach.
Other related approaches to improve the accuracy of termination analysis by
labeling functions can be found in [14], which is based on a standard technique
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from logic programming [4]. Here, some program clauses are duplicated and labeled with different modes—the mode of an argument can be input, if it is known
at call time, or output, if it is unknown—in order to have a well-moded program
where every call to the same predicate has the same modes. This technique can
be seen as a simpler version of our polyvariant transformation.
To summarize, in this work we have introduced a transformational approach
to polyvariant BTA of higher-order functional programs. Our approach is based
on two different transformations: an improved defunctionalization algorithm that
makes as much higher-order information explicit as possible, together with a
polyvariant transformation that improves the accuracy of the binding-time propagation. Our preliminary results with a prototype implementation are encouraging and point out that the new BTA is efficient and still sufficiently accurate.
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Introduction

There are two main approaches to partial evaluation [6], a well-known technique
for program specialisation. Online partial evaluators basically include an augmented interpreter that tries to evaluate the program constructs as much as
possible—using the partially known input data—while still ensuring the termination of the process. Offline partial evaluators, on the other hand, require a
binding-time analysis (BTA) to be run before specialisation, which annotates the
source code to be specialised. Roughly speaking, the BTA annotates the various
calls in the source program as either unfold (executed by the partial evaluator)
or memo (executed at run time, i.e., memoized), and annotates the arguments
of the calls themselves as static (known at specialisation time) or dynamic (only
definitely known at run time).
In the context of logic programming, a BTA should ensure that the annotations of the arguments are correct, in the sense that an argument marked as
static will be ground in all possible specialisations. It should also ensure that the
specialiser will always terminate. This can be broadly classified into local and
global termination [7]. The local termination of the process implies that no atom
is infinitely unfolded. The global termination ensures that only a finite number
of atoms are unfolded. Basically, the program annotations are safe when
– all atoms marked as unfold can be unfolded as much as possible (as indicated
by the annotations) while still guaranteeing the local termination, and
– global termination is guaranteed by generalising the dynamic arguments
whenever a new atom is added to the set of (to be) partially evaluated
atoms; also, all arguments marked as static must indeed be ground.
In previous work, Craig et al [4] have presented a fully automatic BTA for logic
programs, whose output can be used for the offline partial evaluator logen [9].
Unfortunately, this BTA still suffers from some serious practical limitations:
– The current implementation does not guarantee global termination.
?
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– The technique and its implementation is quite complicated, consisting of a
combination of various other analyses: model-based binding-type inference,
binary clause generation, inter-argument size relation analysis with polyhedra, etc., running on different Prolog systems. As a consequence, the current
implementation is quite fragile and hard to maintain.
– In addition to the implementation complexity, the technique is also very slow
and does not scale to medium-sized examples.
Recently, Vidal [13] has introduced a quasi-termination analysis for logic programs that is independent of the selection rule. This approach is less precise than
other termination analyses that take into account a particular selection strategy
but, as a counterpart, is also faster and well suited for partial evaluation (where
flexible selection strategies are often mandatory, see, e.g., [1, 7]). In this paper,
we introduce a new BTA for logic programs with the following advantages:
– it is conceptually simpler and considerably faster, scaling to medium-sized
or even large examples;
– the technique does ensure both local and global termination;
– the technique can be used to infer annotations for semi-online specialisers
(e.g., logen has semi-online features) combining the speed of the offline
approach with the power of the online one.
The main source of improvement comes from using a size-change analysis for
termination purposes rather than a termination analysis based on the abstract
binary unfoldings [3] as in [4]. Basically, the main difference between both termination analyses is that the binary unfoldings consider a particular selection
strategy (i.e., Prolog’s leftmost selection strategy). As a consequence, every time
the annotation of an atom changes from unfold to memo during the BTA of [4],
the termination analysis should be redone from scratch in order to take into
account that this atom would not be unfolded (thus avoiding the propagation of
some bindings). On the other hand, the size-change analysis is independent of a
particular selection strategy. As a consequence, it is less precise, since no variable
bindings are propagated between the body atoms of a clause, but it should be run
only once. In general the termination analysis is the most expensive component
of a BTA.
We have implemented the new approach, and we will show on experimental
results that the new technique is indeed much faster and much more scalable. On
some examples, the accuracy is still sub-optimal, and we present various ways to
improve this. Still, this is the first BTA for logic programs that can be applied
to larger programs, and as such is an important step forward.

2

Size-Change Termination Analysis

In the remainder we assume basic knowledge of the fundamentals of logic programming [2, 12]. In this section, we recall the basis of the size-change analysis
of [13], which is used to check the (quasi-)termination of a program.
We denote by callsR
P (Q0 ) the set of calls in the computations of a goal Q0
within a logic program P and a computation rule R. We say that a query Q is
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strongly terminating w.r.t. a program P if every SLD derivation for Q with P is
finite. The query Q is strongly quasi-terminating if, for every computation rule
R, the set callPR (Q) contains finitely many nonvariant atoms. A program P is
strongly (quasi-)terminating w.r.t. a set of queries Q if every Q ∈ Q is strongly
(quasi-)terminating w.r.t. P . For conciseness, in the remainder of this paper, we
write “(quasi-)termination” to refer to “strong (quasi-)termination.”
Size-change analysis is based on constructing graphs that represent the decrease of the arguments of a predicate from one call to another. For this purpose,
some ordering on terms is required. In [13], reduction orders (%, ) induced from
symbolic norms || · || are used:
Definition 1 (symbolic norm [11]). Given a term t,

Pn
m + i=1 ki ||ti || if t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ), n > 0
||t|| =
t
if t is a variable
where m and k1 , . . . , kn are non-negative integer constants depending only on
f /n. Note that we associate a variable over integers with each logical variable
(we use the same name for both since the meaning is clear from the context).
The introduction of variables in the range of the norm provides a simple mechanism to express dependencies between the sizes of terms.
The associated induced orders (%, ) are defined as follows: t1  t2 (respec.
t1 % t2 ) if ||t1 σ|| > ||t2 σ|| (respec. ||t1 σ|| > ||t2 σ||) for all substitution σ that
makes ||t1 σ|| and ||t2 σ|| ground (e.g., an integer constant). Two popular instances
of symbolic norms are the symbolic term-size norm || · ||ts (which counts the
arities of the term symbols) and the symbolic list-length norm || · ||ll (which
counts the number of elements of a list), e.g.,
f (X, Y, a) ts f (X, a, b) since ||f (X, Y, a)||ts = X + Y + 3 > X + 3 = ||f (X, a, b)||ts
[X|R] %ll [s(X)|R] since ||[X|R]||ll = R + 1 > R + 1 = ||[s(x)|R]||ll
Now, we produce a size-change graph G for every pair (H, Bi ) of every clause
H ← B1 , . . . , Bn of the program, with edges between the arguments of H and
Bi when the size of the corresponding terms decrease w.r.t. a given reduction
pair (%, ). Consider the following simple program:
(c1 )
(c2 )
(c3 )
(c4 )
(c5 )

incList([ ], , [ ]).
incList([X|R], I, L) ← iList(X, R, I, L).
iList(X, R, I, [XI|RI]) ← add(I, X, XI), incList(R, I, RI).
add(0, Y, Y ).
add(s(X), Y, s(Z)) ← add(X, Y, Z).

Here, the size-change graphs associated to, e.g., clause c3 are as follows:
G : iList −→
1iList
2iList
3iList
4iList

%ts

%ts
ts

add
1? add

/ 2add
8 3add

G 0 : iList −→ incList
1iList %ts gg3 1incList
ggggg
2iList %ts gg3 2incList
3iList
4iList
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ggggg
ts gg3 3incList
ggggg

using a reduction pair (%ts , ts ) induced from the symbolic term-size norm.
In order to identify the program loops, we should compute roughly a transitive closure of the size-change graphs by composing them in all possible ways.
Basically, given two size-change graphs:
G = ({1p , . . . , np }, {1q , . . . , mq }, E1 )

H = ({1q , . . . , mq }, {1r , . . . , lr }, E2 )

w.r.t. the same reduction pair (%, ), their concatenation is defined by
G • H = ({1p , . . . , np }, {1r , . . . , lr }, E)
where E contains an edge from ip to kr iff E1 contains an edge from ip to some
jq and E2 contains an edge from jq to kr . Furthermore, if some of the edges are
labelled with , then so is the edge in E; otherwise, it is labelled with %.
In particular, we only need to consider the idempotent size-change graphs G
with G • G = G, because they represent the (potential) program loops.
For the previous example, we compute the following idempotent size-change
graphs:
G1 : incList −→ incList
ts
/ 1incList
1incList
%ts
/
2incList
2incList
ts
/ 3incList
3incList

G2 : iList −→ iList

1iList ts 0 1iList
ts
/ 2iList
2iList
%ts
/ 3iList
3iList
ts
/ 4iList
4iList

G3 : add −→ add
ts
/ 1add
1add
%ts
/
2add
2add
ts
/ 3add
3add

that represent how the size of the arguments of the three potentially looping
predicates changes from one call to another.

3
3.1

A Fully Automatic Binding-Time Analysis
Logen and Overview of the Algorithm

The logen system [9] is an offline partial evaluator for Prolog, which works on an
annotated version of the source program. logen uses two kinds of annotations:
– Filter declarations, which declare which arguments to which predicates are
static and which ones are dynamic. This influences the global control (only):
dynamic arguments are always replaced by fresh variables, while static arguments are kept as they are. In this work, we consider a relatively simple
domain of binding-types for predicate arguments:
– static: the argument is definitely known at partial evaluation time;
– nonvar: the argument is not a variable at partial evaluation time, i.e.,
the top-level function symbol is known;
– list nonvar: the argument is definitely bound to a finite list, whose elements are not variables;
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– list: the argument is definitely bound to a finite list of possibly unknown
arguments at partial evaluation time;
– dynamic: the argument is possibly unknown at partial evaluation time.
In logen, though, the user can define their own binding-types [4], and one
can use the pre-defined list-constructor to define additional types such as
list(dynamic) to denote a list of known length with dynamic elements, or
list(nonvar) to denote a list of known length with non-variable elements.
– Clause annotations, which indicate for every call in the body of a clause
how that call should be treated during unfolding. This thus influences the
local control only, which is effectively hard-wired. Calls to user predicates are
either annotated with memo — indicating that it should not be unfolded
— or with unfold — indicating that it should be unfolded. Calls to built-ins
are either annotated with rescall — indicating that it should not be called
— or with call — indicating that it should be called during specialisation.
Our algorithm works in two phases. In the first phase a goal-independent sizechange analysis is run to obtain selection-rule independent information about
terminating and quasi-terminating calls. In the second phase, an abstract interpretation propagates abstract information about entry points thorough the
program, making decisions about how to annotate the program. These decisions
are based on the abstract patterns and the result of the size-change analysis.
3.2

Propagation of Binding-Types

Given a program and the specification of the input data for some initial predicate,
a binding-time analysis first propagates the known information through all the
program clauses. The propagation of binding-types works as follows:
– A call pattern is processed and the abstract information propagated through
the program;
– For every program point, one has to decide
– For built-ins, whether they should be called or not; this is decided solely
on the abstract information. E.g., functor(nonvar,dynamic,dynamic)
can be called, functor(dynamic,static,dynamic) cannot.
– For calls to user-defined predicates, whether to unfold or memoize them.
For this, the information of the size-change analysis is used. If the predicate is marked as unfold, its clauses will be analysed. If a predicate is
marked as memo, then it is checked whether the current call is safe w.r.t.
global termination. If not, arguments are generalised (marked dynamic).
For this, again the size-change analysis results are used.
Note that in both cases these decisions influence the propagation of abstract
information to the right of the call under consideration. E.g., consider the
goal functor(X,F,N), p(F). If X is nonvar, then the functor call will be
evaluated and F becomes static within p(F) (no matter what F was before).
We consider that the user provides a program and the binding-types for some
predicate, and an iterative algorithm (like that of [4]) is used to propagate the
binding-types to all predicates, i.e., to compute a program division of the form
div = {p1 7→ (bt11 , . . . , bt1m1 ), . . . , pn 7→ (btn1 , . . . , btnmn )}
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where p1 , . . . , pn are the predicates of the considered program and btij are
binding-types. We write div(pi ) to denote the binding-types associated to pi
in div and div(pi , j) to denote the binding-type of the j-th argument of pi in
div. For simplicity, we consider a monovariant binding-time analysis where a
single sequence of binding-types is associated with each predicate.
3.3

Ensuring Local Termination

In this section, we consider the local termination of the specialisation process,
i.e., we analyse whether the unfolding of an atom terminates for any selection
strategy.
Let us first recall the notion of instantiated enough w.r.t. a symbolic norm
from [11]: a term t is instantiated enough w.r.t. a symbolic norm || · || if ||t|| is an
integer constant. We now present a sufficient condition for termination. Basically, we require the decreasing parameters of (potentially) looping predicates to
be instantiated enough w.r.t. a symbolic norm in the considered computations.
Theorem 1 (termination [13]). Let P be a program and let (%, ) be a reduction pair induced by a symbolic norm || · ||. Let A be a set of atoms. If every

idempotent size-change graph for P contains at least one edge ip −→ ip such that,
for every atom A ∈ A, computation rule R, and atom p(t1 , . . . , tn ) ∈ callsR
P (A),
ti is instantiated enough w.r.t. || · ||, then P is terminating w.r.t. A.
For instance, according to the idempotent graphs in Sect. 2, calls to predicate
incList terminate whenever its first or its last argument is instantiated enough
w.r.t. || · ||ts , either the second or the fourth argument of iList is instantiated
enough w.r.t. || · ||ts , and either the second or the third argument of add is
instantiated enough w.r.t. || · ||ts .
Note that the strictly decreasing arguments should be instantiated enough in
every possible derivation w.r.t. any computation rule. Although this condition
is undecidable in general, it can be approximated by using the binding-types of
the computed division (cf. Section 3.2). From Theorem 1 above, one can design
a simple annotation strategy as follows:
Definition 2 (local annotations). Let P be a program and let (%, ) be a
reduction pair induced by a symbolic norm || · ||. Let G be the idempotent sizechange graphs from the size-change analysis and div be the computed division.
The calls in the bodies of the clauses of P are annotated as follows:
– a call p(t1 , . . . , tn ) is annotated with unfold if every idempotent size-change

graph for p/n in G contains at least one edge ip −→ ip , 1 6 i 6 n, such that
div(p, i) 6= dynamic;
– otherwise, the call is annotated with memo.
Consider, e.g., that the propagation of binding-types returns the following division for the incList program of Sect. 2:
div = { incList 7→ (dynamic, static, dynamic),
iList 7→ (dynamic, dynamic, static, dynamic),
add
7→ (static, dynamic, dynamic)
}
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Then, according to the idempotent size-change graphs of Sect. 2 and Theorem 1
above, only the call to add can be marked as unfold in the program.
3.4

Ensuring Global Termination

In order to ensure the global termination of the specialisation process, we should
ensure that only a finite number of non-variant atoms are added to the set
of (to be) partially evaluated atoms, i.e., that the sequence of atoms is quasiterminating.
For this purpose, [13] adds an additional condition, namely that the considered norms || · || should be bounded, i.e., the set {s | ||t|| > ||s||} should contain
a finite number of nonvariant terms for any term t. Note that this condition excludes the use of some norms. For instance, the list-length norm is not bounded,
a serious limitation of the results in [13]. Moreover, quasi-termination was only
ensured if all calls at partial evaluation time were linear, i.e., if no call contained
multiple occurrences of the same variable.
Basically, [13, Theorem 4.7] shows that quasi-termination is guaranteed when
R
all idempotent size-change graphs have an edge ip −→ ip for every argument,
with R ∈ {, %}, the considered norm is bounded, and all calls are linear.
According to this result, we could define a simple annotation strategy as follows:
– the reduction pair is induced by the term-size norm (since the list-length
norm is not bounded);
– for every call p(t1 , . . . , tn ), if there exists an idempotent size-change graph
with no edge to the input argument ip , then ti is annotated as dynamic;
– otherwise, it is annotated as static.
This approach, however, is too coarse to produce useful results. Now, we show
that arbitrary symbolic norms can still be used as long as a suitable generalisation is applied at the global level.
Let ||·|| be a symbolic norm. Given a term t, we denote by mgg ||·|| (t) the most
general generalisation of t such that ||t|| = ||mgg ||·|| (t)||. E.g., given the term
t = [s(N ), b], we have mgg ||·||ll (t) = [X, Y ]. We also let mgg ||·|| (p(t1 , . . . , tn )) =
p(mgg ||·|| (t1 ), . . . , mgg ||·|| (tn )) and mgg ||·|| (A) = {mgg ||·|| (A) | A ∈ A}.
Definition 3 (quasi-termination up to a symbolic norm). Let P be a
program and A be a set of atoms. Given a symbolic norm || · ||, we say that P is
quasi-terminating w.r.t. A up to || · || if, for every computation rule R, the set
mgg ||·|| (callPR (Q)) contains finitely many nonvariant atoms.
This notion of quasi-termination up to a symbolic norm is particularly useful
in the context of partial evaluation since it takes into account that some generalisation is often performed in the global level. Consider, e.g., the program
{p([X]) ← p([s(X)]).}. This program cannot be proved quasi-terminating according to [13] because the symbolic list-length norm cannot be used; actually,
the program is not quasi-terminating:
p([a]) ; p([s(a)]) ; p([s(s(a))]) ; . . .
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However, if we consider the sequence of calls in which every atom A is replaced
by mgg ||·||ll (A), then the computation is indeed quasi-terminating:
mgg ||·||ll (p([a])) = mgg ||·||ll (p([s(a)])) = . . . = p(X)

(up to renaming)

Therefore, non-bounded norms can be used as long as all symbols that are not
taken into account by this norm are generalised in the global level.
In the following, we assume that the specialisation algorithm proceeds in this
way, which allows us to exploit a stronger quasi-termination result and annotate
less terms as dynamic.
Definition 4 (global annotations). Let P be a program and let (%, ) be a
reduction pair induced by a symbolic norm || · ||. Let G be the idempotent sizechange graphs of the size-change analysis. For each predicate p/n and argument
i, 1 6 i 6 n, we compute an initial division div such that:
– div(p, i) = static if, for every idempotent size-change graph of P associated
R
to p/n, there is an edge jp −→ ip , R ∈ {, %};
– otherwise, div(p, i) = dynamic.
Furthermore, if an argument is marked as static but the list-length norm was
used, then it is changed to list(dynamic) to ensure that mgg ||·||ll is applied to this
argument in the global level.
For instance, for the incList example, given the idempotent size-change graphs
of Sect. 2, all arguments of all predicates can be safely marked as static. This
initial division is then used in the propagation of binding-types discussed in
Sect. 3.2.

4

The BTA in Practice

Our new binding-time analysis is still being continuously extended and improved.
We provide some preliminary experimental results below. The experiments were
run on a MacBook Pro with a 2.33 GHz Core2 Duo Processor and 3 GB of RAM.
Our BTA was using SICStus Prolog 4.02.
First, a simple example is the match-kmp from DPPD [10]. The original run
time for 100,000 executions of the queries from [10] took 1.85 s. The run time of
our BTA was below the measuring threshold and running logen on the result
also took very little time (0.00175 s). The specialised program took only 1.57
s (i.e., a speedup of 1.18). For comparison, ecce took 0.02 s to specialise the
program; the resulting specialised program is faster still (0.9 s), as the online
specialiser was able to construct a KMP-like specialised pattern matcher. A
better example is the regular expression interpreter from [10]. Here, the original
took 1.82 s for 100,000 executions of the queries (r3 in [10]). Our BTA took 0.01
s, logen took 0.004 s to specialise the program, which then took 0.97 s to run
the queries (i.e., a speedup of 1.88). ecce took 0.04 s to specialise the program;
the specialised program only runs marginally faster (0.96 s).
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To validate the scalability of our BTA we have tried our new BTA on a
larger example, the PIC processor emulator from [5]. It consists of 137 clauses
and 855 lines of code. The purpose is here was to specialise the PIC emulator for
a particular PIC machine program, in order to run various static analyses on it.
The old BTA from [4] took 1 m 39 s (on a Linux server which corresponds roughly
to 67 seconds on the MacBook Pro).3 Furthermore the generated annotation file
is erroneous and could not be used for specialisation. With our new BTA a
correct annotation is generated in 2 s; the ensuing specialisation by logen took
4.26 s. Also, with ecce it took 9 m 30 s to construct a (very large) specialised
program.
Another example, is the lambda interpreter for a small functional language
from [8]. This interpreter contains some side-effects and could not be run through
ecce. Our BTA took 1.28 s to generate an annotation. Specialisation with logen
then took 7 ms, but unfortunately resulting in no speedup over the original.
In conclusion, our BTA is well suited to be applied to larger programs. The
accuracy of the annotations is not yet optimal, but note that at least we do
obtain correct annotations which provide a good starting point for hand-tuning.

5

Future Work

In conclusion, we have presented a very fast BTA, able to cope with larger programs and for the first time ensuring both local and global termination. Compared to [13] we have a stronger quasi-termination result, allow non-bounded
norms and have a new more precise annotation procedure. While the accuracy
of our BTA is reasonable, there is still much room for improvement.
One way to improve the accuracy of the BTA is to generate not offline,
but semi-online annotations. In other words, instead of generating rescall we
produce semicall (which tries to call the built-in if enough static information
is available), online instead of memo (which tries to unfold, if this is safe given
the unfolding history), and marking arguments as online rather than dynamic.
This should yield a fast but still precise partial evaluator: most of the decisions
will hopefully already have been taken offline, the online overhead is only applied
to those places in the source code where the BTA was imprecise.
Another source of improvement will come from refining the size-change analysis so that not all size-change graphs are composable but only those in which the
considered atoms unify. Furthermore, we plan to label every call in the program
so that different loops for the same predicate can be distinguished. Preliminary
experiments in these directions are promising.
3

It took us considerable time to get [4] working on a newer machine (due to the
various components requiring differing — sometimes outdated — Prolog systems).
Even there, this BTA sometimes ran out of memory on our MacBook Pro, and we
had to resort to running the BTA on our webserver (this Linux server has 26 MLIPS,
whereas our Mac has 38 MLIPS).
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Abstract. This work presents a static slicing based technique to slice
CSP specifications. Given a particular event in a CSP specification, our
technique allows us to know what parts of the specification must necessarily be executed before this event, and what parts of the specification
could be executed before it in some execution. Our technique is based
on a new data structure which extends the synchronized CFG. We show
that this new data structure improves the synchronized CFG by taking
into account the context in which processes are called and, thus, makes
the slicing process more precise.
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1

Introduction

The Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [4] language allows us to specify
complex systems with multiple interacting processes. The study and transformation of such systems often implies different analyses (e.g., deadlock analysis
[8], reliability analysis [5], refinement checking [10], etc.).
In this work we introduce a static analysis technique for CSP which is based
on a well-known program comprehension technique called program slicing [12].
Our technique allows us to extract the part of a CSP specification which is related to a given event (referred to as the slicing criterion) in the specification.
This technique can be very useful to debug, understand, maintain and reuse
specifications; but also as a preprocessing stage of other analyses and/or transformations in order to reduce the complexity of the CSP specification.
In particular, given an event in a specification, our slicing technique allows
us to extract those parts of the specification which must be executed before the
specified event (thus they are an implicit precondition); and those parts of the
specification which could, and could not, be executed before it.
Example 1. Consider the following specification3 with three processes (STUDENT,
PARENT and COLLEGE) executed in parallel and synchronized on common events.
3

We refer those readers non familiarized with CSP syntax to Section 2 where we
provide a brief introduction to CSP.
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Process STUDENT represents the three-year academic courses of a student; process
PARENT represents the parent of the student who gives her a present when she
passes a course; and process COLLEGE represents the college who gives a prize to
those students which finish without any fail.
MAIN = (STUDENT || PARENT) || COLLEGE
STUDENT = year1 → (pass → YEAR2 ¤ fail → STUDENT)
YEAR2 = year2 → (pass → YEAR3 ¤ fail → YEAR2)
YEAR3 = year3 → (pass → graduate → STOP ¤ fail → YEAR3)
PARENT = pass → present → PARENT
COLLEGE = fail → STOP ¤ pass → C1
C1 = fail → STOP ¤ pass → C2
C2 = fail → STOP ¤ pass → prize → STOP
In this specification, we are interested in determining what parts of the specification must be executed before the student fails in the second year, hence, we
mark event fail of process YEAR2 (thus the slicing criterion is (YEAR2, fail)).
Our slicing technique automatically extracts the slice composed by the black
parts. We can additionally be interested in knowing which parts could be executed before the same event. In this case, our technique adds to the slice the
underscored parts because they could be executed (in some executions) before
the marked event. Note that, in both cases, the slice produced could be made
executable by adding a “→ STOP” after those events that were prefixes in the
original specification and they are not in the slice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we overview the CSP
language and introduce some notation. In Section 3 we show that previous data
structures used in program slicing are inaccurate in our context, and we introduce
the context-sensitive synchronized control flow graph (CSCFG) as a solution and
discuss its advantages over its predecessors. Our slicing technique is presented in
Section 4 where we introduce an algorithm to slice CSP specifications with their
CSCFGs. Next, we discuss some related works in Section 5 and, finally, Section
6 concludes.

2

Communicating Sequential Processes

In order to keep the paper self-contained, in the following we recall the syntax of
our CSP specifications. We also introduce here some notation that will be used
along the paper.
Figure 1 summarizes the syntax constructions used in our CSP specifications.
A specification is a finite collection of definitions. The left-hand side of each definition is the name of a different process, which is defined in the right-hand side
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S ::= D1 . . . Dm
D ::= P = π
π ::= Q
| a→π
| π1 u π2
| π1 ¤ π2
| π1 ||| π2
| π1 ||{an } π2
| π1 ; π2
| SKIP
| ST OP

(specification)
(definition)
(process call)
(prefixing)
(internal choice)
(external choice)
(interleaving)
(synchronized parallelism)
(sequential composition)
(skip)
(stop)

Domains
P, Q, R . . . ∈ S (processes)
a, b, c . . . ∈ E (events)

where an = a1 , . . . , an

Fig. 1. Syntax of CSP specifications

by means of an expression that can be a call to another process or a combination
of the following operators:
Prefixing. It specifies that event a must happen before expression π.
Internal choice. The system choses (e.g., nondeterministically) to execute one
of the two expressions.
External choice. It is identic to internal choice but the choice comes from
outside the system (e.g., the user).
Interleaving. Both expressions are executed in parallel and independently.
Synchronized parallelism. Both expressions are executed in parallel with a
set of synchronized events. Whenever a synchronized event ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
happens in one of the expressions it must also happen in the other at the
same time. Whenever the set of synchronized events is not specified, it is
assumed that expressions are synchronized in all common events.
Sequential composition. It specifies a sequence of two processes. When the
first finishes, the second starts.
Skip. It finishes the current process. It allows us to continue the next sequential
process.
Stop. It finishes the current process; but it does not allow to continue the next
sequential process.
We define the following notation for a given CSP specification S: Proc(S)
and Event(S) are, respectively, the sets of all (possible repeated) process calls
and events appearing in S. Similarly, Proc(P ) and Event(P ) with P ∈ S, are,
respectively, the sets of all (possible repeated) processes and events in P . In
addition, we define Oper(S) as the set of all (possible repeated) operations in S.
We also define choices(A), where A is a set of processes, events and operators; as
the subset of operators that are either an internal choice or an external choice.
We use a1 →∗ an to denote a feasible (sub)execution which leads from a1 to
an ; and we say that b ∈ (a1 →∗ an ) iff b = ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In the following, unless
we state the contrary, we will assume that programs start the computation from
a distinguished process MAIN.
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3

Context-Sensitive Synchronized Control Flow Graphs

As it is usual in static analysis, we need a data structure able to finitely represent
the (often infinite) computations of our specifications. Unfortunately, we cannot
use the standard control flow graph (CFG) [11], neither the interprocedural control flow graph (ICFG) [3] because they cannot represent multiple threads and,
thus, they can only be used with sequential programs. In fact, for CSP specifications, being able to represent multiple threads is a necessary but not a sufficient condition. For instance, the threaded control flow graph (tCFG) [6, 7] can
represent multiple threads through the use of the so called “start thread ” and
“end thread ” nodes; but it does not handle synchronizations between threads.
Callahan and Sublok introduced a data structure [1], the synchronized control
flow graph (SCFG), which explicitly represents synchronizations between threads
with a special edge for synchronization flows.
For convenience, the following definition adapts the original definition of
SCFG for CSP; and, at the same time, it slightly extends it with the “start
thread ” and “end thread ” notation from tCFGs.
Definition 1. (Synchronized Control Flow Graph) Given a CSP specification S,
its Synchronized Control Flow Graph is a directed graph, SCF G = (N, Ec , Es )
where N = Proc(S) ∪ Event(S) ∪ Oper(S) ∪ F ; and F is a set of special nodes
which represent the starting and ending point of each process. The edges are
divided into two groups, control-flow edges (Ec ) and synchronization edges (Es ).
Ec is a set of one-way edges (denoted with 7→) representing the possible control
flow between the nodes; and Es is a set of two-way edges (denoted with e)
representing the possible synchronization of two (event) nodes.
The SCFG can be used for slicing CSP specifications as it is described in the
following example.
Example 2. Consider the following specification and its associated SCFG shown
in Fig. 2 (left).
MAIN = (P ||{b} Q) ; (P ||{a} R)
P = a → b → SKIP
Q = b → c → SKIP
R = d → a → SKIP
If we select the node labeled c and traverse the SCFG backwards in order
to identify the nodes on which c depends, we get the whole graph except nodes
end main, end R and SKIP at process R.
This example is twofold: on the one hand, it shows that the SCFG could be used
for static slicing of CSP specifications. On the other hand, it shows that it is still
too imprecise as to be used in practice. The cause of this imprecision is that the
SCFG is context-insensitive because it connects all the calls to the same process
with a unique set of nodes. This causes the SCFG to mix different executions of a
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||{a}

||{b}
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d
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end Q
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end P1

end Q1

end P1
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b

start R

||{b}

start P

Q1
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start Q

Q

d

a
;
c
||{a}

a

b
P

R
SKIP

SKIP

end
MAIN
end R

end P
control flow

synchronization

;

end R1
end
MAIN1

Fig. 2. SCFG (left) and CSCFG (right) of the program in Example 2

process with possible different synchronizations, and, thus, slicing lacks precision.
For instance, in Example 2 process P is called twice in different contexts. It is
first executed in parallel with Q producing the synchronization of their b events.
Then, it is executed in parallel with R producing the synchronization of their
a events. This makes the complete process R be part of the slice, which is not
correct because process R is always executed after Q.
To the best of our knowledge, there do not exist other graph representations
which face this problem. In the rest of this section, we propose a new version
of the SCFG, the context-sensitive synchronized control flow graph (CSCFG)
which is context-sensitive because it takes into account the different contexts on
which a process can be executed.
Definition 2. (Context-Sensitive Synchronized Control Flow Graph) Given a
CSP specification S, a Context-Sensitive Synchronized Control Flow Graph is
a SCFG graph, SCF G = (N, Ec , Es ), except in two aspects:
1. Each process call and each starting and ending process node is labeled with
a number which is different for each process call in the specification, and
2. ∀ Qi ∈ Proc(S) we have (Qi , startQi ) ∈ Ec , where ∀(n, startQi ) ∈ Ec . n =
Qi ∨ Qi 7→∗ n.
A CSCFG can be constructed by unfolding every process call node except
those that belong to a loop. This is ensured by the second condition of Definition 2 which forces every process call n that is repeated in the same path (i.e.,
Qi 7→∗ n) to point to the same start process node than Qi . It allows to deal with
recursion and, at the same time, it prevents from infinite unfolding of process
calls. For slicing purposes, this representation also ensures that every possibly
executed part of the specification belong to the CSCFG because only loops (i.e.,
repeated nodes) are missing.
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The CSCFG provides a different representation for each context in which a
procedure call is made. This can be seen in Fig. 2 (right) where process P appears
twice to account for the two contexts in which it is called. In particular, in the
CSCFG we have a fresh node to represent each different process call, and two
nodes point to the same process if and only if they are the same call (they are
labeled with the same number) and they belong to the same loop. This property
ensures that the CSCFG is finite.
Lemma 1. (Finiteness) Given a specification S, its associated CSCFG is finite.
Proof. It can be easily proved by exploiting the fact that the number of process
calls in the specification is finite, and there are at most two repeated process
calls in every path of the CSCFG.
Example 3. This example makes clear the difference between the SCFG and the
CSCFG, consider the following specification:
MAIN = P ; P

SCFG

P = Q
start P

Q = P
start Q

CSCFG

P

start
MAIN1
start P1
start Q1
start P3

Q1

end P3

P1

end Q

P

Q

end P

;

P
end
MAIN

start P2

Q1

Q1

start
MAIN

start Q1
start P3

P3

end P1

;

end P2

P3
Q1

end Q1

P2

end Q1
end P3

end
MAIN1

While the SCFG only uses one representation for the process P, the CSCFG
uses four different representations because P could be executed in four different
contexts. Note that due to the infinite loops, some parts of the graph are not
reachable from start main; e.g., there is not possible control flow to end main.

4

Static Slicing of CSP Specifications

We want to perform two kinds of analyses. Given an event or a process in the
specification, we want, on one hand, to determine what parts of the specification MUST be executed before (MEB) it; and, on the other hand, we want to
determine what parts of the specification COULD be executed before (CEB) it.
We can now formally define our notion of slicing criterion.
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Definition 3. (Slicing Criterion) Given a specification S, a slicing criterion is
a pair (P, a) where P is the name of a process in S and a ∈ Proc(P )∪Event(P ).
Clearly, the slicing criterion points to a set of nodes in the CSCFG, because
the same event or process can happen in different contexts and, thus, it is represented in the CSCFG with different nodes. As an example, consider the slicing
criterion (P, a) for the specification in Example 2, and observe in its CSCFG in
Fig. 2 (right) that two different nodes are pointed out by the slicing criterion.
This means that a slicing criterion C = (P, a) is used to produce a slice with
respect to all possible executions of a. We use function nodes(C) to refer to all
the nodes in the CSCFG pointed out by the slicing criterion C.
Given a slicing criterion (P, a), we use the CSCFG to calculate MEB. In
principle, one could think that a simple backwards traversal of the graph from
nodes(C) would produce a correct slice. Nevertheless, this would produce a rather
imprecise slice because this would include pieces of code which cannot be executed but they refer to the slicing criterion (e.g., dead code). The union of paths
from MAIN to nodes(C) is neither a solution because it would include in the slice
parts of code which are executed before the slicing criterion only in some executions. For instance, in the process (b→a→STOP)¤(c→a→STOP), c belongs
to one of the paths to a, but it must be executed before a or not depending on
the choice. The intersection of paths is neither a solution as it can be seen in
the process (b→c→STOP)||((b→a→STOP)¤(c→a→STOP)), where b must be
executed before a, but it does not belong to all the paths from main to a.
Before we introduce an algorithm to compute MEB we need to formally
define the notion of MEB slice.
Definition 4. (MEB Slice) Given a specification S with an associated CSCFG
(N, Ec , Es ), and a slicing criterion C for S; a MEB slice of S with respect to C
is M EB(S, C) = {n|n ∈ N and ∀ X = (MAIN →∗ m), m ∈ nodes(C) . n ∈ X}.
Algorithm 3 can be used to compute the MEB analysis. It basically computes
for each node in nodes(C) a set containing the part of the specification which
must be executed before it. Then, it returns MEB as the intersection of all these
sets. Each set is computed with an iterative process that takes a node and (i) it
follows backwards all the control-flow edges. (ii) Those nodes that could not be
executed before it are added to a black list (i.e., they are discarded because they
belong to a different choice). And (iii) synchronizations are followed in order to
reach new nodes that must be executed before it.
The CEB analysis computes the set of nodes in the CSCFG that could be
executed before a given node n. This means that all those nodes that must be
executed before n are included, but also those nodes that are executed before
n in some executions, and they are not in other executions (e.g., due to non
synchronized parallelism). Formally,
Definition 5. (CEB Slice) Given a specification S with an associated CSCFG
(N, Ec , Es ), and a slicing criterion C for S; a CEB slice of S with respect to C
is CEB(S, C) = {n|n ∈ N and ∃ MAIN →∗ n →∗ m with m ∈ nodes(C)}.
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Input: A CSCFG (N, Ec , Es ) and a slicing criterion C
Output: A CSCFG’s subset of nodes
Function buildM eb(n) :=
(1) M eb := ∅
(2) blacklist := ∅
(3) pending := {n0 | (n0 7→ o) ∈ Ec } where o ∈ {n} ∪ {o0 | o0 e∗ n}
(4) while ∃ m ∈ pending do
(5)
M eb := M eb ∪ {m} ∪ {o | o ∈ N and o 7→∗ m}
(6)
blacklist := blacklist ∪ {p | p ∈ N \M eb and o 7→∗ p,
with o ∈ choices(M eb)}
(7)
pending := pending\M eb ∪ {q | q ∈ N \(blacklist ∪ M eb)
and (q e o) ∈ Es , with o ∈ M eb}
(8) return M eb
Return: M EB =

∩

n∈nodes(C)

buildM eb(n)

Fig. 3. Computing the MEB set

Therefore, M EB(S, C) ⊆ CEB(S, C). The set CEB(S, C) can be computed
with Algorithm 4 which, roughly, traverses the CSCFG forwards following all
the paths that could be executed in parallel to the slicing criterion, and collects
those nodes that are executed before synchronizations that could be executed
before the slicing criterion.
The algorithms presented can extract a slice from any specification formed
with the syntax of Fig 1. However, note that only two operators have a special
treatment in the algorithms: Choices (because they introduce alternative computations) and synchronized parallelisms (because they introduce synchronizations). Other operators such as prefixing, interleaving or sequential composition
can be treated similarly.

5

Related Work

Program slicing has been already applied to concurrent programs of different
programming paradigms, see e.g. [14, 13]. As a result, different graph representations have arisen to represent synchronizations. The first proposal by Cheng
[2] was later improved by Krinke [6, 7] and Nanda [9]. All these approaches are
based on the so called threaded control flow graph and the threaded program
dependence graph. Unfortunately, their approaches are useless for slicing CSP,
because their work is based on a kind of synchronization essentially different
from the one used in our specifications. They use the concept of interference to
stand for program synchronizations.
Definition 6. A node S1 is interference dependent on a node S2 if S2 defines
a variable v, S1 uses the variable v and S1 and S2 execute in parallel.
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Input: A CSCFG (N, Ec , Es ) and a slicing criterion C
Output: A CSCFG’s subset of nodes
Initialization: CEB := {m | m ∈ (M AIN →∗ n), n ∈ nodes(C)}
pending := {m | m 6∈ CEB and (m0 7→ m) ∈ Ec ,
m0 ∈ CEB\{n ∪ choices(CEB)}}
Repeat
(1) if ∃ m ∈ pending | (m e m0 ) 6∈ Es
(2) then pending := pending\{m};
(3)
CEB := CEB ∪ {m};
(4)
if (m → m00 ) ∈ Ec and m00 6∈ CEB
(5)
then pending := (pending ∪ {m00 })
(6) else if ∃ m ∈ pending and ∀ m0 , (m e m0 ) ∈ Es . m0 ∈ pending
(7)
then candidate := {m0 | (m e m0 ) ∈ Es }
(8)
CEB := CEB ∪ candidate
(9)
pending := pending\(candidate ∪ {m})
(10)
pending := pending ∪ {m00 | m00 6∈ CEB and m0 → m00 ,
with m0 ∈ candidate}
Until a fix point is reached
Return: CEB
Fig. 4. Computing the CEB set

Contrarily, in CSP a synchronization happens between two processes if the
synchronized event is executed at the same time by both processes. And, in addition, both processes cannot proceed their executions until they have synchronized. This is the key point that makes interesting the MEB and CEB analyses.
In addition, the purpose of our slicing technique is essentially different from
previous work: while other approaches try to answer the question “what parts of
the program can influence the value of this variable at this point? ”, our technique
tries to answer the question “what parts of the program must be executed before
this point? and what parts of the program can be executed before this point? ”.
Therefore, our slicing criterion is different, but also the data structure we use for
slicing is different. In contrast to previous work we do not use a PDG like graph,
and use instead a CFG like graph, because we focus on control flow rather than
control dependence.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a way to apply program slicing techniques to CSP
specifications. In particular, we introduce a method to slice CSP specifications,
in such a way that, given a CSP specification and a slicing criterion we produce a
slice that (i) it is a subset of the specification (i.e., it is produced by deleting some
parts of the original specification); (ii) it contains all the parts of the specification
which must be executed (in any execution) before the slicing criterion (MEB
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analysis); and (iii) we can also produce an augmented slice which also contains
those parts of the specification that could be executed before the slicing criterion
(CEB analysis).
We have presented two algorithms to compute the MEB and CEB analyses
which are based on a new data structure, the CSCFG, that has shown to be more
precise than the previously used SCFG. The advantage of the CSCFG is that it
cares about contexts, and it is able to distinguish between different contexts in
which a process is called.
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Abstract. An important component for ensuring termination of many
program manipulation techniques is the computation of least general
generalizations. In this paper, we present a modular equational generalization algorithm, where function symbols can have any combination of
associativity, commutativity, and identity axioms (including the empty
set). This is suitable for dealing with functions that obey algebraic laws,
and are typically mechanized by means of equational atributes in rulebased languages such as ASF+SDF, Elan, OBJ, Cafe-OBJ, and Maude.
The algorithm computes a complete set of least general generalizations
modulo the given equational axioms, and is specified by a set of inference rules that we prove correct. This work opens up new applications
of generalization to rule-based languages, theorem provers and program
manipulation tools such as program analizers, where function symbols
obey algebraic axioms. A Web tool which implements the algorithm has
been developed which is publicly available.

1

Introduction

The problem of ensuring termination of program manipulation techniques arises
in many areas of computer science, including automatic program analysis, synthesis, verification, specialisation, and transformation. An important component
for ensuring termination of these techniques is a generalization algorithm (also
called anti–unification) that, for a pair of input expressions, returns its least
general generalization (lgg), i.e., a generalization that is more specific than any
other such generalization. Whereas unification produces most general unifiers
that, when applied to two expressions, make them equivalent to the most general common instance of the inputs [19], generalization abstracts the inputs by
computing their most specific generalization. As in unification, where the most
general unifier (mgu) is of interest, in the sequel we are interested in the least
general generalization (lgg) or, as we shall see for the equational case treated in
this paper, in a minimal and complete set of lggs, which is the dual analogue of
a minimal and complete set of unifiers for equational unification problems.
?
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For instance, in the partial evaluation (PE) of logic programs [15], the general
idea is to construct a set of finite (possibly partial) deduction trees for a set of
initial calls, and then extract from those trees a new program P that allows
any instance of the calls to be executed. To ensure that the partially evaluated
program covers all these calls, most PE procedures recursively specialize some
calls that are dynamically produced during this process. This requires some
kind of generalization in order to enforce the termination of the process: if a call
occurring in P that is not sufficiently covered by the program embeds an already
evaluated call, both calls are generalized by computing their lgg. In the literature
on partial evaluation, least general generalization is also knows as most specific
generalization (msg) and least common anti–instance (lcai) [22].
The computation of lggs is also central to most program synthesis and learning algorithms such as those developed in the area of inductive logic programming [23], and also to conjecture lemmas in inductive theorem provers such as
Nqthm [8] and its ACL2 extension [18]. Least general generalization was originally introduced by Plotkin in [25], see also [28]. Actually, Plotkin’s work originated from the consideration in [27] that, since unification is useful in automatic
deduction by the resolution method, its dual might prove helpful for induction.
Quite often, however, all the above applications of generalization may have to
be carried out in contexts in which the function symbols satisfy certain equational
axioms. For example, in rule-based languages such as ASF+SDF [6], Elan [7],
OBJ [16], CafeOBJ [12], and Maude [9] some function symbols may be declared
to obey given algebraic laws (the so-called equational attributes of OBJ, CafeOBJ
and Maude), whose effect is to compute with equivalence classes modulo such
axioms while avoiding the risk of non–termination. Similarly, theorem provers,
both general first-order logic ones and inductive theorem provers, routinely support commonly occurring equational theories for some function symbols such
as associativity-commutativity. In yet another area, [14,13] describes rule-based
applications to security protocol verification, where symbolic reachability analyses modulo algebraic properties allow one to reason about security in the face of
attempted attacks on low-level algebraic properties of the functions used in the
protocol (e.g. commutative encryption). A survey of algebraic properties used
in cryptographic protocols can be found in [11]. Surprisingly, unlike the dual
case of equational unification, which has been thoroughly investigated (see, e.g.,
the surveys [29,5]), to the best of our knowledge there seems to be no treatment
of generalization modulo an equational theory E. This paper makes a novel
contribution in this area by developing a modular family of E-generalization algorithms where the theory E is parametric: any binary function symbol can have
any combination of associativity, commutativity, and identity axioms (including
the empty set of such axioms).
To better motivate our work, let us first recall the standard generalization
problem. Let t1 and t2 be two terms. We want to find a term s that generalizes
both t1 and t2 . In other words, both t1 and t2 must be substitution instances
of s. Such a term is, in general, not unique. For example, let t1 be the term
f (f (a, a), b) and let t2 be f (f (b, b), a). Then s = x trivially generalizes the two
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terms, with x being a variable. Another possible generalization is f (x, y), with
y being also a variable. The term f (f (x, x), y) has the advantage of being the
most ‘specific’ or least general generalization (lgg) (modulo variable renaming).
In the case where the function symbols do not satisfy any algebraic axioms,
the lgg is always unique. However, when we want to reason modulo certain
axioms for the different function symbols in our problem, lggs no longer need
to be unique. This is analogous to equational unification problems where in
general there is no single mgu, but a set of them. Let us, for example, consider
that the above function symbol f is associative and commutative. Then the
term f (f (x, x), y) is not the only least general generalization of f (f (a, a), b)
and f (f (b, b), a), because another incomparable generalization exists, namely,
f (f (x, a), b).
Similarly to the case of equational unification [29], things are not so easy
as for syntatic generalization, and the dual problem of computing least general
E-generalizations is a difficult problem, particularly in managing the algorithmic complexity of the problem. The significance of equational generalization
was already pointed out by Pfenning in [24]: “It appears that the intuitiveness
of generalizations can be significantly improved if anti–unification takes into
account additional equations which come from the object theory under consideration. It is conceivable that there is an interesting theory of equational
anti–unification to be discovered”. In this work, we do not address the Egeneralization problem in its fullest generality. Instead, we study in detail a modular algorithm for a parametetric family of commonly occurring equational theories, namely, for all theories (Σ, E) such that each binary function symbol f ∈ Σ
can have any combination of the following equational axioms: (i) associativity
(Af ) f (x, f (y, z)) = f (f (x, y), z); (ii) commutativity (Cf ) f (x.y) = f (y, x), and
(iii) identity (Uf ) for a constant symbol, say, e, i.e., f (x, e) = x and f (e, x) = x.
In particular, f may not satisfy any such axioms, which when it happens for
all binary symbols f ∈ Σ gives us the standard generalization algorithm as a
special case.
The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
– A modular equational generalization algorithm specified as a set of inference rules, where different function symbols satisfying different associativity
and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms have different inference rules.
– A proof of correctness for the inference rules.
The algorithm is modular in the precise sense that the combination of different
equational axioms for different function symbols is automatic and seamless: the
inference rules can be applied to generalization problems involving each symbol
with no need whatsoever for any changes or adaptations. This is similar to, but
much simpler and easier than, modular methods for combining E-unification
algorithms (e.g., [5]). We illustrate our inference system with several examples.
As already mentioned, our E-generalization algorithm should be of great
interest to developers of rule-based languages, theorem provers and equational
reasoning programs, as well as program manipulation tools such as program analyzers and partial evaluators, for declarative languages and reasoning systems
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supporting commonly occurring equational axioms such as associativity, commutativity and identity efficiently in a built–in way. For instance, this includes
many theorem provers, and a variety of rule-based languages such as ASF+SDF,
OBJ, CafeOBJ, Elan, and Maude.
Related work
Although generalization goes back to work of Plotkin [25], Reynolds [28], Pfenning [24], and Huet [17] and has been studied in detail by other authors (see for
example the survey [19]), to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any
existing equational generalization algorithm that computes a least general generalization for two terms modulo any combination of associativity, commutativity
and identity axioms. Plotkin [25] and Reynolds [28] gave an imperative–style
algorithm for generalization, which are both essentially the same. Huet’s generalization algorithm [17], formulated as a pair of recursive equations, cannot be
understood as an automated calculus, since some implicit (imprecise) assumptions in the treatment of variables are made, which are made explicit in our
formulation. Pfenning [24] gave an algorithm for generalization in the higherorder setting of the calculus of constructions which does not consider equational
axioms either.
After some preliminaries in Section 2, we present in Section 3 a syntactic
generalization algorithm as a special case to motivate its equational extension.
Then in Section 4, we show how this calculus naturally extends to a new, modular
generalization algorithm modulo ACU. We illustrate the use of the inference rules
with several examples. Finally, we prove the correctness of our inference system.
Section 5 concludes. Proofs of all technical results can be found in [1].

2

Preliminaries

We follow the classical notation and terminology from [30] for term rewriting
and from [20,21] for rewriting logic. We assume an unsorted signature Σ with a
finite number of function symbols. We assume an enumerable set of variables X .
A fresh variable is a variable that appears nowhere else. We write T (Σ, X ) and
T (Σ) for the corresponding term algebras. For a term t, we write Var (t) for the
set of all variables in t. The set of positions of a term t is written Pos(t), and
the set of non-variable positions Pos Σ (t). The root position of a term is Λ. The
subterm of t at position p is t|p and t[u]p is the term t where t|p is replaced by
u. By root(t) we denote the symbol occurring at the root position of t.
A substitution σ is a mapping from a finite subset of X , written Dom(σ),
to T (Σ, X ). The set of variables introduced by σ is Ran(σ). The identity substitution is id. Substitutions are homomorphically extended to T (Σ, X ). The
application of a substitution σ to a term t is denoted by tσ. The restriction of
σ to a set of variables V is σ|V . Composition of two substitutions is denoted by
juxtaposition, i.e., σσ 0 . We call a substitution σ a renaming if there is another
substitution σ −1 such that σσ −1 |Dom(σ) = id.
A rewrite rule is an oriented pair l → r, where l 6∈ X , and Var (r) ⊆ Var (l).
An (unconditional) rewrite theory is a tuple R = (Σ, R) with Σ a signature,
p
and R a set of rewrite rules. The rewriting relation on T (Σ, X ), written t →R t0
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(or t →R t0 ) holds between t and t0 iff there exist p ∈ Pos Σ (t), l → r ∈ R and a
substitution σ, such that t|p = lσ, and t0 = t[rσ]p .
A Σ-equation is an unoriented pair t = t0 . An equational theory (Σ, E) is a
set of Σ-equations. An equational theory (Σ, E) is regular if for each t = t0 ∈ E,
we have Var (t) = Var (t0 ). Given Σ and a set E of Σ-equations, equational logic
induces a congruence relation =E on terms t, t0 ∈ T (Σ, X ) (see [21]).

3

Syntactic Least General Generalization

Plotkin [25] and Reynolds [28] gave an imperative–style algorithm for generalization, which are both essentially the same. Huet gave a new generalization
algorithm [17] formulated as a pair of recursive equations. In this section, we revisit syntactic generalization, giving a novel inference system that will be useful
in our subsequent extension of this algorithm to the equational setting given in
Section 4.
Let ≤ be the standard instantiation quasi–ordering on terms given by the
relation of being “more general”, i.e. t is more general than s (i.e. s is an instance
of t), written t ≤ s, iff there exists θ such that tθ = s. Most general unification of
a (unifiable) set M is the least upper bound (most general instance) of M under
≤. Generalization corresponds to the greatest lower bound. Given a non–empty
set M of terms, the term w is a generalization of M if, for all s ∈ M , w ≤ s.
A term w is the least general generalization of M if w is a generalization of M
and, for each other generalization u of M , u ≤ w.
The non-deterministic generalization algorithm λ of Huet [17] (also treated
in detail in [19]) contains some implicit (imprecise) assumptions in the algorithm
regarding the treatment of variables that are hidden in a global function Φ. In
[2], we have provided a novel set of inference rules for computing the (syntactic)
least generalization of two terms, that avoids implicit, hidden assumptions by
using a store of already solved generalization sub-problems. The advantage of
using such a store is that, differently from the global repository Φ, our stores are
local to the computation traces. This non–globality of the stores is the key for
both, the order–sorted version of [2] and the equational generalization algorithm
developed in this work that computes a complete and minimal set of least general
E-generalizations.
In our reformulation [2], we represent a generalization problem between terms
x

s and t as a constraint s , t, where x is a fresh variable that stands for the
(most general) generalization of s and t. By means of this representation, any
generalization w of s and t is given by a substitution θ such that xθ = w.
We compute the least general generalization of s and t, written lgg(s, t), by
means of a transition system (Conf, →) [26] where Conf is a set of configurations
and the transition relation → is given by a set of inference rules. Besides the
xi

constraint component, i.e., a set of constraints of the form ti , ti0 , and the substitution component, i.e., the partial substitution computed so far, configurations
also include an extra component, called the store.
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Definition 1. A configuration, written as hCT | S | θi, consists of three compox1

xn

nents: (i) the constraint component CT, i.e., a conjuntion s1 , t1 ∧. . .∧sn , tn
that represents the set of unsolved constraints, (ii) the store component S, that
records the set of already solved constraints, and (iii) the substitution component θ, that consists of bindings for some variables previously met during the
computation.
x

Starting from the initial configuration ht , t0 | ∅ | idi, configurations are transformed until a terminal configuration h∅ | S | θi is reached. Then, the lgg of t
and t0 is given by xθ. As we will see, θ is unique up to renaming.
The transition relation → is given by the smallest relation satisfying the rules
in Figure 1. In this paper, variables of terms t and s in a generalization problem
x

t , s are considered as constants, and are never instantiated. The meaning of
the rules is as follows.
– The rule Decompose is the syntactic decomposition generating new constraints to be solved.
x
– The rule Recover checks if a constraint t , s ∈ CT with root(t) 6≡ root(s),
y

is already solved, i.e., there is already a constraint t , s ∈ S for the same
conflict pair (t, s), with variable y. This is needed when the input terms of
the generalization problem contain the same conflict pair more than once,
e.g., the lgg of f (a, a, a) and f (b, b, a) is f (y, y, a).
x

– The rule Solve checks that a constraint t , s ∈ CT with root(t) 6≡ root(s), is
x

not already solved. If not already there, the solved constraint t , s is added
to the store S.
Note that the inference rules of Figure 1 are non–deterministic (i.e., they
depend on the chosen constraint of the set CT ). However, they are confluent up
to variable renaming (i.e., the chosen transition is irrelevant for computation of
terminal configurations). This justifies that the least general generalization of
two terms is unique up to variable renaming [19].
Example 1. Let t = f (g(a), g(y), a) and s = f (g(b), g(y), b) be two terms. We
apply the inference rules of Figure 1 and the substitution obtained by the lgg
algorithm is θ = {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), g(y), x4 ), x1 7→ g(x4 ), x2 7→ g(y), x5 7→ y, x3 7→
x4 }, where the lgg is xθ = f (g(x4 ), g(y), x4 ). Note that variable x4 is repeated, to
ensure the least general generalization. The execution trace is showed in Figure 2.
Termination and confluence (up to variable renaming) of the transition system
(Conf, →) are straightforward. Soundness and completeness is proved as follows.
Theorem 1. [2] Given terms t and t0 and a fresh variable x, u is the lgg of t
x

and t0 if and only if ht , t0 | ∅ | idi →∗ h∅ | S | θi and there is a renaming ρ s.t.
uρ = xθ.
Let us mention that the equational generalization algorithm of [2] recalled above
can also be used to compute (thanks to associativity and commutativity of lgg)
the lgg of an arbitrary set of terms by successively computing the lgg of two
elements of the set in the obvious way.
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Decompose

hf (t1 , . . . , tn )
x1
ht1 ,

x
,

f ∈ (Σ ∪ X )
f (t01 , . . . , t0n ) ∧ CT | S | θi →
xn

t01 ∧ . . . ∧ tn , t0n ∧ CT | S | θσi
where σ = {x 7→ f (x1 , . . . , xn )}, x1 , . . . , xn are fresh variables, and n ≥ 0
y

Solve

x

root(t) 6≡ root(t0 ) ∧ @y : t , t0 ∈ S
x

ht , t0 ∧ CT | S | θi → hCT | S ∧ t , t0 | θi
root(t) 6≡ root(t0 )

Recover

y

x

y

ht , t0 ∧ CT | S ∧ t , t0 | θi → hCT | S ∧ t , t0 | θσi

where σ = {x 7→ y}

Fig. 1. Rules for least general generalization
lgg(f (g(a), g(y), a), f (g(b), g(y), b))
↓ Initial Configuration
x

hg(a)
ha

x4
,

hy

,

ha

h∅ | a

x2
,

y∧a

x3
,
x4
,

,

g(b) ∧ g(y)

b ∧ g(y)

hg(y)
x5

x1

hf (g(a), g(y), a) , f (g(b), g(y), b) | ∅ | idi
↓ Decompose

b|a

x2
,

g(y) ∧ a

g(y) ∧ a

x3
,
x4
,

b|a

x2
,

x4
,

x3
,

x3

g(y) ∧ a , b | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 , x3 )}i
↓ Decompose

x3
,

b|a

b | ∅ | {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), x2 , x3 ), x1 7→ g(x4 )}i
↓ Solve

x4
,

↓

b | {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), x2 , x3 ), x1 7→ g(x4 )}i
Decompose

b | {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), g(x5 ), x3 ), x1 7→ g(x4 ), x2 7→ g(x5 )}i
↓ Decompose

b | {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), g(y), x3 ), x1 7→ g(x4 ), x2 7→ g(y), x5 7→ y}i
↓ Recover

b | {x 7→ f (g(x4 ), g(y), x4 ), x1 7→ g(x4 ), x2 7→ g(y), x5 7→ y, x3 7→ x4 }i

Fig. 2. Computation trace for (syntactic) generalization of terms f (g(a), g(y), a) and
f (g(b), g(y), b)

4

Least General Generalizations modulo E

When we have an equational theory E, the notion of least general generalization
has to be broadened, because, there may exist E-generalizable terms that do not
have a unique lgg. Similarly to the dual case of E-unification, we have to talk
about a set of lggs.
Example 2. Consider terms t = f (a, a, b) and s = f (b, b, a) where f is associative
and commutative, and a and b are constants. Terms u = f (x, x, y) and u0 =
f (x, a, b) are generalizations of t and s but they are not comparable, i.e., no one
is an instance of the other modulo the AC axioms of f .
Given a finite equational theory E, and given two terms t and s, we can
always recursively enumerate the set which is by construction a complete set of
generalizations of t and s. For this, we only need to recursively enumerate all
pairs of terms (u, u0 ) with t =E u and s =E u0 . Of course, this set genE (t, s)
may easily be infinite. However, if the theory E has the additional property
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that each E-equivalence class is finite and can be effectively generated, then the
above process becomes a terminating algorithm, generating a finite complete set
of generalizations of t and s.
In any case, for any finite theory E, we can always mathematically characterize a minimal complete set of E-generalizations, namely as a set lggE (t, s)
defined as follows.
Definition 2. Let t and s be terms and let E be an equational theory. A complete
set of generalizations of t and s modulo E, denoted by genE (t, s), is defined as
follows: genE (t, s) = {v | ∃u, u0 s.t. t =E u ∧ s =E u0 ∧ lgg(u, u0 ) = v}.
The set of least general generalizations of t and s modulo E is defined as follows:
lggE (t, s) = minimal<E (genE (t, s))
where minimal<E (S) = {s ∈ S | @s0 ∈ S : s0 <E s}. Lggs are equivalent modulo
renaming and, therefore, we remove from lggE (t, t0 ) renamed versions of terms.
The following result is immediate.
Theorem 2. Given terms t and s in an equational theory E, lggE (t, s) is a
minimal, correct, and complete set of lggs modulo E of t and s (up to renaming).
However, note that in general the relation t <E t0 is undecidable, so that the
above set, although definable at the mathematical level, cannot be effectively
computed. Nevertheless, when: (i) each E-equivalence class is finite and can be
effectively generated; and (ii) there is an E-matching algorithm, then we also
have an effective algorithm for computing lggE (t, s), since the relation t <E t0
is precisely the E-matching relation.
In summary, therefore, when E is finite and satisfies conditions (i) and (ii),
the above definitions give us an effective, although horribly inefficient, procedure
to compute a finite, minimal, and complete set of least general generalizations
lggE (t, s). This naive algorithm could be used when E consists of associativity
and/or commutativity axioms for some functions symbols, because such theories
(a special case of our proposed parametric family of theories) all satisfy conditions (i)–(ii). However, as soon as we add identiy axioms, E-equivalence classes
become infinite, so that the above approach no longer gives us a lgg algorithm
modulo E.
In the following sections, we do provide a modular, minimal, terminating,
sound, and complete algorithm for equational theories containing different axioms such as associativity, commutativity, and identity (and their combinations).
The set lggE (t, s) of least general E-generalizations is computed in two phases:
(i) first a complete set of E-generalizations is computed by the inference rules
given below, and then (ii) they are filtered to obtain lggE (t, s) by using the fact
that for all theories E in the parametric family of theories we consider in this paper, there is a matching algorithm modulo E. We consider that a given function
symbol f in the signature Σ obeys a subset of axioms ax(f ) ⊆ {Af , Cf , Uf }. In
particular, f may not satisfy any such axioms, ax(f ) = ∅.
Let us provide our inference rules for equational generalization in a stepwise
manner. First, ax(f ) = ∅, then, ax(f ) = {Cf }, then, ax(f ) = {Af }, then,
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ax(f ) = {Af , Cf }, and finally, then, {Uf } ∈ ax(f ). Technically, variables of the
original terms are handled in our rules as constants, thus without any attribute,
i.e., for any variable x ∈ X, we consider ax(x) = ∅.
4.1

Basic rules for least general E–generalization

Let us start with a set of basic rules that are the equational version of the syntactic generalization rules of Section 3. The rule DecomposeE applies to function
symbols obeying no axioms, ax(f ) = ∅. Specific rules for decomposing constraints involving terms that are rooted by symbols obeying equational axioms,
such as ACU and their combinations, are given below.
Concerning the rules SolveE and RecoverE , the main difference w.r.t. the
corresponding syntactic generalization rules given in Section 3 is in the fact that
the checks to the store consider the constraints modulo E: in the rules below,
y

y

we write t , t0 ∈E S to express that there exists s , s0 ∈ S such that t =E s and
t0 =E s0 .
Finally, regarding the rule SolveE , note that this rule cannot be applied to
x

any constraint t , s such that either t or s are rooted by a function symbol f
with Uf ∈ ax(f ). For function symbols with an identity element, a specially–
tailored rule ExpandU is given in Section 4.5 that gives us the opportunity to
x

solve a constraint (conflict pair) f (t1 , t2 ) , s, such that root(s) 6≡ f , with a
generalization f (y, z) more specific than x, by first introducing the constraint
x

f (t1 , t2 ) , f (s, e).
DecomposeE

f ∈ (Σ ∪ X ) ∧ ax(f ) = ∅
x

hf (t1 , . . . , tn ) , f (t01 , . . . , t0n ) ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒
x1

xn

ht1 , t01 ∧ . . . ∧ tn , t0n ∧ CT | S | θσi
where σ = {x 7→ f (x1 , . . . , xn )}, x1 , . . . , xn are fresh variables, and n ≥ 0
SolveE

f = root(t) ∧ g = root(t0 ) ∧ f 6≡ g ∧ Uf 6∈ ax(f ) ∧ Ug 6∈ ax(g) ∧ @y
x

x

y

: t , t0 ∈E S

ht , t0 ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒ hCT | S ∧ t , t0 | θi
y

RecoverE

root(t) 6≡ root(t0 ) ∧ ∃y : t , t0 ∈E S
x

ht , t0 ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒ hCT | S | θσi

where σ = {x 7→ y}
Fig. 3. Basic rules for least general E–generalization

4.2

Least general generalization modulo C

In this section we extend the basic set of equational generalization rules by
adding a specific inference rule DecomposeC , given in Figure 4, for dealing with
commutativity function symbols. This inference rule replaces the syntactic decomposition inference rule for the case of a binary commutative symbol f , i.e.,
the four possible rearrangements of the terms f (t1 , t2 ) and f (s1 , s2 ) are considered. Just notice that this rule is (don’t know) non-deterministic, hence all four
combinations must be explored.
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DecomposeC
x

Cf ∈ ax(f ) ∧ Af 6∈ ax(f ) ∧ i ∈ {1, 2}
x

x

hf (t1 , t2 ) = f (s1 , s2 ) ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒ ht1 =1 si ∧ t2 =2 s(i

mod 2)+1

∧ CT | S | θσi

where σ = {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}, and x1 , x2 are fresh variables
Fig. 4. Decomposition rule for a commutative function symbol f

Example 3. Let t = f (a, b) and s = f (b, a) be two terms where f is commutative,
i.e., Cf ∈ ax(f ). By applying the rules SolveE , RecoverE , and DecomposeC
above, we end in a terminal configuration h∅ | S | θi, where θ = {x 7→ f (b, a), x3 7→
b, x4 7→ a}, thus we conclude that the lgg modulo C of t and s is xθ = f (b, a).
4.3

Least general generalization modulo A

In this section we provide a specific inference rule DecomposeA for handling
function symbols obeying the associativity axiom (but not the commutativity
one). A specific set of rules for dealing with AC function symbols is given in the
next subsection.
The DecomposeA rule is given in Figure 5. Note that we use flattened versions
of the terms which use poly-variadic versions of the associative symbols, i.e.,
being f an associative symbol,
f lat(f (t1 , . . . , f (s1 , . . . , sk ), . . . , tn )) = f lat(f (t1 , . . . , s1 , . . . , sk , . . . , tn ))
and, otherwise, f lat(f (t1 , . . . , tn )) = f (f lat(t1 ), . . . , f lat(tn )). Given an associative symbol f and a term f (t1 , . . . , tn ) we call alien f -terms (or simply alien
terms) to those terms among t1 , . . . , tn that are not rooted by f . In the following, being f an associative poly-varyadic symbol, f (t) represents the term t
itself, since symbol f needs at least two arguments. This inference rule replaces
the syntactic decomposition inference rule for the case of an associative function
symbol f , where all prefixes of t1 , . . . , tn and s1 , . . . , sm are considered. Just notice that this rule is (don’t know) non-deterministic, hence all possibilities must
be explored.
Note that this is better than generating all terms in the corresponding equivalence class, as explained in Section 4, since we will eagerly stop in a constraint
x
t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) if root(t) 6≡ f without considering all the combinations of
f (t1 , . . . , tn ).
We give the rule DecomposeA for the case when, in the generalization problem
x

s , t, the number of alien terms in s is greater than (or equal to) the number of
alien terms in t. For the other way round, that is, the number of alien terms in
s is less than (or equal to) the number of alien terms in t, a similar rule would
be needed, that we omit since it is perfectly analogous.
Example 4. Let f (f (a, c), b) and f (c, b) be two terms where f is associative, i.e.,
Af ∈ ax(f ). By applying the rules SolveE , RecoverE , and DecomposeA above,
we end in a terminal configuration h∅ | S | θi, where θ = {x 7→ f (x3 , b), x4 7→ b},
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DecomposeA
Af ∈ ax(f ) ∧ Cf 6∈ ax(f ) ∧ m ≥ 2 ∧ n ≥ m ∧ k ∈ {1, . . . , (n − m) + 1}
x

hf (t1 , . . . , tn ) = f (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒
x
x
hf (t1 , . . . , tk ) =1 s1 ∧ f (tk+1 , . . . , tn ) =2 f (s2 , . . . , sm ) ∧ CT | S | θσi
where σ = {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}, and x1 , x2 are fresh variables
Fig. 5. Decomposition rule for an associative (non–commutative) function symbol f

x

lggE (f (f (a, c), b), f (c, b)), with E = {Af }
↓ Initial Configuration
x
hf (a, c, b) = f (c, b) | ∅ | ∅i
. DecomposeA &

x

x

x

ha =1 c ∧ f (c, b) =2 b | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}ihf (a, c) =3 c ∧ b =4 b | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x3 , x4 )}i
↓ Solve
↓ Solve
x

x

hf (c, b) =2 b | a =1 c | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}i
↓ Solve
x

x

x

x

hb =4 b | f (a, c) =3 c | {x 7→ f (x3 , x4 )}i
↓ Decompose
x

h∅ | a =1 c ∧ f (c, b) =2 b | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}i h∅ | f (a, c) =3 c | {x 7→ f (x3 , b), x4 7→ b}i
& minimalA .
{x 7→ f (x3 , b), x4 7→ b}

Fig. 6. Computation trace for A–generalization of terms f (f (a, c), b) and f (c, b)).

thus we compute that the lgg modulo A of t and s is f (x3 , b). The computation
trace is shown in Figure 6.
4.4

Least general generalization modulo AC

In this section we provide a specific inference rule DecomposeAC for handling
function symbols obeying both the associativity and commutativity axioms. Note
that we use again flattened versions of the terms, as in the associative case of
Section 4.3. Actually, the new decomposition rule for the case AC is similar
to the decompose inference rule for associative function symbols, except that
all permutations of f (t1 , . . . , tn ) and f (s1 , . . . , sm ) are considered. Just notice
that this rule is (don’t know) non-deterministic, hence all possibilities must be
explored.
Similarly to the rule DecomposeA , we give the rule DecomposeAC for the
x

case when, in the generalization problem s , t, the number of alien terms in s is
greater than or equal to the number of alien terms in t. For the other way round,
a similar rule would be needed, that we omit since it is perfectly analogous. To
¯ {ik+1 , . . . , in } = {1, . . . , n} to denote that for
simplify, we write {i1 , . . . , ik }]
every k, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ij ∈ {1, . . . , n}, {ik+1 , . . . , in } = {1, . . . , n} \ {i1 , . . . , ik },
i1 ≤ · · · ≤ ik , and ik+1 ≤ · · · ≤ in . Note that it is not necessary that ik ≤ ik+1 .
Example 5. Let t = f (a, f (a, b)) and s = f (f (b, b), a) be two terms where f
is associative and commutative, i.e., {Af , Cf } ⊆ ax(f ). By applying the rules
SolveE , RecoverE , and DecomposeAC above, we end in two terminal configurations whose respective substitution components are θ1 = {x 7→ f (x1 , x1 , x3 ), x2 7→
x1 } and θ2 = {x 7→ f (x4 , a, b), x5 7→ a, x6 7→ b}, thus we compute that the lggs
modulo AC of t and s are f (x1 , x1 , x3 ) and f (x4 , a, b). The corresponding computation trace is shown in Figure 8.
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DecomposeAC
¯ {im , . . . , in } = {1, . . . , n}
{Af , Cf } ⊆ ax(f ) ∧ n ≥ m ∧ {i1 , . . . , im−1 }]
x

hti1

hf (t1 , . . . , tn ) = f (s1 , . . . , sm ) ∧ C | S | θi ⇒
xm−1
xm
sm ∧ C | S | θσi
= s1 ∧ . . . ∧ tim−1 = sm−1 ∧ f (tim , . . . , tin ) =

x1

where σ = {x 7→ f (x1 , . . . , xm )}, and x1 , . . . , xm are fresh variables
Fig. 7. Decomposition rule for an associative–commutative function symbol f

x

lggE (f (a, f (a, b)), f (f (b, b), a)), with E = {Cf , Af }
↓ Initial Configuration
x
hf (a, a, b) = f (b, b, a) | ∅ | idi
. DecomposeAC (Other permutations are not shown) &

x

x

ha =1 b ∧ a =2 b ∧ b =3 a | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 , x3 )}i
↓ Solve
x

x

x

ha =2 b ∧ b =3 a | a =1 b | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 , x3 )}i
↓ Recover
x

x

hb =3 a | a =1 b | {x →
7 f (x1 , x1 , x3 ), x2 7→ x1 }i
↓ Solve
x

x

x

x

x

ha =4 b ∧ a =5 a ∧ b =6 b | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x4 , x5 , x6 )}i
↓ Solve
x

x

x

ha =5 a ∧ b =6 b | a =4 b | {x 7→ f (x4 , x5 , x6 )}i
↓ Decompose
x

x

hb =6 b | a =4 b | {x 7→ f (x4 , a, x6 ), x5 7→ a}i
↓ Decompose
x

h∅ | a =1 b ∧ b =3 a | {x 7→ f (x1 , x1 , x3 ), x2 7→ x1 }i h∅ | a =4 b | {x 7→ f (x4 , a, b), x5 7→ a, x6 7→ b}i
& minimalAC .
{x 7→ f (x1 , x1 , x3 ), x2 7→ x1 } and {x 7→ f (x4 , a, b), x5 7→ a, x6 7→ b}

Fig. 8. Computation trace for AC–generalizations of terms f (a, f (a, b)) and
f (f (b, b), a).

4.5

Least general generalization modulo U

Finally, let us introduce the inference rule of Figure 9 for handling function
symbols f which have an identity element e. This rule considers the identity
axioms in a rather lazy or on-demand manner. The rule corresponds to the case
x
when the root symbol f of the term t in the left–hand side of the constraint t = s
obeys the unity axioms. A companion rule for handling the case when the root
symbol of the term s in the right–hand side obeys the unity axiom is omitted,
that is perfectly analogous.
Example 6. Let t = f (a, b, c, d) and s = f (a, c) be two terms where
{Af , Cf , Uf } ⊆ ax(f ). By applying the rules SolveE , RecoverE , DecomposeAC ,
and ExpandU above, we end in a terminal configuration h∅ | S | θi, where
θ = {x 7→ f (a, f (c, f (x5 , x6 ))), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, f (x5 , x6 )), x3 7→ c, x4 7→
f (x5 , x6 )}, thus we compute that the lgg modulo ACU of t and s is f (a, c, x5 , x6 ).
The computation trace is shown in Figure 10.
4.6

A general ACU-generalization method

For the general case when different function symbols satisfying different associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms are considered, we can
use the rules above all together, with no need whatsoever for any changes or
adaptations.
The key property of all the above inference rules is their locality: they are
local to the given top function symbol in the left term (or right term in some
cases) of the constraint they are acting upon, irrespective of what other function
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ExpandU
Uf ∈ ax(f ) ∧ root(t) ≡ f ∧ root(s) 6≡ f ∧ s0 ∈ {f (e, s), f (s, e)}
x

x

ht = s ∧ CT | S | θi ⇒ ht = s0 ∧ CT | S | θi
Fig. 9. Inference rule for expanding function symbol f with identity element e

lggE (f (a, b, c, d), f (a, c)), with E = {Cf , Af , Uf }
↓ Initial Configuration
x
hf (a, b, c, d) = f (a, c) | ∅ | idi
↓ DecomposeAC (Other permutations are not shown)
x

x

ha =1 a ∧ f (b, c, d) =2 c | ∅ | {x 7→ f (x1 , x2 )}i
↓ Decompose
x

hf (b, c, d) =2 c | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, x2 ), x1 7→ a}i
↓ ExpandU
x

↓

x

hf (b, c, d) =2 f (c, e) | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, x2 ), x1 7→ a}i
DecomposeAC (Other permutations are not shown)
x

hc =3 c ∧ f (b, d) =4 e | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, f (x3 , x4 )), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (x3 , x4 )}i
↓ Decompose
x

hf (b, d) =4 e | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, f (c, x4 )), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, x4 ), x3 7→ c}i
↓ ExpandU
x

hf (b, d) =4 f (e, e) | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, f (c, x4 )), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, x4 ), x3 7→ c}i
↓ DecomposeAC (Other permutations are not shown)

x

x

hb =5 e ∧ d =6 e | ∅ | {x 7→ f (a, f (c, f (x5 , x6 ))), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, f (x5 , x6 )), x3 7→ c, x4 7→ f (x5 , x6 )}i
↓ Solve
x

x

hd =6 e | b =5 e | {x 7→ f (a, f (c, f (x5 , x6 ))), x1 →
7 a, x2 7→ f (c, f (x5 , x6 )), x3 7→ c, x4 7→ f (x5 , x6 )}i
↓ Solve
x

x

h∅ | b =5 e ∧ d =6 e | {x 7→ f (a, f (c, f (x5 , x6 ))), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, f (x5 , x6 )), x3 7→ c, x4 7→ f (x5 , x6 )}i
↓ minimalACU
{x 7→ f (a, f (c, f (x5 , x6 ))), x1 7→ a, x2 7→ f (c, f (x5 , x6 )), x3 7→ c, x4 7→ f (x5 , x6 )}

Fig. 10. Computation trace for U–generalization of terms f (a, b, c, d) and f (a, c).

symbols and what other axioms may be present in the given signature Σ and
theory E. Such a locality means that these rules are modular, in the sense that
they do not need to be changed or modified when new function symbols are
added to the signature and new A, and/or C, and/or U axioms are added to E.
However, when new axioms are added to E, some rules that applied before (for
example decomposition for an f which before satisfied ax(f ) = ∅, but now has
ax(f ) 6= ∅) may not apply, and, conversely, some rules that did not apply before
now may apply (because new axioms are added to f ). But the rules themselves
do not change! They are the same and can be used to compute the set of lggs of
two terms S
modulo any theory E in the parametric family IE of theories of the
form E = f ∈Σ ax(f ), where ax(f ) ⊆ {Af , Cf , Uf }.
The ACU least general generalization algorithm presented here has been
implemented in Maude [9], with a Web interface written in Java. The core of the
tool contains about 200 lines of Maude code. The Web tool is publicly available
together with a set of examples at the following url:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/toolsMaude/Lgg.html.
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a modular equational generalization algorithm that computes
a minimal and complete set of least general generalizations for two terms modulo any combination of associativity, commutativity and identity axioms for the
binary symbols in the theory. Our algorithm is directly applicable to any untyped declarative languages and reasoning systems. However, it would be highly
desirable to support generalization modulo equational theories (Σ, E) where Σ
is a typed signature such as for example an order–sorted signature, since a number of rule–based languages such as ASF+SDF [6], Elan [7], OBJ [16], CafeOBJ
[12], and Maude [9] support order–sorted or many–sorted signatures. All existing
generalization algorithms, with the exception of the work of Pfenning on generalization in the higher-order setting of the calculus of constructions [24], assume
an untyped setting. However, the algorithm for generalization in the calculus of
constructions of [24] cannot be used for order-sorted theories. In [2], we have
developed an order–sorted generalization algorithm for the case where the set E
of axioms is empty. It would be very useful to combine the order–sorted and the
E–generalization inference systems into a single calculus supporting both types
and equational axioms. However, this combination seems to us non–trivial and
is left for future work.
In our own work, we plan to use the above–mentioned order-sorted equational generalization algorithm as a key component of a narrowing-based partial evaluator (PE) for programs in order-sorted rule-based languages such as
OBJ, CafeOBJ, and Maude. This will make available for such languages useful
narrowing–driven PE techniques developed for the untyped setting in, e.g., [3,4].
We are also considering adding this generalization mechanism to an inductive
theorem prover such a Maude’s ITP [10] to support automatic conjecture of lemmas. This will provide a typed analogue of similar automatic lemma conjecture
mechanisms in untyped inductive theorem provers such as Nqthm [8] and its
ACL2 successor [18].
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Abstract. We describe new methods to induce functional programs
from small sets of non-recursive equations representing a subset of the
input-output behaviour of some function to be implemented. Classical attempts to construct functional Lisp-programs from input/outputexamples are analytical, i.e., a Lisp-program belonging to a strongly restricted program class is algorithmically derived from examples. More
recent approaches generate and test programs until a program consistent with the examples is found. Theoretically, large program classes can
be induced generate-and-test based. However, this approach suffers from
combinatorial explosion. We propose a particular combination of search
and analytical techniques. The method described in this paper is search
based in order to avoid strong a-priori restrictions as imposed by the classical analytical approach but successor programs are computed based on
analytical techniques during search instead of being generated independently from the examples. A prototypical implementation shows first
that programs are inducible which are not in scope of classical purely
analytical techniques and second that the induction times are shorter
than in recent generate-and-test based methods.

1

Introduction

Synthesis of recursive declarative programs from input/output-examples (I/Oexamples) is an active area of research since the seventies, though it has always
been only a niche within other research fields such as machine learning, inductive
logic programming (ILP) or functional programming.
The basic approach to inductive inference is to simply enumerate concepts—
programs in this case—of a defined class until one is found which is consistent
with the examples. When new examples appear and some of them contradict the
current program then enumeration continues until a program consistent with the
extended set of examples is found. Gold [1] stated this inductive inference model
precisely and reported first results. Due to combinatorial explosion, this general
enumerative approach is too expensive for practical use.
Summers [2] developed a completely different method to induce functional
Lisp-programs. He showed, first, that under certain conditions traces can algorithmically be derived from I/O-examples and second that for certain classes
of Lisp-programs an enumerative search through the program space can be
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avoided. It suffices to search the traces for repetitive patterns from which a recursive function definition can be derived. Several variants and extensions of
Summers method have been proposed. An early overview is given in [3], a recent
extension is described in [4]. We call this approach analytical. However, due to
strong constraints imposed to the forms of I/O-examples and inducible programs
in order to avoid search, only simple functions can be induced.
Recently, some papers on the induction of functional programs have been
published in the functional programming community [5–7]. They all take an
enumerative approach. A further, enumerative functional system is Adate [8].
Though these systems use type information, some of them higher-order functions,
and further more or less sophisticated techniques for pruning the search space,
they strongly suffer from combinatorial explosion. Again only comparatively
small problems can be solved with acceptable resources and in reasonable time.
Also ILP [9] has originated some methods intended for, or at least capable
of, inducing recursive programs on inductive datatypes [10–12], though ILP in
general has a focus on classification. In ILP one distinguishes top-down methods
as used in Foil [11] and bottom-up methods as used in Golem [10]. This corresponds to the distinction of enumerative vs. analytical function induction. Most
often single rules are greedily constructed independently one after the other. This
might be adequate for classifier induction but has its drawbacks for inducing algorithmic concepts including recursion. Moreover, preference biases such as the
foil-gain and also the most often used generality model based on θ-subsumption
are inadequate for the induction of recursive programs. This led to the development of ILP methods specialised for program induction, partly based on inverse
implication instead of θ-subsumption, as surveyed in [12]. Especially the idea
of sub-unification [13] is similar to the analytical approach of inducing functional programs. The problems are similar to those of the functional approaches
described above.
In this paper we suggest a particular combination of the analytical and the
enumerative approach in order to put their relative strengths into effect and
to repress their relative weaknesses. The general idea is to base the induction
on a search in order to avoid strong a-priori restrictions on I/O-examples and
inducible programs. But in contrast to the generate-and-test approach we construct successor programs during search by using analytical techniques similar
to those proposed by Summers instead of generating them independently from
the examples. We represent functional programs as sets of recursive first-order
equations. Adopting machine learning terminology, we call such generated equation sets hypotheses. The effect of constructing hypotheses based on the example
equations is that only hypotheses entailing the example equations are enumerated. In contrast to greedy search methods, the search is still complete—only
programs known to be inconsistent are ruled out by the analytical program construction technique. Besides narrowing the search space, analytical hypotheses
construction has the advantage that the constructed hypotheses need not to be
evaluated on the I/O-examples, they are consistent by construction.
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The paper is organised as follows: In the following section we shortly review
Summers method to derive recursive function definitions from recurrence relations found in a trace. In Section 3 we introduce some basic terminology. In
Section 4 we present a strong generalisation of Summers theorem. In Section 5
we describe an algorithm based on the generalised synthesis theorem. Section 6
shows results for some sample problems, and in Section 7, we conclude.

2

Summers Synthesis Theorem

Summers showed how linearly recursive Lisp-programs can algorithmically be
derived from a finite set of I/O-examples {e1 , . . . , ek }. The method consists of
two steps: First, a trace in form of a McCarthy-Conditional with predicates and
program fragments for each I/O-pair
F (x) = (p1 (x) → f1 (x), . . . , pk−1 (x) → fk−1 (x), T → fk (x))
is constructed and second, recurrences between predicates pi (x) and program
fragments fi (x) are identified which are used to construct a recursive program.
Example 1. Consider the following I/O-examples for computing the initial sequence of a list:
h(A), ()i , h(A, B), (A)i , h(A, B, C), (A, B)i , h(A, B, C, D), (A, B, C)i. From these,
the following trace will be derived:
F (x) = (atom(cdr (x)) → nil
atom(cddr (x)) → cons(car (x), nil )
atom(cdddr (x)) → cons(car (x), cons(cadr (x), nil ))
T → cons(car (x), cons(cadr (x), cons(caddr (x), nil ))))
The following recurrences are identified:
pi+1 (x) = pi (cdr (x))

for i = 1, 2

fi+1 (x) = cons(car (x), fi (cdr (x)))

for i = 1, 2, 3

The recurrences are generalised to i ∈ N+ and the following recursive Lispprogram results:
F (x) = (atom(cdr (x)) → nil
T → F 0 (x))
F 0 (x) = (atom(cddr (x)) → cons(car (x), nil )
T → cons(car (x), F 0 (cdr (x)))
The first step, algorithmic construction of traces, is based on strong constraints: First, traces are composed from a small fixed set of operation symbols,
namely cons, car , cdr to compose and decompose S-expressions, the McCarthyConditional, and the predicate atom to check atomicity of S-expressions; second,
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each atom occurring in an example output must also occur in the corresponding
example input; third, each atom may not occur more than once in an input; and
fourth, the example inputs must form a chain according to a particular order
over S-expressions. These restrictions, especially the first and the last one, are
far too strong for practical use. In practice, programs use functions predefined in
some library. This is not possible due to the first restriction. Moreover, comparing values regarding equality or order is not possible due to the first restriction.
The last restriction forces the induced programs to be linear recursive. All classical methods surveyed in [3] as well as the recent powerful extension of Summers
described in [4] suffer from these restrictions.
Our method described in Section 5 is not based on this first restrictive step
of the classical methods and therefore, we do not describe the algorithmic construction of traces from examples here.
Now suppose that fragments and predicates for examples {e1 , . . . , ek } can—
based on found differences—be expressed as recurrence relations with n being a
fixed number > 0.
f1 (x), . . . , fn (x), fi+n (x) = a(fi (b(x)), x),
p1 (x), . . . , pn (x), pi+n (x) = pi (b(x))

for 1 < i ≤ k − n

(1)

If k − n > 2 then we inductively infer that the recurrence relations hold for all
i > 1. Given such a generalised recurrence relation, more and more predicates
and program fragments can be derived yielding a chain of approximations to the
function specified by the generalised recurrence relations. The function itself is
defined to be the supremum of that chain.
Theorem 1 (Basic Synthesis). The function specified by the generalisation
of recurrence relations as defined in (1) is computed by the recursive function
F (x) = (p1 (x) → f1 (x), . . . , pn (x) → fn (x), T → a(F (b(x)), x))
The theorem is proved in [2]. It is easily extended to cases where the smallest
index for the repetitive patterns is greater than 1 as in example 1 and for different
basic functions b for fragments and predicates.
Remark. Note that the recurrence detection method finds differences between
fragments and predicates of respectively two I/O-examples. Therefore, the provided examples need to be complete in the sense that if one I/O-pair with an
input i of a particular complexity is given then all I/O-pairs with inputs of the
intended domain smaller than i according to the order over S-expressions also
must be given. For example, if a function for computing lists of arbitrary length
including the empty list shall be induced and one provides an example for an
input list of length 4 then also examples for input lists of length 3, 2, 1, and 0
must be given. In [3], also methods to find recurrences within a program fragment of an I/O-pair are surveyed. For this method theoretically one I/O-pair
suffices to induce a recursive function.
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3

Equations and Term Rewriting

We shortly introduce concepts on terms and term rewriting here as it is described, e.g., in [14].
We represent functional programs as sets of equations (pairs of terms) over
a first order signature Σ. The variables of a term t are denoted by Var (t).
Signatures are many-sorted, i.e., terms are typed.
Each equation defining (amongst other equations) a function F has a lefthand
side (lhs) of the form F (p1 , . . . , pn ) where neither F nor the name of any other of
the defined functions occur in the pi . Thus, the symbols in the signature Σ are
divided into two disjunct subsets D of defined function symbols and C of (type)
constructors. In the following we assume that all considered sets of equations
have this form.
Terms without defined function symbols are called constructor terms. The
constructor terms pi in the lhss of the equations for a defined function F may
contain variables and are called pattern. This corresponds to the concept of
pattern matching in functional programming languages and is the only form of
case distinction. Each variable in the rhs of an equation must occur in the lhs,
i.e., in the pattern. We say that rhs variables must be bound (by the lhs).
In order to evaluate a function defined by equations we read the equations as
simplification (or rewrite) rules from left to right as known from functional programming, i.e., as a term rewriting system (TRS). TRSs whose lhss have defined
function symbols as roots and constructor terms as arguments, i.e., whose lhss
have the described pattern-matching form, are called constructor (term rewriting) systems (CSs). We use the terms equation and rule as well as equation set
and CS interchangeably throughout the paper, depending on the context. Evaluating an n-ary function F for an input i1 , . . . , in consists of repeatedly rewriting
the term F (i1 , . . . , in ) w.r.t. the rewrite relation implied by the CS until the term
is in normal form, i.e., cannot be further rewritten. A sequence of (in)finitely
many rewrite steps t0 →R t1 →R · · · is called derivation. If a derivation starts
with term t and results in a normal form s, then s is called normal form of t,
!
written t → s. We say that t normalises to s. In order to define a function on
a domain (a set of ground terms) by a CS, no two derivations starting with the
same ground term may lead to different normal forms, i.e., normal forms must
be unique. A sufficient condition for this is that no two lhss of a CS unify; this
is a sufficient condition for a CS to be confluent. A CS is terminating if each
possible derivation terminates. A sufficient condition for termination is that the
arguments/inputs of recursive calls strictly decrease within each derivation and
w.r.t. a well founded order.
A substitution σ is a mapping from variables to terms and is extended to a
mapping from terms to terms which is also denoted by σ and written in postfix
notation; tσ is the result of applying σ to all variables in term t. If s = tσ, then
t is called generalisation of s and we say that t subsumes s and that s matches
t by σ. Given two terms t1 , t2 and a substitution σ such that t1 σ = t2 σ, then we
say that t1 , t2 unify. Given a set of terms, S = {s, s0 , s00 , . . .}, then there exists a
term t which subsumes all terms in S and which is itself subsumed by each other
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term subsuming all terms in S. The term t is called least general generalisation
(lgg) of the terms in S [15]. We also needs lggs of equations. Therefor, consider
an equation as a term with the equal sign as root symbol and the lhs and rhs as
first and second subterm respectively. Then the lgg of a set of equations is the
equation represented by the lgg of the terms representing the set of equations.

4

A Generalised Synthesis Theorem

In the following we write vectors t1 , . . . , tn of terms abbreviated as t.
Theorem 2. Let E be a set of equations with constructor terms as rhss, F a
defined function symbol occurring in E, p a pattern for F , and EF,p ⊆ E the
equations in E whose lhss match F (p) with substitutions σ. If, for a fixed context
C, fixed defined function symbols F1 , . . . , Fk , fixed terms s1 , . . . , sk , and for all
F (a) = r ∈ EF,p exist equations F1 (a1 ) = r1 , . . . , Fk (ak ) = rk and substitutions
τ1 , . . . , τk , such that
r = Cσ[r1 τ1 , . . . , rk τk ] and Fi (ai )τi = Fi (si )σ, i = 1, . . . , k
then

(E \ EF,p ) ∪ {F (p) = C[F1 (s1 ), . . . , Fk (sk )]} |= E

Proof. Obviously it suffices to proof that EF,p is modelled. Let F (a) = r be an
equation in EF,p and σ the substitution such that F (a) = F (p)σ. Then
F (a) = C[F1 (s1 ), . . . , Fk (sk )]σ
= Cσ[F1 (a1 )τ1 , . . . , Fk (ak )τk ]
= Cσ[r1 τ1 , . . . , rk τk ]
=r
t
u
The theorem states conditions under which example equations whose lhss
are subsumed by a lhs F (p) can be replaced by one single equation with this
lhs and a rhs containing recursive calls or calls to other equations. The theorem
generalises Summers’ theorem and its extensions in several aspects: The lhss of
the example equations to be modelled (corresponding to the example inputs in
Summers method) need not be ordered linearly, differences between rhss (corresponding to Summers’ example outputs) are not restricted to the example
equations of the function to be induced but relations to other user-defined functions, so called background functions are considered. The number of subterms
which are expressed in terms of rhss of other equations is not limited.
As in Summers recurrence detection method, (recursive) function calls are
hypothesised by finding recurrent patterns between equations and not within
equations. Therefore, the requirement for complete sets of example equations
applies to our generalisation as well.
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5

The Igor2-Algorithm

Given a set of example equations E for any number of defined function symbols
and background equations B describing the input-output behaviour of further
user-defined functions on a suitable subset of their domains with constructor rhss
each, the Igor2 algorithm returns a set of equations P constituting a confluent
constructor system which is correct in the following sense:
!

F (i) →P ∪B o for all F (i) = o ∈ E

(2)

The constructor system constituted by the induced equations together with the
background equations rewrites the lhs of each example equation to its rhs. Even if
example equations may contain variables, we call their lhs arguments i example
input and their rhss o example output in the following. The functions to be
induced are called target functions.
5.1

Signature and Form of Induced Equations

Let Σ be the signature of the example- and the background equations respectively. Then the signature of an induced program is Σ ∪DA . DA is a set of defined
function symbols not contained in the example- and background equations and
not declared in their signatures. These defined function symbols are names of
auxiliary, possibly recursive, functions dynamically introduced by Igor2. This
corresponds to predicate invention in inductive logic programming.
Auxiliary functions are restricted in two aspects: First, the type of an auxiliary function is identical with the type of the function calling it. That is, auxiliary
functions have the same types as the target functions. Igor2 cannot automatically infer auxiliary parameters as, e.g., the accumulator parameter in the efficient implementation of Reverse. Second, auxiliary function symbols cannot
occur at the root of the rhs of another function calling it. Such restrictions are
called language bias.
Variables are also dynamically introduced within the induction process and
not a priori fixed.
5.2

Overview over the Algorithm

Obviously, there are infinitely many correct solutions P in the sense of (2),
one of them E itself. In order to select one or at least a finite subset of the
possible solutions at all and particularly to select “good” solutions, Igor2—
like almost all inductive inference methods—is committed to a preference bias.
Igor2 prefers solutions P whose patterns partition the example inputs in fewer
subsets. The search for solutions is complete, i.e., solutions inducing the least
number of subsets are found. Spoken in programming terminology: A functional
program, fitting the language bias described above, with the least number of case
distinctions correctly computing all specified examples is returned. This assures
that the recursive structure in the examples as well as the computability through
predefined functions is best possible covered in the induced program.
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Example 2. From the type declarations
nil
cons
Reverse
Last

: → List
: Elem List → List
: List → List
: List → Elem

the example equations1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reverse([ ])
Reverse([X])
Reverse([X, Y ])
Reverse([X, Y, Z])
Reverse([X, Y, Z, V ])

=
=
=
=
=

[]
[X]
[Y, X]
[Z, Y, X]
[V, Z, Y, X]

=
=
=
=

X
Y
Z
V

and the background equations
Last([X])
Last([X, Y ])
Last([X, Y, Z])
Last([X, Y, Z, V ])

Igor2 induces the following equations for Reverse and an auxiliary function
Init:
Reverse([ ])
= []
Reverse([X|Xs]) = [Last([X|Xs])|Reverse(Init([X|Xs]))]
Init([X])
= []
Init([X1 , X2 |Xs]) = [X1 |Init([X2 |Xs])]
The induction of a terminating, confluent, correct CS is organised as a best
first search. During search, a hypothesis is a set of equations entailing the example equations and constituting a terminating and confluent CS but potentially with unbound variables in the rhss. We call such equations and hypotheses
containing them unfinished equations and hypotheses. A goal state is reached,
if at least one of the best—according to the preference bias described above—
hypotheses is finished, i.e., does not contain unfinished equations. Such a finished
hypothesis is terminating and confluent by construction and since its equations
entail the example equations, it is also correct.
W.r.t. the described preference bias and in order to get a complete hypothesis w.r.t. the examples, the initial hypothesis is a CS with one rule per target
function such that its pattern subsumes all example inputs. In most cases (e.g.,
for all recursive functions) one rule is not enough and the rhss will remain unfinished. Then for one of the unfinished rules successors will be computed which
leads to one or more hypotheses. Now repeatedly unfinished rules of currently
best hypotheses are replaced until a currently best hypothesis is finished. Since
one and the same rule may be member of different hypotheses, the successor
rules originate successors of all hypotheses containing this rule. Hence, in each
induction step several hypotheses are processed.
1

We use a syntax for lists as known from Prolog.
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5.3

Initial Rules

Given a set of example equations for one target function, the initial rule is
constructed by antiunifying [15] all example equations. This leads to the lgg
of the example equations. In particular, the pattern of the initial rule is the
most specific term which subsumes all example inputs. Considering only lggs
of example inputs as patterns narrows the search space. It does not constrain
completeness of hypotheses regarding the example equations as shown by the
following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let R be a CS with non-unifying but possibly not most specific
patterns which is correct regarding a set of example equations. Then there exists
a CS R0 such that R0 contains exactly one lhs F (p0 ) for each lhs F (p) in R,
each p0 being the lgg of all example inputs matching p, and R and R0 compute
the same normal form for each example lhs.
Proof. It suffices to show (i) that if a pattern p of a rule r is replaced by the
lgg of the example inputs matching p, then also the rhs of r can be replaced
such that the rewrite relation remains the same for the example lhss matching
F (p), and (ii) that if the rhs of r contains a call to a defined function then
each instance of this call regarding the example inputs matching p is also an
example lhs (subsumed by F (p) or another lhs and, hence, also subsumed by lhss
constituting lggs of example lhss). Proving these two conditions suffices because
(i) assures equal rewrite relations for the example lhss and (ii) assures that each
resulting term of one rewrite step which is not in normal form regarding R is
also not in normal form regarding R0 .
The second condition is assured if the example equations are complete. To
show the first condition let F (p) be a lhs in R such that p is not the lgg of the
example inputs matching it. Then there exists a position u with p|u = X, X ∈
Var (p) and p0 |u = s 6= X if p0 is the lgg of the example inputs matching p.
First assume that X does not occur in the rhs of the rule r with pattern p, then
replacing X by s in p does not change the rewrite relation of r for the example
lhss because still all example lhss are subsumed and are rewritten to the same
term as before. Now assume that X occurs in the rhs of r. Then the rewrite
relation of r for the example lhss remains the same if X is replaced by s in p as
well as in the rhs.
t
u
5.4

Processing Unfinished Rules

This section describes the three methods for replacing unfinished rules by successor rules. All three methods are applied to a chosen unfinished rule in parallel.
The first method, splitting rules by pattern refinement, replaces an unfinished
rule with pattern p by at least two new rules with more specific patterns in
order to establish a case distinction. The second method, introducing subfunctions, generates new induction problems, i.e., new example equations, for those
subterms of an unfinished rhs containing unbound variables. The third method,
introducing function calls, implements the principle described in Sec. 4 in order
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to introduce recursive calls or calls to other defined functions. Other defined
functions can be further target functions or background knowledge functions.
Finding the arguments of such a function call is considered as new induction
problem. The last two methods implement the capability to automatically find
auxiliary subfunctions. We denote the example equations whose inputs match
the lhs F (p) of the unfinished rule by EF,p .
Splitting Rules by Pattern Refinement. The first method for generating
successors of an unfinished rule is to replace its pattern p by a set of more specific
patterns, such that the new patterns induce a partition of the example inputs in
EF,p . This results in a set of new rules replacing the original rule and—from a
programming point of view—establishes a case distinction. It has to be assured
that no two of the new patterns unify. This is done as follows: First a position u is
chosen at which a variable stands in p and constructors stands in the subsumed
example inputs. Since p is the lgg of the inputs, at least two inputs have different
constructor symbols at position u. Then respectively all example inputs with the
same constructor at position u are taken into the same subset. This leads to a
partition of the example equations. Finally, for each subset of equations the lgg
is computed leading to a set of initial rules with refined patterns.
Possibly, different positions of variables in pattern p lead to different partitions. Then all partitions are generated. Since specialised patterns subsume
fewer inputs, the number of unbound variables in the initial rhss (non-strictly)
decreases with each refinement step. Eventually, if no correct hypothesis with
fewer case distinctions exists, each example input is subsumed by itself such that
the example equations are simply reproduced.
Example 3. Reconsider the example equations for Reverse in Example 2. The
pattern of the initial rule is simply a variable Q, since the example inputs have no
common root symbol. Hence, the unique position at which the pattern contains
a variable and the example inputs different constructors is the root position.
The first example input consists of only the constant [ ] at the root position.
All remaining example inputs have the constructor cons at that position. I.e.,
two subsets are induced, one containing the first example equation, the other
containing all remaining example equations. The lggs of the example lhss of
these two subsets are Reverse([ ]) and Reverse([Q|Qs]) resp. which are the lhss
of the two successor rules.
Introducing Subfunctions. The second method to generate successor equations can be applied, if all example equations F (i = o ∈ EF,p have the same
constructor symbol c at the root of their rhss. Let c be of arity m then the rhs
of the unfinished rule is replaced by the term c(S1 (p), . . . , Sm (p)) where each
Si denotes a new defined (sub)function. This finishes the rule since all variables
from the new rhs are contained in the lhs. Examples for the new subfunctions
are abduced from the examples of the current function as follows: If the o|j ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , m} denote the jth subterms of the example rhss o, then the equations Sj (i) = o|j are the example equations of the new subfunction Sj . Thus,
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correct rules for Sj compute the jth subterms of the rhss o such that the term
c(S1 (p), . . . , Sm (p)) normalises to the rhss o.
Example 4. Reconsider the Reverse examples except the first one as they have
been put into one subset in Example 3. The initial equation for this subset is:
Reverse([Q|Qs]) = [Q2 |Qs2 ]

(3)

It is unfinished due two the two unbound variables in the rhs. Now the two
unfinished subterms (consisting of exactly the two variables) are taken as new
subproblems. This leads to two new example sets for two new help functions S1
and S2 : S1 ([X]) = X, S1 ([X, Y ]) = Y, . . ., S2 ([X]) = [ ], S2 ([X, Y ]) = [X], . . ..
The successor equation-set for the unfinished equation contains three equations
determined as follows: The original unfinished equation (3) is replaced by the
finished equation Reverse([Q|Qs]) = [S1 ([Q|Qs] | S2 [Q|Qs]] and from the new
example sets for S1 and S2 initial equations are derived.
Introducing Function Calls. The last method to generate successor sets for
an unfinished rule with pattern p for a target function F is to replace its rhs
by a call to a defined function F 0 , i.e. by a term F 0 (S1 (p), . . . , Sk (p)). Each Sj ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , k} denotes a new introduced defined (sub)function. This finishes the
rule, since now the rhs does not longer contain variables not contained in the lhs.
In order to get a rule leading to a correct hypothesis, for each example equation
F (i) = o of function F whose input i matches p with substitution σ must hold:
!

F 0 (S1 (p), . . . , Sk (p))σ → o; compare Theorem 2. This holds if for each example
rhs o an example equation F 0 (i0 ) = o0 of function F 0 exists such that o = o0 τ
!

for a substitution τ and Sj (p)σ → i0 (j)τ for each Sj and i0 (j). Thus, if we find
such example equations of F 0 , then we abduce example equations Sj (i) = i0 (j)τ
for the new subfunctions Sj and induce them from these examples. Provided,
the final hypothesis is correct for F 0 and all Sj then it is also correct for F .
In order to assure termination of the final hypothesis it must hold i0 < i
according to any reduction order < if the function call is recursive.2
Example 5. For example, consider the examples for the help function S2 from
Example 4 and the corresponding unfinished initial equation:
S2 ([Q|Qs] = Qs2

(4)

The example outputs, [ ], [X], . . . of S2 match the example outputs for Reverse.
That is, the unfinished rhs Qs2 can be replaced by a (recursive) call to the
Reverse-function. The argument of the call must map the inputs [X], [X, Y ], . . .
of S2 to the corresponding inputs [ ], [X], . . . of Reverse, i.e., a new help function,
S3 is needed. This leads to the new example set S3 ([X]) = [ ], S3 ([X, Y ] =
[X], . . . The successor equation-set for the unfinished equation (4) contains the
finished equation S2 ([Q|Qs] = Reverse(S3 ([Q|Qs])) and the initial equation for
S3 .
2

Assuring decreasing arguments is more complex if mutual recursion is allowed.
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Note that in further steps the example outputs for S1 from Example 4 would
match the example outputs of the predefined Last-function (Example 2) and S3
from Example 5 becomes the invented Init-function of Example 2.

6

Experiments

We have implemented a prototype of Igor2 in the reflective term-rewriting
based programming language Maude [16]. The implementation includes an extension compared to the approach described in the previous section. Different
variables within a pattern can be tested for equality. This establishes—besides
pattern refinement—a second form of case distinction.
In Tab. 1 we have listed experimental results for sample problems. The first
column lists the names for the induced target functions, the second the names
of additionally specified background functions, the third the number of given
examples (for target functions), the fourth the number of automatically introduced recursive subfunctions, the fifth the maximal number of calls to defined
functions within one rule, and the sixth the times in seconds consumed by the
induction. Note that the example equations contain variables if possible (except
for the Add -function). The experiments were performed on a Pentium 4 with
Linux and the Maude 2.3 interpreter.
Table 1. Some inferred functions
target functions
Length
Last
Odd
ShiftL
Reverse
Even, Odd
Mirror
Take
ShiftR
DelZeros
InsertionSort
PlayTennis
Add
Member
Reverse
QuickSort

bk funs
/
/
/
/
Snoc
/
/
/
/
/
Insert
/
/
/
/
Append ,
P1 , P2

#expl
3
3
4
4
4
3, 3
4
6
4
7
5
14
9
13
4
6

#sub
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

#calls
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
0
1
1
3
5

times
.012
.012
.012
.024
.024
.028
.036
.076
.092
.160
.160
.260
.264
.523
.790
63.271

All induced programs compute the intended functions with more or less “natural” definitions. Length, Last, Reverse, and Member are the well known functions on lists. Reverse has been specified twice, first with Snoc as background
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knowledge which inserts an element at the end of a list and second without background knowledge. The second case (see Example 2 for given data and computed
solution), is an example for the capability of automatic subfunction introduction
and nested calls of defined functions. Odd is a predicate and true for odd natural
numbers, false otherwise. The solution contains two base cases (one for 0, one for
1) and in the recursive case, the number is reduced by 2. In the case where both
Even and Odd are specified as target functions, both functions of the solution
contain one base case for 0 and a call to the other function reduced by 1 as the
recursive case. I.e. the solution contains a mutual recursion. ShiftL shifts a list
one position to the left and the first element becomes the last element of the result list, ShiftR does the opposite, i.e., shifts a list to the right such that the last
element becomes the first one. The induced solution for ShiftL contains only the
ShiftL-function itself and simply “bubbles” the first element position by position
through the list, whereas the solution for ShiftR contains two automatically introduced subfunctions, namely again Last and Init, and conses the last element
to the input list without the last element. Mirror mirrors a binary tree. Take
keeps the first n elements of a list and “deletes” the remaining elements. This is
an example for a function with two parameters where both parameters are reduced within the recursive call. DelZeros deletes all zeros from a list of natural
numbers. The solution contains two recursive equations. One for the case that
the first element is a zero, the second one for all other cases. InsertionSort and
QuickSort respectively are the well known sort algorithms. The five respectively
six well chosen examples as well as the additional examples to specify the background functions are the absolute minimum to generate correct solutions. The
solution for InsertionSort has been generated within a time that is not (much)
higher as for the other problems, but when we gave a few more examples, the
time to generate a solution explodes. The reason is, that all outputs of lists of
the same length are equal such that many possibilities of matching the outputs
in order to find recursive calls exist. The number of possible matches increases
exponentially with more examples. The comparatively very high induction time
for QuickSort results from the many examples needed to specify the background
functions and from the complex calling relation between the target function and
the background functions. P1 and P2 are the functions computing the lists of
smaller numbers and greater numbers respectively compared to the first element
in the input list. For Add we have a similar problem. First of all, we have specified Add by ground equations such that more examples were needed as for a
non-ground specification. Also for Add holds, that there are systematically equal
outputs, since, e.g., Add (2, 2), Add (1, 3) etc. are equal and due to commutativity. Finally, PlayTennis is an attribute vector concept learning example from
Mitchell’s machine learning text book [17]. The 14 training instances consist of
four attributes. The five non-recursive rules learned by our approach are equivalent with the decision tree learned by ID3 which is shown on page 53 in the book.
This is an example for the fact, that learning decision trees is a subproblem of
inducing functional programs.
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To get an idea of which problems cannot be solved consider again QuickSort
and InsertionSort. If we would not have provided Insert and Append as background functions respectively then the algorithms could not have been induced.
The reason is that Insert and Append occur at the root of the expressions for
the recursive cases respectively. But, as mentioned in Sect. 5.1, such functions
cannot be invented automatically.
In [18] we compare the performance of Igor2 with the systems Golem and
MagicHaskeller on a set of sample problems. Igor2 finds correct solutions for
more problems than the other systems and the induction times are better than
those needed by MagicHaskeller. The input files given to the systems can be
obtained under http://www.cogsys.wiai.uni-bamberg.de/effalip/download.html.

7

Conclusion

We described a new method, called Igor2, to induce functional programs represented as confluent and terminating constructor systems. Igor2 is inspired
by classical and recent analytical approaches to the fast induction of functional
programs. One goal was to overcome the drawback that “pure” analytical approaches do not facilitate the use of background knowledge and have strongly
restricted hypothesis languages and on the other side to keep the analytical approach as far as possible in order to be able to induce more complex functions
in a reasonable amount of time. This has been done by applying a search in
a more comprehensive hypothesis space but where the successor functions are
data-driven and not generate-and-test based, such that the number of successors
is more restricted and the hypothesis spaced is searched in a controlled manner.
Though the successor functions are data-driven, the search is complete and only
favours hypotheses inducing fewer partitions but applies no further heuristics to
estimate, how many partitions the final hypothesis will have.
Compared to classical “pure” analytical systems, Igor2 is a substantial extension since the class of inducible programs is much larger. E.g., all of the sample
programs from [4, page 448] can be induced by Igor2 but only a fraction of the
problems in Section 6 can be induced by the system described in [4]. Compared
to ILP systems capable of inducing recursive functions and recent enumerative
functional methods like Golem, Foil, and MagicHaskeller Igor2 mostly
performs better regarding inducability of programs and/or induction times.
We see several ways to improve Igor2, partly by methods existing in one
or the other current system. Some of the enumerative functional systems apply
methods to detect semantical equivalent programs in order to prune the search
space. These methods could also be integrated into Igor2. MagicHaskeller
is one of the few systems using higher-order functions like Map. Many implicitly
recursive functions can be expressed without explicit recursion by using such
paramorphisms leading to more compact programs which are faster to induce.
Currently we further generalise our synthesis theorem in order to analytically
find calls of such paramorphisms provided as background knowledge. Finally we
look at possible heuristics to lead the complete search.
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Abstract. Software Transactional Memory (STM) has the promise to
avoid the common pitfalls of locks when writing thread-based concurrent
programs. Most papers on the subject deal with low-level implementation
details to allow multiple transactions to execute concurrently. We give
a rule-based specification of Software Transactional Memory in terms
of Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) which naturally supports the concurrent execution of transactions. Such a high-level description of STM
in terms of CHR has the advantage that we can easier understand the
workings of STM and we can better analyze and verify STM. We verify
correctness of a particular CHR-based STM implementation.

1

Introduction

Given the current trend towards multi-core processor architectures, programmers will have to write concurrent programs in order to obtain significant performance improvements. There are numerous approaches for writing concurrent
programs such as threads, message-passing etc. We consider here a thread-based
model where traditionally locks have been used to avoid data races. The recently popular becoming concept of Software Transactional Memory (STM) has
the promise to avoid the common pitfalls of locks (e.g. releasing/acquiring locks
too early/soon etc).
A STM transaction is a series of reads and writes to shared memory. Atomic
execution of a transaction guarantees that these reads and writes logically either
occur all at once, thus, ensuring that intermediate states are not visible to other
transactions, or they happen not at all, for example in case two atomic transaction make conflicting updates. The STM run-time guarantees that in case of
conflicts at least one transaction can successfully commit its updates whereas
the other transaction is retried. In short, concurrent programming in STM is
”easy”. We simply declare a program region to be executed atomically. That’s
it!
STM is provided by a number of programming languages, either directly supported by the compiler [6] or provided as a library [7]. Much effort has been spent
so far on efficient implementations of STM. See [13] for numerous references.
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newTVar
::
readTVar ::
writeTVar ::
atomically::
retry
::
forkIO
::

a -> STM (TVar a)
TVar a -> STM a
TVar a -> a -> STM ()
STM a -> IO a
STM ()
IO a -> IO ThreadId
Fig. 1. STM Operations in GHC Haskell

The literature (for example see [1, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12]) on high-level STM descriptions
is comparatively small.
A high-level description of STM has a number of advantages. For example,
we can better explain the inner workings of STM and the numerous alternative
approaches how to detect and resolve conflicts. A formally specified and verified high-level STM description is a first step to obtain a fully verified STM
implementation.
In this paper, we give a rule-based specification of STM described in terms of
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [3] which is a declarative language to specify
concurrent rewritings among multi-sets of constraints. To the best of our knowledge, a rule-based specification of STM appears to be novel. In our view, the advantage of concurrent CHR rewritings are that they naturally model concurrent
threads operating on shared data structures. The STM manager is implemented
by imposing stricter rules on the set of allowable read/write operations.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
– We specify Software Transactional Memory via Constraint Handling Rules
(Section 4).
– We show that our CHR-based implementation of STM is correct by verifying
important properties such as atomicity and isolation. (Section 5).
The next section gives an introduction to STM. Section 3 shows how to
represent shared memory operations in CHR.
This is work in progress. We yet need to conduct a detailed study of related
work. There are also plenty of things left for future work such as for example
formalizing our hand-written proofs in a logical framework, considering further
variants of STM (possibly for domain-specific settings) etc. See Section 6 for
details.

2

STM Examples

We illustrate programming in STM using the GHC Haskell compiler (GHC) [4].
Haskell is a strongly typed language where (monadic) types are used to distinguish among the different kinds of computations/effects. Hence, we can understand the computational behavior (effects) of a Haskell function by simply
looking at its type.
STM computations are simply another form of a effect-full computation. The
type (constructor) STM represents an STM computation and the (abstract) type
TVar a represents a pointer to a (shared) memory location which holds a value
of type a. The interface to the STM library in GHC is summarized in Figure 1.
Thus, we can write a program to increment a transactional variable.
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incSTM :: TVar Int -> STM ()
incSTM x = do { v <- readTVar x ;
-- (1)
writeTVar x (v+1) } -- (2)

We use here the “do” notation to glue together little side-effecting programs
to make bigger side-effecting programs. Via v <- readTVar x we first read the
content of the transactional variable x before writing v+1 into the variable. The
whole point of STM is to guarantee that memory transactions are executed
atomically. For example,
incAtomic :: TVar Int -> IO ()
incAtomic x = atomically (incSTM x)

Atomic execution gives us the guarantee that if the value x is pointing to has
changed after the read operation at location (1), we will not commit the write
operation at location (2). Instead, we re-run the entire incSTM transaction and
only commit if the initially read value remains unchanged during the entire life
time of the transaction (that is, after execution of the write operation).
Why does atomic execution yield a IO effect? The Haskell type system disallows to mix programs using different kind of effects. That is, within an STM
computation there can only be STM operations but there cannot be any other,
say, IO operations. This is a big plus of Haskell’s STM because we definitely
do not want to re-run IO operations such as ”fire missile”. However, ultimately
we want to run the transaction and make its return result available to other
program parts. Therefore, we (atomically) turn the STM computation into a IO
computation.
Here is a more realistic (and classic) example of an atomic bank transfer.
transfer :: TVar Int -> TVar Int -> Int -> STM ()
transfer fromAcc toAcc amount =
do { f <- readTVar fromAcc
; if f < amount then retry
else do { writeTVar fromAcc (f-amount)
; t <- readTVar toAcc
; writeTVar toAcc (t+amount) } }

We want to transfer amount currency units from fromAcc to toAcc. If the
balance of fromAcc is insufficient we simply retry. That is, we abort the transaction and try again. There is no point in re-running the transaction if fromAcc
has not changed. Hence, the transaction simply blocks until fromAcc has been
updated. Let’s see what happens in case there are concurrent transfers involving
the same set of accounts.
multiple_transfers =
do { a1 <- atomically (newTVar 100)
; a2 <- atomically (newTVar 50)
; forkIO (atomically (transfer a1 a2 40))
; forkIO (atomically (transfer a2 a1 60)) }

-- t1
-- t2

We concurrently transfer 40 currency units from a1 to a2 and 60 currency
units from a2 to a1 by forking two threads. Both transfers are executed atomically which gives us the guarantee that the transfer either happens all at once or
not at all and none of the intermediate (transfer) steps are observable. If transfer
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t2 is executed first, we block because the funds in account a2 are insufficient.
Once transfer t1 is executed, transfer t2 is re-started. As a final result, a1 holds
120 currency units and a2 holds 30 currency units. Execution of t1 before t2
leads to the same result. The behavior of the program is deterministic (which is
of course not always the case for a concurrent program).

3

Shared Memory Operations and CHR

Our first task is to model shared memory and its associated read and write
operations in CHR. We will show how to enforce atomicity and isolation of
read/write operations in the next section.
CHR manipulate a global constraint store in terms of (left-to-right) rewrite
rules. Rewrite rules can be applied concurrently as long as their left-hand sides
do not overlap. We represent shared memory locations and read/write operations
via the following CHR constraints
Cell(l,v)
Read(l,v)
Write(l,v)

cell at location l storing value v
reads value v from location l
writes v to location l

The interaction between read/write operations and shared memory is specified via the following CHR rules.
read @ Cell(l,v1) \ Read(l,v2) <=> v1 = v2
write @ Cell(l,v1), Write(l,v2) <=> Cell(l,v2)

For example, the first rule rewrites Read(l,v2) to v1 = v2 if there is Cell(l,v1)
in the store. That is, we read from a cell by binding variable v2 to the value v1
stored in the memory cell at location l. The point to note is that not the entire
left-hand side is rewritten to the right-hand side. We only rewrite the part after
the \ but the part before \ can be shared among other concurrent reads. In the
following variant
read’

@ Cell(l,v1), Read(l,v2) <=> Cell(l,v1), v1 = v2

Cell(l,v1) is removed and immediately added to the store again. But this
rule disallows concurrent reads which are possible with read. The write rule
clearly requires exclusive access to the memory cell. We rewrite the entire lefthand side to the right-hand side.
The abstract CHR semantics [3] gives the implementor the freedom to apply rules concurrently and in random order. However, we wish that read/write
operations belonging to the same thread of execution are processed in a fixed
sequence (following the control flow of the program). Therefore, we adopt the
CHR execution model known as the refined operational CHR semantics [2]. We
assume that memory cells are kept in the global store but read/write operations
are kept on an execution stack. In order to execute a CHR rule, we pop a constraint from the stack and go through the list of rules (from top to bottom)
until we find a rule which partially matches (i.e. the popped constraint forms a
partial match). Then, we try to complete the match by finding the remaining
left-hand side constraints in the store. Right-hand side constraints will either be
added to the store or pushed onto the execution stack. We classify constraints
into executable (for example read/write) and store (for example cell) constraints
to avoid ambiguities which constraint shall be pushed or added.
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We assume that for each CHR rule the left-hand side consists of exactly
one executable constraint and an arbitrary (possibly zero) number of store constraints. The right-hand side consists of at most one executable constraint and
an arbitrary (possibly zero) number of store constraints. This guarantees a deterministic execution strategy written St E P St′ E ′ where St and E are
the initial store and execution stack and St′ and E ′ are the resulting store and
execution stack after at most one rule from the set P of CHR rules by finding
the first match trying the rules from top to bottom. In case none of the rules is
applicable we return St and E unchanged.
Concurrent execution of n execution stacks can be described straightforwardly
St Ei P St′ Ei′ for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Ej′ = Ej for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {i}
(St E1 , . . . , En ) P (St′ E1′ , . . . ., En′ )
We arbitrarily chose one execution stack (ignoring fairness issues for brevity).

4

STM implemented in CHR

We refine the scheme outlined in the previous section to guarantee STM-style
atomic, transactional execution of a sequence of executables. We specify the
STM manager via CHR rules.
The STM run-time must guarantee that all reads and writes within a transaction happen logically at once. We can easily achieve this via a ”stop-the-world”
semantics. That is, at any point there is at most one transaction active. Obviously, this is not efficient because we would like to maximize the amount of
parallelism by running as many as possible transactions in parallel, typically,
one transaction per available processor core. In case transactions are (optimistically) executed in parallel the STM run-time must take care of any potential
read/write conflicts. The idea is to use for each transaction a read and a write
log.
The STM run-time records the initial value of each shared pointer in a read
log when reading the shared pointer for the first time. When writing to a shared
pointer we do not immediately perform the update, rather we record the to-bewritten value in a write log. Before we can commit the write log (i.e. actually
updating the shared pointers), we first must validate that for each shared pointer
whose value is stored in the read log, the actual value stored in the memory cell
and in the read log are still the same.
This suggests that we require the CHR constraints mentioned in Figure 2.
We assume that the value parameter of a Cell constraint is functionally defined
by the location and values of RLog and WLog constraints are functionally defined
by the transaction and location. Read and write log constraints are usually local
to each transaction but we keep them in the global constraint store (because the
STM run-time might want to observe the logs of two transactions).
There is obviously quite a bit of design space how to maintain the read and
write log and how to actually perform the validate and commit (for example
are parallel validates/commits allowed?). We implement STM using optimistic
reads and writes where after executing all operations all reads are validated and
if validation is successful all writes are committed. We allow for concurrent validations but there is at most one committer (represented by a single occurrence of
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Store constraints:
Cell(l,v)
RLog(t,l,v)
WLog(t,l,v)
ValidateOn(t)
CommitRight

cell at location l storing value v
read log of t, v the initially read value
write log of t, v the last written value
signals that t is validating
has right to commit

Executables:
Start(t)
Read(t,l,v)
Write(t,l,v)
Retry(t)
End(t)

t
t
t
t
t

starts
reads value v from location l
writes v to location l
retries
ends => validate then commit

Internal executables: Rollback(t), Validate(t), Commit(t)
Rules:
s1 @ Start(t) \ WLog(t, , ) <=> True
s2 @ Start(t) \ Rlog(t, , ) <=> True
s3 @ Start(t) <=> True
r1 @ WLog(t,l,v1) \ Read(t,l,v2) <=> v1 = v2
r2 @ RLog(t,l,v1) \ Read(t,l,v2) <=> v1 = v2
r3 @ Cell(l,v1) \ Read(t,l,v2) <=> v1 = v2, RLog(t,l,v1)
w1 @ WLog(t,l,v1), Write(t,l,v2) <=> WLog(t,l,v2)
w2 @ Write(t,l,v) <=> WLog(t,l,v)
rt @ Cell(l,v1), RLog(t,l,v2) \ Retry(t) <==> v1 =!= v2 | Rollback(t)
e @ CommitRight \ End(t) <=> Validate(t), ValidateOn(t)
v1 @ Cell(l,v1), ValidateOn(t), Validate(t) \ RLog(t,l,v2)
<=> v1 = v2 | True
v2 @ Cell(l,v1) \ ValidateOn(t), Validate(t), RLog(t,l,v2)
<=> v1 =!= v2 | Rollback(t)
v3 @ CommitRight, ValidateOn(t), Validate(t) <=> Commit(t)
v4 @ Validate(t) <=> Rollback(t)
c1 @ Commit(t1) \ ValidateOn(t2) <=> True
c2 @ Commit(t) \ Cell(l,v1), WLog(t,l,v2) <=> Cell(l,v2)
c3 @ Commit(t) <=> CommitRight

Fig. 2. CHR-Based STM Implementation

CommitRight in the initial store). Any validation process running concurrently
to a commit process is forced to rollback. The rules implementing this scheme
are given in Figure 2.
A description of the rules is given below. The reader should keep in mind
that for each execution stack the rules are executed from top to bottom.
– Start rules s1-3. We clear the read and write log (in case there is some
”noise” from a previous run).
– Read rules r1-3: We first check the write/read log. In case of a first initial
read, we consult the memory cell and create a read log.
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– Write rules w1-2. We first check if a write log already exists and update the
write log. Otherwise, we create a write log.
– Retry rule rt. We rollback if any of the variables in the read log has changed.
The execution of a rollback is dealt with by the following rule application
step.
Ei = [Rollback(t)| ]for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Ei′ = Einitiali Ej′ = Ej for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {i}
(St E1 , . . . , En ) P (St′ E1′ , . . . ., En′ )
We use Prolog style lists [x|xs] to represent an execution stack with top
element x and remaining stack elements xs. Einitiali refers to the initial
configuration of the ith stack.
– End rule e calls validation, but only if there is no committer working. The
store constraint ValidateOn(t) allows a committer to rollback a validating
transaction.
– Validation rules v1-3 test for any conflicts among the read log and actual
values stored in a cell. If there are none we commit. In order to commit
we must require the CommitRight constraint. We assume there exists only
one of such constraints in the initial store. Hence, there can be at most one
committer. Rule v4 applies if we have no commit right and/or a committer
removed the validation right (see rule c1).
– The commit rule c1 forces any concurrent validation to rollback. Rule c2
commits any write updates. Once all writes are committed we give back the
CommitRight constraint via rule c3.

5

Soundness of the CHR-Based STM Implementation

For simplicity, we omit the treatment of retry operations. We believe that
most of the upcoming results (atomicity, isolation correctness) straightforwardly
extend to retry operations with the exception of optimistic concurrency where
we see the potential problem that two retrying transactions (maybe indefinitely)
wait for each other.
We formalize some basic assumptions about execution stacks and states.
Definition 1 (Well-Defined Execution Stack and State). The content of
the initial execution stack for a transaction is well defined iff
– It starts with a Start constraint and ends with an End constraint, and
– Other operations are either Read or Write constraints
The content of the intermediate execution stack for a transaction during execution is well defined iff
– It is empty, i.e. end of evaluation, or
– It is a suffix of the Initial Execution Stack, or
– It contains only one constraint, which either is a Rollback or Validate or
Commit constraint
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A program state (St E1 , . . . , En ) is said to be well-defined iff
– ∀i Ei is well defined
– WLog( , l, ) ∈ St ∨ RLog( , l, ) ∈ St ⇒ Cell(l, ) ∈ St
– ∀i Write( , l, ) ∈ Ei ∨ Read( , l, ) ∈ Ei ⇒ Cell(l, ) ∈ St
It is straightforward to verify that if we start in a well-defined state we only
reach well-defined states.
In our first result, we establish atomicity. To avoid (indefinitely) stuck transactions, we assume a round-robin scheduler where each transaction/execution
stack will be executed in a round-robin fashion.
Definition 2 (Atomicity). Atomicity means that a transaction either successfully commits or has to rollback.
Atomicity follows from the following auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1. In any possible interleaving execution, each transaction will reach a
state where its execution stack is left with only an End constraint.
Proof. (Sketch) This follows from the fact that a transaction executes Start,
Read, and Write constraints on its own without any interference from other
transactions.
A transaction might have to wait at the End constraint until CommitRight is
available before we can proceed with validation. Under a round-robin scheduling
policy and based on the upcoming lemma each transaction will eventually be
able to start validation. During validation, a transaction might be forced to
rollback if some other transaction has already progressed to the commit stage
or has already successfully committed and updated conflicting values.
Lemma 2. A transaction, which successfully validates, will eventually commit
successfully and thus release/add CommitRight to the store which then allows
other transactions to start validation.
Proof. (Sketch) Rule c1 could not be fired infinitely as rule e prevents any
transaction from entering validation stage when CommitRight has already been
acquired. Therefore, committing transaction will always make progress and eventually finish execution.
In summary, under a round-robin scheduler each transaction is always able
to start validating. Then, the transaction will either be forced to rollback or
successfully validates and commits.
Theorem 1 (Atomicity of CHR-Based STM). Our implementation guarantees atomicity.
Definition 3 (Isolation). Isolation means that the execution of transactions
is serializable.
Theorem 2 (Isolation of CHR-Based STM). Our implementation guarantees isolation.
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Proof. (Sketch) W.l.o.g., we only consider the case of two active transactions.
For this case, isolation means the following:
Suppose St E1 , E2 ∗P St′ [], []. Then, either (1) St E1 ∗P St′′ [] and
′′
St E2 ∗P St′ [], or (2) St E2 ∗P St′′′ [] and St′′′ E1 ∗P St′ [] where
St′′ and St′′′ are some intermediate stores.
St E1 , E2 ∗P St′ [], [] implies that both transactions successfully commit.
W.l.o.g., we assume that transaction 1 committed earlier than transaction 2, case
(1). Hence, we can assume that St E1 , E2 ∗P St′′ [], [End(t2 )] ∗P St′ [], [].
The intermediate step represents the situation where transaction 1 has already
committed and transaction 2 is just about to validate.
We proceed by considering the following two cases. In St′′ [], [End(t2 )] ∗P
′
St [], [], validation of transaction 2 either leads to a rollback or there is no
rollback.
– Rollback: This implies that a conflict took place. Hence, we had to restart
the entire transaction 2 in the derivation St′′ [], [End(t2 )] ∗P St′ [], [].
Hence, we can easily verify that the serialized execution of transaction 1 and
then transaction 2 leads to the same result St′ . That is, St E1 ∗P St′′′ []
and St′′′ E2 ∗P St′ [] where St′′′ is derived from St′′ by discarding all of
transaction 2’s read and write logs.
– No rollback: This implies that transaction 1 and transaction 2 have no (data)
conflicts. Hence, their operations are non-interfering. In terms of CHR, their
rule applications are joinable (lead to common states). Recall that we assume the refined operational CHR semantics [2] which enforces deterministic, sequential rule execution (per stack/transaction). Hence, we can execute
transaction 1 before executing transaction 2 which then leads to the same
result St′ .
Definition 4 (Optimistic Concurrency of CHR-Based STM). Optimistic
Concurrency means that at least one transaction commits.
Theorem 3. Our implementation guarantees optimistic concurrency.
Proof. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Assume that no transaction is able
to commit. Suppose transaction i which can not commit. Under a round-robin
scheduler this implies that transaction i is (eventually) forced to rollback. There
are only two possible cases: (1) Some transaction has successfully updated values
seen by transaction i, or (2) some transaction has acquired CommitRight while
transaction i is validating.
In both cases, there is a transaction that at least has already proceeded to
the commit stage. By Lemma 2, that transaction successfully commits. Contradiction.
Theorem 4 (Correctness of CHR-Based STM). If a transaction commits
successfully, the store reflects correctly all the reads/writes performed by that
transaction.
Proof. This follows from two facts. Our read/write rules ensure that the RLog
and WLog constraints record all effects of the read/write operations. The commit
rules ensure that changes are reflected in Cell constraints.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

We formalized a particular form of STM in terms of CHR. Our STM implements
a lazy conflict detection scheme which allows for parallel validation of read sets
but only supports at most one committer at a time. We could verify important
properties such as atomicity and isolation.
In future work, we plan to consider further variants of STM and their CHRbased formulation. For example, the high-level CHR description of STM makes
it possible to customize STM to domain-specific settings. An interesting aspect
is how/whether we can compose different STM formulations, i.e. CHR rule sets,
while maintaining atomicity and isolation.
In another direction, we want to exploit the close connection between CHR
and concurrent logic frameworks [10] to mechanically verify our so far handwritten proofs.
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Abstract. Although many works have been dedicated to standard protocols like Needham-Schroeder very few address the more challenging
class of group protocols. We present a synchronous model for group
protocols, that generalizes standard protocol models by permitting unbounded lists inside messages. In this extended model we propose a correct and complete set of inference rules for checking security properties in
presence of an active intruder for the class of well-tagged protocols. Our
inference system generalizes the ones that are implemented in several
tools for a bounded number of sessions and fixed size lists in message. In
particular when applied to protocols whose specification does not contain unbounded lists our inference system provides a decision procedure
for secrecy in the case of a fixed number of sessions.

1

Introduction

Cryptographic protocols are crucial for securing electronic transactions. They
rely on cryptographic functions to ensure security properties such as secrecy or
authentication. The confidence in these protocols can be increased by a formal
analysis in order to verify that the security properties are met at least at the
logical level, that is, even when abstracting from the cryptographic functions
and considering messages as first-order terms. Verification at the logical level
is nevertheless a non-trivial task since cryptographic protocols are infinite state
systems and for instance the set of potential messages that can be generated
by an intruder is unbounded. Recently numerous works have been dedicated
to the design of automated verification tools for cryptographic protocols. Such
tools are often based on model-checking, modal logics, equational reasoning, and
resolution theorem-proving (see e.g., [Wei99,AC02,MT07]). Checking whether a
protocol is flawed in the abstract Dolev Yao model [DY83] can often be reduced to a constraint solving problem in a term algebra (modulo an equational
theory). This constraint-based approach has proved to be quite effective on standard benchmarks and has also permitted the discovery of new flaws in several
protocols (see e.g., [BMV03]).
⋆
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However to our knowledge it has never been applied to the more challenging
group protocols. In fact very few formal verification results are available for such
protocols. The difficulty relates to the fact that group protocols may perform an
arbitrary number of steps since the group of communicating agents is a priori
unbounded. This allows one to encode easily undecidable problems.
Related work Several works have considered protocols with unbounded number
of participants and recursive steps. The formal analysis of such protocols goes
up with Paulson in [Pau97] who studied the Recursive Authentication (RA)
protocol [BO97] for an unbounded number of participants using Isabelle/HOL
theorem prover [Pau96]. However if the protocol is defective there is no automatic
mechanism to find the attack.
The validation of group protocols has been investigated in the CLIQUES
project [SWT98], based on group Diffie-Hellman (A-GDH) protocols. Several
analysis methods have been applied in this project, from manual to automatic
ones. An interesting result has been obtained by Pereira and Quisquater [PQ03]
who found several attacks on the CLIQUES suite and have shown that it is impossible to design a correct authentication group key agreement protocol built
on A-GDH for a number of participants greater than three [PQ04]. Recently
Kremer and al. [KMT08] have developped an automata-based approximation
technique to analyse this class of protocols and check the absence of flaw in
presence of a passive intruder. In [MS01], the NRL protocol analyser, which
is based on a combination of model checking and theorem-proving techniques,
has been adapted to handle the GDOI’s protocols. Although Diffie-Hellman exponentiation has been encoded in the tool, it was not able to rediscover PereiraQuisquater attacks on the CLIQUES suite [Mea00]. Coral system [SB04] has
analysed an improved version of the multicast group key management protocol
by Tanaka and Sato [TJ03]. Two serious attacks have been found on this protocol. Coral has also discovered other attacks on Asokan-Ginzboorg [AG00] and
Iolus [Mit97] protocols.
Some works have focused on the modelling of recursive computations performed by some participants (such as a server) in group protocols. In [KW04]
tree transducers are introduced to model recursion and to allow the protocol
participants to output structured messages. This work gives a decision algorithm for secrecy in the case of atomic keys and bounded message size in the
Dolev Yao setting. However messages cannot be tested for equality without losing decidability. Similarly using composed keys or adding equational theories for
XOR or Diffie-Hellman exponentiation in their model leads to undecidability.
In [Tru05], Truderung introduces a class of Horn clauses to model the recursive behavior of participants. In this model protocol participants may receive
messages of unbounded sizes, send multiple messages in a single step, compare
and store messages. He gives a decision procedure to check whether protocols
in this model satisfy secrecy properties. His algorithm is in NEXPTIME and
is based on the derivation of an exponential bound on the size of minimal attacks. Hence this nice result is rather of theoretical flavour and is not suitable
for an implementation. Only atomic keys are allowed for encryption. Moreover,
Truderung’s model cannot model some computations such as list mapping or
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functional symbol mapping. Note that non-atomic keys can be handled by our
verification procedure (to be presented in the following sections). In [KT07] an
extension of [Tru05] has been proposed to handle XOR operator. Security can
then be decided for a class of recursive protocols where principals are forbidden
to XOR several messages (depending on messages) received from the network.
Another extension [KKW07] has been designed to model freshness of nonces
and keys more accurately.
Contribution. We present a synchronous model for parameterized protocols, that
can be viewed also as an extension of classical protocols model to handle uniform
lists of messages whose length is a fixed parameter. Such kind of protocols can
be found in different domains. As example, we can cite web services protocols
where lists of messages are commonly used. We can consider for instance, a basic
action of an honest participant who received a messages list whose length is not
known in advance and sends a message based on the informations he got:
h{m1 }k , .., {mi }k , .., {mn }k i −→ f (hm1 , .., mi , .., mn i)
In this step, the participant decrypts the different messages composing the received list using the public key of the sender. He then builds the message to
be sent using the list of messages mi and a function f . Note that this kind of
protocols are used in web services where messages may contain unbounded lists
of encrypted XML nodes. Moreover, our model can handle in particular, group
protocols that have an unbounded number of participants, and thus, admit this
number as a parameter. For this model we propose a complete and correct set of
inference rules that allows one to check the security of well-tagged protocols in
this class in presence of an active intruder. We show that relaxing the conditions
on well-tagged protocols leads immediately to undecidability. Moreover, the proposed rules can model list mapping and allow non atomic keys. The class of
protocols that we study admits tagged messages. Tagging basically avoids some
unifications between messages that could be exploited for attacks. Several works
on protocols have considered tagging techniques on messages as ours in order to
enforce decidability. But these works ([BP03,RS03]) do not consider group protocols, or protocol with unbounded lists. Moreover in our case tagging is limited
to messages that contains indexed variables, that is variables to be instanciated
by items of unbounded lists. The other messages do not need to be tagged.
Organization of the paper. We introduce in Section 2 our protocol model. We
define attacks and show that their detection is undecidable. This motivate us to
introduce the class of well-tagged protocols that is a good candidate for decidable security. In Section 3, we introduce auxiliary predicates and their semantics.
They are meant to express message constructibility (from intruder knowledge)
and they are used to build constraint system whose satisfiability is equivalent
to the existence of attacks on a protocol. In Section 4, we introduce a set of
simplification rules to reduce these constraints. Finally, in Section 5, we give
an algorithm for applying these rules on a constraint system modelling a protocol security problem. Full details with proofs of correctness, completeness and
decidability of normalized constraints are given in a technical report [Rep].
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1.1

Motivating Example: Synchronous Group Protocols

As a motivating and running example, we introduce the Asokan-Ginzboorg group
protocol which is an application level protocol. Let the group be of size n + 1
for n ≥ 1. The protocol describes the establishment of a session key between
a leader (an+1 ) and a random number n of participants (ai , i = 1..n). Indeed,
the leader starts the communication by sending a key (e). As a response, each
participant generates a symmetric key (ri ) and a contribution to the group key
(si ) and sends them encrypted under e. The group key would be f (s1 , . . . , sn+1 ).
1.
2.
3.
4.

an+1 → ALL
ai → an+1
an+1 → ai
ai → an+1

:
:
:
:

han+1 , {e}p i
hai , {hri , si i}e i
1≤i≤n
1≤i≤n
{hs1 , .., sn+1 i}ri
hai , {hsi , h(s1 , . . . , sn+1 )i}K i some i, K = f (s1 , . . . , sn+1 )

Since here, modulo index renaming, all members of the group have identical
actions, we are going to abstract them in one agent as it shows Figure 1.1.
This Figure shows the transformation between an initial version of a protocol
R1

S1

Agent 1

Ri

Si

mpair(i, Ri)

Leader

Agent i

mpair(i, Si)

Leader

...

...

Agent i

...

...

Agent 1

Rn

Agent n

Agent n

Sn

Simulator

Initial Version

Synchronous Version

Fig. 1. Transformation to a Synchronous Protocol

towards a synchronous version. In the initial version, agents receive from the
leader some message Ri (for the agent i) and send the message Si . Messages
Ri have the same pattern, as well as messages Si . We abstract all these agents
into a single agent : the simulator who, while receiving the list of Ri represented
by the variadic list constructor mpair( , )., sends another list containing Si
represented by the same operator. This protocol is called synchronous protocol.
For our example, the simulator is called S and it simulates agents a1 , . . . , an .
Agent L simulates the leader an+1 . This way, we obtain below a protocol with
a fixed number of steps to the expense of introducing a variadic list constructor
mpair( , ):
1. L −→ S : mpair(t, hl, {e}p i)
2. S −→ L : mpair(i, hai , {hri , si i}e i)
3. L −→ S : mpair(i, {hmpair(j, sj ), s′ i}ri )
4. S −→ L : mpair(i, hai , {hsi , h(hmpair(k, sk ), s′ i)i}f (hmpair(k,sk ),s′ i) i)
Note that All parametric lists have the same length n.
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2

The Protocol Model

We extend the protocol model [RT03] in order to deal with parametric lists
(whose length is the parameter). They are constructed with a new operator
denoted by mpair( , ). The intuition is that a mpair message is equivalent to a
list of messages built with the same pattern.
2.1

Names, Operators and Messages

Let X be a set of variables represented by capital letters. Let I be a countable
−
→
set of index variables. Let X be a set of symbols represented by overarrowed
−
→
−
→
capital letters, disjoint from X . Let XI = {Yi s.t. Y ∈ X and i ∈ I} be a
−
→
countable set of (indexed) variables. Similarly, let C and C be (disjoint) sets of
symbols, represented by (overarrowed) lower case letters, and let CI = {ci s.t. c ∈
−
→
C and i ∈ I}. Elements in C and CI are called constants. In this paper, terms
−
→
→
can be (optionally) tagged by an index. That is, let −
e ∈ C be a symbol that
we reserve for tagging operations only. Then a term is an element of T in the
following language:
Ts = {T }pT | {T }sT | h(T ) | hT , T i | mpair(I, T ) | X | XI | C | CI \{ei | i ∈ I}
T = [ei , Ts ] | Ts
with i ∈ I
where Ts is by definition the set of untagged terms. The operators { }p and { }s
represent asymmetric and symmetric encryptions respectively, h , i is a pairing
operator, h is a hash function and mpair(i, t) is a symbolic representation of a
list (or tuple) of terms, built from the common pattern t by iterating i along
integers. The translation function defined in Section 2.2 gives the semantics of
this operator. We denote by signature G the set of operators in Ts . To simplify
the syntax, in the following we will write ti instead of [ei , t], and call it a tagged
term. We also omit the tag i of a term ti , whenever the tag i is not relevant to
the discussion. We denote by Tg the set of ground terms, i.e. any term t ∈ T
with no variable in X or XI and no mpair symbol. Ground terms will be used
to describe messages that are circulated in a protocol run. Given a term t we
denote by V ar(t) (resp. Cons(t)) the set of variables (resp. constants) occuring
in t. We denote by Atoms(t) the set V ar(t) ∪ Cons(t).
In order to represent a list of terms we iterate the pairing operator h , i.
For instance to represent a, b, c, d we can use the term ha, hb, hc, diii and we
shall write this term in a shorthand: ha, b, c, di. However we do not assume any
associativity property of pairing.
A substitution σ assigns terms to variables. A ground substitution assigns
ground terms to variables. The application of σ to a term t is written tσ. These
notations are extended to sets of terms E in a standard way: Eσ = {tσ|t ∈ E}.
The set of subterms of t is denoted by Subterm(t). It is defined recursively as
follows: If t is a variable or a constant then Subterm(t) = {t}. If t = f (t1 , .., tn ) or
t = f (t1 , .., tn )i with t ∈ G, then Subterm(t) = {t} ∪ ∪ni=1 Subterm(ti ). Note that
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u is not considered as a subterm of ui . We denote by ≤ the subterm relation on
T . We define the relation 6m over T × T as the smallest reflexive and transitive
j
relation such that if t = f (t1 , .., tn ) or t = f (t1 , .., tn ) with f 6= mpair, then
for all i = 1, . . . , m we have ti 6m f (t1 , .., tm ). Note that t 6m u implies t ≤ u.
Finally, we define two kind of Index-operations: replacements, used in the
inference rules over constraints, and substitutions, used to define the solutions
of constraints (See Section 3).
Definition 1 (Index-Replacement δ and Index-Substitution τ ).
An Index-Replacement δ (resp. Index-Substitution τ ) is an application from I
to I (resp. to non-negative integers) that is extended to indexed variables and
constants with δ(Xi ) = Xδ(i) and δ(ci ) = cδ(i) (resp. τ (Xi ) = Xτ (i) and τ (ci ) =
cτ (i) ) and extended to terms and sets of terms in the natural way.
We will use the notations δi,j (resp. τi,j ) to denote the replacement (resp. substik
tution) of i ∈ I by j ∈ I (resp. j ∈ N). We also use δi,j
to denote the replacement
of i ∈ I by j ∈ I and the other indexes apart from i by k ∈ I. We define the set
of indexes occuring in a term as follows:
Definition 2 (Term Indexes). Given a term t ∈ T , we denote by V arI (t) the
set of indexes in t, recursively defined as follows:
V arI (mpair(i, t)) = V arI (X) = V arI (c) = ∅ with X ∈ X and c ∈ C
V arI (Xi ) = V arI (ci ) = {i}
with Xi ∈ XI and ci ∈ CI
V arI (f (t1 , .., tn )) = V arI (t1 ) ∪ .. ∪ V arI (tn ) otherwise
V arI (ti ) = V arI (t) ∪ {i}
2.2

Protocol Specification, Intruder and attacks

A protocol is given by a set of principals and a finite list of steps for each.
We associate to each principal A a partially ordered finite set (WA , <WA ) steps
Rι ⇒ Sι where Rι is an expected message and Sι his reply. Init and End are
fixed messages used to initiate and close a protocol session. Our notion of correct
execution of a protocol session (or protocol run) follows [RT03].
We follow the intruder model of Dolev and Yao [DY83]. The actions of the
intruder are simulated by a sequence of rewrite rules on sets of messages. These
rules are defined as follows. We note −→∗DY their reflexive and transitive closure.
Decompositition Rules
Ld(ha1 , . . . , an i) : ha1 , . . . , an i →
a1 , . . . , an , ha1 , . . . , an i
Ld({a}pK ) : {a}pK , K −1 → {a}pK , K −1 , a
Ld({a}sK ) : {a}sK , b → {a}sK , b, a
Ld(ti ) : ti → t

Compositition Rules
Lc (ha1 , . . . , an i) : a1 , . . . , an →
a1 , . . . , an , ha1 , . . . , an i
Lc ({a}pK ) : a, K → a, K, {a}pK
Lc ({a}sK ) : a, b → a, b, {a}sK
Lc (ti ) : t → ti for any i ∈ I

Definition 3 (Non-Redundant Derivation). Let D = E0 −→L1 . . . −→Ll El
be a derivation such that u ∈ El and ∀i < l u ∈
/ Ei . We call u a goal of D
and we note D as Du (E0 ). D is a non redundant derivation if ∀i ∀t ∈ Ei , if
Lc (t) ∈ D then ∄Ld ( ) ∈ D that generates t, and if ∃Ld ( ) ∈ D generating t then
Lc (t) ∈
/ D. We denote by N RD the set of non-redundant derivations.
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Remark 1. For each derivation Dt (E), there exists a non redundant derivation
Dt′ (E). Indeed, D′ is obtained by elimination of Lc (t) if Ld ( ) ∈ D where Ld ( )
generates t and by eliminating each Ld ( ) ∈ D that generates t if Lc (t) ∈ D.
We define a predicate Dy. This predicate checks whether a message can be
constructed by the intruder from some known messages.
Definition 4 (Dy, Dyc and Dyd ). Let E and K be sets of ground terms and
t be a ground term such that there exists D ∈ N RD with goal t without decomposing any term of K. Then, we say that t is forged from E and we denote
it by t ∈ Dy(E, K). Moreover, if D = D′ .Lc (t) then t ∈ Dyc (E, K), otherwise
t ∈ Dyd (E, K).
We interpret the mpair( , ) operator in the standard Dolev-Yao signature by
defining a translation function that replaces any mpair by a sequence of pair
applications. The number of such applications is given as a parameter e to the
translation function. The integer represents the common length of lists of terms
represented by any mpair(, ).
Definition 5 (Translation of terms). Let TDY be the set of terms without
any mpair(, ). Given any integer e and function f 6= mpair, the function −e
from T to TDY is defined as follows:
e

e

e

e

mpair(i, t) = hτi,1 (t) , .., τi,e (t) i and f (s1 , .., sk ) = f (s1 e , .., sk e )
We can now define attacks on protocols in our model, based on Dy predicate.
Definition 6 (Attack). Given a protocol execution P = {Ri ⇒ Si |i = 1, .., k},
a secret Sec and assuming the intruder has as initial knowledge S0 , an attack is
described by a ground substitution σ, an Index-Substitution τ , and an integer e,
such that ∀i = 1, . . . , k, we have:
e

e

e

e

Ri τ σ ∈ Dy(S0 , S1 τ σ, . . . , Si−1 τ σ, ∅)
e
e
e
e
Sec ∈ Dy(S0 , S1 τ σ, . . . , Sk τ σ, ∅)
2.3

Undecidability and Well-Tagged Protocols

Unfortunately, the insecurity problem (i.e. the existence of an attack) is undecidable in the general case. This can be shown by encoding Post Correspondance
Problem (PCP) with two letters. Note that this encoding requires only atomic
keys.
Definition 7 (PCP protocol). Let J = {(α1 , β2 ) , .., (αp , βp )} be an instance
of PCP on the alphabet {a, b}. We define the protocol specification
P (J) coding
−
→ n−
→ −
→ −
→ −
→o
J as the following, with C = {a, b, 0, t, u}, X = {Z}, X = A , B , X , Y and
only one honest participant :
1.
2.
3.

Init ⇒ a, b, 0, {h0, 0i}t
mpair(i, hAi , Bi i) ⇒ mpair(i, {hAi , Bi i}t )
mpair(i, {hXi , Yi i}t ) ⇒ mpair(i, {hα1 (Xi ) , β1 (Yi )i}u ), . . .
mpair(i, {hαp (Xi ) , βp (Yi )i}u )
4. mpair(i, {hAi , Bi i}u ), {hZ, Zi}u ⇒ Sec
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Theorem 1. An instance J of PCP has a solution iff P (J) has an attack on
Sec.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in technical report [Rep]. We will therefore
introduce the class of Well-Tagged protocols for which decidability is expected.
To do this, we first introduce the notion of autonomy:
Definition 8 (Autonomy). A term mpair(i, u) is sayed to be autonomous
when V arI (u) ⊆ {i}. A term t ∈ TDY is autonomous if #V arI (t) ≤ 1 and
∀t′ < t, t′ is autonomous. A protocol P = {Rı ⇒ Sı |ı ∈ J} is autonomous iff for
all ı ∈ J, Rı and Sı are autonomous and V arI (Rı ) = ∅ and V arI (Sı ) = ∅.
For instance, the term t = mpair(i, mpair(j, {ai }cj )) is not autonomous. We remark that the autonomy property alone is not enough to guarantee decidability,
since the PCP protocol of Definition 7 is autonomous.
Definition 9 (Well-Tagged protocols). P = {Rı ⇒ Sı |ı ∈ J} is WellTagged iff:
S
1. ∀ı ∈ J, ∀Xi ∈ XI ∩ Subterm(Rı ) ∩ ı′ <ı Subterm(Rı′ ), Xi is tagged;
2. ∀ı ∈ J, ∀Xi ∈ XI ∩ Subterm(Sı ), Xi is tagged;
3. ∀ı ∈ J, ∀t = f (s1 , .., sk ) ∈ Subterm(Sı ) with f 6= mpair, if ∃j = 1..k s.t. sj
is tagged, then t is tagged too;
4. P is autonomous.
In this definition, Conditions 1 and 2 state that any indexed variable of the
protocol must be tagged, except for its first occurrence w.r.t. the partial step
ordering. Moreover, Condition 3 (when combined with Condition 2) states that,
for any subterm t of some acquired intruder knowledge Sı , if an indexed variable
is accessible from t by decompositions without opening any mpair, then t must
be tagged. Note that as a consequence of mpair autonomy, an indexed variable
Xi can only be tagged by its index (as in Xi i ) or untagged.
The idea underlying the tagging of variables is to add enough information on
terms in mpair so that the protocol cannot be used to test or ensure relations
between elements of the same mpair, such as ∀i = 2..n, ∃i′ = 1..n s.t. Xi =
f (Xi′ ). This is precisely the kind of relations that the encoding of PCP is able
to exploit. Thus, adding tags to the PCP-encoding protocol will generate a new
protocol that cannot be run.

3

Constraints for Protocol Verification

We will use a symbolic constraint system to represent all runs of a protocol given
a step ordering. This system uses (universal or existential) quantifiers on index
variables and includes an (implicit) universal quantification on the number n of
elements in any mpair. Before defining our constraint system, some basic notions
have to be introduced. For terms s, s′ (resp. sets of terms E, E ′ ) we note s ∼ s′
(resp. E ∼ E ′ ) if they are equal once we erase their tags.
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Definition 10 (Relation 6L
E for accessible subterms). We consider a relation 6 on T × 2T × 2T × T . We write s6L
E t for s, t terms in T and E and L
finite subsets of T . Note that this can be used for Ts too. This relation is defined
as the smallest relation such that:
t6∅∅ t
s6L
Et
If {m}pk 6L
Et
If {m}sb 6L
Et
If ht1 , . . . , tn i6L
Et
′
t
and
E
⊂E
If m6L
′
E

∀t ∈ T
′
′
′
′
′
′
iff s′ 6L
E ′ t where s ∼ s , t ∼ t , E ∼ E , L ∼ L
p
L′
′
then m6E,k−1 t where L = L ∪ {{m}k }
′
′
s
then m6L
E,b t where L = L ∪ {{m}b }
L′
′
then ∀i ≤ n, ti 6E t where L = L ∪ {ht1 , . . . , tn i}
then m6L
Et

We write u6E t when u6L
E t for some L. Note that by construction, u6E t implies
u ∈ Subterm(t). We say that u is a subterm of t that is accessible, i.e. can
be obtained from t by decompositions using keys in E. For simplicity, we note
6b1 ,..,bk instead of 6{b1 ,..,bk } . We define also the set of strict accessible terms by
L
L
L
s<F t (resp. s<L
F t) if s6F t (resp. s6F t) and s 6= t. Given t 6F u or t <F u), we
L
L
call length of t 6F u or (resp t <F u) the number of elements of L.
Before defining constraint systems, we need to introduce the environment
and elementary constraints.
Definition 11 (Environment). We call an environment a finite set of equalities X = u whose left-hand sides are variables (X ∈ X ∪ XI ). We usually denote
it by E.
Definition 12 (Elementary Constraint). An elementary constraint is an expression (t = t′ ), (t ∈ F orge(E, K)), (t ∈ F orgec (E, K)), (t ∈ Sub(t′ , E, E, K)),
or (t ∈ Subd(t′ , E, E, K)) with an environment E, t, t′ ∈ T and E ⊂ T .
An elementary constraint represents a basic relation on terms. Indeed, t ∈
F orge(E, K) if the term t is derivable from the knowledge E without decomposing elements of K; t ∈ F orgec (E, K) if t is derived by composition; t ∈
Sub(t′ , E, E, K) if t is an accessible subterm from t′ with knowledge E with none
of the intermediate terms between t and t′ in K, and this modulo replacements
using equations of E; t ∈ Subd(t′ , E, E, K) if t is accessible by decomposition of
t′ , also modulo replacements using E; and t = t′ if t and t′ are equal.
Definition 13 (Negative Constraint). A negative constraint is an expression
(∀i Xm 6= u) or (Xm ∈
/ F orgec (E, K)) with Xm ∈ XI , u ∈ T , E, E ′ ⊂ T and
i ∈ V arI (u).
The set of solutions of a constraint S, denoted by |[ S ]|eτ where e is a value of n
and τ is an Index-Substitution is a set of ground substitutions to be defined in
the following. We define GS to be the set of all ground substitutions.
Definition 14 (Solutions of an Elementary Constraint).
e

e

e

= {σ ∈ GS | t τ σ = t′ τ σ}
|[ t = t′ ]|τ
e
e
e
e
|[ t ∈ F orge(E, K) ]|τ = {σ ∈ GS | t τ σ ∈ Dy(E τ σ, K τ σ)}
e
e
e
e
|[ t ∈ F orgec (E, K) ]|τ = {σ ∈ GS | t τ σ ∈ Dyc (E τ σ, K τ σ)}
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|[ t ∈ Sub(w, E, E, K) ]|eτ =
e
e
e
{σ ∈ GS | ∃u ∃F, L s.t. u 6L
F w τ, F σ ⊆ Dy(E τ σ, K τ σ),
e
e
′
Lσ 
∩ K τ σ = ∅, and either uσ = t τ σ or ∃v, δ, k, τ s.t

u ∈ X , (u = v) ∈ E, δ = ∅, and τ ′ = τ

 either

−
→
−
→


 or ∃ Z ∈ X , i, j ∈ I s.t u = Zi τ ′ , (Zj = v) ∈ E,

k
or δ = δj,i , τ ⊆ τ ′ and Dom(τ ′ ) = Dom(τ ) ∪ {k, i}

e
e


/ V arI ({t, w, E}), uσ ∈
/ Dyc (E τ σ, K τ σ)

 k, i ∈
e
e
′
uσ = v δτ σ, and σ ∈ |[ t ∈ Sub(vδ, E, E, K) ]|τ ′ ∪{k, i}}
e

e

|[ t ∈ Subd(w, E, E, K) ]|τ is defined in a similar way as |[ t ∈ Sub(w, E, E, K) ]|τ
e
e
with the difference that for the first case (when uσ = t τ σ), we have u <L
F w τ.
Definition 15 (Solutions of a Negative Constraint).
|[ Xm ∈
/ F orgec (E, K) ]|eτ = GS \ |[ X
K) ]|eτ
[m ∈ F orgec (E,
e
e
|[ (∀i Xm 6= u) ]|τ
= GS \
|[ Xm = u ]|[i←x],τ
x=1...e

We describe our constraint system by blocks in the following way:
Definition 16 (Constraint System). First, we define a constraints block B
as a conjunction of constraints together with an environment E: B = (ctr1 ∧
. . . ∧ ctrl , E). We will sometimes handle blocks as set of elementary or negative
constraints for ease of notations. For instance we write c ∈ B to express that the
elementary constraint c is a conjunct of B.
We can now define the constraint system that we will use to represent protocol
runs. Given two finite lists of index variables Q = i1 , . . . , ik and R = j1 , . . . , jl ,
we write the quantifier prefix ∀i1 · · · ∀ik ∃j1 · · · ∃jl in short: ∀Q ∃R. A constraint
system, denoted by S, is a disjunction of blocks with a quantifier prefix: S =
∀Q ∃R (B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bp )
Now, we define the set of solutions of the constraint system as follows:
Definition 17 (Solutions of the Constraint System). Consider a constraint system S, Bi , for i = 1 . . . p (blocks of S) and ctri,j , for j = 1 . . . li
(constraints of the block Bi ) given in Definition 16. The set of solutions of a
constraint system CS is defined inductively using the following cases:
[
e
e
e
e
|[ Bi ]|τ
|[ ∀i S ]|τ = ∩x=1,...,e |[ S ]|[i←x],τ
|[ S ]|τ =
e

e

|[ ∃i S ]|τ = ∪x=1,...,e |[ S ]|[i←x],τ

e

|[ Bi ]|τ =

i=1...p
\

j=1...li

e

|[ ctri,j ]|τ

The idea will be to use a constraint system based on blocks to represent
all possible ways the intruder can construct a list of terms represented by an
mpair. Roughly, there will be one block in the system for each way. Note also
that blocks are extended to admit labeled constraints:
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Notation 1 (labels of constraints)
A constraint ctr may be equiped with a label (ctr)m or (ctr)sm or (ctr)f to denote
respectively a master constraint or a submaster constraint or a final constraint.
The two first labels allow us to keep track of the “official” formal value of some
indexed or non-indexed variable. For example, we will prove that we have exactly one master constraint for every indexed variable in each block, and we will
use master or sub master constraints to instanciate variables when needed; The
third label will be used to prevent any further rewriting on some constraint. We
introduce also the notation (ctr) to refer to labeled or non labeled constraint.
The solutions of labeled constraints are the solutions of the constraints obtained
by removing labels.
To simplify the use of (sub)master constraints, we group them into sets:
Definition 18 (Set of (sub)master constraints). Let S = ∀Q∃R B1 ∨..∨Bp
−
→ −
→
−
→
be a constraint system, Y ∈ X , W ⊆ X and X ∈ X . We define M(S, X ) =
m
{ctr | ∃i (ctr) ∈ Bi and ∃j ∈ Q such that ctr = (Xj ∈ F orgec (E, K)) or
ctr = (Xj = u)} and ∀i SM(Bi , W ) = {ctr | (ctr)sm ∈ Bi , ctr = (Y = u) and
Y ∈ W }. Also, SM(Bi , Y ) = SM(Bi , {Y }).
−
→
When S is clear from the context we omit it in M(S, X ) and write simply
−
→
M( X ).

4

Normalisation of a Constraint System

In this section we present the rules applied in the normalization function over
constraint systems. The result of applying a rule is put in disjunctive normal
form and existential quantifiers are moved up to the prefix of the system using
first order logic. These rules are organized in six groups G1 , . . . , G6 .
G1 aims at maintaining syntactic properties over a constraint system. Some
rules handle labelling of master constraints by adding new labels or transfering
existing ones. We call them respectively the labelling and the label transfer rules.
Other rules format constraints in order to get preferably variables on their left
hand-side, or replace indexed variables by non-indexed ones.
G2 contains the F orge rules. Here, we have for example :
_
t ∈ F orge(E, K) −→ t ∈ F orgec (E, K) ∨
t ∈ Sub(w, E, E, K)
w∈E

This generic rule illustrates the two possible ways for forging a term t: either by
composing or by decomposing one of the knowledge. The other rules enumerate
all possible ways a term can be composed by the Intruder: we have exactly one
rule for decomposing each kind of operator in the signature G. In particular, there
is one rule for the mpair operator where mpair autonomy is used to justify the
quantification.
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G3 contains the Sub rules. These rules are similar to the F orge ones, but
they decompose Intruder knowledge. In this group, there is a generic rule :
t ∈ Sub(u, E, E, K) −→ (t = u) if u ∈ K
(t = u) ∨ (t ∈ Subd(u, E, E, K)) otherwise
This rule follows precisely the intruder deduction rules: a term t is an accessible
subterm of u iff t = u or there exists a direct subterm u′ of u, derivable from u,
with t being an accessible subterm of u′ . Therefore, there exists exactly one rule
for decomposing each kind of operator in G (apart from variables and constants).
G4 encodes unification algorithm for terms in our system, and thus, the
resolution of equality constraints. These rules simply consist in testing recursively
the compatibility of each top operator in each term. Therefore, the only equality
constraints remaining after an iteration of these rules are those assigning a value
to a variable, i.e. X = u with X ∈ X ∪ XI . The goal of G5 and G6 is to replace
variables by managing interactions between constraints.
G5 aims at replacing variables by their value, inside one block and independently of other blocks. Consequently, these rules only consider multiple occurences of the same variable, with the same index in case of indexed variable.
For instance, the interaction between two Equality constraints is managed by
Rules 26 and 27 for respectively indexed and non indexed variables.








B ∧ (Xi = u) ∧ (Xi = v) −→ B ∧ (Xi = u) ∧ (Xi = v) ∧ u = v (26)
(X = u)sm ∧ (X = v)
−→ (X = u)sm ∧ (u = v)
(27)
Besides, interaction for F orge and Sub constraints is managed as follows:
A ∈ F orgec (E, K) ∧ t ∈ Subd(A, E ′ , E, K) −→ ⊥ where A ∈ X ∪ XI
This rule says that it is not necessary to decompose a variable. While a bit more
complex than expected, our semantics of Subd(, , ,) has been defined to prevent
useless actions like this, thus ensuring the validity of G6 .
G6 generalizes G5 by allowing variable replacements from one block to an
other one. Given a constraint containing a variable Xi that must be replaced by
its value, we enumerate a finite number of ”candidate” terms representing all
possible values of this variable according to the whole constraint system. These
values are provided by master constraints. For instance, the interleaving between
a Sub constraint with contraints of other blocks leads to the following rule:
_
∃k ′ t ∈ Sub(uδ, E ′, E, K) ∧ (Xm = uδ)f
t ∈ Subd(Xm , E ′ , E, K) −→
(Xi = u)∈E
′

k
∧Xm ∈
/ F orgec (E ′ , K)with δ = δi,m

In this rule, only the case where master constraints are equality ones are taken
into account since the interleaving with F orge ones leads to ⊥. This rule adds
an (extra) equality representing the master constraint it used, but labeled final
to prevent further reductions on it. It adds also negative constraints to eliminate
the case of F orge master constraints.
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Rules System with Tags We have defined our Rules system for constraints on
untagged terms. Nevertheless, these rules deal also with tagged terms following
the definition of our signature. For example, the equality constraint (Xi )i = u
leads to ⊥ when u is untagged, since (Xi )i = [ei , Xi ].


Definition 19 (Solved Constraint). A solved constraint is of type: (Xi = u) ,

(X = u)sm , (Xi ∈ F orgec (E, K)) , X ∈ F orgec (E, K), (Y ∈
/ F orgec (E, K)), or
(∀j Xi 6= u) where X ∈ X , Y ∈ X ∪ XI , Xi ∈ XI , u ∈ T , j ∈ V arI (u), E ⊂ T
and K ⊂ T .
We will prove that at each step of our algorithm, the normalized constraint
system contains only solved constraints.
Application to the Asokan-Ginzboorg Protocol
Let us Focus on the following step of the Asokan-Ginzboorg specification:
mpair(i, hL, {Ei }p i) ∈ F orge(E1 , ∅) where E1 = {mpair(t, hl, {e}pi)}.
−→ (mpair(i, hL, {Ei }p i) ∈ F orgec (E1 , ∅))
∨(mpair(i, hL, {Ei }p i) ∈ Sub(mpair(t, hl, {e}pi), E1 , ∅, ∅)) by G2
−→∗ ∀i ∀j ((L ∈ F orge(E1 , ∅) ∧ (Ei = e)m ) ∨ ((L = l)sm ∧ (Ei = e)m )
∨((L = l)sm ∧ (Ej = e)m )) by G1

5

Well-tagged Protocol Verification

We introduce here the verification algorithm and the results that state the correctness and the completeness of the inference rules of Section 4 and decidability
for protocols without mpair(, )’s and indexed variables. Given a set R of inference rules and a formula F we say that R(F ) is a closure of F by R if it is
derived by a finite number of applications of rules in R and no rule can be further applied to R(F ). First of all, we define a reduction of equalities chain in an
environment:
Notation 2 (⌈E⌉) We note ⌈E⌉ the closure of E by the following rules:
X = Y ∧ Y = u −→ X = u ∧ Y = u
k′
Xi = Yi ∧ Yj = u −→ Xi = uδQ,i
∧ Yj = u
for X, Y ∈ X ∪ XI , Xi , Yj ∈ XI and u ∈
/ X ∪ XI .


Second, we introduce the normalisation function denoted by S 7→ (S)y. A normalisation of a constraint system can be defined when some closures can be
computed as follows using a subset of the inference rules. This normalization
operates in two main phases:
Definition 20 (Normalization function). Let S be a block system. We denote by SR the whole set of inference rules except the labelling rule. We assume
that we can compute:
Phase 1: S1 , a closure of S through SR except Rules 26 and 27;
Labelling: S2 , a closure of S1 through the labelling and label transfer rules;

Phase 2: S3 , a closure of S2 through SR. This closure is denoted by (S)y.
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The Labelling step adds labels for creating master constraints, making sure
to always favour labelling of equality constraints to a forge constraints. While
Phases 1 and 2 are similar by the rules they use, their behaviors differ: when
used in our algorithm for a step Ri ⇒ Si , Phase 1 will never use any constraint
−
→
interleaving rule with a master constraint M( X ) with L(X) = Ei−1 . This means
that during Phase 1, the variables with maximum level cannot be replaced yet
from a block to an other, simply because none of them have master constraints
yet. However, the second phase do not have this limitation. The verification
algorithm is the following:
Algorithm 1 Let P = {Ri ⇒ Si |i = 1..k} be Well-Tagged, Sec ∈ T , Rk+1 ,
Sec and S0 ⊂ Tg .
1. Let CBS 0 , ∀Q ∃R ⊤, with Q = R = ∅, be the initial constraint system.
2. For i from 1 to k + 1 :
(a) Assume that CBS i−1 , ∀Q∃R B1 ∨ B2 ∨ .. ∨ Bp ;
(b) Let ctri , Ri ∈ F orge(S0 , S1 , .., Si−1 , ∅);
S
−
→
− M(CBS i−1 , X ) and for all j = 1, ..p, X, Y ∈ X ∪ XI ,
(c) Let Ei = →
X
Ei,j = ⌈Ei ∪ SM(Bj , X )⌉\{(X = Y )};

(d) Let CBS i , ( ∀Q∃R (B1 ∧ ctri , Ei,1 ) ∨ .. ∨ (Bp ∧ ctri , Ei,p ) )y
3. Test Satisfiability of CBS k+1 (return insecure iff satisfiable).
Note that sets Ei , Ei,j denotes respectively the set of master constraints for vector
variables and the set of submaster constraints for variables of block Bj , both
with variables of level strictly included in Ei−1 . Notation ⊤ represents true. The
algorithm chooses a “possible” protocol run represented by π, and tests if after
this run Sec is derivable by the intruder for some length e of mpair(, ). We test
this by increasing the initial constraint system CBS 0 with each protocol step
successively, and by normalising the resulting constraint system at each step.
This step-by-step normalisation is required by our inference rules which assumes
that master and sub-master constraints for previous steps have been already
computed. Since we will show that the normalisation preserves the semantics,
e
|[ CBS k+1 ]|∅ 6= ∅ iff the protocol run defined by π has an attack. Thus, assuming
the next lemmas, the correctness of the algorithm follows:
Lemma 1. (Correctness and Completeness of Normalization)
Let CBS i and ctri (i = 1..k + 1) be as in the verification algorithm, for some
Well-tagged protocol P . Then for all e,
e

e
|[ CBS i−1 ∧ ctri ]|∅ = (CBS i−1 ∧ ctri )y ∅
Lemma 2. (Satisfiability of normalised form)
When Algorithm 1 is applied to a Well-Tagged protocol P and terminates, the
satisfiability of the resulting normalised constraint system can be decided.
Theorem 2. (Analysis of Well-tagged Protocols)
If Algorithm 1 terminates for the class of Well-Tagged protocols, then, the problem of insecurity is decidable for this class.
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Full proofs can be found in Technical report [Rep]. Moreover, it is worth to
notice that our algorithm always terminates for protocols without mpair(, ), thus
showing that our procedure is an extension of protocol analysis in the basic case.
The proof of termination for protocols without mpair(, ) and without indexed
variables can be found in Technical report [Rep].

6

Conclusion and Further Works

We have proposed an extension of the constraint-based approach in symbolic
protocol verification in order to handle a class of protocols (the well-tagged
ones) which admit unbounded lists in messages. This class can be used to model
in particular interesting group protocols. We conjecture that adding adequate
control on our constraint simplication rules allows one to obtain termination of
the constraint normalization process and therefore to derive a decision procedure
for well-tagged protocols.
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